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Chapterr 1

Introduction n
Recentt advances in technology, leading to the development of sophisticated devices,
havee opened the doors for scientists to perform larger and more complex experiments
thatt were not possible before. However, new ways of experimentation have posed
manyy requirements and challenges to both scientists and developers of supporting
toolss and infrastructures. New solution methods need to be designed to fulfill the
needs,, solve the emerging problems, and generate new results.
Tacklingg these challenges requires long-term multi-disciplinary efforts between scientistss from both experimental science domains and computer science. In this dissertation,, scientific problem solving from the computer science point of view is addressed
throughh the virtual laboratory paradigm. Furthermore, the main body of the research
workk presented in this thesis focuses on the information management challenges within
thee scope of a multi-disciplinary virtual laboratory environment. This introductory
chapterr describes the emerging e-science paradigm, defines and characterizes the esciencee domains and applications. It provides some examples of emerging scientific
experimentss to motivate and illustrate the difficulties that scientists face during their
experimentationss and introduces the virtual laboratory solution. Furthermore, the
mainn objectives of the thesis are presented and the research approach to achieve these
objectivess is outlined. Also, the research and development projects that provided the
basee and context for the research work and contributed to the results obtained are
described.. This chapter concludes with an overview of the structure of this thesis.
Pleasee notice that the work presented in this thesis is inter-disciplinary and coverss diverse areas, including information modelling and data management techniques,
distributedd databases, and support environments (e.g. virtual laboratory) for experimentall scientific domains (e.g. life sciences). However, the main work and focus of the
thesiss falls within the area of information modelling and information management,
andd thus covering the description of basic concepts and terminology, as well as the
basicc methodologies applied in the area of databases and information management
iss outside the scope of this thesis. The list of acronyms/abbreviations and their descriptionss as well as the glossary of the key terminology, however, are included to the
thesiss to facilitate the reader.
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Itt must be noted that the research approach, presented in Section 1.4, addresses
thee applied scientific methodology for management of information in this thesis, includingg the validation/verification approach applied to the scientific work of the thesis.. As detailed in Section 1.4, the scientific methodology for research in the area
off information modelling and information management comprises a number of steps
andd phases, including the field study, survey of related research, generalization of
thee findings to design a solution (including the concepts, models, architecture and
implementation),, verification/validation of the proposed solution, and the feedback
too the design stage for subsequent adjustment and further improvements. Activities
inn different phases of this methodology are based on both theoretical and empirical
work.. The initial ideas are based on the literature and experiences gained from severall projects. In specific, the experience gained during this research work has played
ann important role in the development of the models, design, and implementation of
thee presented information management platform. More experience was also gained
throughh the involvement in several other research projects, which are introduced in
Sectionn 1.5 of the thesis and summarized in Appendix B. Each of these projects
focusess on different aspects of information management and database software development,, by examining the application and its specific data/information, identification
off user requirements, modelling of the concepts/entities/functionality, design of the
architecture,, and choosing the implementation approach and technologies.
Validatingg research in the area of information modelling and information managementt is quite a challenge, as there are no standard means for performing it, except
forr empirical verification. This type of verification relies on case studies for validatingg the initial ideas with respect to the problem in hand, as well as for identifying
thee strength and weaknesses of the approach. The weaknesses identified during this
processs are used for further improvement and appropriate adjustment of the solution,
whichh in turn results in further improvement of the models and the databases. Therefore,, the approach to modelling and the developed information management platform
off this thesis were also validated using case studies, where two scientific experimentationn domains (DNA microarray and material analysis for complex surfaces) were
chosenn as the application case studies. One of these studies, the DNA microarray, is
presentedd in details in Chapter 6. These case studies have provided ample grounds
forr the identification of basic requirements during the field study, for evaluation and
validationn framework that embodies both the information management approach and
thee models, as well as for the adjustment and fine tuning the solutions produced by
thee thesis.

1.11

E-Science Paradigm

Inn recent years, technological advances and systematic growth of research efforts in
experimentall science domains, such as life sciences, have achieved breakthroughs that
goo beyond the imagination of mankind even a decade ago. Advances in the laboratory
techniquess and the introduction of highly automated laboratory instruments have
causedd both the automation of many steps in scientific experiments and the generation
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off very large amounts of data. Especially the large amounts of data have become a
commonn characteristic of today's experiments, sometimes even leading to a change in
thee way that scientists perform their scientific research.
Provisionn of the advanced one-of-a-kind devices, the required powerful processingg facilities, and the transportation, storage, management and analysis of increasing
amountss of data are some examples of what is required for emerging scientific experimentations.. However, these requirements can no longer be supported by a single
organization.. Several organizations all over the world must access to and use resources
fromm each other. The main resources in such a networked environment comprise computing,, storage and networking facilities; instruments and other experiment specific
devices;; raw data, produced information and published results; and analysis softwaree and visualization equipment. The e-science paradigm provides a new way of
performingg scientific research using advanced computing, information and communicationn technologies. It is driven by large amounts of data originated from a variety
off sources.
Inn the remaining of this section, definition and characteristics of e-science domains
ass well as different experiments and applications from these domains are presented.
Furthermore,, brief descriptions of these applications are provided as examples, and
thee main difficulties that scientists face when carrying out these experiments are
outlinedd as motivation.

1.1.11

Definition and Characterization of E-Science Domains
andd Applications

E-sciencee domains include the experimental science domains in which advanced computing,, information, and communication technologies are extensively used for experimentations.. E-science domains can be characterized as follows:
Large amounts of data are generated by either simulations or 'networked' instrumentsments (i.e. instruments that are connected to storage and computing facilities
throughh computer networks).
Many steps in experiments are automated; for instance, re-plating biological
samplee by using a pipetting robot.
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are extensively used throughoutt the entire experiment life-cycle, from experiment design and execution to
analysiss and interpretation of results.
Inn this direction, life sciences, physics, simulation and modelling, medical sciences,
andd astronomy can be named among the most active e-science domains. The following
outliness some examples of the emerging experiments and applications from these
domainss that create new challenges for the ICT. These specific examples also represent
thee main "problem areas" studied for the research performed in this dissertation.
Thesee experiments and applications are described in the next subsection.
Microarray experiments and confocal microscopy experiments (life sciences)
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Material analysis experiments for complex surfaces and Large Hadron Collider
(LHC)) experiments (physics)
Traffic simulation applications and fluid dynamics applications, and interactive
simulatedd vascular reconstruction application (simulation and modelling)
Pleasee note here that the term emerging experiments and applications has differentt meanings in different e-science domains. For instance, the emerging life sciences
experimentss represent a relatively new research area when compared to the experimentss in physics area. However, advances in the technology has also resulted new
typess of experimentations in physics which were not possible before, as in the case of
LHCC experiments in the field of high energy physics. The common denominator for
alll these experiments and applications is the extensive utilization of the ICT for their
support. .
Fourr specific experiments in different domains are used as the main test cases for
thee research in this thesis, including microarray, confocal microscopy, material analysiss for complex surfaces, and traffic simulation experiments. However, this research
wass also complemented with an extensive study of several other experiments and applicationss from the literature, which allowed the identification of the most common
characteristicss of emerging scientific experiments. Following are the common characteristicss applicable to most, if not all, types of experiments from different e-science
domains: :
Diversity.. Availability of new instruments, new techniques and new information
allowss scientists to gain deeper insights on problems, hence to focus on very
detailedd and specific questions. As a result, increasingly diverse experiments
aree being performed even in a single domain.
Complexity.. In parallel to the increasing complexity of utilized instruments and
infrastructures,, experimental procedures are becoming longer, more complex,
andd more computation intensive during which various protocols and techniques
aree applied at different steps.
Largee data sizes. New generation high-throughput experimental technologies, supportingg technologies for the automation of many tasks during experimentation,
andd improved laboratory techniques have resulted in an explosion in the amount
off data/information generated by experiments.
Heterogeneity.. By nature, experiments themselves as well as the data/information
theyy generate are heterogeneous. This heterogeneity further increases with adhocc experimentations driven by 'what if1 questions, and with new types of informationn generated by new types of instruments and new types of experiments.
Collaborationn needs. The need for unique and/or expensive instruments and highcapacity/high-performancee infrastructure necessitates sharing of resources, experiencee and costs. The resulting collaborations generally include several autonomouss organizations. Thus, on one hand the issue of access rights and proprietaryy resources and on the other hand the distribution of tasks towards joint
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problemm solving among different organizations are significant for proper handling. .

1.1.22

Target Problem Domains and Applications - Motivation

Inn this subsection, brief descriptions of the above-mentioned emerging scientific experimentss and applications are provided. In addition, the major difficulties that
scientistss face during experimentation are enumerated for each of these experiments
andd applications.
Microarrayy experiments. Among many others in the life sciences domain, microarraycroarray experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] can be named as one of the most recent growing types
off experiments. Microarray experiments allow genome-wide monitoring of changes in
genee expression levels to answer the question of, what genes are expressed in a particularr cell type of an organism, at a particular time and under particular conditions.
Changess in gene expressions occur often in response to some stimuli, for instance,
thee expression of diseased genes in response to a certain drug. Microarray technologyy exploits the preferential binding of complementary single-stranded nucleic acid
sequences.. A microarray is typically a glass slide, onto which DNA molecules are
attachedd at fixed locations called spots. With the current technology of DNA microarrays,, it is possible to spot up to 40,000 sequences on a single array. For gene
expressionn studies, each of these sequences ideally identifies one gene in the genome.
Thee microarray technology and microarray experiments are described in Chapter 6.
Mainn difficulties in performing microarray experiments:
=> Long and complex experimental procedures (e.g. a typical microarray experimentt consists of 5 phases and only the clone preparation phase of an experiment
containss up to 51 steps).
=* Archival of experiment setup, conditions, and experiment results as well as the
properr links among them.
=^^ Different levels of quality requirements for different stages of experimentation.
=*** Accessing extremely diverse set of biological data resources necessary for comparisonn and interpretation of experiment results. For instance, there are at
presentt 281 biological database sources all around the world that are listed in
[5],, classified in 18 different categories.
=>> Security of proprietary information, for instance to support the privacy of experimentt setup and results for drug discovery studies in a pharmaceutical company.
Confocall microscopy experiments. Confocal microscopy is another emerging
experimentt from the life sciences domain. Confocal microscopy [6, 7, 8] is valuable
forr obtaining high resolution images and 3D reconstructions of a variety of biological
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specimen.. Confocal microscope scans the sample in slices (3D scanning), often during
aa time period, generating 4D images of the specimen. However, depending on a numberr of other parameters, such as the life time of the specimen and spectra, the image
cann be N-dimensional. These images are used to extract the interesting features of the
objectt under study. For instance, in case of a time series experiment, changes in the
sizee of a cellular organelle (e.g. mitochondria) in response to inadequate nutrition can
bee observed. The observations from the image stack can be combined with and correlatedd to the results obtained from other complementary experiments. For instance,
resultss of a microarray experiment can be used to see the changes in the expression
levelss of all genes in the object of interest during the microscopy experiment period,
allowingg the scientist to correlate the physical changes to the molecular changes.
Mainn difficulties in performing confocal microscopy experiments:
=>=> Storage and management of large number of high-resolution images.
=>> Cost and availability of software tools and hardware infrastructure required for
thee analysis of images.
=>> Integrated access to heterogenous information for correlating microscopy observationss to results from other types of experiments.
Materiall analysis experiments. Material Analysis for Complex Surfaces (MACS)
experimentt is an example emerging physics experiment [9, 10]. These experiments
tryy to identify and determine the elements that compose complex surfaces regardless
off the nature of the sample, and involve large and complex instruments such as the
Fourierr Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) imaging spectrometer, the nuclear microprobe
(micro-beam),, and the mass spectrometer. During the experiment phase, a sample is
extractedd from the source object under study, and scanned using the above-mentioned
devicess [9]. The large amounts of data produced by these devices make the analysis
phasee longer and more effort consuming than the experiment phase itself. In addition,, a set of analysis tools needs to be integrated into the application to facilitate the
workk of scientists, such as tools for correlation analysis and multivariate data analysiss (e.g. principle component analysis). Material analysis and confocal microscopy
experimentss are similar in the sense that both experiments focus on generating and
analyzingg multi-dimensional images of a sample.
Mainn difficulties in performing material analysis experiments:
=>> Remote control and operation of complex laboratory instruments.
=>=> Storage and management of large number of high-resolution, large-size images
(upp to 100 MB per image, 20 images per day).
=>-- Combining a number of analysis tools and correlating wide variety of analysis
resultss from a series of (possibly different types of) experiments.
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LHCC — Large Hadron Collider experiments. Among other emerging scientific
experimentss in the physics domain, one can mention the LHC [11] experiments, which
bringg protons and ions into head-on collisions at higher energies than ever achieved
before,, thus allowing scientists to penetrate still further into the structure of matter
andd recreate the conditions prevailing in the early universe, just after the "Big Bang".
Withinn the context of LHC studies, the ALICE Collaboration is building a dedicated
heavy-ionn detector to exploit the unique physics potential of nucleus-nucleus interactionss at LHC energies. The aim of ALICE - A Large Ion Collider Experiment [12, 13]
iss to study the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme energy densities,
wheree the formation of a new phase of matter is expected. Another experiment that
hass been approved for the LHC is the ATLAS - A Toroidal LHC Apparatus, targetingg to perform measurements that will lead to an understanding of the mechanism
off electroweak symmetry breaking [14, 15, 16]. Other emerging experiments from
physicss and astrophysics are the Laser Interferometer Gravitational- Wave Observatorytory (LIGO) experiment [17] and the Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory (ASC)
[18]. .

Mainn difficulties in performing LHC experiments:
=4-- Very high requirements for storage capacity (e.g. 100 TB of data generated
byy ALICE per year), network bandwith (e.g. 2.5 GB/s event builder bandwith
andd 1.25 GB/s data storage bandwith requirements of ALICE), and computing
powerpower (e.g. 220 Gflops estimated computing power for the analysis of ALICE
experimentall data) [13].
=>-- Large collaborative initiatives for sharing and reducing the costs of the required
uniquee and expensive instruments, and high-capacity and high-performance infrastructuree (e.g. the ALICE Collaboration includes 1223 collaborators from 85
differentt institutes of 27 countries [12], while the ATLAS project is an internationall collaboration involving participants from 34 countries [14]).
Simulationn experiments and applications. An example engineering simulation
applicationn is the traffic simulation. Simulation of traffic flow for transportation
planningg [19], modelling and simulation of automatic debiting systems for Electronic
Feee Collection (EFC) on highways [20], simulation of the reliability of communication
linkss used in an EFC system [21] and calibration of the traffic generator used in this
simulationn [22] can be named as more detailed examples of traffic simulation.
Inn fact, simulation is a part of every area covered by e-science. As an example
off other simulation applications, simulating fluid dynamics [23] from the domain of
complexx systems simulation and modelling can be mentioned.
InteractiveInteractive simulated vascular reconstruction [24] is an example of emerging medicall applications. The purpose of vascular reconstruction is to redirect and augment
bloodd flow or perhaps repair a weakened vessel through a surgical procedure, where a
pre-operativee surgical planning allows an evaluation of different procedures a priori,
underr various physiological states. The aim of this application is to provide a surgeon
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withh an environment in which s/he can explore the effect of a number of different
vascularr reconstruction procedures before it is put to practice.
Mainn difficulties for simulation experiments and applications:
=s>> Size of the simulation can become very large, depending on the number of
simulationn parameters and required simulation runs.
==>> Large computing power is required to run such large simulations.
=>=> Access to several databases for querying the simulation data sets may be needed
{e.g.. as in the case of studies for calibrating the traffic generator).
=> Superior visualization devices are needed (e.g. as in the case of interactive
simulatedd vascular reconstruction where the CAVE Cave Automatic Virtual
Environmentt is used).
=>> Security of private information must be provided (e.g. privacy of personal medicall data in interactive simulated vascular reconstruction applications).
Thee following provides an overview of some of the major difficulties and pressing
challengeschallenges that scientists face and need to overcome when performing their e-science
experimentss and applications (presented in no specific order):
Usingg a variety of complex resources (e.g. laboratory instruments, computing
facilities,, or analysis software); sharing resources with collaborating partners;
designingg experiments that are capable of efficiently utilizing these (possibly
distributed)) resources.
Organizingg the overall working environment to avoid chaos during complex experimentations,, for instance keeping track of what information is stored where;
customizingg the working environment to personal preference.
Storingg all information related to an experiment, including descriptions of experimentt steps, interpretations of experiment results, and gained knowledge; sharingg this information and knowledge with colleagues and collaborating partners;
transferringg the gained expertise and knowledge to inexperienced scientists.
Ensuring the security of proprietary resources.
Clearlyy there is a pressing need for enhanced support environments providing adequatee facilities and functionality for scientists to assist them with their complex
experimentss and applications. The scientific and technological challenges posed by
thesee emerging scientific experiments and applications generally require a size and
scalee of effort beyond the capacity of a single physical laboratory. Human resources
andd expertise required for the scientific and technical problem solving may be physicallyy distributed among two or more institutions. Furthermore, nowadays to carry
outt research, it is necessary and cost-effective to share access, via remote means, to
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scientificc instruments that are unique, scarce or otherwise difficult to access [25]. Addressingg these difficulties and challenges require long-term multi-disciplinary efforts
betweenn scientists from both experimental science domains and computer science.
Inn experimental science domains, scientists involved in these experimentations must
bothh advance their models and mechanisms supporting the analysis of resulted information,, and design innovative investigation approaches leading to discoveries [26].
Inn fact the complexity of the e-science experimentation paradigms necessitates that
thee support environment be generic and constitute a horizontal base infrastructure
(servingg as an operating system for this paradigm), on top of which the supporting
verticall software tools can be developed, each providing a necessary service for the
e-sciencee environment. Therefore, the main challenges for horizontal infrastructure
falll in the following areas:
1.. data/information modelling and management;
2.. experiment definition/execution infrastructure and its supporting tools;
3.. high-performance computing and networking architecture and facilities;
4.. interoperation and collaboration infrastructures.
Att the same time, the challenges for vertical support tool developments fall in
designn and development of user friendly tools that best support scientists with their
specificc requirements. While creation of such a support environment is not straightforwardd within each area of science, a further challenge would be to provide a multidisciplinaryy support environment for e-science. In this thesis, first a multi-disciplinary
virtualvirtual laboratory environment is proposed and presented as one solution to address
thee computer science related challenges, and then the information management supportt is described and focused. The proposed virtual laboratory aims at the provision
off a proper hardware and software assisting infrastructure, which supports systematicc definition and carrying out of experiments. Furthermore, it allows management
andd publishing of information, provision of tools such as simulation and visualization
tools,, accessing to complex instruments, and sharing of expensive resources among
variouss individuals or research centers. As such, the virtual laboratory helps scientistss to reduce their experimentation costs and enables them to focus only on their
experimentss by providing the necessary supporting infrastructure. In the following
section,, a detailed description of the Virtual laboratory' solution is provided. Further
characterizationn of the virtual laboratory solution proposed by this thesis is presented
inn the next chapter.

1.22

Virtual Laboratory Solution

Severall supporting environments for experimental sciences have been developed and
manyy are under development, aiming to support scientists to overcome the obstacles
thatt they face during experimentation. Some of these are targeting specific applications,, while others are aiming at a generic environment supporting a (wider) range of
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applications.. Although science portals, problem solving environments and virtual laboratoriess are not identical, most of these supporting environments are offering similar
orr complementary functionalities.
Thiss section provides general descriptions of different types of supporting environmentss for e-science domains (namely science portals, problem solving environments,
andd virtual laboratories). The remaining of this thesis, however, focuses on virtual
laboratories. .

1.2.11

Support Environments for Scientific Experimentations

AA general overview of science portals, problem solving environments, and virtual
laboratoriess are presented in this subsection.
Sciencee Portals
ScienceScience Portals are emerging as convenient mechanisms for providing a single point of
accesss with familiar and simplified interfaces to a specific set of resources that are of
importancee to a specific scientific community [27], typically through the use of Web
browserss [28]. Resources can be, for instance, computational, storage, networking
resources,, electronic whiteboards for the scientific community, or a digital library.
Resourcess available through a science portal are usually made available to its
userss as services. Most science portals implement a common set of services (e.g. job
submission,, file transfer) [28]. These services are in general designed to provide highlevell interfaces to resources, hiding the details of using the actual resource. Users
cann make use of these services either in a stand-alone manner using only one service
att a time, or in a collective manner using a number of services simultaneously. It
iss also possible to combine a number of services into a single service for aggregate
functionality. .
Sciencee portals only provide a uniform means for accessing resources. Users themselvess are responsible for the correct and efficient usage of the available resources,
eitherr manually (in interactive or batch mode) or through an application.
Thee CLRC Data Portal [29], Gateway [30], UNICORE [31], Virtual Sky [32],
Enterr the Grid [33], the LAPK Portal [34] and the UCSD Telescience Portal [35]
cann be named among the examples of science portals. A classification and summary
off Grid computing environments is given in [36], while the Web page for the Grid
Computingg Environments Research Group can be found in [37].
Problemm Solving Environments
AA Problem Solving Environment (PSE) is a computer system that provides all the
computationall facilities needed to solve a target class of problems [38]. Common
characteristicss shared by different implementations of PSEs are described in [39],
andd include among others: a target class of science or engineering design problems;
naturall appearance and ease of use for people using the PSEs in the target application
areas,, both in user interaction and ways of thinking; provision of multiple solution
pathss or algorithms for the entire range of applicable problems in the target areas;
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andd availability of parameterized algorithms to account for problem features, solution
requirements,, and resource availability.
Featuress generally provided by PSEs allow users to, among others, solve simple
orr complex problems, support rapid prototyping or detailed analysis by exploiting
technologiess such as interactive color graphics, powerful processors, and networks of
specializedd services [38]. Users can also be assisted through automatic and semiautomaticc selection of a proper solution method from the available set of solution methods,
orr by providing ways to easily incorporate new solution methods [38].
Thee main design goals for PSEs are to increase availability of software, reliability
andd software lifetime while decreasing difficulty and cost/time of problem solving
[40].. The study in [41] suggests that developing a robust abstract (i.e. more generic)
PSEE is helpful in reducing the effort required to develop and maintain robust userspecificc PSEs. However, although some examples of generic PSEs do exist such as
Cactuss [42, 43], most of the current PSEs still target a specific class of problems.
Furthermore,, there are still a number of barriers and open research issues that need
too be addressed to achieve more generic PSEs [44].
AA PSE can make use of science portals as gateways to a number of existing resourcess to fulfill the solution requirements, such as computational and storage requirements. .
Exampless of PSEs include Cactus [42], The Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory
(ASC)) [45], PELLPACK [46], Ecce [47], Sieve and Symphony [48], SCIRun, BioPSE
andd Uintah [49]. Also [50], [51], and [52] provide information on and examples of
PSEs. .
Virtuall Laboratories
Anotherr support environment for experimental sciences is the virtual laboratory. A
virtuall laboratory provides the necessary hardware and software infrastructure to help
scientistss to systematically define and carry out their experiments. Virtual laboratoriess are described in detail in the next subsection.

1.2.22

Virtual Laboratory

AA Virtual Laboratory (VL) is sometimes also referred to as "collaboratory". The
commonlyy agreed definition of a virtual laboratory/collaboratory is given by William
Wulf,, as
"centerr without walls, in which the nation's researchers can perform their
researchh without regard to geographical location - interacting with colleagues,, accessing instrumentation, sharing data and computational resources,, and accessing information in digital libraries" [53].
VLL provides an electronic workspace for distributed collaboration and experimentationn in research or other scientific creative activities, to generate and deliver results
usingg distributed information and communication technologies [25]. It supports an
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aggregationn of people who pursue a related set of research activities and share resources,, where the resources including the people may be geographically distributed
andd associated with different institutions [54]. Therefore, virtual laboratories bring
togetherr best combination of skills, expertise, and tools to carry out the same type of
researchh that is done in a single real laboratory [54].
VLL can be used for virtual experimentation and can provide problem solving environmentt to scientists. It can enable a group of scientists to collaboratively work
onn problems under study, and assist them throughout their experimentations [26].
However,, as described in [25], the supported functionality and experimentation environmentt provided by a virtual laboratory may differ depending on the forces driving
thee formation of the VL. For instance, in the case of a project driven VL, it has a welldefinedd goal and a fixed time scale, and it offers only the necessary functionality until
thee goal is achieved (e.g. an environmental research VL designing a plan for cleaning
upp a contaminated lake). On the other hand, in a second case several larger and more
complexx projects may require VL functionality for accessing large-scale facilities and
forr collaboration to perform multi-disciplinary activities that involve expertise from
manyy institutions (e.g. a VL for analysis of impacts from predicted global and regional
climatee changes). There is also a third case where virtual laboratories can be generic
andd not necessarily associated with specific projects. A VL can be seen as a permanentt facility providing generic functionality to its multi-disciplinary user community,
includingg for instance remote controlling of instruments, running analysis and visualizationn tools, collaborating with colleagues through secure data sharing and exchange
mechanismss and using video-conferencing, whiteboards, and shared applications.
Att present, the concept of 'virtual laboratory' has been associated with several
differentt meanings, depending on the wide variety of application interests and fields
(e.g.. education, games, science, engineering, manufacturing, etc.). Ongoing design
andd development work in the area of virtual laboratory is mostly focused on researchh on certain specific aspects, for instance related to overcoming the distance
problem.. Here, the VLs introduce mechanisms to remotely control devices, for videoconferencing,, and for file sharing e.g. to enable co-working among users [55]. In the
areaa of education, for instance, virtual laboratories can be applied to 'virtually' start
aa chemical reaction, or to see the basic mechanics rules at work while sitting in front
off the computer screen [56, 57, 58]. In some other areas, virtual laboratories are used
ass a simulator to study dangerous situations, as in the field of aerospace [59].
Inn e-science, although in most cases virtual laboratory is considered as a 'virtual'
environmentt where laboratory experiments can be performed in-silico and addressing
aa specific set of problems, there are recently some VL projects that target the provision
off generic solutions and offer a wide variety of functionality, and that are applicable
too a wider set of problems [60, 54, 61, 62, 63]. For instance, under the Distributed
Collaboratoryy Experiment Environments (DCEE) program of the DOE (Department
off Energy) [64], two inter-related sets of projects are supported, some focused on the
testbedss and some being the technology projects. The main focus of the program can
bee summarized as enabling remote operations of physical apparatus and providing
aa history of activities through a laboratory notebook. The projects in this program
includee the LabSpace - A National Electronic Laboratory Infrastructure, Distributed
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Computingg Testbed for a Remote Experimental Environment, and the Collaboratory
Developmentt in the Environmental and Molecular Sciences. Detailed descriptions
andd references to each of these DOE projects can be found in [64]. Another such
virtuall laboratory that offers generic solutions to scientists is the Grid-based Virtual
Laboratoryy Amsterdam (VLAM-G) developed at the University of Amsterdam, which
iss the subject of this thesis. VLAM-G is addressed in more details in Subsection 1.5.1.
Otherr examples of virtual laboratories include The Virtual Laboratory [65], TeleActorr [66], and Virtual Lab [67].
Figuree 1.1 shows how the support environments are related to each other. Please
noticee that a wide variety of VL configurations/architectures can result from Figure
1.1.. For instance, access to resources can be handled in various ways: The VL can
accesss the resources either through a set of science portals, or it can directly access
thee resources. Moreover, a middleware technology for resource management such as
Gridd can also be used for the actual access to resources. Grid middleware technologies
aree discussed in Subsection 3.1.3.
Furthermore,, as outlined in this subsection, in the literature there are several differentt environments associated to the 'virtual laboratory' paradigm, varying from a
veryy simple environment used for teaching to a complex environment used for remote
(virtual)) experimentations that bring several organizations together to share their
resources.. In the remaining of this thesis, the term virtual laboratory (VL) is used to
referr to its broad definition. The Collaborative Experimentation Environment (CEE)
laterr addressed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, however, refers to the broadest definition of
thee VL with an emphasis on supporting joint multi-disciplinary projects and collaboration,, specifically information sharing among organizations and scientists. As such,
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Figuree 1.1: Collaborative experimentation environment and its relation to other supportt environments
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itt shall provide an integrated environment aggregating the functionalities provided by
otherr different types of virtual laboratories (see Figure 1.1).

1.33

Research Objectives

AA proper handling of all previously mentioned difficulties for e-science experiments is
importantt and necessary to help scientists cope with the emerging challenging characteristicss of their experiments. Although virtual laboratory approach is a promising
startingg point, there are still many aspects that need further research. One of the
challengingg aspects is the management of scientific information in a VL environment.
Informationn management, which constitutes the main focus of this thesis, plays an
essentiall role in supporting scientific experiments, in the sense that it is involved in
alll types of e-science experiments and at any and all stages of the procedures followed
duringg the experiments. In order to address the information management aspects of
aa virtual laboratory environment, the key research question is formulated as follows:
IsIs it possible to provide a flexible and extensible, yet robust information
managementmanagement platform that offers generic and reusable solutions to fulfill
thethe information management requirements of emerging experiments and
applicationsapplications in different e-science domains?
Consequently,, the general objective of this thesis work is formulated as follows:
AnalysisAnalysis of the information management requirements of scientific experimentationsimentations in different e-science domains, and propose generic and
reusablereusable solutions for the management of scientific information in a
collaborativecollaborative virtual laboratory environment.
Thee proposed information management platform will have to provide necessary
mechanismss for proper handling of the information generated by e-science experiments.. In specific, the information management platform will be responsible for:
managing all information handled in the VL and stored in internal data resources,, where the information can be scientific information generated by VL
users,, experiments and applications (e.g. experiment designs), or it can be administrationn or management-related information generated by the VL itself for
itss proper operation (e.g. user profiles);
providing mechanisms for accessing both internal VL information resources (e.g.
databasess storing application-specific information) and external information resourcess (e.g. public repositories for scientific information), and managing accessess to these resources;
handling information management requests of other (architectural) VL componentss as well as requests of VL users and applications.
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Inn order to offer complete solutions to scientists, the information management
platformm must be an integral constituent of t h e virtual laboratory environment (see
Figuree 1.2). As shown in this figure, VL users and applications access and use
data/informationn resources t h r o u g h t h e VL information management platform, and
hardware/softwaree resources through other VL components or through a resource
managementt middleware. T h a t means, VL users and applications access and use all
resourcess they need through a single VL environment. Such an integrated approach
willl eventually pave the way to achieving one-stop-experimentation,
where scientists
willl perform all their scientific activities in this single VL environment.
Amongg the various types of d a t a / i n f o r m a t i o n generated by e-science experiments,
somee d a t a sets are very large in size and unstructured, and their analysis do not requiree any specific Database Management System (DBMS) functionality (e.g. querying
functionality).. These d a t a sets can be analyzed by high-throughput software, hence,
forr performance reasons mainly, they may not be stored in databases t h a t are managedd by DBMSs. In such cases, high-performance storage facilities are used instead
off a DBMS for the storage of large d a t a sets as files (please refer to ' d a t a characterization'' in Section 2.2 for further details). Note in Figure 1.2 t h a t applications
andd other VL components can access these high-performance storage resources via a
resourcee management middleware (dashed arrows). Several ongoing research efforts
aree focused on the storage and manipulation of large d a t a sets, especially using the
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Figuree 1.2: Accessing data/information resources in a VL through its information
managementt platform
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Gridd middleware technology (see Subsection 3.1.3 for an overview of these efforts).
Hence,, file manipulation facilities provided by the Grid are considered in this thesis
forr the management of very large data sets that are stored in files.
Inn this direction, the specific objectives of the work described in this thesis, thus
generatingg the thesis contribution, are as follows:
•• Designing and developing the information management platform as an integral
partt of a virtual laboratory environment.
•• Supporting the transfer of knowledge and expertise among scientists by enabling
thee sharing and reuse of experimental designs and information.
• • Modellingg different aspects of the information management platform, including
thee modelling of experiments, functionality, and (experiment and information)
representationn in a generic form to be used by different scientific domains and
applications;; as such supporting multi-disciplinary scientific research.
Providingg generic and reusable mechanisms for storage and manipulation of
heterogeneouss scientific information and complex data and information types
required,, generated, and manipulated during an experiment.
Providingg mechanisms for secure/authorized information sharing and exchange
amongg users and application domains.
• •Enablingg access to multiple data/information resources to support collaboration. .
•• Designing and developing a scalable environment that is open for adding new
userss and resources.
•• Providing a flexible and extensible environment that is open for adding new
typess of information.
•• Designing and developing a highly modular platform that is easy to maintain
andd upgrade.
•• Using existing and emerging standards, as applicable.
•• Defining a methodology for integrating new scientific applications into the developedd information management platform.

1.44

Research Approach

Thiss section provides a summary of the approach applied to the research presented in
thiss dissertation. Considering the multi-disciplinary nature of the field, the research
hass been performed through a number of phases. Figure 1.3 shows different phases
followedd in this approach, and the main results of each phase that are used as input
forr the next phase. Each phase is described below:
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Figuree 1.3: Phases of the applied research approach and their main results

1.. Field study. The first phase of the research approach was to make a comprehensivee study of two representative e-science application cases: The DNA
microarraymicroarray application from the biology domain and the material analysis applicationplication from the physics domain. During this study, a number of experimental
proceduress that are used for (different parts of) experiments have been identifiedd and studied. Step-wise descriptions of these procedures have been generated
(i.e.. description of each step in the procedures). Furthermore, for the steps that
correspondd to activities, protocols used for the accomplishment of the activity,
hardwaree and software tools and their required parameters were all identified
andd defined. This was a very detailed study of the experiment procedures,
thatt resulted in a fine-grained characterization of different types of experiments
performedd in these two application cases. Detail granularity for these two case
studiess were down to the level of the properties of a single step in each procedure.
Besidess these two main application cases, a few other scientific/engineering applicationss were also studied, including the confocal microscopy experiments and
trafficc simulation applications. All these studies were done by visiting laboratories,, attending demonstrations, and many face-to-face discussions with the
scientistss and technicians from these different domains.
Followingg this work, a number of similar applications were studied from the
literature,, and a long list of difficulties that scientists face have been identified.. The refinement and analysis of all these study results were focused on
identificationn of information management requirements.
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2.. Related research. Considering the main goal of this dissertation on provision
off a supporting environment for scientific experimentations, the second phase
consistedd of an extensive research of the related work. This related work study
encompassedd both research on technologies, paradigms and standards that enablee the development of a supporting information management platform, and
identificationn of the other innovative proposed solutions addressing the managementt of scientific information. The focus here was to see how other solutions
do/doo not address the long list of requirements that were identified in the previouss study phase.
3.. Designing a solution. This phase of research involved the modelling, design,
andd system implementation activities. Since the VL shall provide a uniform
experimentationn environment for multi-disciplinary research, main focus during
thiss phase was on the generalization and reusability.
First,, a data model for information about scientific experimentations has been
developedd for supporting the two main application cases. Then this model has
beenn generalized, also by using the results from the study of other applications
ass input. The generalized model supports the modelling of information about
scientificc experimentations from different e-science domains. At this phase of
research,, the complexity and diverse characteristics of the two initial application
casess played an important role in the achievement of such generalization. At
thiss stage, in parallel to the information modelling, concepts and (usage and
presentation)) models were also generalized. A generic experiment concept has
beenn defined, and a generic (usage and presentation) model for user environment
hass been developed.
Thee generalization of the models and concepts allowed the design of an informationn management architecture that is capable of uniformly managing informationn about scientific experiments. Furthermore, the generic model for the user
environmentt allowed the design of the user interfaces that uniformly present
thee experiments and information about them to scientists. On the other hand,
speciall attention was paid on the modularity of the architecture during the
designn phase, since modularity is among the key aspects of reusable software
components. .
Finallyy this architecture was implemented, by applying as much as possible
standardss and open source tools and technologies as applicable.
4.. Validation of the proposed solution. When the development of this informationn management platform was completed, the (generalized) concepts and
modelss have been re-applied to the two initial application cases. Necessary
changess and improvements have been identified; and the models, concepts, architecturee and implementation have been updated accordingly for validation
andd verification of these modifications. In addition, during this validation phase
furtherr generalization took place, which allowed replacing some of the specific
implementationn details with more general (and reusable) counterparts, mainly
inn further generalization of the service interfaces.

1.5.. Base Projects
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Thiss section presents an overview of the VLAM-G project that formed the base for
thiss thesis work, and the other projects that contributed.

1.5.11

The VLAM-G Project

Thee Dutch ICES/KIS-II project VLAM-G Grid-based Virtual Laboratory Amsterdamm [60, 68, 69] provides the main context for the research work presented in this
thesis. .
Thee VLAM-G is a multi-disciplinary virtual laboratory environment for remote
experimentt control and Grid-based distributed analysis in experimental sciences, usingg cross-institutional integration of various resources. By providing the necessary
Grid-basedd distributed high-performance hardware and software infrastructure, it enabless scientists and engineers in different areas of research to work on their problems
viaa experimentation, while making optimum use of the modern information technology.. Although the initial focus was on the application cases from the domains of
biology,, physics and systems engineering, the VLAM-G provides the required generic
environmentt for multi-disciplinary research in all e-science domains.
Thee VLAM-G virtual laboratory environment allows its users to:
•• perform multi-disciplinary, collaborative experiments in a uniform, integrated
environment, ,
•• complement their in-vitro experiments with in-silico experiments,
•• combine data integration with software integration,
•• define customized experimental procedures and analysis flows,
•• reuse generic software components, and
•• share hardware, software, storage, networking resources as well as knowledge
andd experience.
Fromm a higher-level point of view, the VLAM-G acts as a bridge between the
high-levell user environments and the low-level Grid facilities (Figure 1.4). It hides
thee low-level details of the Grid layer by providing higher-level functionalities to its
userss to transparently access the Grid facilities.
Thee VLAM-G Architecture
Thee four-tier architecture of the VLAM-G is shown in Figure 1.5. Application presentationsentation tier includes the user environments which allow users to interact with the
VLAM-GG and use its facilities. Components in the application toolkit tier provides
thee generic VL functionality, on top which application-specific functionality can be
developed.. Grid services tier provides the distributed resource management functionalityy using the Grid middleware technology. VLAM-G resources tier consists of
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t h ee computing, networking, and storage resources t h a t are made available to users
andd applications through the VLAM-G. Figure 1.5 also shows the components of the
VLAM-GG architecture distributed over these four tiers, while interaction among the
variouss components of the architecture is depicted in Figure 1.6. Seven main componentss of the architecture can be distinguished: Front-End, Session Manager, RTS,
Collaborationn System, Assistant, Module Repository, and Information Management
(VIMCO).. Below, each of these components is briefly described.
F r o n t - E n d .. Front-End is the user environment of the VLAM-G. Users interact with
t h ee VLAM-G only through the Front-End. T h e Front-End consists of a number
off GUIs, which present the VLAM-G functionality to its users in a uniform w a y
S e s s i o nn M a n a g e r . Session Manager [70] acts as a gateway to the VLAM-G server
side.. It manages the active user sessions, and is responsible for coordinating
thee interactions among the VLAM-G components. All user requests originatingg from the Front-End first arrives to the Session Manager, which then dispatches/forwardss the requests to the corresponding VLAM-G component.
R u nn T i m e S y s t e m ( R T S ) . T h e distributed computing and networking resources
onn the Grid are made available to VLAM-G users through the Run Time System
[71].. It makes use of the Globus [72] services, while hiding the details of this
low-levell toolkit from users. Generic VLAM-G processing functionality and
application-specificc problem solvers are presented to its users as self-contained
modules.. RTS provides a module A P I which encapsulates the Grid computing
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Figuree 1.4: Overview of the VLAM-G as a bridge between high-level user environmentss and low-level Grid facilities
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codee within a simple module interface. Users compose their experiments by
attachingg a number of RTS modules to each other, which are then executed by
thee RTS in the Grid environment.
Collaborationn System &; Assistant. Collaboration component of the VLAM-G
willl enable simultaneous collaborative design and execution of experiments. The
collaborationn system will offer audio and video communication between participatingg scientists by supporting among others a whiteboard for scientists. The
Assistant,Assistant, on the other hand, is a subsystem that will assist users during the
designn of an experiment, for instance, by suggesting a user the most-efficient
modulee to perform a specific task. Implementation of these two components is
plannedd for future work.
Modulee Repository. Module Repository is a persistent storage for the executable
binariess of VLAM-G software modules.
VIMCO.. The VIM CO - Virtual Laboratory Information Management for Cooperationtion is the information management component of the VLAM-G architecture.
Thee DNA microarray and the MACS applications were the two initial applicationn cases of VLAM-G. The work in this thesis has been initiated and motivated by
thee need to support the information management requirements of both these initial
applicationn cases and any future applications within the VLAM-G.
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VLAM-GG Development
VLAM-GG is a joint effort involving several partners from different disciplines. The
workk presented in this thesis addresses the information management aspects of the
VLAM-GG environment. However, since the information management forms the base
forr the interactions among the VLAM-G components as well as the interactions betweenn the VLAM-G and its users, the design of the information management platform
hadd also consequences on the VLAM-G components other than the information management.. As a result, the author was involved in the design activities of the other
VLAM-GG components, especially in the modelling of the VLAM-G Front-End, as
presentedd in Chapters 4 and 5. However, the architectural design and the actual
implementationn of the Front-End were realized by other VLAM-G members.

1.5.22

Other Related Projects

Besidess the VLAM-G - VIMCO project, the author has been involved in many other
projectss as a member of the Cooperative Information Management (CO-IM) Group
[73]] of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), which directly or indirectly contributed to
thee work described in this thesis. These projects include: Dutch ICES/KIS VLAMGG - MACS Project (1999-2002), Dutch NWO-BMI Flexwork Project (2001-2004),
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Figuree 1.6: Components of the VLAM-G architecture and their interaction
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Europeann 5FP FETISH Project (2000-2002), Dutch Electronic Toll Collection Project
(1996-2001),, Dutch JERA Project (1996-1998), and European ESPRIT 4 ARCHES
III Project (1995-1999). A summary of these projects can be found in Appendix B.

1.66

Structure of the Thesis

Thiss dissertation describes the results of the research performed towards the design
andd development of a scientific information management platform for collaborative
experimentationn environments.
Thee structure of the thesis conforms to the phases of the research approach that
wass presented in Section 1.4. Results of each phase are presented in one or more
chapterss of the thesis, as follows:
Fieldd study:

Relatedd research:
Design::

Validation::

Chapter 1 - Characterization of e-science domains and
experiments/applications s
Chapterr 2 - Extensive characterization of VL, use case
analysis,, requirements analysis
Chapter 3 Study, evaluation, and comparison of relatedd systems
Chapter 4 - Design of the solution data models and
functionality,, definition of a methodology for extension
intoo other scientific domains and applications
Chapterr 5 - Design and implementation of the software
platform,, based on the data models and functionality
presentedd in Chapter 4
Chapter 6 - Validation of the results of Chapters 4 and
55 through extensive description of their application to
reall world case studies

Thee main topics elaborated in each chapter are summarized below.
Chapterr 1 described the emerging e-science paradigm, defined and characterized esciencee domains and applications, and provided as motivation examples of emerging
scientificc experiments to illustrate the difficulties that scientists face during their
experimentations.. Next, the virtual laboratory solution was introduced. This chapter
thenn presented the objectives of this thesis work and the research approach applied
too achieve these objectives. The projects that provided the context for the research
workk and contributed to the results obtained were also described in this chapter.
Chapterr 2 first provides a characterization of the proposed virtual laboratory solution,, then focuses on the analysis of the requirements from collaborative experimentationn environments to properly address the identified problems in scientific information
management.. In this direction, this chapter presents the results of the use-case analysiss performed to identify the different users of a VL environment, and outlines the
needss and expectations of each user type as well as the requirements from the base
ICTT infrastructure to properly address the user needs.
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Chapterr 3 presents a framework for the study and evaluation of related work
inn support environments for scientific experimentations. This chapter first introduces
thee technologies, paradigms and standards that constitute the enablers for developing
supportt environments. Remaining of this chapter describes the evaluation criteria for
relatedd work, provides summaries of the studied systems, and finally provides an
evaluationn of the studied systems with respect to the defined criteria.
Chapterr 4 defines a framework for information management in CEEs. The chapter
firstfirst addresses the modelling of scientific experiments which provides the base for the
properr description of the other aspects of the framework, and describes a framework
forr CEE user environments. This chapter finally focuses both on data modelling
forr different types of experiment-related information handled in the CEE and on
functionalityy modelling for the required functionality for proper management of this
data. .
Chapterr 5 describes the implementation of different VLAM-G components, with
thee main focus on its information management platform (VIMCO). In this direction,
firstfirst the experiment model adopted by the VLAM-G is described, followed by a brief
overvieww of the VLAM-G Front-End. This chapter then focuses on VIMCO and
describess its architecture as well as the databases it maintains and the services it
provides. .
Thee DNA microarray application case is presented in Chapter 6. Besides providing
aa brief overview of microarray experiments, this chapter further presents the Expressivee System that is designed and developed to support the information management
requirementss of microarray experiments within the VLAM-G environment. The DNA
microarrayy application case provides an example of how the developed information
managementt platform can be applied to supporting specific application domains.
Finally,, Chapter 7 summarizes the proposed approach, outlines the main achievements,, evaluates the proposed VLAM-G/VIMCO approach and compares it with the
relatedd systems. This chapter then presents the ideas on future work and possible
advancee extensions.

Chapterr 2

Analysiss of Requirements for
Virtuall Laboratories
Challengingg characteristics of emerging scientific experiments and applications in esciencee domains were described in Chapter 1, which include complexity and diversity
off experiments, size and heterogeneity of data generated by these experiments, and
needd for collaboration when performing these experiments. Moreover, in Chapter 1,
somee of the major difficulties that scientists face when performing these experiments
weree outlined. Challenging characteristics of experiments and difficulties that scientistss face when performing these experiments impose a number of requirements to be
fulfilled.. These requirements include both the needs and expectations of the scientists
andd other VL users (i.e. user requirements), and the requirements for the underlying
basee infrastructure (i.e. base ICT infrastructure requirements). In order to propose
soundd solutions, these requirements need to be clearly identified and analyzed.
AA virtual laboratory solution was proposed in Chapter 1 as a support environment
forr experimentation in e-science domains. In order for a VL to help scientists tackle
thee challenging characteristics of experiments, it must properly address their needs
andd expectations. In a VL environment, however, there are different types of users
thatt perform different activities. Consequently, each of these users has different needs
andd expectations from the VL environment that mainly reflect the major activities
theyy perform within the VL. Detailed characterization of the proposed VL solution
allowss for the identification and characterization of both different types of the VL users
andd activities that they perform within the VL environment. Such a characterization
leadss to identification of 'user requirements'. Furthermore, a proper fulfillment of user
requirementss in turn puts a number of 'ICT requirements' on the necessary base VL
infrastructure,, which also need to be carefully identified and analyzed.
Inn this direction, this chapter first presents an approach for requirements analysis
thatt is adopted in this thesis research for the identification and analysis of both user
andd ICT infrastructure requirements. Following this approach, a detailed characterizationn of the proposed virtual laboratory solution is realized, and a use-case analysis is
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performedd to identify and characterize main user activities in VL, as described next in
thiss chapter. The remaining two sections outline and describe the user requirements
andd the ICT infrastructure requirements, respectively. The latter section further focusess on the information management related aspects and provides an analysis of the
informationn management requirements.

2.11

Approach for Requirements Analysis

AA systematic approach is adopted for the identification and analysis of both user
requirementss and base ICT infrastructure requirements. This approach consists of
fourr steps, as described below:
1.. VL characterization. Characterize the proposed VL solution at a level of
detaill that is necessary for identifying its constituents (e.g. users of the VL,
data/informationn handled in the VL, etc.) and their characteristics. Careful
characterizationn of these constituents leads to the identification of requirements
(e.g.. user requirements, requirements for managing the data/information, etc.).
2.. "Use case" analysis. Focus on different actors of the VL environment, which
weree identified during the characterization of the VL, and identify and characterizee main activities that each of these actors performs within the VL.
3.. Analysis of the user requirements. Based on the use case analysis, identify
andd analyze the requirements of VL users for each of their use cases and for
activitiess involved in these use cases.
4.. Analysis of the base ICT infrastructure requirements. Identify and
analyzee the requirements for the necessary base ICT infrastructure in order to
properlyy fulfill the user requirements. Identification and analysis of the base
ICTT infrastructure requirements constitute a step towards providing a solution
too specified user demands.
Stepss involved in this approach are further described in the remaining sections of
thiss chapter.

2.22

Virtual Laboratory Characterization

Inn this section, characteristics of a virtual laboratory are provided. This characterizationn is made by distinguishing the major constituents of a virtual laboratory; namely
experiments,experiments, users, data, functionality, and infrastructure. In the remaining of th
section,, different aspects of these constituents are identified and described, which need
too be carefully considered and supported in a virtual laboratory.
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Experimentt Characterization
Thee main characteristics of several experiments and applications from different esciencee domains were provided in Subsection 1.1.1. Here, the focus will be on the
characterizationn of the life-cycle of a typical e-science experiment.
Thee life cycle of a scientific experiment consists of three 'recursive' phases, which
aree depicted in Figure 2.1 and described below:
•• Design phase. During this phase, the aim of the experiment is usually formulatedd as a question, and the methodology to answer this question is mapped
too an experiment design. The question can be general and high-level such as
profilingg the expressions of all genes in an organism under excessive nutrition,
orr very specific such as calculation of the energy barrier for electron transfer of
aa compound by measuring the emitting life-time from room temperature to low
temperature.. The experimental designs addressing the former type of questions
generallyy have an ad-hoc nature and are generally driven by 'what-if' questions.. The designs addressing the latter type of questions are generally better
understoodd and sometimes already fixed.
Inputt for the experiment design process includes the objective of the experiment,
availablee information about the experiment subject gathered from various resources,, knowledge in the laboratory about the subject, and a survey of possible
(instrumental)) techniques that can be used to achieve the experiment objectives.
Thenn the experimental procedure is designed considering all these input.
Att this stage, knowledge and expertise of the scientist play an important role.
Thee scientist must be able to choose the correct procedure to follow and the
protocolss to apply. Furthermore, considering that experiment definitions are
veryy complex and future references to experiment definitions are highly possible,
archivingg becomes also very important.
•• Execution phase. In this phase, the experimental procedure designed in the
firstfirst phase is executed. The procedure may include laboratory activities (e.g.
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Figuree 2.1: Life cycle of a typical e-science experiment
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samplee treatment), using an instrument (e.g. sample scanning), or data gatheringg (e.g. images generated by the scanner). Laboratory activities can be performedd off-line by a technician, or automated. Furthermore, steps in a procedure
mayy also correspond to simulated activities. All these activities are performed
basedd on the parameters, conditions, etc. as designed in the procedure.
Thee procedure designed in the design phase constitutes the input for the executionn phase. The output is data generated by instruments (e.g. images obtained
byy scanning the sample) or by simulations and software tools (e.g. numerical
valuess obtained by quantifying the image). Note that some experiments may
producee a physical entity as output (e.g. a sample covered with a protective
layer).. In this case, either a new experiment is designed to further work on the
physicall entity (e.g. polishing the protective layer on the sample) or the executionn phase continues with other activities that may generate data as output.
Thee important points in this phase are the access to and operation of various
instruments,, using several hardware and software tools, and the organization of
thee experimental information.
•• Result analysis phase. During this last phase of experiments, the data generatedd by the experiments are analyzed and interpreted by scientists. Several
analysiss tools can be used during this phase, for instance, visualizing the results
inn different ways. The interpretation of results involves correlating results of
differentt experiments to each other to make a comparative analysis.
Thee input to this phase is the data generated in the execution phase, and the
outputt is the information obtained after the analysis. This information can
contain,, for instance, the characteristics of the sample under certain conditions,
orr the verification of a previously observed behavior of a biological specimen
underr certain circumstances.
Thee analysis phase is of ad-hoc nature and intuitive. Learning from the analysis
results,, the scientist may decide to use different analysis methods/algorithms
onn the same experiment results, or may decide to make a new experiment.
Thee recursive nature of the experiment life-cycle comes from the last point. Scientistss may recursively continue with different analyses or with design and analysis
off a new experiment.
Userr Characterization
Inn order to characterize a system, it is useful to identify its different types of users
andd the typical activities that they perform with the system. Note that these are
thee 'users' of the virtual laboratory; developers of the base VL infrastructure are not
consideredd as users of the system, hence are not characterized here.
Thee four target user groups distinguished for the VL include the following (see
Figuree 2.2):
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•• Scientists. Scientists are the actual users of the VL. A scientist is typically
associatedd with an e-science domain (e.g. molecular biology).
Scientistss need (graphical) user interfaces for data entry and retrieval. These
interfacess must provide a high-level representation of available resources to scientistss in order to hide the details of these resources from them. Furthermore,
scientistss may require assistance, for instance, for using an instrument with a
validd set of parameters. Inexperienced scientists typically follow a pre-defined
proceduree when making their experiments, while experienced scientists can also
definee new, customized procedures.
•• Domain experts. Domain experts are scientists who have extensive knowledge
andd experience on a given e-science domain and on the experiments being performedd in that domain. They are responsible, for instance, for the modelling of
thee data resources used to store experimental information, designing experiment
procedures,, defining protocols to be used for certain activities in the laboratory,
andd defining the parameters to be used for certain hardware and software.
Inn order to perform these tasks, domain experts need interfaces for editing
thee working environment for the domain, such as the design of experimental
procedures,, modelling the necessary information and metadata, etc.
•• Tool developers. Another type of user for the VL constitutes the developers
off support tools. A number of tools are used in a VL environment, from tools
forr data analysis to tools for controlling laboratory equipment.
AA repository is needed for the storage of the binary codes of the tools. Furthermore,, a developer requires interfaces for entering the description of the tool
thatt s/he develops, e.g. its function, run-time requirements etc., so that scientistss can choose the correct tool to use when executing an experiment or when
analyzingg the experiment results.
•• Administrators. Administrators are responsible for the tasks related to the
properr management and operation of the VL, such as resource management,
infrastructuree maintenance, and user management.

Tooll Developer

Domainn Expert

Administrator r

Figuree 2.2: Different types of VL users
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Theyy require interfaces and monitoring tools for the administration of the VL
environmentt and infrastructure.
D a t aa Characterization
Inn VL, a wide range and variety of data/information are handled in scientific experimentss within different e-science domains, which need to be properly managed. Importantt aspects that need to be considered for the management of data/information
aree outlined below:
•• Size. As mentioned earlier, one of the most common characteristics of e-science
experimentss and applications is the large amounts of data that they generate.
However,, the composition of generated results differs for each experiment. For
instance,, a microarray experiment measures the expression levels of thousands
off genes organized on multiple glass-slides (microarrays), where intensity, backgroundd intensity, error, p-value, confidence level etc. are quantified and/or
calculatedd for each gene. A material analysis experiment, on the other hand,
measures/recordss the FTIR spectra of the sample cross-sections, generating a
typicall FTIR data cube of 4096 spectra (i.e. 64 X 64 images). The total data
sizee for a single microarray experiment is in the order of megabytes, while this
valuee is in the order of hundreds of megabytes for a single material analysis
experiment.. However, microarray experiments are performed more frequently
thann material analysis experiments (e.g. time-series, comparison, profiling microarrayy experiments).
•• Storage. Size of the data, its structure, and how it is used are the main factors
thatt have an influence on the way that this data is stored. Large amounts
off data are generally stored on disks as flat files. In some cases, the files are
off a specific format. For example, in the case of DNA sequences in molecular
biology,, text files are formatted as key-value pairs, where the keys are defined as
tags.. However, there are also cases where the data is stored in a DBMS. This is
thee case, for instance, for microarray data, where the usage of a DBMS is both
feasiblee with respect to data size and necessary with respect to the complexity of
queriess issued against the data. Furthermore, data with a structure is generally
storedd in a DBMS while unstructured (or semi-structured) data is stored in files.
•• Manipulation. During its life-cycle, scientific data/information is created, updated,, and queried. In a research organization, scientific data is either generated
inn a step-wise manner over time (e.g. for describing experiment steps) or generatedd by an instrument at once (e.g. LHC experiments). Access to scientific
dataa can be on-demand basis for only a single element (e.g. to retrieve the descriptionss of all treatments applied to a given sample), in the form of aggregate
queriess (e.g. to see the average intensity of a gene through a time-series experiment),, or as data scanning (e.g. extracting the spectrum of a sample at certain
coordinates).. SQL and similar languages are the main tools used for accessing
andd manipulating data stored in DBMSs (e.g. for single element or aggregate
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queries).. On the other hand, specific file manipulation tools are used for data
setss stored in files. For instance, NetCDF library [74] is used to manipulate
n-dimensionall data cubes stored as files.
•• Modelling. A variety of information needs to be modelled in an experiment,
includingg the experimental procedure description, resulting data, and annotations/metadata.. Today, every organization models the experimental informationn in a different way. Typically, the model is developed based on the current
typess of data generated in the organization, with minimum effort (quick-anddirtyy approach). Neither the possible future extensions nor the compatibility
withh the data models used by other (international) organizations are considered.. Furthermore, in many cases, no standards have been developed for the
generatedd data. For raicroarray data for example, although a standard is currentlyy being developed for defining the required minimum information about an
experiment,, this effort does not define any standards for the modelling of this
information.. Hence, while still complying to this standard, several microarray
databasess use different data models for their microarray data.
•• Heterogeneity. Scientific data is heterogeneous by nature. Among different
typess of heterogeneity, one can mention model/paradigm heterogeneity (i.e. relationall models, object-models, XML-based models, hierarchical models, etc.),
dataa definition and/or manipulation language heterogeneity (i.e. SQL, OQL,
XQL,, etc.), semantic heterogeneity (i.e. different meanings can be assigned to
thee same entity), and system heterogeneity (i.e. different DBMSs, etc.).
•• Interoperability. In order to support sharing and exchange of data among
collaboratingg centers, data manipulation mechanisms and data models must
supportt interoperability. In line with the different types of heterogeneity, interoperabilityy must address syntactic interoperability (e.g. defining standard
formatss for data such as XML), semantic interoperability (e.g. supporting a
commonn understanding of entities through ontologies), and system interoperabilityy (e.g. through deploying middleware technology such as CORBA, Grid,
JDBC). .
Requiredd Functionality Characterization
Followingg outlines the main functionality required from a virtual laboratory:
•• Experiment management. Scientists must be supported during all three
phasess of an experiment. It must be possible to manage an experiment as an
atomicc unit. This in turn requires a clear definition of an experiment, as well
ass definition of the necessary models (i.e. data model, functionality model,
presentationn model, usage model). Considering these, the VL must develop
thee necessary experiment management functionality, such as storage, retrieval
andd modification of experiment designs; discovering, allocating, and managing
thee resources needed for experiment execution and analysis; and managing the
resultss of analysis.
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•• Data/information management. Mechanisms must be provided for manipulationn of the wide variety of information handled in the VL. These include
mechanismss for storage, querying, retrieval, and modification of experimental
procedures,, results, and annotations/metadata.
•• Resource management. Several resources are needed and used during scientificc experiments in VL, such as computing, storage and networking resources,
instruments,, data/information, and software. VL must manage all these resourcess in an efficient and coordinated manner, in order to achieve utmost fulfillmentfillment of user requirements.
• • Userr management. In order to properly address the requirements of different
typess of users, VL must support definition of different user roles, assignment of
roless to users, definition of access rights for roles, and dynamic manipulation of
users,, roles, and their access rights.
•• Security provision. VL must provide the necessary mechanisms for the authenticationn of users and authorization of their requests. Security must be
providedd at different levels, for instance authorization rules can be defined for
accessingg a hardware resource (e.g. logging-on to a server), accessing to a data
resourcee (e.g. reading a file on the server), or performing an operation (e.g.
executingg software programs on the server). Furthermore, security on the communicationn channels must be addressed.
•• Collaboration support. VL must support the collaborative activities among
distributedd scientists. Such activities include sharing of resources (e.g. hardware,, software, data/information resources), knowledge and experience sharing,
andd cooperative work among remote users (e.g. simultaneously visualizing a
dataa set, video-conferencing, etc.).
Requiredd Infrastructure Characterization
Characteristicss of e-science experiments, data generated and handled within these
experiments,, and the required functionality imposes a set of requirements on the
supportingg infrastructure. Following is a characterization of the 'minimum' required
infrastructuree within the VL.
•• Computing facilities. For the analysis of large data sets, high-performance
computingg infrastructure is needed. The trend has been moving from supercomputerss to clusters of personal computers, which is currently moving towards
virtuall clusters. The VL environment must provide the computational capacity
requiredd by its applications.
•• Networking facilities. In line with the computational trend, networking is
becomingg more important. Today, computing facilities are geographically distributed,, and data and/or processes are transferred among distributed nodes.
Thiss requires high-bandwith, high-speed networks. Furthermore, as described
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earlier,, cooperative work (e.g. interactive simulation performed at a number of
sitess using CAVE), transfer of data from a source (e.g. instrument) to a storage
facilityy (e.g. archive), or from a storage facility to high-throughput analysis
softwaree requires high-speed network connections.
•• Software environment. The required software environment must be open
forr adding new resources, scalable to work with increasing number of users and
workload,, and easy to customize. It must allow the development of specific softwaree tools for experiments, such as analysis tools, instrument control packages,
simulationn software, etc.

2.33

Use Case Analysis

Usee case modelling is a technique used to describe what a system should do. Following
aree the primary purposes for use cases, as defined in [75]:
•• to decide and describe the functional requirements of the system in agreement
withh the users,
•• to give a clear description of what the system should do to provide the basis for
furtherr design modelling that delivers the required functionality, and
•• to provide a basis for performing system tests.

Thee primary components of a use case model are use cases, actors, and the systemm modelled [75]. An actor is a person that interacts with the system. Use cases
correspondd to the main activities that an actor performs when interacting with the
system.. The system here corresponds to the virtual laboratory.
Userss constitute the major actors in a system. Four different types of VL users
weree identified in Section 2.2, namely scientists, domain experts, tool developers, and
administrators.administrators. Another 'actor' of a VL environment is the ICT developer. ICT
developerss are not users of the virtual laboratory, rather they are developers of the
basee infrastructure. ICT developers contribute to the development of different functionalitiess of the base VL infrastructure, e.g. for storage of data or for monitoring the
experimentt execution.
Inn the remaining of this section, use cases identified for different VL actors are
described.. Note that the use cases presented in this section are high-level, mainly becausee e-science experiments are of ad-hoc and intuitive nature (especially the results
analysiss phase), where scientists may follow different routes and perform different
activitiess within a use case. In the case of use case analysis for scientists, such alternativee activities are also included in the descriptions of the use cases. Also note that
alll figures in this section are UML diagrams, hence they follow the standard UML
notation. .
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2.3.11

Scientists Use Cases

Thee main interaction of scientists with the VL is to perform experiments. Three
usee cases are identified for scientists: design experiments, execute experiments, and
analyzee experiment results (Figure 2.3). These use cases match with different phases
off experiment life cycle, as described in Section 2.2. These three use cases are further
detailedd below.
'Designn Experiments' Use Case
Inn this use case, aim of the experiment is formulated as a question, and the methodologyy to answer this question is mapped to an experiment design. Typical activities
involvedd in this use case are depicted in Figure 2.4 and enumerated below:
•• Formulate the experiment question. The objective of the experiment is stated.
•• Search for an experiment template suitable for this objective. A template may
havee already been designed that addresses the same or a similar question.

•• Design experiment by instantiating the template with actual input, protocols,
conditions,conditions, and parameters. If such a template is available, it must be instantiatedd by replacing the variables in the template with the actual values for
thee parameters, conditions, and perhaps even the protocols. At this stage, the
experimentt design is ready.
•• Search database for existing similar experiment designs. If no such template
exists,, experiment database can be searched for experiments with the same or
similarr objective.
•• Retrieve the template. If a similar experiment is found, the template used for
thatt experiment can be re-used. This way, scientists may discover alternative
proceduress /experimental techniques to address the same experiment question.
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Figuree 2.4: Activities involved in 'design experiments' use case for scientists

AccessAccess diverse data sources (for experiment, instrumentation, and analysis techniques,niques, conditions, protocols, and parameters). If no similar experiments are
available,, then the scientist can access multiple resources for designing a new
experimentt from scratch. For this purpose, several data sources can be accessed
thatt contain information about available experimentation, instrumentation, or
analysiss techniques, as well as information about some best-practices (e.g. best
sett of parameters to use a certain instrument). This will lead to a new design.
•• Save experiment design. The experiment design will be saved in the experiment
databasee for future references.
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Figuree 2.5: Activities involved in 'execute experiments' use case for scientists

Notee that these activities may involve collaboration with other scientists/organizations;; for example to share experiment templates or experiment designs.
'Executee Experiments' Use Case
Executee experiments use case corresponds to the execution of the experiment design.
Alll activities in this use case are performed by following the protocols defined, parameterss and conditions specified in the experiment design. Typical activities involved in
thiss use case are described below (see also Figure 2.5):
•• Use an instrument/run a simulation (following the experiment design). The
mainn activity in this use case is to acquire data, either from an instrument or
fromm a simulation.
•• Save any specific run-time info. If any specific run-time variable is set during the
operationn of the instrument or execution of the simulation, which is not specified
inn the experiment design, these are saved for future references. An example of
suchh variables is a machine-specific environment variable for the computer on
whichh the simulation is running. Similar to parameters and conditions, such
informationn is important for the reproducibility of the experiment.
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Figuree 2.6: Activities involved in 'analyze experiment results' use case for scientists

•• Store raw data. The data generated by the instrument or simulation is saved to
aa storage system for further analysis.
•• Perform a laboratory activity (following the experiment design). Alternatively,
thee scientist may perform a laboratory activity, such as crystalizing a compound
forr further analysis in chemistry.
Notee here again that the execution of experiments may require sharing of resourcess among collaborating partners. For instance, a unique instrument, expensive
simulationn software, or even entire laboratory facilities can be shared.
'Analyzee Experiment Results' U s e Case
Inn this use case, scientists process the raw data that they have generated, analyze
it,, interpret the results, and save their conclusions. Activities in this use case have
ann ad-hoc and intuitive nature, and may include recursive actions. Typical activities
involvedd in this use case are depicted in Figure 2.6 and outlined below:
•• Process raw data. In some cases, raw data generated by an instrument or a
simulationn needs to be pre-processed (e.g. fourier-transforming raw data generatedd by an FTIR spectrometer) to prepare it for further analysis. Usually
speciall processing software is used for the processing, depending on the type of
thee data. Such processing is generally well-defined and applied to all acquired
dataa of the same type.
•• Analyze processed data. During this activity, processed data is analyzed by using
severall different analysis tools, being mainly visualization tools. Examples are
visualizationn of spectra images for material analysis samples, or cluster diagrams
off gene expression data.
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•• Interpret results. At this stage, results are analyzed in different ways, and
possiblyy correlated with results obtained in earlier experiments. The results
mightt be sufficient to properly answer the experiment question; otherwise it
mightt be necessary to make further analysis using different techniques/methods,
orr even new experiments might be needed.
•• Save metadata. The conclusions drawn from the interpretation are saved in the
database. .
Similarr to the previous use cases, analysis of experiment results may involve collaborativee activities. For example, analysis results can be correlated with results from
otherr experiments made by collaborators, or findings about an image can be discussed
withh partners using real-time video collaboration, etc.

2.3.22

Domain E x p e r t s Use Cases

Domainn experts are scientists that have extensive knowledge and experience in the
domainn that they work. In this sense, besides making experiments, domain experts
deall with higher-level activities as well, such as designing experiment templates for
novicee scientists or modelling information handled in these experiments. The use
casess identified for domain experts are given in Figure 2.7, which are further detailed
below. .
'Modell Domain-Specific Information' Use Case
Ass they possess extensive knowledge in their scientific domains, domain experts may
helpp administrators to model information handled within a certain type of experiment,
orr even model the information themselves. One step further is designing experiment
databasee schemas, which contains the type definitions for experimental information.

Figuree 2.7: Use cases for domain experts
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Define Protocols' Use Case

Inn an experiment, several steps are performed according to certain protocols, which
describee for instance chemical reactions to be done, conditions to be set, amounts of
materiall to be used, etc. For instance, the hybridization protocol used in microarrayy experiments define molarity of the solution used, temperature for reactions, and
directionss to actually do the reactions. Protocols are generally standardized by expertss with the optimal setting of different parameters, and applied to all laboratory
activitiess of the same type.

'Designn Experiment Templates/Procedures' U s e Case
Whilee the protocols define what to do and how to do in a single step in an experiment,, templates/procedures define how to make an experiment to address a specific
question.. Domain experts define the required activities to perform a specific type of
experiment,, their order, protocols to be used for the activities, and an optimal settingg for parameters. These templates are then used by novice scientists as guidelines
duringg experiment design.

2.3.33

Tool Developers Use Cases

Ass can be seen from the use cases for scientists and domain experts, a wide variety
off software tools are used during experimentation, ranging from data processing tools
too analysis/visualization tools. Although some of these tools can be generic (e.g.
visualizationn of 3D images), they are generally specific to a domain (e.g. clustering
toolss for gene expression data). Developing a software tool specific for a domain
requiress certain knowledge in that domain. At the same time, tool developers must
havee a certain level of knowledge on the base infrastructure for which the tool is being
developed.. Hence, tool developers work in close cooperation both with scientists and
domainn experts and with the ICT developers. Use cases identified for tool developers
aree presented in Figure 2.8, and described below.

Virtuall Laboratory

Tooll Developer

Figuree 2.8: Use cases for tool developers
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'Developp Software Tools' U s e Case
Softwaree tool development for e-science domains involves the well-known base activitiess in software development: Design, implementation, testing. However, one importantt aspect to consider here is interoperability. The developed tools will be running
ass part of a VL infrastructure. Furthermore, these tools will be possibly used in
combinationn with other tools available in the VL. Hence, a developed tool must be
interoperablee both with components of the VL infrastructure and with other tools it
mayy be used with. Activities involved in this use case are described below.
•• Design. One of the main ideas behind the VL is reusability. Hence, functionality
andd architecture of a tool must be designed as generic as possible to allow its
reuse.. Furthermore, design of the tool must consider programming interfaces
andd user interfaces of the VL, data sources it uses, and other software tools that
aree using this tool or being used by this tool.
•• Implementation. This activity must consider the technologies used or supported
byy the VL infrastructure. Furthermore, any functionality required by the VL
mustt be incorporated into the tool (e.g. implementation of a VL interface for
monitoring). .
•• Testing. The developed tool must be tested in the VL environment. This
requiress the existence of a test environment within the VL, which allows interactionn of the tool with the base VL infrastructure and with the resources
availablee through the VL.
'Deployy Software Tools' Use Case
Whenn the tool is implemented and tested, it must be deployed in the VL environment.
Att this stage, executable binaries for the software tool are made available to users
throughh a software repository, and documentation about the tool is provided along
withh the binaries. Documentation includes textual descriptions about the purpose of
thee tool (what it does), algorithm implemented by it (how it does), and run-time requirementss (hardware requirements, system requirements, environment requirements,
etc).. This information is necessary for a user to choose the most suitable tool for
her/hiss needs among the available tools.

2.3.44

Administrators Use Cases

Administratorss are responsible for maintaining the proper operation of the VL environment.. For this purpose, they regularly monitor usage and status of the resources
thatt are available through the VL, and take the necessary actions to maintain their
availabilityy and performance. Another responsibility of administrators is the managementt of VL user accounts. The main use cases for administrators are described
beloww (see also Figure 2.9).
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'Monitor/Managee Resources' U s e Case
Inn a VL environment, several resources are provided to users, including hardware
resourcess (e.g. instruments, computer clusters, storage systems), software resources
(e.g.. analysis tools, base tools like file management tools, etc.), and data/information
resourcess (e.g. databases for application-specific information).
Inn VL, resource monitoring and management is the responsibility of administrators.. An administrator constantly monitors the available resources to meet certain
criteriaa like maintaining high availability or high performance. Hence, an administratorr may have to take a resource out of the VL environment, add a new resource, or
re-start/re-initializee a resource during the operation of VL to meet such criteria.
'Managee User Accounts' Use Case
Userr account management is one of the requirements to support authorized access to
VLL resources. Account management involves creating/deleting a user account, and
assigning/revokingg a role to/from a user account.
Itt is important to note here that managing user accounts does not include access
rightss management. Access rights for a resource are assumed to be defined by the
ownerr of the resource. For instance, a scientist defines who can do what with her/his
scientificc data, while a domain expert defines who can use the experiment templates
thatt s/he designed. Hence, access rights management functionality is required by all
VLL users.

2.3.55

ICT Developers Use Cases

Ass mentioned earlier, ICT developers are not users of the virtual laboratory, rather
theyy are developers of the base VL infrastructure. ICT developers contribute to the
developmentt of base VL functionalities, e.g. file manipulation, user authentication
andd authorization, or monitoring experiment executions. One use case is identified
forr ICT developers: develop base infrastructure functionality (see Figure 2.10).
Similarr to all software development processes, this use case includes design, implementation,, and testing activities. As in the case of developing a software tool for
VL,, ICT developers must consider genericness and reusability of the functionality or
Virtuall Laboratory

Administrator r

Figuree 2.9: Use cases for administrators
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componentss that they develop. Furthermore, the design of the functionality must be
compatiblee with the overall design philosophy of the base VL infrastructure.

2.44

Classification of Requirements

Fivee different actors of VL were identified during the use case analysis and described in
thee previous section. First four of these actors are users of the VL (namely scientists,
domainn experts, tool developers and administrators) while the last actor (namely ICT
developer)) is the developer of the base VL infrastructure.
Figuree 2.11 depicts the interaction among the actors of the VL with respect to
theirr requirements from each other. To further clarify the figure, consider the followingg example: A scientist needs a virtual reality environment to visualize her/his
medicall simulation results, and the required virtual reality environment uses a special
visualizationn software. This need of the scientist puts a number of requirements on
otherr actors in the form of a chain, where each actor requires support or availability
off certain features from another. Support/features required from each actor in this
examplee are as follows:
•• From the domain expert. Order the virtual reality environment and its special
visualizationn software, and design an experiment template to use the environment; ;
•• From the tool developer. Develop the special visualization software for the virtuall reality environment and deploy it as a VL tool;
•• From the administrator.
source; ;

Register the virtual reality environment as a VL re-

•• From the ICT developer. Acquire the virtual reality environment, set up
thee necessary computing and networking facilities, develop the required highperformancee data transfer functionality.
Notee that this list provides the required support/features from each actor, but
nott the order of actual occurrence of these support activities. For instance, the two
Virtuall Laboratory
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Figuree 2.10: Use case for ICT developers
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Figuree 2.11: Interaction among the VL actors

requiredd support activities from the domain expert are to order the virtual reality
environmentt and its software, and to design a template for using it. In this case,
thee domain expert first orders the environment, and only when it is available, s/he
designss the template.
Basedd on the use case analysis and considering the interaction among VL actors
withh respect to their requirements from each other, analysis performed in this chapter
classifiess all these requirements into two categories, namely user requirements and
basee ICT infrastructure requirements (see Figure 2.12). The former group is further
classifiedd into four groups corresponding to the different types of VL users, namely
scientists'' requirements, domain experts' requirements, tool developers' requirements,
andd administrators' requirements. The latter group is further classified into two,
namelyy general VL requirements and information management requirements.
Ass mentioned earlier, identification and analysis of the base ICT infrastructure requirementss constitute a first step towards providing a solution to user requirements.
Therefore,, in Section 2.7, base ICT requirements are matched to user requirements, to
indicatee the required solution for each user requirement. In Figure 2.12, this matching
iss represented with block arrows from user requirements to base ICT requirements. In
orderr to present the matching between base ICT requirements and user requirements
inn the final section of this chapter, first letters of each requirements category in Figure
2.122 are printed in bold fonts. The 'requirements' in the following sections are enu-
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meratedd using the first letter of the user and a numeric value (e.g. S.4 representing
thee requirement number 4 for scientists). This enumeration will be used in Section
2.77 of this chapter to uniquely identify the requirements.
Followingg two sections present the results of the analysis of the user requirements
andd the base ICT infrastructure requirements. Please note that for every one of the
specifiedd categories, only a list of the "main" requirements are specified.

2.55

Analysis of User Requirements

Inn this section, requirements analysis for different VL users is presented. Requirements
analysiss is based on the use case analysis, in which the main activities that different
typess of VL users perform in the VL were described.
Thee requirements analysis presented in this section aims to answer the following
question: :
WhatWhat do the different VL users require to properly perform their activities
withinwithin the VL?
Remainingg of this section presents the requirements of each of the VL users.

2.5.11

Scientists Requirements

Thee list of scientists' requirements, as enumerated below, are grouped based on the
usee cases as described earlier, followed by a list of general requirements. Latter are the
scientists'' requirements that are not limited to a use case but valid for all activities
off scientists in a VL environment.

Scientists' '
requirements s
Tool l
Developers' '
requirements s

Domain n
experts' '
requirements s
Administrators' '
requirements s

Generall VL
requirements s
Information n
management t
requirements s

Figuree 2.12: Classification of the requirements for the Virtual Laboratory
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Requirementss for Designing Experiments
Followingg are the identified requirements of a scientist when designing experiments:
5.11 Ability to clearly and sufficiently formulate the experiment objective/question
inn an experiment design
5.22 Availability of a repository (or repositories), which contain(s) templates for
thee most common types of experiments, designs for earlier experiments, most
commonn techniques and protocols used during experiments, etc.
5.33 Ability to search this repository (or repositories), based on keywords
5.44 Ability to compare experiment designs
5.55 Ability to design a diversity of experiments with any required detail, with varyingg length and complexity, with different experiment flows (e.g. optional steps,
alternativee paths, etc.)
5.66 Ability to uniformly represent and manage these different types of experiment
designs s
5.77 Ability to store, query, retrieve, modify, delete experiment designs
Requirementss for Executing Experiments
Requirementss of a scientist during experiment execution are presented below:
5.88 Ability to execute experiments with varying characteristics (length, complexity,
flow,flow, etc.)
5.99 Ability to (remotely) control/operate an instrument or run a simulation using
thee conditions/parameters specified in the experiment design; retrieve the measurementt data (raw data) from the instrument or from the simulation process;
transportt the data to a storage facility
5.100 Availability of sufficient network bandwith for transferring measurement data
fromm an instrument /simulation to a storage system; sufficient storage space for
storingg the measurement data; sufficient computing power for processing and
analyzingg the measurement data
5.111 Availability of mechanisms for accessing and managing data, such as for reading,
saving,, moving, deleting files
5.122 Availability of mechanisms for ensuring the high availability of data (e.g. backups,, replication)
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Requirementss for Analyzing Experiment Results
Identifiedd requirements of scientists during analysis of experiment results are as follows: :
5.133 Flexibility in the analysis phase; support for ad-hoc and intuitive nature of
analysis s
5.144 Ability to store, retrieve, modify analytical strategy/process descriptions
5.155 Availability of both generic and most commonly used problem solvers; availabilityy of descriptive information and help about these problem solvers
5.166 Availability of high-performance infrastructure for the processing/analysis of
data;; ability to discover, allocate, and (transparently) use resources in this infrastructuree required for the data processing and analysis (e.g. computing units,
networks,, storage systems, visualization devices, analysis/processing tools, etc.)
5.177 Ability to submit a background process or to schedule a process for a specified
time e
5.188 Ability to process/analyze data using a combination of tools and techniques;
abilityy to monitor data processing/analysis
5.199 Ability to correlate and compare different data sets (possibly obtained from
differentt types of experiments, using different analytical techniques)
5.200 Ability to access/query information in files or in DBMSs; ability to access a diversee set of heterogeneous information resources; ability to integrate information
fromm multiple information resources
5.211 Ability to capture and record all observations, inferences, and conclusions drawn
duringg processing/analysis of data sets (i.e. annotations and metadata), which
cann be structured or unstructured
Generall Requirements
Inn addition to the requirements of a scientist for a specific use case, some requirements
aree more general and apply to all activities of a scientist. These general requirements
aree enumerated below:
5.222 Easy management of information about experiments, at the level of an entire
experimentt or parts of an experiment
5.233 Ability to store multiple versions of experimental information
5.244 Availability of graphical, easy and convenient to use, uniform interfaces for
designingg experiments, searching and instantiating experiment templates, enteringg or querying data; availability of flexible user interfaces that are easy to
customizee to personal preferences
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5.255 Availability of assistance/help at any stage during an experiment, for instance
availabilityy of descriptions, guides for usage, possible values for variables, alternatives,, etc.
5.266 Ability to share and exchange data and information, instruments, or other resourcess with collaborating partners in a secure environment
5.277 Availability of various technologies for cooperative work, such as video-conferencing
orr display sharing
5.288 Ability to define access rights on the resources owned by the scientist

2.5.22

Domain Experts Requirements

Listt of identified requirements of domain experts is provided in this subsection. Since
domainn experts are scientists with extensive knowledge and experience in their domains,, their requirements are in addition to those of scientists. Following are the
requirementss of domain experts, that are grouped based on the use cases. Similar to
scientists,, a list of general requirements is also provided.
Requirementss for Modelling Domain Specific Information
Followingg are the requirements of domain experts when modelling domain specific
information: :
D.ll Administrative access to databases
D.22 Availability of a methodology for modelling highly heterogeneous experimental
data a
D.33 Availability of easy to use, easy to understand, evolvable base schemas that
enablee modelling domain-specific information and developing schemas that are
compatiblee with the (data modelling and management) philosophy adopted by
theVL L
D.44 In case of a need for accessing multiple heterogeneous data sources, availability
off information about the syntax and semantics of objects deployed by other
dataa sources that need to be accessed
Requirementss for Defining Protocols
Requirementss of domain experts when defining protocols are enumerated below:
D.55 Availability of a repository for the most common techniques, protocols, etc.
thatt are used in different types of experiments
D.66 Ability to model standardized activities as protocols and to store them in the
repository y
D.77 Ability to define and enforce usage rules for techniques/protocols, for instance
byy specifying the range of valid parameter values
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Requirementss for Designing Experiment Templates/Procedures
Requirementss of domain experts when designing experiment templates/procedures
aree as follows:
D.88 Availability of a template repository for the most common types of experiments
D.99 Ability to model standardized experiment designs as templates and to store
themm in the repository
Generall Requirements
Followingg are the general requirements that apply to all activities of a domain expert:
D.100 Availability of graphical, easy to use, customizable user interfaces for data modelling,, schema design, technique/protocol modelling, experiment template design,, and for data entry and retrieval
D . l ll Availability of mechanisms and graphical interfaces to define access rights on
thee data structures, protocols/techniques, and experiment templates

2.5.33

Tool Developers Requirements

Followingg is a list of requirements of tool developers during the two main activities that
theyy perform in a VL environment, namely developing software tools and deploying
thesee software tools.
Requirementss for Developing Software Tools
T.ll Availability of a design philosophy adopted by the VL for software tools; availabilityy of a methodology for developing software tools
T.22 Availability of well-documented and easy to understand VL APIs
T.33 Availability of an environment for testing the tools
Requirementss for Deploying Software Tools
T.44 Availability of a repository for storing the binary code
T.55 Availability of mechanisms/interfaces for deploying the software tool
T.66 Availability of graphical user interfaces for entering the tool description and
providingg the documentation

2.5.44

Administrators Requirements

Similarr to the other VL users, requirements of administrators correspond to their use
cases,, as presented below:
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Requirementss for Monitoring/Managing Resources
A.ll Ability to easily add new resources when needed; ability to stop, re-start, disconnectt a resource when needed; ability to enable/disable access to resources
forr a specific user or for a group of users when needed
A.22 Availability of monitoring tools for the resources, for instance to read real-time
statuss information
A.33 Availability of tools and graphical interfaces for easy administration of resources
Requirementss for Managing User Accounts
A.44 Ability to add, modify, remove user accounts; ability to define, modify, delete
roles;; ability to assign roles to users and to revoke roles from users
A.55 Availability of graphical interfaces for managing user accounts

2.66

Analysis of Base ICT Infrastructure Requirements s

Inn the previous section, needs and expectations of different VL users when performing
theirr activities in the VL were presented (i.e. user requirements). A proper fulfillmentt of these user requirements in turn puts a number of requirements on the base
ICTT infrastructure for the VL. Requirements analysis for the base ICT infrastructure
presentedd in this section aims to answer the following question:
WhatWhat functionality and facilities must be provided by the base ICT infrastructuretructure to properly fulfill requirements of different VL users?
Inn this section, requirements for base ICT infrastructure for VL are addressed in
twoo groups: The first group of requirements includes the general requirements that
applyy to the overall VL infrastructure, while the second group focuses on the informationn management requirements. Following two subsections present the analysis of
basee ICT infrastructure requirements corresponding to these two groups.

2.6.11

General VL Requirements

Analysiss of general VL requirements is performed by classifying them into the followingg categories:
1.. Infrastructure requirements
2.. Interface requirements
3.. Functionality requirements
4.. Architectural/technological implementation requirements
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Inn the remaining of this subsection, general VL requirements are presented based
onn this classification.
Infrastructuree Requirements
Thee main infrastructure requirement for a VL is the availability of a high-performance
infrastructuree for the transfer, storage, and processing/analysis of large experimental
dataa sets. In specific, following can be mentioned among the infrastructure requirements: :
Requirementss for storage facilities. In order to store large data sets generated
byy scientific experiments, VL must provide storage facilities, that:
G.ll have sufficiently large storage space available at all times;
G.22 ensure high availability of data, e.g. through backup or replication;
G.33 provide high-performance mechanisms for the storage of real-time acquisition of
data,, and to support high-throughput/high-performance data analysis tools.
Requirementss for computing facilities. For the analysis of large data sets, highperformancee computing infrastructure is needed. The trend has been moving from
supercomputerss to clusters of personal computers, which is currently moving towards
virtuall clusters. Thus, the VL computing infrastructure must:
G.44 support different platforms, ranging from workstations to PC clusters and virtuall clusters;
G.55 support transparent and uniform use of computational facilities;
G.66 ensure availability of the sufficient computing power at all times, through mechanismss such as dynamic resource discovery and allocation.
Requirementss for networking facilities. In line with the computational trend,
networkingg is becoming more important. Today, computing facilities are geographicallyy distributed, and data and/or processes are transferred among distributed nodes.
Thus,, the VL networking infrastructure must:
G.77 provide high-bandwith, high-speed network connections sufficient for the transferr of data acquired in real-time;
G.88 ensure high availability;
G.99 sustain a certain level of quality-of-service when demanded.
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Requirementss for instrumentation facilities.
G.100 In order to cope with the increasing use of automation in experiments, the
VLL infrastructure must allow connecting 'networked' instruments. This in turn
requiress user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanisms
forr (remote) controlling and operation of an instrument, and availability of highperformancee networking and storage infrastructure for the transfer and storage
off the data it generates.
Requirementss for software environment. The required software environment
mustt be open for adding new resources, scalable to work with increasing number of
userss and workload, and it must be easy to customize. Furthermore:
G . l ll in order to ensure and maintain the consistency of the VL environment and to
easee the development and testing of tools, a philosophy and methodology must
bee defined and adopted by ICT developers for software design and development;
G.122 a set of generic or most commonly used software tools must be incorporated
withinn the VL software environment.
Interfacee Requirements
Userr interfaces in general act as the entry-point of users to the underlying environment,, and users interact with the underlying environment only through these interfaces.. They present the functionalities and resources provided by the virtual laboratoryy infrastructure to users. Similarly, programming interfaces act as the entry-point
off applications to the underlying VL infrastructure, and applications make use of functionalitiess provided by the VL only through these programming interfaces. Hence,
interfacee requirements are among the most important type of requirements for the
basee ICT infrastructure. Requirements for user interfaces and for programming interfacess are described below.
Requirementss for user interfaces. An integral part of a VL infrastructure is its
userr interface. Considering that experiments are performed by scientists (possibly
withh limited computer knowledge), user interfaces must hide the technical details of
thee underlying experimentation environment while supporting any possible usage of
functionalityy provided by this environment. Thus, the VL infrastructure must provide
userr interfaces that:
G.133 are graphical, easy and convenient to use, flexible, and easy to customize to
personall preferences;
G.144 are uniform, problem-oriented, and that can be used in diverse activities duringg all stages of an experiment (e.g. experiment design, template search and
instantiation,, data entry, query, and retrieval, etc.);
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G.155 allow an organized working environment which eases the management and usage
off diverse data and available resources, and which help the scientist to easily
findd what is where;
G.166 are suitable for providing assistance and help to scientists during experimentation,, for instance, by providing context-sensitive help at each step of the
experiment,, or by suggesting a suitable analysis method to use.
Requirementss for programming interfaces.
G.177 The VL infrastructure must provide platform independent, generic, and uniform
programmingg interfaces. These interfaces must be well-documented and easy to
understand.. Furthermore, the interfaces must support the interoperation of
domain-specificc software tools both with the VL software environment and with
otherr tools.
Functionalityy Requirements
Thee required functionalities from the base VL infrastructure are presented in this
subsection. .
Requirementss for experiment management. Scientists must be supported duringg the entire life-cycle of experiments. Thus, the VL infrastructure must develop the
necessaryy experiment management functionality. In specific:
G.188 A clear definition of an experiment must be provided, along with the necessary
modelss (e.g. data model, presentation model, usage model) that are capable
off sufficiently representing complex experiments. Different components of an
experimentt must be clearly identified (e.g. design, template, metadata, etc.).
Itt must be possible to work with experiments both at the level of an entire
experimentt or at the level of its components (steps).
G.199 Necessary storage facilities (i.e. databases), user interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided for the definition, storage, query, retrieval
andd update of descriptions, purpose, usage rules, etc. for experiment templates
andd designs, as well as techniques and protocols used in experiments.
G.200 Necessary storage facilities, user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided for the definition, storage, retrieval,
modificationn and deletion of experiment designs; for the storage, query, retrievall and manipulation of both information generated by experiments and
metadata/annotations. .
G.211 Necessary user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss for experiment execution must be provided, such as for template instantiation,, enforcing usage rules for techniques and protocols, and discovering, allocating,, monitoring, and managing hardware and software resources used during
experimentt execution.
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G.222 Version management mechanisms must be provided for the different components
off experiments.
G.233 Necessary models and mechanisms must be developed both to represent complex
relationshipss between different experiment components and between different
versions,, and to maintain consistency within an experiment.
Requirementss for information management. Information management requirementss are elaborated in details in Subsection 2.6.2.
Requirementss for resource management. Several resources are needed and
usedd during an experiment in a VL environment, such as computing, storage and
networkingg resources, instruments, data/information, and software. The base VL infrastructuree must manage all these resources in an efficient and coordinated manner,
inn order to achieve utmost fulfillment of user requirements.
Necessaryy user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanisms
mustt be provided:
G.244 for the discovery, allocation, usage and monitoring of the resources required
forr data acquisition, processing and analysis during experiment execution and
analysiss of results (e.g. computing units, network, storage, visualization devices,
analysis/processingg tools, etc.); a repository for available software resources;
G.255 to support various execution modes (e.g. background /interactive processing),
andd scheduling of processes for a specified time;
G.266 for the definition, storage, query, retrieval and update of descriptions of resourcess as well as up-to-date information about their current status, performance,, and availability;
G.277 to support integrated usage of a number of heterogeneous resources (for example
pipingg the data acquired from an instrument directly to a storage facility or to
aa computing facility);
G.288 for transparent usage of multiple resources (e.g. mechanisms like single sign-on);
G.299 for defining and enforcing access rights and usage rules for the resources.
Requirementss for user management. In order to properly address the requirementss of different types of users, the base VL infrastructure must support definition
off different user roles, assignment of roles to users, definition of access rights for roles,
andd dynamic manipulation of users, roles, and access rights. In specific:
G.300 Necessary data models for the representation of entities in the VL environmentt (such as data objects, functionality, resources, etc.), user roles, permissions/accesss rights must be developed.
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G.311 Necessary user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided for creation, update, and deletion of user accounts;
definition,, modification, and deletion of user roles; definition, modification, and
deletionn of permissions/access rights; assignment and revocation of roles to users
andd permissions/access rights to roles.
G.322 Necessary user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided to support creation and maintenance of user profiles,
forr instance, for the purpose of capturing user preferences.
Requirementss for collaboration. The base VL infrastructure must support the
collaborativee activities among scientists. Such activities include sharing of resources
(e.g.. hardware, software, data/information resources), knowledge and experience
sharing,, and cooperative work (e.g. simultaneously visualizing a data set, videoconferencing,, etc.). In specific, following collaboration-related requirements must be
fulfilledd by the VL infrastructure:
G.333 Necessary infrastructure, software environment, user interfaces, programming
interfaces,, and functionality/mechanisms must be developed to enable sharing
off resources, such as the availability of a (distributed) resource management
system,, information system for up-to-date status and performance information
aboutt shared resources, mechanisms for adding/removing a resource to/from the
pooll of shared resources, definition and maintenance of user account mappings,
andd definition and enforcement of usage rules.
G.344 Necessary user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided to make resource sharing easy for users, including for
instancee abstract representations of resources (e.g. representing an instrument
withh an icon in a drag-and-drop capable graphical editor window), or discovery,
allocation,, and usage of resources (e.g. interfaces to specify the query parameterss for required resources).
G.355 Necessary data models, user interfaces, and functionality/mechanisms must be
providedd to enable and ease the transfer of knowledge and experience sharing;
forr instance by making experiment templates, designs, protocols defined by
expertt users available to novice users, or through on-line (virtual) discussion
environmentss among scientists.
G.366 Necessary software, hardware and networking infrastructure, user interfaces,
programmingg interfaces, visualization environment, and functionality/mechanismss must be developed to enable the usage of various technologies to collaboratee with partners: synchronous such as video-conferencing, display sharing/simultaneouss visualization, joint sessions, etc. or asynchronous such as data
exchange,, sharing an instrument in an other organization, e-mail, etc.
G.377 A proper infrastructure must be provided for coordination of joint distributed
activitiess and for secure and authorized sharing of resources, which also considers
thee autonomy of collaborating organizations.
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G.388 Necessary data models, user interfaces, programming interfaces, functionality/mechanismss must be developed for the definition, management, and enforcementt of collaboration rules.
Requirementss for security. The base VL infrastructure must provide the necessaryy mechanisms for the authentication of users and the authorization of their
requests.. Furthermore, following must be considered when addressing the security
requirements: :
G.399 Security is at different levels: For instance, authorization rules can be defined
forr accessing a hardware resource (e.g. logging-on to a server), accessing to a
dataa resource (e.g. reading a file on the server), or performing an operation (e.g.
executingg software programs on the server).
G.400 For data/information operations, access granularity can be finer: Accessing
certainn portions of a file, rows or columns in a table; or performing certain
operationss (read/write/delete). Furthermore, operations on data descriptions
(schemas)) require administrative privileges.
G.411 Security on the communication channels must also be addressed. Different encodingg mechanisms can be employed.
G.422 Necessary environment for logging user activities must be provided. This can
bee used also for accounting purposes.
G.433 Security system must support transparent access to multiple resources (e.g.
singlee sign-on).
G.444 Necessary user interfaces, programming interfaces, and functionality/mechanismss must be provided to support granting and revoking access permissions to
otherr users, or delegate authority to a third party.
Architectural/Technologicall Implementation Requirements
Architecturall design plays an important role on the functionality provided, and on the
scalability,, openness, flexibility and manageability of the overall system. Following
iss a list of architectural/technological requirements related to the implementation of
thee base VL infrastructure:
G.455 The VL infrastructure must adopt a technical and architectural design philosophyy for software development, information management, and resource management.. The philosophy must be complemented with well-defined methodologies
forr each of these activities.
G.466 The VL architecture must be open, flexible, and scalable to support interfacing
withh other systems (e.g. existing DBMSs, data acquisition and data analysis
software,, resource managers and schedulers), to improve, extend, or customize
thee provided functionality when needed, to sustain a certain level of performance
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evenn with increasing number of users, to support collaboration, and to develop a
numberr of monitors for managing the system and maintaining its performance.
G.477 The system implementation must exploit the existing and emerging standards
ass much as possible, such as common Grid technologies and Web based technologies.. However, compatibility of a technology with the VL philosophy and
methodologies,, and its openness for any future improvements/extensions must
bee considered beforehand.

2.6.22

Information Management Requirements

Inn this subsection, the focus will be on the information management requirements for
thee base VL infrastructure. Characterization of data handled in the VL environment
(presentedd in Section 2.2), and the analysis of user requirements (presented in Section
2.5)) are the two important inputs for the identification and analysis of information
managementt requirements. Information management requirements identified in this
subsectionn complement the general VL requirements.
Similarr to the analysis of the general VL requirements, information management
requirementss will be analyzed by classifying them into categories:
1.. Modelling requirements
2.. Storage requirements
3.. Manipulation requirements
4.. Collaboration requirements
5.. Security requirements
6.. Interoperability requirements
7.. Implementation requirements
Inn the remaining of this subsection, each of these requirement categories is furtherr elaborated. Please note that every such category provides a list of the "main"
requirementss identified.
Modellingg Requirements
Followingg can be named among the modelling requirements for information handled
inn a virtual laboratory:
1.11 Data models must be developed that are capable of properly representing the
variouss types of information handled in the VL environment. The followingg can be mentioned among the different types of information handled in
aa VL: Experiment templates; experiment designs; descriptions of activities
(i.e.. history of events); experimental data/information (i.e. results); metadata
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(i.e.. descriptions of data sets, annotations and conclusions); user information
(e.g.. profiles, roles); information about available resources (e.g. descriptions
off hardware/software resources, and experiment templates and protocols); and
security-relatedd information (e.g. access rights).
1.22 The developed data models must support modelling and representation of variouss types of experiments (e.g. time-series, comparison, ordered/unordered,
etc.).. It must be possible to incorporate any level of detail about experiments.
Thee experiments can also be of varying lengths and complexities. The data
modelss must also support modelling of different experiment flows (e.g. optional
steps,, alternative paths, etc.) as well as representing complex relationships
amongg experiments and components (steps) in experiments.
1.33 The developed data models must be generic to achieve uniformity in representingg both heterogeneous experiment types and heterogeneous data types. Similarly,, off-line activities (e.g. laboratory activities) and on-line activities (e.g.
computations)) must be uniformly represented.
1.44 The developed data models must enable the representation of semi-structured
informationn (e.g. inferences and conclusions drawn during processing data sets)
ass well as structured information.
1.55 The developed data models must be of high expressive power to sufficiently
modell complex experiment types and data types. They must support clear
andd sufficient formulation of the experiment objectives/questions in experiment
designs. .
1.66 Schemas in the developed data models must have a succinct representation so
thatt they are easily understood by scientists.
1.77 Schemas in the developed data models must be evolvable. They must be flexible
forr future changes, extendible for future extensions, open for customization to
specificc domains. Furthermore, the schemas must be compatible with the (data
modellingg and management) philosophy adopted by the VL infrastructure.
Storagee Requirements
1.88 While the general storage requirements for the base VL infrastructure focused
onn availability of high-performance and high-capacity storage systems, storage
requirementss here focus on the availability of databases for different types of
informationn about experiments. Thus, databases are required for storing templatess for the most common types of experiments, descriptions of previously
madee experiments, and descriptions of the most common techniques, protocols,
etc.. used in different types of experiments.
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Manipulationn Requirements
Requirementss related to the manipulation of diverse types of information handled in
aa virtual laboratory include the following:
1.99 Storage, access and manipulation mechanisms for the various types of informationn handled within the VL must be developed. These mechanisms must be
uniformm within and across disciplines.
1.100 The provided mechanisms must efficiently utilize the generality and expressivenesss of the developed data models. Mechanisms must support the manipulation
off experimental information of any length, complexity and heterogeneity, as
welll as the inter-relationships among different parts of an experiment. For instance,, it must be possible to link an experiment template to its instantiation
(i.e.. an experiment design), or link an experiment design to information about
itss execution (i.e. run-time information and/or experiment results).
1.111 Provided mechanisms must support manipulation of experiment descriptions at
differentt levels. It must be possible to manipulate the description of an entire
experimentt as well as the description of one of its components (steps).
1.122 Mechanisms for high-level searches must be provided, such as searching for an
experimentt template or for existing experiments based on keywords.
1.133 Mechanisms for arbitrary queries must be provided.
1.144 Mechanisms must be provided for managing multiple versions of experimental
informationn (i.e. version control).
1.155 Administrative mechanisms are needed, including mechanisms for schema design,, user account management, access rights management, monitoring the statuss of the servers, etc.
1.166 All mechanisms and functionality must be made available to tool developers,
users,, and to other components of the VL infrastructure through uniform,
generic,, easy-to-understand programming interfaces that are compatible with
thee general VL interfaces.
1.177 Graphical and easy-to-use user interfaces must be developed supporting all the
mechanismss provided.
Collaborationn Requirements
Mechanismss must be provided to support the collaboration needs of VL users, related
too the secure sharing and exchange of information among collaborating partners. In
specific: :
1.188 Distributed/federated information management and query processing mechanismss must be provided to access heterogeneous data sources and to interlink/integratee information from these resources.
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1.199 Secure mechanisms for data/information sharing and exchange must be provided
thatt consider and enforce the access rights and any other collaboration rules.
1.200 Data models and mechanisms are needed to provide information about the syntaxx and semantics of objects deployed by other data sources that need to be
accessedd (in case of a need for accessing multiple heterogeneous data sources).
Securityy Requirements
Requirementss related to the security of information are enumerated below:
1.211 Mechanisms to define access rights for data security and information visibility
mustt be provided. These mechanisms must be available to any user that is the
ownerr of some information stored in the VL environment.
1.222 All provided information management mechanisms must consider and enforce
thee access rights that are defined for the information that they manipulate.
Interoperabilityy Requirements
1.233 Available standards must be followed where applicable, for instance in informationn modelling, information exchange, data manipulation, and database implementation. .
1.244 In case of a need for accessing multiple data sources, mechanisms to help/assist
administratorss and domain experts to resolve model/paradigm heterogeneity or
semanticc heterogeneity must be provided. Furthermore, mechanisms for resolvingg data definition/manipulation language heterogeneity must also provided.
Implementationn Requirements:
Generall VL requirements for implementation (i.e. G.45 - G.47) are also applicable
forr the implementation of the information management platform.

2.77

Conclusions

Inn this chapter, the proposed VL solution was characterized in Section 2.2 and differentt types of VL users and the activities that they perform with the VL were identifiedfied and described in Section 2.3. Each of these users performs different activities in
thee VL environment, hence they have different needs and expectations from the VL
environment.. In addition to user requirements, requirements for the base ICT infrastructuree underlying the VL environment were presented, with particular attention
onn information management requirements. As these requirements point out, there
aree several different aspects that need to be addressed related to the management of
experiment-relatedd information, including among others data and functionality modellingg for representing and managing information about scientific experiments.
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U s e rr R e q s . I

B a s ee I C T I n f r a s t r u c t u r e

S.l l

1.1,, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, G.14, G.16, G.18, G.23

S.2 2

1.8,, G.19

S.3 3

1.12,, 1.9, 1.11, G.14, G.19

S.4 4

1.12,, 1.11, 1.13

S.5 5

1.5,, 1.2, 1.1, G.23

Requirement(s)

S.6 6

1.3,, 1.2, 1.1, G.18, G.20, G.21, G.23

S.7 7

1.8,, 1.1, 1.2, 1.9, 1.11, G.20, G.19

S.8 8

G.21,, 1.10

S.9 9

G.21,, G.l, G.3, G.4, G.5, G.7, G.10, G.14, G.13, G.16, G.15, G.24, G.25

S.10 0

G.l,, G.6, G.24

S.ll l

G.3,, G.12, G.20, 1.9

S.12 2

G.2,, G.8, G.9

S.13 3

G.4,, G.12, G.24, G.27

S.14 4

1.8,, 1.1, 1.2, 1.9, 1.11, G.20

S.15 5

G.12,, G.26, 1.1

S.16 6

G.3,, G.4, G.5, G.6, G.7, G.12, G.21, G.24, G.26, G.28, G.43

S.17 7

G.25 5

S.18 8

G.24,, G.27, G.28, G.43, G.46

S.19 9

G.19,, G.20, G.23, G.34, G.35, 1.9, 1.10, 1.12, 1.18, 1.19, 1.24

S.20 0

1.18,, 1.19, 1.20, 1.23, 1.24

S.21 1

1.1,, 1.4, G.20

S.22 2

1.11,, G.18

S.23 3

1.14,, G.22, G.23

S.24 4

G.13,, G.14, G.15, 1.17

S.25 5

G.16 6

S.26 6

G.33,, G.34, G.35, G.37, G.38, 1.18, 1.19, 1.20

S.27 7

G.36 6

S.28 8

1.21,, 1,22, G.44, G.38

Tablee 2.1: User requirements (for scientists) and the base ICT requirements targeting
theirr proper fulfillment
Analysiss of requirements presented in this chapter showed that many requirements
aree related to each other. User requirements in turn impose a number of requirements
onn the base ICT infrastructure for VL. These ICT requirements in fact represent a
firstt step towards providing a solution to user requirements. ICT developers must
addresss these requirements to provide the necessary environment and functionality to
VLL users.
Inn this direction, Tables 2.1 and 2.2 match the user requirements to those base
ICTT requirements that target their proper fulfillment and represent a solution. Requirementss are represented based on their enumeration values used in the previous
sections. .
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U s e rr R e q s . I I

B a s ee I C T I n f r a s t r u c t u r e

D.l l

1.15 5
G.45 5

D.2 2
D.3 3

1.6,, 1.7

D.4 4

1.20 0

D.5 5

1.8 8

D.6 6

1.1,, 1.2, 1.5

D.7 7
D.8 8

G.21 1

D.9 9

1.1,, 1.2, 1.5

D.10 0

G.13,, G.15, 1.17

D.ll l

G.13,, G.15, 1.17, 1.21

1.8 8

T.l l

G.45,, G . l l

T.2 2

G.17 7

T.3 3

G.ll l
G.24 4

T.4 4

Requirement(s)

T.5 5

G.13,, G.24

T.6 6

1.17,, 1.9

A.l l

G.24 4

A.2 2

G.24,, G.26

A.3 3

G.13 3

A.4 4

G.30,, G.31, G.32

A.5 5

G.13 3

Tablee 2.2: User requirements (for domain experts, tool developers and administrators)
andd the base ICT requirements targeting their proper fulfillment

Chapterr 3

AA Framework for Study and
Evaluationn of Related Work
Ass outlined and exemplified in Chapter 1, emerging scientific experiments and applicationss have many challenging characteristics, and scientists face several difficulties
whenn making advanced experiments. In addition, virtual laboratory (VL) has been
proposedd in Chapter 1 as a solution environment to support scientists with their
experimentations. .
Furtherr elaboration on the emerging e-science experiments and applications is
providedd in Chapter 2. As such, Chapter 2 introduced a characterization of the proposedd virtual laboratory solution, and presented the results of the use case analysis
performedd to identify different types of VL users and their activities within the VL.
Chapterr 2 also identified and described the needs and expectations of different VL
userss (i.e. the user requirements) as well as the requirements for the base VL infrastructuree (i.e. the base ICT infrastructure requirements) to properly fulfill the user
requirements. .
AA number of current research and development efforts are focused on the field
off producing support environments for scientific experimentations. These efforts are
mainlyy driven by two factors: First, the need for such support environments is increasingg due to the availability of new experimentation techniques and instruments,
whichh makes it possible to perform highly-complex experiments with challenging characteristics.. Second, the growing availability of enabling technologies, standards and
paradigmss make the development of support environments feasible and efficient.
Consideringg the complexity involved in building a virtual laboratory and further
inn supporting its information management requirements, a strong background study
off other related work seems a necessity. Therefore, on one hand in order to learn
fromm the previous achievements, and on the other hand not to repeat and reinvent
thee wheel, a vast and detailed study was performed. This study included the related
researchh on the enabling technologies, standards and paradigms, as well as a vast
studyy of the state-of-the-art in related prototypes and systems. The latter study, on
63 3
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thee state-of-the-art, included some 28 developed systems.
Pleasee note that a wide variety of systems have been surveyed, and not limited
byy the support environments mentioned in Chapter 1. As a result of this study, only
aa selection of the most significant and relevant systems to the research performed in
thee thesis are further refined in this chapter.
Inn order to document the results of this vast study on related work, the following
structuree is considered for this chapter (see also Figure 3.1):
Inn Section 3.1, first the results of the study on enabling technologies, standards,
andd paradigms are provided (left side of Figure 3.1). The related work on informationn models, information management approaches, resource management, and a few
otherr related standards, technologies and tools are addressed in this section. Thus
aa wide spectrum of the base areas related to this dissertation, covering from ODMG
andd Dublin Core standards to federated information management, and from Grid
andd workflow management systems to virtual organization paradigm, are all briefly
addressed. .
Thee remaining of this chapter is however focused on the description and classificationn of a large number of related prototypes/systems (right side of Figure 3.1). As
mentionedd above, enabling technologies, standards and paradigms make the developmentt of support environments feasible and efficient. In Figure 3.1, this relationship is
representedd with a block arrow from enabling technologies, standards and paradigms
too related work. The defined classification addresses the main focus of the related
system,, being the orientation of the system towards experiment context, computation,, instrumentation, or metadata. The studied related systems are all evaluated
againstt a systematically defined set of criteria. The evaluation criteria encompasses
thee criteria defined as requirements in Chapter 2 and further extends with the focus
onn the functionality provided by the system, the applied enabling technologies, stan-
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Figuree 3.1: Study framework for related work
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dardss and paradigms, and the employed implementation technologies. The results of
thesee evaluations are provided in detailed tables in Appendix C of this dissertation.
However,, the interpretation and analysis of these results are provided in this chapter.
Notee here that every support environment studied and evaluated in this chapter
iss indistinguishably referred to as a "system". As such, in this context, a system
mayy exclusively consist of software components, or it may also include hardware
componentss in addition to software components.

3.11

Related Enabling Technologies, Standards and
Paradigms s

Inn this section, some of the related (existing or emerging) technologies, standards,
andd paradigms are presented that represent the enablers for the development of
supportingg ICT infrastructures for scientific experimentations. Enabling technologies,, standards and paradigms provide certain functionality, mechanisms, facilities,
models,, and methodologies that can be applied by ICT infrastructure developers to
addresss some of the requirements for the support infrastructure (see Section 2.6).
Applicationn of these enabling technologies, standards and paradigms for developing
supportt environments forms the base for one of the evaluation criteria defined and
describedd in Section 3.2.
Thee enabling technologies, standards and paradigms presented in this section
aree categorized into four groups; namely information models and standards, distributed/federatedd information management systems, resource management technologies,, and other related technologies, paradigms and tools (see Figure 3.2). The first
groupp addresses the representational aspects of scientific information and includes
relatedd information models and standards (in Subsection 3.1.1). Standardizationn is among the most important constituents for interoperability. One specific need
forr interoperability rises when sharing and exchanging information among multiple
sites.. The second group of enablers focuses on distributed/federated information
managementt (in Subsection 3.1.2), that provides generic mechanisms for sharing
andand exchange of information among multiple information centers, which may at the
samee time be autonomous and involve different types of heterogeneity (please refer to
'Dataa Characterization' in Section 2.2). Resource management technologies (in
Subsectionn 3.1.3) constitute the third group of enablers. Experimentation involves
utilizationn of several different resources. Efficient resource management is needed to
ensuree high availability and performance of resources as well as to ease their usage by
scientists.. Grid and Data Grid technologies as well as some other related technologies
aree presented in this area for the management of computing, networking and storage
facilities.. The last group focuses on enablers addressing other aspects of experimentation.tation. Technologies and paradigms in this area include workflow management
systems,, virtual organization paradigm, and toolkits for Grid software developmentt (in Subsection 3.1.4).
Eachh of these groups will be further elaborated on in the remaining of this section.
Forr each group, brief information about representative systems will also be provided.
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Information Models and Standards

Informationn models provide a means for describing entities and concepts involved in
aa domain in a structured way, whereas standards make it possible for collaborators to
sharee and exchange information. The need for generic, flexible, extendible information
modelss to represent complex experiments and information types was mentioned as one
off the major requirements in Subsection 2.6.2. Availability of such models will enable
thee development of generic and uniform mechanisms for the management of scientific
informationn represented by these models. Standards, on the other hand, further allow
forr the resolution of semantic, syntactic and systematic heterogeneities that may occur
amongg the information models and information management systems of collaborators.

Threee examples of information models and standards are provided here; namely
thee ODMG Standard, WebDAV Distributed Authoring and Versioning Protocol and
DublinDublin Core Metadata Standard. Each of these standards addresses one of the different
typess of heterogeneities. ODMG Standard is at the level of an object store; and it
addressess syntactic heterogeneity among multiple object stores by defining a standard
dataa model for defining object schemas, a standard language for object querying and
manipulation,, and a standard format for object exchange. WebDAV protocol aims
too overcome systematic heterogeneity by providing a Web-based environment and
mechanismss for multiple users to publish, co-author and annotate documents. Finally,
Dublinn Core Metadata Standard is at the level of content, and it addresses semantic
heterogeneityheterogeneity by standardizing the elements and their meanings in the description
documents. .

Relatedd Enabling Technologies, Standards and Paradigms

Information n
Modelss and
Standards s

•ODMGG Standard
•WebDAV V
Distributed d
Authoringg and
Versioningg Protocol
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Resource e
Management t
Technologies s

•PEER R
•Donaji i
•DiscoveryLink k
•Virtuoso o
•Polar* *

•Globuss Toolkit
•Europeann Data
Gridd Project
•OGSA-DAJ J
•DAIS S
•Spitfire e
•Replicaa Manager
•GridFTP P
•Polder r
•HLA A
•ROOT T

Otherr Related
Technologies, ,
Paradigmss and
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•Workflow w
managementt systems
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Figuree 3.2: Related enabling technologies, standards and paradigms
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O D M GG Standard. The Object Data Management Group (ODMG) [76] defines the
O D M GG Standard for modelling of persistent objects [77]. Version 3.0 of this standardd includes one data model component and two programming language-independent
objectt specification languages. The Data Model component defines type specification
andd implementation with respect to objects, literals, properties, and operations. The
ObjectObject Definition Language (ODL) is used to define the schema and operations of an
objectt store. The Object Query Language (OQL), on the other hand, is an object, manipulationn language similar to SQL with extensions for object-oriented concepts like
complexx objects, object identity, path expressions, and operation invocation. OQL is
compatiblee with the ODMG data model. Another component of the ODMG standard
iss the Object Interchange Format (OIF), which is used to dump the current state of
ann object store to a file and load it back from the file, as well as to exchange objectss between object stores. ODMG also defines bindings for different programming
languages,, including Java, C + + and Smalltalk.
WebDAVV Distributed Authoring and Versioning Protocol. WebDAV [78,
79]] defines a set of extensions to HTTP. Its objective is to reach interoperability by
allowingg users to publish documents in the Web and to co-author published documentss in-place. Documents can be of any type, from simple HTTP documents to
softwaree program codes [80]. To this end, WebDAV capabilities focus on three points:
OverwriteOverwrite prevention to prevent simultaneous modifications on a document and hence
too maintain the document consistency; properties of published documents (i.e. metadata)) in the form of name-value pairs, and facilities for creating, modifying, deleting
andd retrieving metadata, and for inter-linking documents through hypertext links;
andd finally name space management to manage the resources occupying the name
spacee of a Web server (i.e. copy, move, delete documents).
Dublinn Core Metadata Standard. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [81] is
ann open forum engaged in the development of the Dublin Core Metadata Standard.. The standard contains an element set for describing a wide range of on-line
resources.. The standard is mainly developed for describing document-like objects,
andd contains elements for document metadata. However, the standard can also be
appliedd to other sources if their metadata resembles a typical document metadata.
Thee Dublin Core Metadata Standard comprises fifteen elements. These elements are
groupedd into three: The content-related elements include coverage, description, type,
relation,relation, source, subject and title. The elements related to intellectual property are
contributor,contributor, creator, publisher and rights. The remaining set of elements is related
too a particular instantiation of an item and includes date, format, identifier and language.guage. Detailed descriptions of each of these elements can be found in the initiative
Webb pages [81].

3.1.22

Distributed/Federated Information Management

Ass emphasized by the examples of emerging experiments and applications presented
inn Section 1.1, scientists need to access multiple information sources during exper-
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imentation,, especially during the phases of experiment design and analysis of the
results.. The need is more obvious in fields like biology, where several related areas
studyy different aspects of life and organisms, such as genetics and biodiversity. For
example,, a scientist working on metabolic pathways may need different types of informationn about a gene, such as expression profiles, sequence, or chromosomal location,
inn order to determine the role of that gene in a pathway. Currently, such information
iss stored in databases maintained by different organizations, without any standardizationn in modelling or representation. Generic distributed information management
cann be applied by supporting ICT infrastructures to address the user requirements for
integratedd access to multiple heterogenous information sources and for secure sharing
andd exchange of scientific information (see Section 2.5 for user requirements). Furthermore,, by defining integrated schemas, scientists can transparently represent, persist
andd query complex relationships among heterogeneous pieces of scientific information.
DistributedDistributed information management addresses issues related to the managemen
off geographically distributed information. A distributed database consists of a collectionn of logically inter-related databases [82], The distribution is mainly for better
performancee reasons. A distributed database is typically designed as a whole and
managedd centrally [83].
Inn a fully federated database on the other hand, many databases contribute data
andd resources to a multi-database federation, while each participant has full local
autonomyy [83]. Federated information management [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89] can enable
sharingg and exchange of information among collaborating sites, while preserving the
autonomyy of the sites and ensuring the security of proprietary information. Federated
accesss to data from diverse sources provides users the possibility of securely accessing
alll data made available by these sources, while hiding heterogeneity of the underlyingg platforms with respect to their data modelling approaches, data manipulation
languages,, and distinct schemas [86].
Figuree 3.3 shows a classification of federated database systems as described in [86].
Inn loosely-coupled systems, every user in the system is responsible for developing the
integrationn mechanisms suited to her/his requirements. Generally, there is no integratedd schema in loosely coupled systems, and users directly access the information
thatt they need from the respective data source and adapt it to their view of data.
Tightly-coupledTightly-coupled systems, on the other hand, provide common integrated schemas
singlee database environment for all users, where accessing the local data sources are
transparentt to the users. In single-federations within tightly-coupled systems, there
iss only one global integrated schema visible to the federation members [85], while in
multiple-federationsmultiple-federations every federation member generates its own integrated sc
itss personal view of available information [84, 86, 90].
Otherr classifications for federated database systems can be found in [84] and in [91].
[82]] is the well-known source for information about distributed database systems. [87]
andd [86] provide detailed information about federated/multidatabase systems, such
ass an overview of existing systems, issues like schema integration, query processing,
andd database languages. [92] discusses the heterogeneity and interoperability issues
involvedd in information brokering through a metadata-based architecture.
Fivee systems are described below as examples of federated information manage-
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mentt systems. PEER is a multiple-federation tightly-coupled system, while Donaji
iss a single-federation tightly-coupled system. The remaining two systems, namely
DiscoveryLinkDiscoveryLink and Virtuoso, can be classified in between loosely-coupled systems
andd single-federations due to the fact that these systems do not support (semantic)
integrationn of information, although they provide transparent access to multiple heterogeneouss information sources. The fifth system described here, Polar*, is not a
federatedd information management system itself. It is a distributed query processor
thatt utilizes Grid facilities for execution of distributed queries.
P E E R .. The P E E R system [93, 90] is designed and developed at the CO-IM Group
[73]] of the University of Amsterdam. PEER is an object-oriented multiple-federation
system.. Its architecture is based on a global data model and a global language. PEER
introducess and develops federated schema management and federated query processing.. In federated schema management, several schemas co-exist in every node in
aa PEER federation, including local, export, import, and integrated schemas. Local
schemaschema represents the information stored locally at the node. Every export schema
coverss a specific part of the local information that is defined to share with other nodes.
Everyy import schema represents the export schemas of other nodes from which this
nodee is authorized to import information. The integrated schema at every node is
composedd of inter-linking of the local schema with the import schemas. The integratedd schema is finally and precisely defined at each node through attribute and
relationshipp derivations in relation to its base schemas (i.e. the local and import
schemas).. Using the federated query processing, users can issue queries against any
schemaa at the node. When a query arrives, it is converted into its source (derived)
specifications,, decomposed into sub-queries on those sources, then submitted to and
evaluatedd against schemas at the sources, and finally the query results are returned
andd merged.
Donaji.. Donaji [94] is a semantic framework for multi-databases. It is based on
aa single-federation tightly-coupled architecture. The metadata model in Donaji is
basedd on the ODMG2.0 object model. The AQUA query algebra is used as the
globall query language. Components of the Donaji multi-database environment include
thee following: Conceptual mediators support access to the metadata and mappings
Federatedd Database
Systems s

Single e
Multiple e
Federation n Federations s

Figuree 3.3: Taxonomy of federated database systems
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betweenn global and local sources, decomposition of global queries into local ones,
andd translation from global conceptual schema structures to local schema structures.
QueryQuery processor is the logical unit for handling user's global queries. Temporary
objectobject repository is used during the decomposition into sub-queries and assembly of
resultss from the local data sources. Operational mediators translate the sub-queries
intoo the query languages of the local data sources and place the local query results
intoo the temporary object repository, and resolve terminology conflicts and possible
scopee mismatches.
DiscoveryLink.. IBM's DiscoveryLink [95] is a federated information managementt system originally developed for life sciences, although it is generic enough to be
usedd also in other domains. It is developed using technologies from two other IBM
products/projects,, namely DataJoiner and Garlic project [96]. DiscoveryLink is a relationall system supporting SQL3 standard. The studied version (version 7.2) supports
read-onlyy access to data sources. DiscoveryLink uses a wrapper-based architecture.
Specificc wrappers are developed for several relational database management systems
(e.g.. Oracle, SQL Server), and for file-based data sources (e.g. comma-separated/tabdelimitedd text files, MS Excel files). Structures in data sources are exposed to DiscoveryLinkk as tables, by importing their definitions into DiscoveryLink. There is no
integratedd schema; semantic integration task is left to the applications, which can
bee realized to some extent by defining views on the imported tables. When a query
arrivess on the imported data structures, DiscoveryLink server generates alternative
queryy plans, which are evaluated against a cost model and capabilities of data sources.
Thenn the query is decomposed into sub-queries according to the selected plan, each
off which is executed by data sources.
Virtuosoo Universal Server. Virtuoso [97] from OpenLink Software is a data
middlewaree which provides transparent access to heterogeneous data resources. Virtuosoo approach is similar to the one of DiscoveryLink; it imports table definitions
fromm underlying data sources to Virtuoso server and allows users to issue queries
againstt these imported table definitions. Virtuoso supports accesing data from Nativee Virtuoso SQL Database, different SQL databases (e.g. Oracle, SQL Server),
andd native XML databases. It provides different access mechanisms including Web
services,, SOAP, and HTTP.
Polar*.. In [98] a prototype distributed query processing (DQP) system called Polar** is described, which runs over the Globus Toolkit (described in Subsection 3.1.3).
Polar** uses the ODMG Data Model and OQL. It accesses external data sources
throughh a set of wrappers, which provide the uniform interface and data types that
Polar** requires. During query processing, user queries specified in OQL are first
parsed,, a logical query plan is generated and optimized, and this logical query plan is
transformedd into a physical plan by selecting algorithms that implements each of the
operationss in the logical plan. The physical plan is then partitioned into a multi-node
plann by inserting parallelization operations. In the final phase, machine resources are
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allocatedd for each sub-plan by the schedular. The information needed for resource
allocationn comes from the cost estimation performed by the query optimizer and from
thee Grid information services. The prototype implementation uses different Globus
Toolkitt services during distributed execution of queries, for instance, GSI for single
sign-on,, DUROC for synchronized process startup, and GASS for executable staging.
Alll these features are accessed through the MPICH-G interface, the Grid-enabled
messagee passing system.

3.1.33

Resource Management Technologies

Availabilityy of high-performance infrastructure and sharing and management of resourcess provided by such an infrastructure were mentioned among the major requirementss in Section 2.6 for the transfer, storage, processing and analysis of large data
setss generated during experiments. In this subsection, related resource management
technologiess are presented and analyzed: Grid for the management of computing
andd networking resources; Data Grid for the management of storage resources; and
somee other resource management-related technologies for metacomputing and for distributedd object management.
Gridd Computing
Inn the late 90s, Grid computing [99, 100] was proposed as a distributed computingg infrastructure for advanced sciences and engineering fields. Grid computing enabless coordinated and dynamic resource sharing for collaborative problem solving in
largee scale distributed computing environments. Although a relatively recent technology,, Grid is the de facto distributed resource management technology today. It
providess mechanisms and develops standards for security, allocation and monitoring
off resources, and submission, monitoring and management of remote jobs on these
resources.. Next generation of Grid architecture is based on the Open Grid Services
ArchitectureArchitecture (OGSA) [101]. OGSA builds on concepts and technologies from the
Gridd and Web services communities. It supports Web Services Description Language
(WSDL)) [102] and defines a uniform exposed service semantics (the Grid service).
Furthermore,, OGSA defines standard mechanisms for creating, naming and discoveringg transient Grid service instances, provides location transparency and multiple
protocoll bindings for service instances, and supports integration with underlying nativee platform facilities.
Globuss Toolkit. Globus Toolkit [72] is a reference implementation of Grid conceptss and is considered as the de facto standard for today's Grid computing. The
Globuss Toolkit employs a "bag of services" approach. Users can select the set of tools
thatt they need for their specific requirements during their application development.
Inn this approach, the "bag" can also be extended with additional tools. The toolkit
includess resource management services such as resource discovery (using LDAP based
catalogues),, allocation, and monitoring [103, 104, 105]. The Globus Toolkit also implementss the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) defined by the Grid computing, which
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describess authentication techniques in wide area networks [106, 107].
Dataa Grid
DataData Grid aims to define an integrated architecture that allows coordinated applicationn of different technologies to data-intensive application domains. The name Data
Gridd emphasizes its role as a specialization and extension of the Grid. Research effortss related to Data Grid is mainly organized under two groups. The first one is the
DatabaseDatabase Access and Integration Services Working Group of the Global Grid Forum
(GGF-DAIS)) [108], and the second one is the UK e-Science Programme Database
TaskTask Force [109]. The current efforts in this field mostly concentrate on identifying
thee requirements and proposing mechanisms for accessing storage facilities from the
Gridd environment. The goal of The Data Grid work described in [110] is to define the
requirementss that a Data Grid must satisfy, and the components and APIs that will
bee required in its implementation. In this direction, a layered architecture is designed.
Thee bottom layer corresponds to core services, being either Data Grid specific services
orr generic Grid services. The higher layer Data Grid services include replica managementment and replica selection. Core Data Grid services are data access and metadata
accesss services. Other Data Grid services include an authorization and authenticationn infrastructure, resource reservation and co-allocation mechanisms, performance
measurements,, and instrumentation services. Most of the proposed mechanisms followw the Web services approach, specifically targeting integration of storage facilities
withinn the OGSA framework [101].
Thee studied related work for Data Grid includes the European DataGrid Project,
OpenOpen Grid Services Architecture Database Access and Integration Project, Database
AccessAccess and Integration Services, Spitfire, Replica Manager, and GridFTP.
Europeann DataGrid Project. The European DataGrid [111] is a project
fundedd by the European Union with the aim of setting up a computational and dataintensivee grid of resources for the analysis of data coming from scientific exploration.
Thee project addresses sharing of huge amounts of distributed data over the currently
availablee network infrastructure, i.e. emerging computational Grid technologies. The
DataGridd project is divided into twelve workpackages, one being the Data Managementt Workpackage involved in defining and implementing the middleware component
off the project. The goal of the Data Management Workpackage is to specify, develop,, integrate and test tools and middleware infrastructure that will allow securely
accessingg massive amounts of data in a universal global name space, moving and
replicatingg data, and managing replicas. Replica Management is the largest task in
thiss workpackage. Another task, the Metadata Management Task, aims to provide
transparent,, secure access to metadata for Grid middleware and applications (please
referr to Spitfire that is described later).
OGSA-DAI.. The Open Grid Services Architecture Database Access and
Integrationn Project (OGSA-DAI) [112] is concerned with constructing middleware
too assist users with access and integration of data from separate data sources via
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thee Grid. It targets identifying the requirements, designing solutions, and delivering
softwaree that will meet this purpose. The first limited functionality release of the
OGSA-DAII software is available from [112], and includes GridDataService, GridDataServiceFactoryy and GridDataServiceRegistry components as well as example
clientt components that allow users to connect to MySQL and XIndice databases from
thee Grid environment.
DAIS.. The most complete and solid proposal for Database Access and Integrationn Services (DAIS) on the Grid is described in [83]. The proposal is independent
off any Grid implementation and of any data model or database access language. The
followingg are the proposed database services: Database discovery, database statements
(query,, update, bulk load, schema update), delivery system (set source, add channel,
deliver),, basic transaction interface (start transaction, rollback, commit), distributed
transactionstransactions (start transaction, prepare commit), database metadata (content description,, capability description), virtual databases (distributed query service), selective
replicationreplication and management services.
Spitfire.. Spitfire [113, 114] provides a uniform way to access relational database
managementt systems (RDBMSs) through standard Grid protocols and published Grid
interfaces.. Users can not directly issue a query in Spitfire, but Spitfire defines a set
off abstract operations that allow users to interact with the database. Query results
cann be returned in different formats, e.g. in the Spitfire result set format or as XML.
Inn version 1.1.0 of Spitfire architecture, GSI enabled HTTPS is used between the
clientt and server, and JDBC is used between the server and the underlying RDBMS.
Versionn 2.0.0 Beta of Spitfire introduces a Web Services API. It uses SOAP-RPC for
thee communication between the client and the server.
GridFTPP and Replica Manager. [115] describes two services for Data Grid:
dataa transport and replica management. GridFTP is proposed for data transfer,
whichh extends the standard FTP protocol to include a superset of features offered by
thee various Grid storage systems currently in use. The GridFTP protocol includes
featuress like Grid security infrastructure, third-party control of data transfer, parallell or striped data transfer and support for reliable and restartable data transfer.
Thee replica management component is responsible for managing the replication
off complete and partial copies of data sets, which are defined as collections of files.
Replicaa management services include creating new copies of complete or partial collectionn of files, registering these copies in a Replica Catalogue, and allowing users and
applicationss to query the catalogue to find all existing copies of a particular file or
collectionn of files. The role of the replica catalogue is to map a unique logical file name
too a possibly different physical name for the file on a particular storage system.
Otherr Resource Management-Related Technologies
Besidess the Grid and Data Grid, a number of other technologies and projects can be
namedd that are related to resource management. One such technology is metacom-
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puting.. A metacomputer is a set of heterogeneous computing resources turned into a
single,, uniformly accessible computing environment [116]. Another such technology
iss (distributed) object management. Below, three examples of these technologies are
provided. .
Polder.. The Polder computing environment is a Grid-like metacomputing environmentt [117, 116, 118]. Polder is an experimental environment comprising software and
hardwaree for high performance computing and interactive simulation in the field of
computationall science [118]. Its elements comprise the global dynamic job placement
andd migration, dynamic task migration, monitoring, and resource management simulationn [116]. It makes use of existing computing environments and provides uniform
accesss for their control, accounting, and monitoring. Polder predates the Grid, and
adheress to a municipal area network and intranet paradigm rather than the global
computingg environment of Grid (which is based on the wide area network and internet
paradigm).. There have been some extensions to Polder to incorporate some of the
Globuss tools (e.g. for security and for single sign on), Dynamite for migration of tasks
inn a parallel program [118], and HLA for building interactive distributed simulation
applications. .
Highh Level Architecture. High Level Architecture (HLA) is a distributed
architecturee for design and execution of distributed simulation models [119, 120]. It
hass been designed to facilitate interoperability among simulations and promote reuse
off simulations and their components. The HLA is composed of three major componentss [121]: HLA rules comprise five federation and five federate rules that describe
thee responsibilities of simulations with respect to the HLA Runtime Infrastructure
(RTI)) in an HLA compliant federation [119]. HLA Interface Specification describes
thee functional interface between simulations (federates) and the RTI, and defines how
RTII services are accessed. Object models in HLA describe the set of shared objects
inn a simulation or federation, the attributes and interactions of these objects [119].
Thee HLA Object Model Template provides a specification of the common format and
structuree for documenting HLA object models for federations and simulations [121].
Inn an HLA application, any number of physically distributed simulation systems can
bee brought together into a unified simulation environment to address the needs of new
applications.. These types of environments are known as federations. A federation is
aa combination of a particular federation object model, a set of federates and the runtimee infrastructure services [119]. HLA takes a multilingual approach to distributed
objects.. However, it is specifically targeted at distributed simulations. Currently,
theree are efforts to extend the HLA to use Grid services (e.g. using Grid-based data
transferr protocols as an alternative to RTI communication) [122].
R O O T .. ROOT [123] is an object oriented data analysis framework. The ROOT
systemm provides a set of object oriented frameworks for efficiently handling and analysiss of large amounts of data. In ROOT, data is defined as a set of objects, and
specializedd storage methods are used to get direct access to the separate attributes
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off the selected objects, without having to touch the bulk of the data. Included are
histogramingg methods in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions, curve fitting, function evaluation,
minimization,, graphics and visualization classes to allow the easy setup of an analysis
systemm that can query and process the data interactively or in batch mode. The backbonee of the ROOT architecture is a layered class hierarchy with around 310 classes
groupedd in about 24 frameworks divided in 14 categories. In this hierarchy, most of
thee classes inherit from a common base class called TObject. Among the ROOT class
categories,, the TObject class implements common behavior for all ROOT classes;
thee 2D and 3D graphics classes contain both low-level and basic graphics primitives;
thee operating system interface handles all OS services; and the networking classes
providee a way to construct client/server applications. In addition, the Runtime Type
Informationn System maintains information about the objects (e.g. their types, methods,, attributes, etc.) at run time. The ROOT system also includes a set of classes
too support Input/Output from/to machine independent files, optimized for objects
frequentlyy manipulated by physicists.

3.1.44

Other Related Technologies, Paradigms and Tools

Inn addition to the enablers described in the previous subsections, there are other technologiess and paradigms that are strongly related to the development of the necessary
ICTT infrastructure supporting experimentation in e-science domains. Similar to the
previouss enablers, these technologies and paradigms can be applied to fulfill some
off the requirements. Other related technologies, paradigms and tools described here
includee workflow management systems, virtual organization paradigm, and toolkits for
GridGrid software development.
Workfloww Management Systems
AA workflow is defined as a collection of processing steps (activities) organized to
accomplishh some business process [124]. An activity can be performed by one or
moree software systems or machines, by a person or a team, or a combination of
these.. In addition to activities, a workflow defines the order of activity invocations or
condition(s)) under which activities must be invoked (i.e. flow control) and data-flow
betweenn these activities. Activities within a workflow can themselves be workflows.
AA Workflow Management System is defined by the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC)) [125] as a set of tools providing support for process definition, workflow
enactment,, and administration and monitoring of workflow processes [126].
Inn short, workflows allow users to organize the activities required to accomplish
aa task, and specify rules for the correct execution and successful completion of the
activities.. Similarly, activities in an experiment follow the experiment logic, where
thee experiment design is a formalization of the experiment logic. When making an
experiment,, a scientist needs to design the experiment and execute it, by defining
thee activities involved, (complex) relationships among the activities, and rules and
conditionss for their execution. Although the design can be represented by a powerful
dataa model, its execution requires the existence of a coordination system, such as a
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workfloww management system.
METUFlow2METUFlow2 [124], WebWork [127, 128] and WIDE [129, 130, 131] can be giv
amongg the examples of workflow management systems.
Virtuall Organization Paradigm
Virtuall Organizations (VOs) represent a new paradigm for collaboration among preexistingg organizations. The main motivation for collaboration is to achieve a stronger
andd more competitive position in the market and in adapting to the emerging markett trends. Among many other available definitions of a Virtual Enterprize (VE),
[132]] provides a comprehensive view and defines a virtual enterprize as "a temporary
alliancee of enterprizes that come together to share skills or core competencies and
resourcess in order to better respond to business opportunities, whose cooperation is
supportedd by computer networks". The Virtual Organization (VO) concept is similar
too the virtual enterprize concept, though it addresses any kind of organizations and is
nott limited to an alliance of for-profit enterprizes. Under the VO paradigm, a numberr of pre-existing organizations with some common goals come together, forming an
interoperablee network that acts as a single organization. In other words, VOs materializee through the selection of skills and assets from different organizations and their
synthesiss into a single entity [133]. A virtual organization represents a complex and
dynamicc entity that undergoes a sequence of stages during its life cycle. The main VO
lifee cycle phases include the pre-VO life cycle, VO creation, VO operation/evolution,
VOO dissolution, and post VO life cycle [134]. Support for agility is an important
requirementt for the successful operation of the VO during all stages of its life cycle;
namely,, the VO infrastructure should provide required mechanisms and tools in order
too detect and rapidly react to unpredicted environmental changes.
Applicationn of virtual organizations concept may allow developers to fulfill many
off the requirements related to collaboration, such as organizing the collaborative
activitiess by defining and enforcing collaboration rules and conditions.
Toolkitss for Grid Software Development
Theree are a number of toolkits providing convenient interfaces to the Grid, such as
Javaa and Perl interfaces. These toolkits can be seen as the building blocks of Gridbasedd software development. Examples of such toolkits include GridPort [27] and
CommodityCommodity Grid Toolkits (CoG Toolkits) [135].

3.22

Evaluation Criteria

AA number of criteria have been defined for the evaluation of each system as related
work.. These criteria are chosen to approach the systems from different viewpoints
andd to evaluate their different aspects. The criteria consist of the following points:
1.. identified requirements (based on Chapter 2),
2.. provided functionality,
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3.. applied enabling technologies, standards, and paradigms (see Section 3.1),
4.. employed implementation technologies.
Eachh system was surveyed entirely, that is, many other aspects of each system
otherr than information management were also studied in order to capture its context
properlyy and consistently. In this direction, although the summaries mainly emphasize
thee information management aspects of the studied systems, at the same time they
alsoo provide some general overviews of these systems. Similarly, the evaluation criteria
aree defined and the evaluations are performed with respect to the overall aspects of
thee systems, but with more emphasis on information management and other related
issues. .
Figuree 3.4 provides an overview of the criteria used for the evaluation of the related
systems.. The organization of the tables in Appendix C, which show the evaluation
resultss for the related systems, are based on this figure. The evaluation criteria are
describedd in the rest of this section.

3.2.11

Identified Requirements Related Criteria

Forr each of the evaluated systems, the requirements 'explicitly' mentioned by the
systemm are identified. Note that mentioning/identifying a specific requirement does
notnot necessarily mean that the functionality needed to satisfy that requirement is
provided.. These should be seen as the requirements that motivate the development
off the system under study.
Thee evaluation criteria here are based on the requirements described in Chapterr 2. Consequently, criteria related to identified requirements are split into two: a)
criteriaa related to the general VL requirements (infrastructure, interface, functionality,, and implementation requirements); and b) criteria related to the information
managementt requirements (modelling, storage, manipulation, collaboration, security,
interoperability,, and implementation requirements).
Descriptionss of the evaluation criteria related to the identified general VL requirementss are provided below.

InfrastructureInfrastructure
requirements.
Whether the system under study identifies infrastructuree requirements of the scientists and their experimentations. Specifically,
whetherr the requirements for storage, computing, networking, instrumentation
facilities,, or software environment have been mentioned among the infrastructuree requirements.
InterfaceInterface requirements.
Whether the system identifies availability/provision of
userr interfaces or programming interfaces as requirements.
FunctionalityFunctionality requirements.
Whether the system identifies management of experiments,, management of data/information handled within the system, managementt of available resources, or management of users as requirements. Other
functionalitiess related to collaboration and security are also considered here.
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Figuree 3.4: Classification of the criteria used for the evaluation of related systems

ImplementationImplementation
requirements.
Whether the system puts specific emphasis o
architecturee design and on the technologies used. This could also be due to
restrictions,, such as the availability of a specific storage system at the developing
organization. .
Evaluationn criteria related to the identified information management requirements
aree described below:
ModellingModelling

requirements.

Whether the system identifies any information modelling
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requirements.. Systems could be aiming at providing support for modelling all
kindss of information related to scientific experiments, either by using existing
(standard)) models or by developing a new data model.
StorageStorage requirements.
Whether the system aims at building storage facilities (e.g.
archives,, databases) for persisting experimental data/information. The differencee from the infrastructure requirements is that, storage facility requirement
ass infrastructure considers hardware facilities (e.g. large capacity file servers,
temporaryy buffers, etc.) while the focus here is on the software facilities (e.g.
archivingg systems, file management systems, etc.).

ManipulationManipulation
requirements. Whether the system identifies provision of mechanismss for access and manipulation of various types of data/information handled
withinn experiments, or aims at providing other functionalities such as query,
versionn control or replication.

CollaborationCollaboration requirements. Whether collaboration is one of the requirements
identified.. This includes sharing of data/information resources, sharing expertise,, or managing collaboration activities among partners. The difference
fromm the general collaboration functionality is that, the latter addresses sharingg of all kinds of resources as well as cooperative work, while here sharing of
data/informationn resources is addressed.
SecuritySecurity requirements.
Whether the system specifically identifies issues like definitionn and enforcement of access rights. Security issues like authentication/authorizationn or single sign-on are considered as general security functionalityy requirements.

InteroperabilityInteroperability
requirements. Whether the system specifically identifies intero
erabilityy and application of standards in information modelling, sharing and
exchange. .

ImplementationImplementation
requirements. Whether the system puts specific emphasis on t
architecturee design and on the technologies used. The focus here is on the
informationn management architecture.

3.2.22

Provided Functionality Related Criteria

Duringg the study of related work, a careful and representative set of functionalities
providedd by the related systems was gathered. The gathered functionalities were
thenn cross-checked against functionalities described in Section 2.2 (as part of required
functionalityy characterization) and in Subsection 2.6.1 (as part of functionality requirements).. The refined provided functionalities are categorized into six groups:
experimentt management, information management, resource management, user management,, collaboration and security. These six groups are then detailed into a list
off functionalities. Criteria related to each of these functionality groups are described
below: :
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ExperimentExperiment management functionality.
This group includes all functionality re
latedd to the management of scientific experiments; such as managing experiment
templatess and experiment designs, executing experiments, maintaining a history
off activities, and managing interpretations/conclusions of scientists (metadata).
Inn addition, assistance provided to scientists during experimentation and session
managementt are considered as part of the provided experiment management
functionality. .

Data/informationData/information
management
functionality.
This group covers the fun
alityy provided for management of files that are not associated with an experimentt (i.e. copying, moving, deleting and transferring files), management of data
setss generated by an experiment and associated to that experiment, querying
off data/information which can be in files or in DBMSs, accessing data from
heterogeneouss data sources which are usually remotely located, integration of
thee data accessed from these remote sources, version control, and replication of
data/information.. Note that accessing data from remote sources does not implyy integration of data, since integration involves understanding the semantics
off the data and providing mechanisms for the semantic integration.
ResourceResource management functionality.
This group includes the functionality providedd for the discovery and allocation of resources, scheduling and monitoring
off jobs on these resources, and provision of descriptive information about these
resources.. The last criterion is whether the system supports multiple execution
modes,, e.g. interactive execution, batch execution.
UserUser management functionality.
This group covers the functionality for managementt of user accounts and roles.

CollaborationCollaboration functionality.
Included in this group are the functionality provid
forr sharing of resources (hardware, software, data/information resources), functionalityy to support cooperative working environments (e.g. video-conferencing,
chatboxes,, whiteboards), and collaboration management functionality providingg advanced features such as virtual organizations for proper organization,
managementt and controlling of collaboration activities.
SecuritySecurity functionality.
This group covers the authentication/authorization mechanismss provided, support for single sign-on, and access rights management (i.e.
definitionn and enforcement of access rights). No restrictions are set for the type
off resources for which access rights can be defined; that is, access rights can be
definedd for software libraries and computational resources as well as for data
setss and information.
Here,, it is worth to further clarify the following three points about the criteria
relatedd to the provided functionality:
1.. Evaluation is performed on a disjunctive basis. For instance, a system is consideredd as providing version management functionality even if it supports version
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managementt only for one specific type of data/information among the many
thatt it handles.
2.. Management of experimental data/information is distinguished from file management.. In many cases, scientific experiments/applications generate results
ass files, however, the evaluation criterion here is whether the system supportss data/information management within the context of an experiment
(experiment-based)) or as individual files. Some systems relate the experimental
data/informationn to the description of the experiment that generated the data
andd allow the manipulation of this data. Such systems are evaluated as providingg the functionality for experimental data/information management. Other
systems,, however, only provide file management functionality and support managementt of data sets as files without any reference to the generating experiment.
Thesee systems are evaluated as providing file management functionality. Note
thatt some systems in the former group may still provide mechanisms for file
management,, in which case they are also evaluated as providing file management
functionality. .
3.. Another distinction is between the management of experimental design, managementt of metadata, and management of history of activities. In the literature,
metadataa is sometimes also used for representing experimental design and historyy of activities. However, in this evaluation, experimental design refers to
thee steps involved in an experiment and to the relationships among them, such
ass the ordering of steps. History of activities represents the descriptions of
thee actions performed on the data sets, usually with enough detail for the regenerationn of the data sets. Metadata refers to both descriptions of data sets
andd interpretations of experiment results (i.e. scientists' conclusions). Furthermore,, information about the system itself, such as information about available
resourcess or users is also considered as (system) metadata.

3.2.33

Applied Enabling Technologies, Standards and Paradigmss Related Criteria

Inn Section 3.1 the technologies, paradigms and standards that enable the development
off supporting ICT infrastructures have been described. The evaluation criterion here
iss whether these enablers have been applied for the development of the system being
evaluated. .

3.2.44

Employed Implementation Technologies Related Criteria a

Criteriaa in this category are aimed to evaluate the systems based on the technologies
thatt they employ for implementation. The implementation technologies are grouped
intoo four: Supported platforms (Unix, Windows, Linux) for server side software and
clientt side software (where applicable), programming languages used for software developmentt ( C / C + + , Java, Fortran, scripting languages), internal databases used for
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data/informationn storage (relational, object, native XML, file-based), and other technologiess (Web technology and XML).

3.33

Classification of Related Work

Inn order to achieve a systematic study and evaluation of the related work and to
organizee the evaluation results, first a classification is performed. This classification
off related systems is carried out based on the main aspects on which these systems
focuss when addressing scientific experimentations. Four aspects of experimentation
consideredd here for this classification are: context, instrumentation, computation and
metadata.. The context aspect addresses the goal of the experiment and descriptions
off the methodology, techniques and mechanisms used to achieve this goal. The contextt can be extended to also cover descriptions of the activities and data elements
involvedd in the experiment. The computation aspect addresses the computational
activitiess in an experiment, such as running a partial differential equation solver program,, a simulation program, or data processing programs. A computational activity
cann be a single process, or a set of processes composed together in a bigger computationn unit. The instrumentation aspect addresses the instruments used during an
experiment.. This aspect covers both the descriptions of instruments and their usage.
Instrumentationn takes place in scientific experiments either by their manual control
andd usage, by their remote controlling, or in a simulation environment by virtually
operatingg a simulated instrument. The metadata aspect of an experiment addresses
thee descriptions of the data sets that are generated by experiments.
Consequently,, the studied related systems are classified into the following five
groupss (see also Figure 3.5):
1.. Context-oriented systems (addressed in Subsection 3.4.1)
2.. Computation-oriented systems (addressed in Subsection 3.4.2)
3.. Instrumentation-oriented systems (addressed in Subsection 3.4.3)
4.. Metadata-oriented systems (addressed in Subsection 3.4.4)
5.. Others (addressed in Subsection 3.4.5)
Inn Figure 3.5, example systems considered belonging to every one of these classes
aree also listed. Each of these classification groups is further described below, followed
byy an overview of the studied systems which are classified according to these groups.
Context-orientedd systems. The main focus of context-oriented systems in experimentationn is the experiment design; in other words, the meaning of the experiment.
Thesee systems support the scientists during experiment modelling; that is, when definingg the goal of the experiment, formulating the goal as an experimental procedure,
definingg experiment conditions and variables, and selecting the techniques, tools to
use.. Some systems provide the additional functionality for experiment execution and
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resultss analysis, however, they are considered among the context-oriented systems
(e.g.. Zoo).
Computation-orientedd systems. Systems in this group approach experimentationn from a computational point of view, and consider experiments as jobs. Some of
thesee systems allow scientists to compose jobs by connecting a number of software
componentss to each other and execute the jobs (e.g. Gateway), while others offer a
pre-definedd set of software components that perform a specific task in a domain (e.g.
BioPSE). .
Instrumentation-orientedd systems. Systems in this group mainly address issuess related to instrumentation. These systems provide the necessary functionality
forr off-line or on-line operation of a real instrument, or for virtual operation of a
simulatedd instrument. In case of off-line operation, the instrument is operated by a
technician/operator,, and mechanisms are provided for communication between the
scientistt and the operator, for instance to set the parameter values. Some systems
inn this group also provide cooperative work functionality, that allow scientists to join
ann instrumentation session, or to discuss the obtained results using diverse tools (e.g.
whiteboard). .
Metadata-orientedd systems. Metadata-oriented systems mainly focus on the
managementt of descriptions of the data sets generated by experiments. These systemss provide a metadata catalogue containing, for instance, information about the
owner,, information about the physical location of the data sets, or in some cases
informationn about the contents of the data sets. The commonly provided functionalityy is querying the metadata catalogue. Some systems (e.g. SRB - Storage
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Figuree 3.5: Classification of the studied and evaluated systems
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Resourcee Broker) additionally provide mechanisms for the management of the data
setss themselves.
O t h e r s .. This group contains the systems that can not be classified in any of the
previouss groups, either because they are too restrictive to be included in any of the
groups,, or because they are too extensive to be classified in a single group. The only
systemm in this group is the "Enter The Grid" portal, which provides a Web-based
entryy point to a number of Grid-related resources. This system is classified in this
groupp because it is too restrictive. Note that later on in Section 3.6, the VLAMG/VIMCOO will be addressed as another system to be studied under this category due
too the fact that its functionalities are too extensive to be classified in a single group.
Therefore,, Figure 3.5 classifies VLAM-G/VIMCO in this category in addition to the
Enterr The Grid portal.
Thiss chapter contains the summaries of 28 systems that were studied and evaluated.. Names of the studied systems, and their classification into the five groups can
bee found in Figure 3.5.
Althoughh the related work can not be limited to only the list given in Figure 3.5, it
containss the most representative and significant examples of different types of support
environmentss considered in this dissertation for scientific experimentations.
Anotherr survey of related work can be found in [36]. This survey focuses only
onn a restricted set of systems, called as Grid Computing Environments (GCEs), and
classifiess them as technology for building GCE systems, largely problem solving environments,, and largely basic GCE shell portals.

3.44

Overview of the Studied Systems

Inn this section, brief information about each system studied as part of the related
workk is provided. The summaries are presented based on the classification described
inn Section 3.3. Each summary provides a general overview of a system with emphasis
onn the management of data/information. Evaluation of the systems with respect to
thee criteria is provided in the following section.

3.4.11

Context-Oriented Systems

Thiss subsection includes examples of context-oriented systems, which put more emphasiss on the contexts of experiments. In specific, systems presented here address
managementt of experiment templates, designs, history of activities, dat a/information,
andd metadata. Systems summarized here are Zoo, PELLPACK, SoftLab, Sieve/Symphonyy and OPM.
Zoo.. Zoo [136] is a Desktop Experiment Management Environment. A key objectivee set for the development of Zoo is to achieve an integrated software package
withh uniform interfaces that supports the entire life-cycle of an experimental study.
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Zooo is developed as a generic system, which can be customized to support specific
experiments. .
Thee Zoo architecture is based on an extensive use of conceptual schemas. In
Zoo,, schemas are called to play new roles other than capturing the structure and
constraintss of data stored in a database, namely: a) the schema becomes the formal
documentt describing the experiment, and b) the schema serves as the template for
specifyingg data and experiments [137]. Scientists can define schemas without thinking
ass expressing database structures. A schema does not necessarily have to be associated
withh a database, thus it may exist uninstantiated.
Thee modular architecture of Zoo comprises several modules: Moose [137, 136] is
thee object-oriented data model of Zoo. The various kinds of classes in Moose include
primitivee classes, tuple classes, and collection classes. Any relationship from one class
too another may be specified as derived. In a derived relationship, successor of the
relationshipp is constructed based on other objects that are related to the predecessorr of the relationship. The construction may be through a query or may require
processingg by an external system that receives as input a file containing these other
objects.. Similarly, inheritance is also represented as derived relationships. Opossum is
aa schema manager and Squid is a query/update manager, both of which make up the
Zooo user interface [136]. They are generic visual systems whose inputs are files with
mappingss between the data model or query and the visual model. Upon receiving
thesee mapping files, Opossum or Squid is customized to operate for the specific data
modell and visualization style, thus, schemas and queries may be visualized in differentt ways. Emu is responsible for transforming user requests into actions at external
systems.. It interacts both with Horse to retrieve the necessary information related to
thee user request, and with agents. Agents are the intermediary components between
Zooo and external systems (similar to wrappers/mediators). Turtle is the translator
fromm Moose objects to Ascii files and vice versa, using a map file that contains specificationss for how various parts of complex object correspond to parts of an external
file.file. Frog is a visual tool for users to generate these map files. Horse is the backbone
off the Zoo environment. It is implemented in a layered mode. At the back-end, it
usess Informix RDBMS as the storage system. At the front-end, it accepts Moose data
definitionn and Fox query and update requests. All Zoo modules communicate each
otherr with a messaging system, passing data in the shipping form. Shipping form is
aa serialized form of objects into structured text files.
Alll information treated in Zoo is stored in different databases, including databases
forr experimental studies, interesting results of queries as well the queries themselves,
visuall representations of database schemas, and models and map files. Schemas for
thesee data are represented recursively, that is, the schema of each one of the above
databasess is represented as objects in higher-level meta-database, until some root
databasee is reached. The three root databases in Zoo include one database for storing
alll user defined schemas, one for storing queries, and one for storing all visual models
usedd for visualization. For example, the meta-schema for user-defined Moose schemas
containss classes named Schema, ClassSet, Class, RelationhipSet, Relationship,
DerivationRuleSet,, and DerivationRule. User defined Moose schemas are representedd as objects in this meta-schema. Other data is treated similarly.
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Inn Zoo, experimentation and any other form of external processing is achieved
throughh the derived relationship mechanism. For instance, users define an experiment
inn a Moose schema by specifying the experiment, its input and output elements. Here,
outputt elements are described as derived relationships based on the input elements.
Whenn the user wants to retrieve data about an experiment, Horse returns the data
fromm the storage if it already exists. Otherwise, it initiates the data generation (i.e.
experimentt execution) through Emu, which performs the derivation rules specified for
thiss experiment, for instance, by calling external systems through agents. Then the
resultss are returned to the user. For experiment management, Task and Agent system
classess are defined in Zoo. At any point, a Task object exists in Zoo corresponding
too an external computation/activity, with references to the status, output, and input
objects.. There is one Agent object for each registered Agent. For each request to
performm an experiment, several Task objects are created by Horse corresponding to
eachh external activity. For the maintenance of status information, a shadow subclass
off the class representing the external derivation process is created, which contains the
run-timee objects representing the derivation.

PELLPACK.. PELLPACK [46, 138] is a problem solving environment (PSE) for
solvingg certain classes of partial differential equations (PDEs) on sequential and multicomputerr platforms. PELLPACK provides an interactive graphical user interface
forr specifying the PDE model, its solution method and post-processing, supported by
aa symbolic system and libraries of sequential and parallel solvers. Users can create
experimentalexperimental designs either directly using the PELLPACK language or using the GU
Thee design consists of the problem specification, solution method, parameters, conditions,, etc. The designs in the PELLPACK language can be saved and loaded later on.
Duringg the PDE framework specification, a symbolic processing and code generation
iss performed on the problem specification of the user in the format required by the
selectedd solver. The result is a PELLPACK template for the problem to be solved by
thee selected solver. Users then enter the crucial pieces of information that define the
problemm parameters.
Thee PELLPACK architecture can be viewed in terms of its software layers: The
GUIGUI serves for PELLPACK program building, and solution and performance visualization/analysis.. GUI supports multiple sessions each representing a single problem
too be solved. The tools available to users depend on the type of the session (e.g. 1-D,
2-D,, etc.). Different filters are applied to display the options for the next step as the
userr continues with the specification of the problem and methods. There are editors
withh associated tools. For instance, the session editor reflects the current status by
displayingg the specification in the PELLPACK language, while graphical and interactivee toolbox editors are used to create/modify the PDE objects. The very high-level
languagelanguage interface of PELLPACK architecture allows users to specify PDE problems
andd solution methods using a high-level PDE-specific language. In PELLPACK, a
PDEE problem is defined in terms of the PDE objects involved: PDE equations, domain
off definition, boundary and initial conditions, solution strategy, output requirements
andd option parameters. Textual representation of the PDE objects and its syntax
comprisee the PELLPACK language, which underlies all components. Users can write
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aa program in this language directly or use the GUI to automatically generate the
PDEE program. A language processor translates the control program into a FORTRANN control program that invokes the appropriate library components to solve the
problemm according to the user's specifications. In order to generate the top-level calls
too the library modules in the control program, the language processor uses a module
databasee to obtain necessary information such as memory requirements. The Proceduraldural Language (FORTRAN) Interface of PELLPACK is based on a decomposition
off the PDE problem and the solution methods into their constituent parts, such as
PDEE equations, domain, boundary conditions, etc. At run time, each problem part
iss represented using a set of standard data structures and/or functions. The control
programm in FORTRAN, which uses the solver libraries and these data structures to
solvee the program, is then compiled for a specified host, and linked with the necessary
libraryy modules to generate the executable binaries. Depending on whether parallel
algorithmss are used, there can be one or more programs, and one or more output
solutions.. In case of a parallel algorithm, the generated local solutions are collected
byy the system to generate the global solution. Finally, the PELLPACK infrastructure
consistss of a number of solver libraries that comply with the component interfaces.
Librariess that do not comply are represented as the system infrastructure.

SoftLab.. The SoftLab project [62] addresses the issues involved in the design and
implementationn of a virtual laboratory that simulates and controls the functionality of
aa wet/dry prototyping laboratory. All instruments used during the experimental processs have visual representations in SoftLab called virtual instruments, which look like
andd operate just as their physical counterparts. SoftLab provides four main functionalitiess that are presented to users as scenarios. During the physical experimentation
scenario,scenario, scientists remotely control laboratory instruments and monitor the experimentt via animation of the virtual instruments. Users can control data collection and
extractionn during the experiment, and visualize the results when the experiment is
completed.. Experiments can be stored in an experiment database, saving all informationn necessary to re-create the experiment. During the virtual experimentation
scenario,scenario, scientists set up the virtual instruments and experimental process, and performm data collection, visualization, and saving of experiments exactly in the same
mannerr as physical experiments, only the experiment is actually a simulation. Experimentiment playback scenario is used to retrieve physical and simulated experiments from
thee database, and play back for review, comparison, or data visualization. Training
scenarioscenario uses multimedia annotations for the training of students.
Thee software architecture consists of three main functional components: Kernel
providingg visualization, database access, graphical representation and animation of
virtuall instruments, physical instrument control, simulator input interface, and outputt transformation; four scenario components allowing parameter setting, running
physicall or simulation experiments, retrieving, analyzing and visualizing data, and
savingg experiments; and experiment and parameter databases. Specific software, such
ass the PELLPACK [46] problem solvers can be attached to the system and used within
SoftLab. .
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Sievee and Symphony. Research work described in [48] presents two tools called
Sievee and Symphony, with the key themes defined as 'ability to do compositional
modelling,, collaboration, and exploiting the larger context of the application'. The
lastt theme includes previously performed experiments and obtained results in additionn to the current experiment and data sets. The high-level architecture defined in
thiss work consists of six layers; from top to bottom: user interface (PSEs, portals),
modell definition, parameter definition, simulation definitions, Grid services, and computationall Grid. The bottom two layers represent the low-level Grid services and the
resourcess available through these services. Model is defined as a directed graph of
specificc executable pieces defining the control and data flow in a computation. Model
instanceinstance is a model with all parameters specified. A simulation, on the other hand,
iss a model instance assigned to and run on a particular computational resource on
thee Grid. Emphasis in [48] is given to XML-based semi-structured representations
forr models. Here, XML is not seen as a data format, rather a binding from representationss to models, specified using the binding schema markup language (BSML).
BSMLL describes the binding of the data elements specified in an XML document
too the functions in the target; for instance, passing the structures defined in XML
ass parameters to MATLAB by converting the whole XML document into a MATLABB script. By storing the data and available binding types in a database, the same
modell can be converted into different representations required by different environments.. Previously executed simulations are stored in a database along with the data
generatedd by them and the appropriate links between the data and the simulation
descriptions.. This database of simulations and data can be queried to obtain the
performancee history of the previous simulations, thus to choose the model to use and
thee parameters to instantiate the model as well as to determine the computational
resourcess to schedule and run the simulation.
SieveSieve [48] is a composition environment to define data or control flows by connectingg components to each other. Components are implemented as JavaBeans, representingg individual codes, optimization tools, visualization tools, etc. Users define
thee actions performed by the connections and the data format flowing through these
connections.. Data compatibility is checked during design time, if a conflict occurs, a
suitablee converter is searched and inserted between components. Users can enter a
collaborativee session by specifying at the start which session to join. In a collaborativee session, all users can view the same visualization and the same annotations to
thee model. Symphony [48] is a component based framework for composing, saving,
sharingg and executing simulations. Simulations in Symphony are also represented as
directedd acyclic graphs. These simulations can be saved for later usage or shared with
otherr users. The developed back-end execution environment is RMI based, and providess access to resources local to the machine on which the RMI server running. The
definedd simulation is represented as JavaBeans in the front-end environment, which
havee corresponding processes in the back-end. The front-end beans coordinate the
correctt execution of the back-end processes.
O P M .. The Object Protocol Model (OPM) [139,140] is a data model that allows
specifyingg database structures and queries in terms of objects and protocols. It pro-
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videss a protocol class for modelling experiments, which can be associated with input
andd output attributes. Protocols can consist of sub-protocols, or can be connected to
otherr protocols via alternative, optional or sequential paths (protocol steps). Update
ruless are defined for expressing the effect of updates on an element on other related
elements.. Attributes in an OPM class can be simple or tuple attributes. Derived
attributess are simple attributes that have values derived from the values of other
attributess using either arithmetic expressions, aggregate functions, or attribute composition.. A derived object, on the other hand, can be a subclass, a superclass, or
ann aggregate class. In OPM, protocol modelling is characterized by the recursive
specificationn (expansion) of generic protocols in terms of alternative sub-protocols,
sequencess of sub-protocols, and optional sub-protocols. In addition to regular attributes,, protocol classes have connection and special input/output attributes. Connectionn attributes are used to reference the superclass, subclass, predecessor, and
successorr protocols of the defining protocol class. Input and output attributes are
usedd to represent the input and output data regarding the experiment modelled by
thee protocol class.
Thee data management tools of OPM are used to define database schemas and to
retrievee and store protocol information from the underlying relational database [140].
Thee OPM data management tools consist of the Schema Editor, Schema Translator,
Browsingg and Query Tool, and relational to OPM Schema Conversion Tool. OPM
schemass are kept in ASCII files. OPM schemas can be specified using either a regular
textt editor or using the graphical OPM Schema Editor. OPM Schema Editor allows
specifyingg interactively and incrementally object and protocol structures. The OPM
SchemaSchema Translator translates OPM schemas into relational database definitions and
databasee procedures implementing the OPM retrieval and update methods (of the
OPMM classes). OPM Browsing and Querying Tool allows specifying OPM queries
andd browsing the results of these queries. The relational to OPM Schema Conversion
ToolTool can be applied to existing relational database definitions, to generate the data
structuree in OPM data model.

3.4.22

Computation-Oriented Systems

Thee systems summarized in this subsection put the emphasis on the computational
aspectss of experimentation. These systems consider experiments as jobs to be executedd on a distributed, high-performance computing infrastructure. A job may be
eitherr composed of executable components, or can be a single executable. In the
formerr case, users compose the jobs from executables and define input/output and
parameterr values for each executable, while in the latter case users only select input/outputt and set the parameter values. Examples of computation-oriented systems
includedd here are Gateway, UNICORE, SCIRun (together with BioPSE and Uintah),
Cactus,, ASC, Ecce, The Virtual Laboratory, and FAST (together with RemoteFAST
andd FASTExpeditions).
Gatewayy Computational Toolkit. The primary focus of the Gateway Computationall Toolkit [141, 30, 28, 142] is to assist PC-based researchers in the use
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off high-performance computing (HPC) resources. XML descriptors for describing
applications,, HPC resources and services are stored at the Web server to generate
dynamicc content for the user and back-end requests. Gateway implements the followingg services: Secure identification and authorization, information services for accessingg resource descriptors, batch script generation, job submission and monitoring, file
transfer,, remote file access and manipulation, session archiving and editing.
Gatewayy employs a multi-tier architecture. The Web-based user interface provides
threee usage tracks [30]: Code selection allows users to start a new problem, make
ann initial request for resources, and submit the job. The problem archive allows
userss to revisit and edit old problem sessions, and to resubmit them as new sessions.
AdministrationAdministration track allows privileged users to add applications and host compute
thee portal, and modify the properties of these entities. When the user is authenticated
andd authorized, a session is created with user, problem, and session contexts. User
contextt is the base, which contains problem and session contexts. Users can compose
theirr applications using a set of modules in the front-end, which are then instantiated
att different nodes. The middle tier of Gateway architecture contains a Web server
maintainingg a number of Java components, which are implemented as JavaBeans and
communicatee with each other through CORBA. They either handle specific serversidee tasks or act as a proxy for a remote object. There is one Gateway server on
eachh node. In case of remote object invocations, the remote object is created and
maintainedd by the Gateway server running on the remote host, and a proxy is created
locallyy to access that object. Resources in the back-end tier are accessed using remote
shelll operations.

U N I C O R E .. U N I C O R E [31, 143] aims at providing a uniform interface for job
preparationn and control. It supports only batch jobs. UNICORE defines a protocol
forr job descriptions called Abstract Job Object (AJO). An A JO can recursively contain
otherr AJOs and/or atomic tasks, together with their dependencies, information about
thee destination site, user, and site-specific security. The results of abstract tasks
aree accessed by the Job Monitor Controller and presented to the user. Users can
vieww the jobs that were executed earlier and resubmit them. Information about
resourcess at a UNICORE site, such as information about the system architecture,
performance,, operating system, and available applications and system software are
keptt in a resource page.
Thee UNICORE architecture follows a three-tier model. User level is an applet with
aa Job Preparation Agent and a Job Monitor Controller. UNICORE server level consistss of a Web server, Java applets, resource information about the available resources
att the UNICORE site, authentication system, gateway to map the user's certificate to
user'ss id at the target system, and Network Job Supervisor which translates the job
descriptionss into jobs for destination systems, executes and monitors them. The batch
subsystemsubsystem level contains the destination systems with their batch systems and data
storage.. Multiple UNICORE sites can interact through their gateways. A UNICORE
sitee in UNICORE environment is defined as a computer center offering a UNICORE
serverr and execution hosts grouped in virtual sites. A virtual site consists of systems
att one UNICORE site sharing the same data space. The file systems available at
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virtuall sites of a UNICORE site are named as XSpace's. An Xspace also includes the
filefile space of the user's workstation. All data available to a UNICORE job constitute
thee UNICORE file space (USpace). Thus, the UNICORE data model is divided into
internall data space (USpace) and external data space (XSpace). All data required
duringg the execution of a job need to be imported into the USpace, and the output
mustt be exported to the XSpace. The Network Job Supervisor (NJS) is responsible to
transformm the AJO into batch descriptions for the destination system, submit these
batchh jobs, create a UNICORE job directory to contain the data created before and
duringg the job run, and collect the output and error files belonging to one UNICORE
jobb and make them available to the user. The NJS also initiates all necessary data
transfers,, imports, and exports.
SCIRun,, BioPSE and Uintah. Three different PSEs are described in [49]:
SCIRun,, BioPSE and Uintah.
SCIRunn is a PSE that allows interactive construction, debugging and steering
off large scale scientific computations. SCIRun provides a component model based
onn dataflow programming, which allows different computational and visualization
componentss (modules) to be connected. Users define the dataflow using the available
sett of modules in a graphical environment, and set the necessary parameters required
byy each module in the dataflow. Application steering is possible either by directly
changingg the internal states of the modules in the dataflow, by cancelling the current
operationn and starting with a new one using the new parameter values, or by feedback
loopss in the dataflow program. SCIRun is implemented using mainly C + + . Tcl/Tk
iss used for the user interfaces, while other components use C and Fortran. SCIRun is
currentlyy running in a standalone mode, employing shared memory architecture for
thee execution of the modules in the dataflow. Currently Grid tools are being utilized
too move towards a more distributed programming model.
BioPSEE addresses bioelectric field problems. It uses and extends the SCIRun
core.. The two major improvements introduced in BioPSE are bridging and fields
classes.. Bridging refers to mechanisms for importing and exporting data and services
throughh re-writing existing code, making calls to third party libraries, and exchanging
dataa through files, sockets or databases. The second improvement is the templatized
fieldsfields classes. Fields are used to represent geometric domains and data values over
thatt domain. The mechanism is flexible, in which the calling code do not know what
typee of fields will be passed to it as input. In order to provide optimization, as soon
ass the module identifies the type of fields, it dynamically compiles the corresponding
optimizationn code for that fields and loads it for use during execution.
Uintahh is another PSE developed on top of SCIRun. It focuses on providing
toolss for numerical simulation of accidental fires and explosions. Uintah has added
thee DOE interchangeable component programming model to SCIRun and the support
forr running under a mixed shared memory/message passing model.
Cactus.. Cactus [144, 43, 42] is a PSE which enables parallel computation across
differentt architectures and collaborative code development between different groups.
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Cactuss mainly targets simulation applications in the numerical relativity and astrophysicss domains.
Cactuss architecture consists of modules (called thorns) which plug into a central
coree code (called the flesh) which contains the APIs and infrastructure to glue the
thornss together [144]. The actual functionality is in thorns. Depending on the applicationn requirements, a scientist gathers her/his own collection of thorns together, and
compiless them using a set of parameters. The collection of thorns, parameter values,
platformm to run, and the compilation options altogether form a configuration. Severall configurations can be created from the same set of thorns. Thorns are grouped
togetherr into arrangements, depending on their functionality and applicability. For
instance,, the Cactus Computational Toolkit [43] includes parallel interpolator thorns,
basicc parallel elliptic solver thorns, thorn implementing I/O routines using different
librariess and thorns providing transparent parallelization to other thorns.
Dataa management facilities provided by Cactus are so far limited to some parallel
I/OO layers [144], Tools for Grid applications are being developed within the Cactus
community,, including mechanisms for Grid enabled communication and I/O which
targett at remote file access, remote online data streaming and visualization, and
remotee monitoring and steering [42].
A S C .. The Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory (ASC) project [18, 45] aims
too provide a Web-based problem solving framework for the astrophysics community
thatt links users with remote Grid resources. Collaborating researchers in the field
off numerical relativity form a community called the ASC Virtual Organization (ASC
VO).. The ASC enables users to work with the Cactus toolkit in a location independent
mannerr using supercomputing resources that are made available to the ASC VO. Users
constructt simulation code with Cactus and other components located at multiple sites,
compilee on any computer, run on any available computer, and share the results with
colleaguess in a controlled fashion. Functionality provided by the ASC include among
otherss single sign-on, user and task management, access control for administrative
operations,, and detection of what services are available on remote resources.
Thee ASC is comprised of several technologies arranged in an n-tier architecture:
WebWeb and Java clients, application servers (Web server and a number of application
services),, resource brokers (LDAP directory service, RDBMS), and remote resources
(LDAPP directories, relational data). The relational MySQL database management
systemm deployed in the ASC is used to store information about users and remote
resources,, as well as to record user activities by application servers. The database
iss also used to notify users by email when their tasks complete. The ASC relies
uponn Grid technologies for resource sharing, information services, and security. Grid
servicess are accessed through the Java CoG Toolkit [135].
Ecce.. Ecce [47, 145] is one component of an integrated molecular science software
suitt providing advanced computational chemistry techniques for complex chemical
systemss in high performance, parallel computing systems. Ecce was originally designedd at object level integration. It is based on an object-oriented chemistry data
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modell that supports management and manipulation of computational and experimentall data, and metadata. Data management component of Ecce uses an ODBMS and
aa common object model. Molecules, basis sets, calculations, jobs, and experiments
aree represented as objects in this model. Experiments are composed of tasks. Each
taskk has a molecule subject, and consumes/produces files. Tasks are defined by their
runn types, theories, applications, and jobs.
Currently,, this architecture is being extended to provide improved/extended functionalitiess and to incorporate Grid services, with a focus on data and metadata management,, information services, and job submission [145]. The aim is to achieve direct
accesss to raw data, self describing data and relationships, schema independent data
store,, and separation of application level objects from the data storage. For this purpose,, coupling in Ecce is reduced by moving away from a PSE-wide schema towards
aa services-oriented architecture. The new architecture of Ecce consists of a desktopp component supporting data and resources browsing, job launching components,
dataa monitoring and store components, data/metadata server, information service
(forr accessing directories, RDBMSs, files), job script service, scheduler services, and
computationall codes. The Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) [78, 79]
iss used for the implementation. Clients willing to access data (in files) and metadata
(inn a hashtable-based database) use an Apache Web server extended with a DAV
module.. Other protocol libraries allow, for instance, using Grid resources.
Jobb management uses Globus and Silver MetaScheduler services. Input and output
dataa are staged to remote nodes using ssh, rsh, or telnet. Job monitoring is achieved
throughh a filtering job, which resides at the same node with the job, and continuously
checkss the output generated by the job. After filtering, the data is sent back to the
user.. Job script templates are stored and maintained by the information service. The
scriptt service locates a script template for a user request, queries the information
servicee for application and machine information, substitutes these values in the script
templatee and returns the script to the client application. Experimental designs are
alsoo stored in data/metadata store. Data and metadata management is done through
thee data/metadata server implemented using DAV. Experimental data is stored in
binaryy or structured files. Metadata can be name-value pairs, where value is either
simplee text, or a complex object in XML structure.
Thee Virtual Laboratory. The Virtual Laboratory [146, 65] offers a toolset
too enable distributed molecular modelling for drug design using geographically distributedd resources. Drug design using molecular modelling techniques involves screeningg a large number of molecules in a chemical database (CDB) to identify those that
aree potential drugs. The Virtual Laboratory tools transform an existing application
intoo a parameter sweep application for executing jobs that dock molecules in a CDB
inn parallel on distributed resources without making any changes to the application.
Thee Virtual Laboratory builds on the existing Grid technologies and tools. Its
architecturee consists of the following components: The Nimrod-G tools for creating
parameterr sweep applications provide a simple declarative language and GUI tools
forr parameterization of application input data files and creation of task-scripts to be
executedd by each job. The Nimrod-G Grid Resource Broker identifies the user and ap-
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plicationn processing requirements and selects a Grid resource combination accordingly.
CDBCDB consists of an ASCII file in a specific format containing molecule information.
Ann indexing tool creates an index with entries consisting of the molecule id and the
sizee of the molecule in the CDB file. Replicas of the CDB are created, and at runtimee the most suitable CDB is selected. The CDB services provided are connect, get
molecule,, and disconnect.
AA number of files are involved when composing a parameter sweep application:
AA configuration input file specifies as name-value pairs the parameters to be used
duringg application execution. In a parameterized input file values of parameters are
replacedd by substitution markers, which are substituted with real values at run-time.
AA plan file consists of the parameters part which defines parameter types and their
validd value sets using substitution markers, and the task specification part defines a
seriess of operations that each job needs to perform to dock a molecule before and
afterr the application execution. Once the plan file is created, it is submitted to a job
generationn tool, which creates a run file that contains a job for each combination of
parameters.. Then the Nimrod-G schedules each docking job to a Grid resource, by
firstfirst submitting an agent to the remote node. The agent, after starting execution,
contactss the Nimrod-G dispatcher for job task information, which contains the instructionss for executing the job. It copies the necessary input files (specified in the
plann file), performs parameter substitution, executes programs (also specified in the
plann file), and ships results back to Nimrod-G user. During the job scheduling, users
cann select the optimization strategy to finish the jobs within the deadline and/or the
budget. .
FAST,, RemoteFAST and FASTExpeditions. The work described in [147] approachess PSEs from the collaboration perspective, specifically from the point of view
off collaborative analysis tools supporting high performance graphics. The desired
featuress for these tools include the following: a user interface with highly interactive,
highh resolution, dynamic, 3D graphics; possibility for all scientists to see the same
vieww of the analysis simultaneously; transfer of control between users; efficient usage
off commonly available network bandwiths; good responsiveness; and ability to record,
edit,, and replay segments of an analysis session in asynchronous mode. The proposed
approachh is to first distribute the data to be analyzed to the remote sites, and then
onlyy send the events for controlling the applications that run at all sites.
FASTT [148] is a visual analysis tool for physics simulations, which runs on workstationss and launches parallel tasks that are controlled by a central hub. Event handlerss in each parallel task reports events to the controlling central hub as an ASCII
script,, which records these events in a journal file. The hub then returns the script
backk to the parallel task for execution. Playback of an analysis session is achieved by
havingg the hub read the ASCII script corresponding to the session from a journal file
andd send it to the appropriate parallel tasks. Journal files are condensed to reduce
thee large number of mouse transformations into a smaller number of but equivalent
transformations.. RemoteFAST [149] is the tool enabling synchronous collaborative
visualization.. To start a synchronous session, it first distributes the data files to each
sitee and launches FAST at each site. It then launches a daemon at each site dedi-
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catedd to efficient passing of events between the sites. During a session, the controlling
RemoteFASTT detects the command scripts as they are being recorded into journal
files,, and send them to the other sites. Controlled sites receives these scripts as being
retrievedd from the local disk and passes them to the RemoteFAST hub, which then
forwardss them to FAST for execution. For asynchronous collaborative visualization,
FASTexpeditionss [149] tool is created. The data to be analyzed and journal files
aree stored in a Web server. Upon request, the data and the command scripts are sent
too the user site for execution. A utility tool enables the saving of local journal files
ass Web pages.

3.4.33

Instrumentation-Oriented Systems

Systemss summarized here constitute examples of instrumentation-oriented systems.
Thee common denominator of these systems is the existence of a real or simulated
instrument,, which is operated from within the system either on-line (remotely controlled)) or off-line (controlled by an operator). Instrumentation-oriented systems presentedd in this subsection are Virtual NMR Facility, Virtual Lab, Virtual Geotechnical
Lab,, Remote Lab, Tele-Actor, and VCLab.
Virtuall N M R Facility. The Virtual N M R Facility (VNMRF) [63] is developed
too support researchers in using high field nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers.
Thee VNMRF allows remote researchers (who are awarded time) to run instruments,
seee laboratories, talk with their colleagues, work with them in analysis programs, and
sharee notebooks via the Internet.
Inn the VNMRF, programming interfaces of existing tools for real-time and asynchronouss collaboration were used to provide custom research environments tailored
too NMR, such as Collaborative Research Environment (CORE2000) and Electronic
LaboratoryLaboratory Notebook (ELN). CORE2000 is a suite of real-time collaboration tools.
Itt contains shared computer screens, remote cameras, third party audio and videoconferencingg tools, whiteboard, chatbox, and other tools. When a user starts or joins
aa session, a palette of icons is displayed representing the available tools. CORE2000
alsoo has a programming interface. The ELN is designed to allow distributed teams
too record and share a wide range of notes, sketches, graphs, pictures, and other information.. The ELN includes editors to create text, equations and whiteboard sketches,
too capture screen images, and to upload arbitrary files. Secure instrument control
andd data access in VNMRF is achieved through secure shells along with encryption
forr X-windows. Only one remote user can control the spectrometer at a time, while
otherss can observe through capturing and sharing the device console. Users operate
thee spectrometer in coordination with a human operator called consultant. Consultantss grant access to instruments, receive and insert samples, provide guidance on
spectrometerr operation, then monitor the use of the instrument. With the help of
abovee mentioned tools and the consultant, users can remotely control the instrument,
retrievee the data out of the instrument and share it with colleagues who are observingg the instrument operation in the joint session, discuss the results, and record the
discussionn results along with the actual measurements.
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Virtuall Lab. The remote Virtual Lab [150, 67] is used for teaching control theory.
Experimentss in Virtual Lab use simple controllers with fixed structure. Students
selectt the controller algorithm and define controller parameters remotely. To perform
anyy experiment, students submit a request. After downloading the instructions for
thee experiment, students may be required to perform some advanced preparations,
andd they can continue only if their preparations are approved by the responsible
professor.. Then the student logs in to the system and books the experimentation
time.. The booking time is stored in the database, and during the experiment time,
itt is used to ensure exclusive access. The database contains three tables for account,
schedulee and log information. The laboratory administrator interface is used for
creatingg and deleting accounts, defining time quotas for each experiment, defining
timee slots for booking, and analyzing log messages. The experimentation interface
consistss of a video/audio stream applet and a control applet. After login, the server
checkss whether there is enough time for the experiment. Client side sends requests
ass data telegrams to the server, which acknowledges with a status message. Dialog
windowss are used for the system identification and controller design purposes. The
resultingg data is stored in a flat file, which can be read and displayed by the analyzer
applet. .
Virtuall Geotechnical Lab. The Virtual Geotechnical Lab [151] is an example
off virtual laboratories for civil engineering education. Users of the Virtual Geotechnicall Lab can assess their prerequisite knowledge by answering a set of questions,
wheree each question is graded and a record is kept about each user's progress. Then
thee user begins the lab test by preparing a specimen for the test through a guided
interactivee exercise. The virtual apparatus is displayed to the user, who then sets
upp the test specimen in the apparatus with guidance and begins the test by adding
loadss and switching on any motor that is part of the virtual apparatus. The results
aree then displayed on simulated panel meters. When the test is completed, the user
iss guided to perform interactive tasks and to do any calculations necessary for the
interpretationn of the results. Finally, the user is presented with a practical scenario
too which s/he can apply her/his results.

Remotee Lab. In [56] and [152], a remote laboratory approach for experimentation
withh real plants using the WWW is presented. It is used to remotely operate the
Laboratory-Scalee Optical Tracker. Its architecture consists of the following components:: Client is a browser that runs on the student's computer to access and operate
thee remote experiment. It runs the real-time code corresponding to the implemented
SIMULINKK model. The general control panel allows the student to start/stop experimentt sessions and to reset an experiment with specific start conditions. User console
panell allows to set parameters, and execute experiment-specific commands. Communicationmunication server runs MATLAB/SIMULINK combined with the WinCon server t
communicatee with the real-time client. Interactive plant user interface is implemented
usingg VRML, and enables the user to operate the real plant manually by mouse actions.. The graphical representation of measured signals (generated by MATLAB) is
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displayedd in the real-time signal graphic display. Real-time video and audio panes
allowallow the users to inspect the real lab through a camera and a microphone.
Tele-Actor.. The Tele-Actor [153, 66] is a collaborative online tele-operation systemm for distance learning that allows many students to simultaneously share the controll of a single mobile resource. The mobile resource can be a mobile robot or a
humann tele-actor, with wireless video and audio connections. Based on the video and
audioo received from the tele-actor, users can vote on the next action to be performed
byy the tele-actor. A middle-tier server receives the votes, and applies the algorithm
too select where to go based on the spatial and temporal properties of the votes sent
byy users.
VCLab.. The Virtual Control Lab (VCLab) [154, 152] replaces a control laboratoryy with a simulated one. It allows users to walk around in the building from
onee lab to another and perform some virtual (simulated) operations. It ties together
thee computational and simulation machines of MATLAB/SIMULINK to Web componentss running in a browser. In order to integrate MATLAB functions into the Web
page,, several browser extensions are plugged in, such as MATLAB plug-in to link
thee computational engine of MATLAB with the browser, or the VRML plug-in to
animatee 3D models of dynamical plants.

3.4.44

Metadata-Oriented Systems

Metadata-orientedd systems focus on maintaining a metadata catalogue for the data
setss generated by experiments, thereby allowing scientists to locate data sets based on
attribute-valuee searches. Although the types of the managed metadata differs from
systemm to system, common metadata include information about the owner of the
dataa set, hierarchical structure of the data set (files, collections, and sub-collections
includedd in the data set), and information about the physical location of the data set.
Systemss summarized in this subsection are CLRC Data Portal, SRB, GriPhyN and
Chimera,, MCS, MDMS, and Virtual Sky.
CLRCC Data Portal. Aim of the CLRC Data Portal [29] is to offer a single
pointt for reviewing and searching the contents of all the CLRC data sources through
thee use of a central catalogue holding metadata about all these resources. A prototypee based on these ideas is being developed. The CLRC metadata model attempts
too capture scientific activities at different levels. Generically, all activities are called
studies.studies. Each study has an investigator and study information describing the details.
ProgramsPrograms are studies that have a common theme and a common source of funding.
Programss can be single projects or a series of projects. Every program can be associatedd with a series of sub-investigations. Investigations are studies that have direct
linkss to data holdings. Experiments, measurements and simulations are specific types
off investigations. Data holdings have three layers: investigation, logical data, and
physicall files. One investigation generates a sequence of logical data sets (e.g. raw,
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intermediate,, or final data sets), and each data set is instantiated via a set of physical
files.. There may be different versions of data sets in a data holding.
Thee system has three main components: A web-based user interface which is
implementedd using a standard Web browser and communicates with the metadata
cataloguee in XML, a metadata catalogue, and data resource interfaces which are implementedd as wrappers around existing data sources.
S R B .. One of the key requirements for the development of the Storage Resource
Brokerr (SRB) [155, 156, 157, 158] is to support data intensive computing, which
involvess both providing high performance I/O to massive data and providing digital
libraryy capabilities for storage, search, and retrieval of scientific data. SRB is developedd to provide seamless access to data stored on a variety of storage resources,
includingg filesystems (UNIX), database systems (Oracle, DB2, Illustra), and archival
storagee systems (HPSS, Unitree). It implements two interfaces for these storage systems:: One is a UNIX-like I/O interface, the other is an interface that supports get
andd put operations.
Dataa is organized as a hierarchy of collections and sub-collections. A collection
(recursively)) contains data items and/or sub-collections. SRB distinguishes the physicall and logical storage resources (PSRs and LSRs, respectively). A set of PSRs can
bee combined into a single LSR. Access control is supported at the collection, subcollection,, or data item level. Users can issue tickets to other users to grant them
accesss to certain data items for a certain time period or for a certain number of times.
SRBB employs a metadata catalogue service. The catalogue contains descriptive and
systemm metadata about the data objects stored by SRB. SRB metadata includes
locationn information for PSRs and for data items; metadata that is used for implementingg access control, collection/sub-collection hierarchy, and ticket mechanism; and
descriptionss of the contents of collections/data items (as attribute-based properties).
SRBB provides a set of APIs for querying and updating the catalogue, through which
attribute-basedd access to data collections and items is supported. The catalogue is
implementedd using both Oracle and DB2.
Severall SRB servers can be linked to each other, each managing a set of storage
resources.. If a request arrives to a server for a data item which is not managed by
thatt server, then the server initiates a request to the server holding the data item.
Ann SRB server consists of one or more SRB Masters and a number of SRB Agents.
Ann SRB Master receives requests from clients and dispatches SRB Agents to handle
thee request. SRB Agents use the metadata catalogue to obtain necessary system
metadata.. Clients can perform proxy operations or third party operations, that is,
forr instance moving a file from one storage to another without the involvement of
thee client itself. The client APIs of SRB include APIs for query/update of metadata,
connectingg to the server, and for creation/manipulation of data items. MySRB [157]
iss a Web based interface to SRB that allows data movement operations and operations
onn user defined and standardized metadata (e.g. Dublin Core).
Chimera.. The driving force for the GriPhyN (Grid Physics Network) [159] project
iss the need for geographically dispersed extraction of complex scientific information
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fromm very large collections of measured data. GriPhyN focuses on the concept of
Virtuall Data, which encompasses a virtual space of data products derived from experimentall data. GriPhyN primarily focuses on the development of a Virtual Data
Toolkitt (VDT). VDT contains two types of software, namely fundamental Grid softwaree (e.g. Condor, GDMP, Globus), and virtual data software developed by the
GriPhyNN project to work with Virtual Data.
Thee Chimera Virtual D a t a System [160] is being developed as part of the
VDTT in GriPhyN. The main argument of Chimera is as follows: "Much scientific
dataa is not obtained from measurements but rather derived from other data by the
applicationn of computational procedures. Explicit representation of these procedures
cann enable documentation of data provenance, discovery of available methods, and ondemandd data generation (called as virtual data)". In other words, the aim is to track
howw data products are derived with sufficient precision, so that one can recreate data
productss from this knowledge. The Chimera architecture comprises a Virtual Data
CatalogueCatalogue (VDC) for representing data derivation procedures and derived data, and
aa Virtual Data Language Interpreter that translates user requests to data definition
andd query operations on the database. The VDC schema defines a set of relations
usedd to capture and formalize descriptions of how a program can be invoked, and to
recordd its invocations. The three main entities in the schema are transformation (an
executablee program), derivation (an execution of a transformation), and data object.
Applicationss access Chimera functions via a Virtual Data Language (VDL), which
supportss both data definition statements (used for populating the database and for
deletingg and updating the virtual data definitions) and query statements (used to
retrievee information from the database).
M C S .. A design for a prototype Metadata Catalogue Service (MCS) for Data
Gridss is described in [161]. The MCS allows users to query based on attributes of
dataa and provides management of logical collections of files and containers. The MCS
prototypee exclusively contains information that describes logical files, and assumes
thatt physical file metadata is stored somewhere else. Examples of logical file metadata
includee information about how data files were created or modified, description of file
contents,, and file format information.
Thee design of MCS is based to a large extent on the Metadata Catalog (MCAT)
off the Storage Resource Broker. Similar to MCAT, it allows specification of logical
collectionn hierarchies, provides GSI authentication, and supports the notion of containerss (a number of files managed together). Unlike MCAT, it holds metadata that
describess only files and only for logical files.
Thee initial prototype is a simple, centralized metadata service. It uses the MySQL
DBMSS as the back-end, on top which a Web server with database connection is placed.
Thee attributes in the current schema for the MCS can be divided into the following
categories:: Logical file metadata (logical file name, version number, container information,, information about the creator and last modifier of the data), logical collection
metadatametadata (collection name, set of files that compose the collection, annotations on
thee collection, information about the creator and modifier(s) of the collection, collectionn hierarchy information), logical view metadata (view name, view attributes,
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vieww creator and/or modifier, logical files, collections, sub-views within the view), authorizationthorization metadata (access privileges on logical files or collections), metadata tha
describesdescribes writers of metadata, audit metadata (actions performed via the metadata
service),, user-defined metadata (user defined attributes on logical files, logical collectionss and logical views), annotation metadata (descriptions of logical files, collections,
views),, transformation history metadata (information about how a logical file was createdd and what subsequent transformations were performed on the data), and finally
externalexternal catalog access metadata (information needed to contact external metadata
catalogs). .

M D M S .. The Metadata Management System (MDMS) [162] aims at providingg a uniform interface to data intensive applications and Hierarchical Storage System
(HSS).. Applications and HSS can communicate with the MDMS to obtain high performancee I/O from the underlying architecture. The environment leaves the task of
choosingg appropriate I/O techniques to the MDMS. The initial implementation targetss only scientific codes that use large multi-dimensional arrays. The main functions
off MDMS are the following: 1) Storing information about the abstract storage devicess (ASDs) that can be accessed by applications; 2) Storing information about the
storagee patterns and access patterns of data sets; 3) Storing information about the
pendingg access patterns; and 4) Keeping metadata for specifying access history and
traill of navigation.
Thee components of the three tier architecture are the user application, the MDMS,
andd a hierarchical storage system (HSS). The MDMS is built using object-relational
databasee technology. It keeps both system level and user level metadata about the
dataa sets, data files, ASDs, physical storage devices (PSDs), access patterns, and
users.. MDMS communicates with user applications through directives. The main
ideaa behind using directives is to help the system match the access pattern (i.e. how
thee data is accessed) and the storage pattern (i.e. how the data is stored), hence enablee a specific I/O optimization in order to reduce the I/O bottleneck. Applications
providee different types of information to MDMS using several different directives, includingg storage pattern directive, access pattern directive, abstract storage directive,
I/OO type directive, sequentially directive, repetition directive, usage pattern directive,, association (abstract data set space) directive, data set size directive, request
sizee directive, and metadata query directive. The HSS has two main tasks in the
environment:: 1) Keeping the storage related metadata up-to-date in the MDMS; 2)
Acceptingg the I/O optimization requests from the MDMS and I/O requests from the
userr application, and returning results to the application. The HSS employs a numberr of I/O optimization techniques, including among others, parallel I/O, collective
I/O,, sequential prefetching, data migration, and pre-staging. Hence, user applicationss give hints to the MDMS about the data access activities that they will perform
usingg the directives, upon which the MDMS decides a suitable optimization technique
andd requests the HSS to perform that optimization technique when handling the user
request. .
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Virtuall Sky. Virtual Sky [32] is a portal to images of the night sky. Users can
zoomm out so that the entire sky is on the screen, or zoom in to a magnification of
2000.. The portal also provides a gallery of interesting places, and a bulletin board
wheree users can record comments.
Thee architecture is based on a hierarchy of pre-computed image tiles, where positionn in the sky is used as index. Multiple themes are possible, each one being a
differentt representation of the night sky. The largest of the available themes is Digital
Palomarr Observatory Sky Survey (DPOSS) *. Images from all themes are resampled
too the same standard projection, so that the same part of the sky can be seen in its
differentt but aligned representations. The image storage and display is based on the
Terraserverr t.
Currentt work is on how to integrate the DPOSS and Sloan Digital Sky Survey *
dataa into a unified, distributed data set between two sites. Possible extensions include
linkagee of resampled, compressed images in Virtual Sky back to the raw data from the
originn survey. The original images can be further processed using remote machines
availablee through Grid resources to deliver custom products.

3.4.55

Other Systems

Thiss subsection summarizes the systems that could not be classified in one of the
previouss groups; either because they offer very limited functionality to be included in
aa group, or because they offer a broad range of functionalities to be fit into one group.
Thee only system classified here is the Enter The Grid portal. Although Enter The
Gridd offers a very limited set of functionality, it is included in the evaluation because
itt is a representative example for 'single entry point' type of portals.
Enterr The Grid. Enter The Grid [33] is a portal providing a directory of resourcess on Grid computing. The directory includes company profiles (Grid technology
providers,, integrator providers, consultants, software and hardware providers), catalogss for Grid-enabled software and Grid services, and repositories for user groups,
researchh projects and information sources.

3.55

Evaluation of the Studied Systems

Thiss section presents the evaluation results. In total, 28 systems were studied and
evaluated.. The distribution of these systems among the classification groups (as
describedd in Section 3.3) is as follows: 5 context-oriented systems, 10 computationorientedd systems, 6 instrumentation-oriented systems, 6 metadata-oriented systems,
andd 1 other more restricted system.
Thesee systems were evaluated with respect to the evaluation criteria that were
describedd in Section 3.2. The results of evaluation are presented in the form of tables.
•http://www.astro.caltech.edu// george/dposs/
tt http://terraserver.microsoffc.com
*http://www.sdss.org/ /
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Onee table is created for each of the four evaluation criteria groups as described in
Sectionn 3.2. These tables are presented in Appendix C. Each system is evaluated
withh respect to each criterion. Evaluation of a system with respect to each criterion
assumess one of the following values: 'y" (i-e- positive), 'X' (i.e. negative), '-' (i.e.
unknown).unknown). The following describes the evaluation of Zoo against three of the criteria:
1..

Criterion: 'Does the system provide experiment template managementt functionality?'
Answer:: '^

2..

Criterion: 'Does the system identify/mention collaboration requirements?' '
Answer:: 'X'

3..

Criterion: 'Was a scripting language used for the development of the
system?' '
Answer:: '-'

Specifically.. Tables C.2 and C.3 in Appendix C present the evaluation results
withh respect to the identified/mentioned requirements. Tables C.4 and C.5 present
thee results of evaluating the systems with respect to the functionalities that they
provide.. Results of the evaluation of the systems with respect to the applied enablers
aree presented in Table C.6. Finally, results of the evaluation with respect to the
employedd implementation technologies are given in Table C.7.
Thee remaining of this section provides an interpretation of these results and their
analysiss against the evaluation criteria defined in Section 3.2. The general conclusions,
however,, are provided in Section 3.7.
Analysiss of Results Against the Identified Requirements

Againstt the i n f r a s t r u c t u r e requirements, most systems identify/mention some
requirements,, while none of the systems identify/mention all requirements, and only
Enterr The Grid does not identify any of the infrastructure requirements. As can
bee expected, all context-oriented systems mention software environment requirements
(becausee these systems target at integrated software environments that include a
widee range of tools), all computation-oriented systems mention computing infrastructureture requirements, all instrumentation-oriented systems mention instrumentation requirements,quirements, and all metadata-oriented systems mention storage infrastructure requir
ments.ments. Software environment requirements are mentioned also by all computationorientedd systems, since these systems aim to provide tools for the management of
resources;; in addition, some systems in this category specifically develop (analysis)
toolss for a given science domain (e.g. problem solving environments including Cactus
andd Ecce).
Withh respect to the interface requirements, requirements related to user interfacesterfaces are mentioned by almost all systems, except Cactus, Chimera, MDMS and
Virtuall Sky. First three systems offer their functionality either through command
linee interfaces or by being integrated in other systems (e.g. Cactus is used by ASC).
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Virtuall Sky provides an archive of night images of sky. Thus, user interfaces must be
aa topic of interest for this system, however, it is not explicitly mentioned in the literaturee about this system. There seems no rule in identifying/mentioning programming
interfacesinterfaces requirements, systems randomly mention these requirements.
Regardingg the identified functionality requirements, all context-oriented and
computation-orientedd systems mention experiment management functionality requirements.ments. Metadata-oriented systems generally do not mention these requirements, since
theyy only deal with the metadata (and in some cases with the data). Unexpectedly,
instrumentation-orientedd systems do not mention experiment management functionalityality requirements either. Requirements for information management functionality
aree mentioned by all context-oriented and metadata-oriented systems; while resource
managementmanagement functionality requirements are mentioned by all computation-oriented
systemss (because these systems aim to utilize and manage available resources for
high-performancee computing) except FAST, which is mainly addressing visualization
andd collaboration issues of computing. Systems mention the remaining requirements
randomly. .
Similarly,, implementation requirements are randomly mentioned by the evaluatedd systems.
Informationn management requirements are mainly mentioned by contextorientedd systems and metadata-oriented systems. Ecce and CLRC Data Portal identifyy and mention all information management requirements. Computation-oriented
andd instrumentation-oriented systems do not mention information management requirements,, with the following exceptions: UNICORE which models and manages
jobs,, BioPSE which defines new data structures for dynamic optimization and integrationn of code, ASC which supports (some kind of) virtual organizations and access
rights,, Ecce which was originally designed at the object integration level (hence everythingg is represented as an object in the database), and Virtual NMR Facility which
supportss storage of metadata (conclusions) into electronic notebooks. Among those
systemss that identify information management requirements, many mention mainly
thee modelling, storage and manipulation requirements.
Analysiss of Results Against the Provided Functionalities
Amongg the studied systems, only Sieve/Symphony provide all experiment managementt functionality, while Zoo and PELLPACK support all except one; it is unknownn from the literature whether Zoo provides session management or PELLPACK
providess metadata management. As can be expected, context-oriented systems providee most of the experiment management functionalities, computation-oriented systemss focus on the design and execution of experiments (i.e. jobs), instrumentationorientedd systems provide experiment execution functionality (i.e. running an instrument),, and metadata-oriented systems provide metadata management functionality.
Onlyy Zoo, PELLPACK, Sieve/Symphony, OPM, and Ecce provide experiment templatesplates to their users; while Virtual NMR Facility, Virtual Geotechnical Lab, VCLAb,
andd all context-oriented systems provide assistance to scientists during (at least one)
stagee of experimentation. Two of the reasons for these systems to provide assistance
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iss either because they are used for educational purposes (Virtual Geotechnical Lab,
VCLab)) or because they offer training to scientists (SoftLab, Virtual NMR Facility).
Data/informationn management functionalities are 'partially' provided by
thee evaluated systems. Context-oriented systems commonly provide data/information
managementmanagement functionality for experiment results (as part of the experiment) an
queryquery functionality, while metadata-oriented systems commonly support querying (of
thee metadata catalogues). Remaining systems, computation-oriented and instrumentation-oriented,, do not provide any 'visible' functionality for data/information management.agement. Exceptions to this are UNICORE (which provides data file management
functionalityy as input and output for the experiments), Cactus and ASC (which providee partially Grid-based I/O libraries), Ecce (which support management of data
setss and metadata in an experiment and querying of this metadata), Virtual NMR
Facilityy (which allows scientists to save their conclusions and some files in electronic
notebooks),, and Virtual Geotechnical Lab (which guides users during the interpretationn of results). Access to data/information from heterogeneous sources (supported by
Zoo,, OPM, CLRC Data Portal, SRB and Virtual Sky), data/information integration
(supportedd only by OPM), version control (supported only by CLRC Data Portal)
andd replication (supported by none of the systems) constitute the functionalities that
aree provided by only a small section of the evaluated systems. On the other hand,
replicationn is a popular topic among the Data Grid related projects (see Subsection
3.1.3). .
Differentt resource management functionalities are provided by the evaluated
systems.. Among context-oriented systems, only Zoo {monitoring) and PELLPACK
{discovery,{discovery, allocation, scheduling and monitoring) provide resource management functionalities.. Both systems consider software tools as resource; Zoo additionally refers
too instruments as resource. For computation-oriented systems, resources are mainly
hardwaree (computing) resources. Resource management in these systems is supported
byy the Grid. ASC is the only system that provides all resource management functionalityy to its users. For instrumentation-oriented systems, resources refer to instruments
andd monitoring (of the instrument operation) is the commonly provided functionality.. For metadata management systems, resources are data sets, for which discovery
mechanismsmechanisms are provided through querying of the descriptive information about th
dataa sets.
Theree is little information in the literature about the user management functionalityy provided by the evaluated systems. User accounts are created and managedd by the computation-oriented systems that are based on Grid, by some of the
instrumentation-orientedd systems that require users to posses certain privileges or
acquiree time slots for instrument operation (Virtual NMR Facility, Virtual Lab, Virtuall Geotachnical Lab), and by metadata-oriented systems that keep track of data
provenancee and history of activities in the metadata for data sets. Similarly, role
managementmanagement functionality is provided only by a few systems (ASC, SRB, MCS).
Amongg collaboration-related functionalities, resource sharing is the functionalityy that is widely provided. Context-oriented systems allow scientists to share
experimentt designs and sometimes results, computation-oriented systems allow users
too share computing resources (and analysis software shared by those systems where
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experimentss are 'composed' from executables), instrumentation-oriented systems alloww the sharing of instruments, and metada-oriented systems allow the sharing of data
sets.. The most comprehensive set of collaboration functionality is provided by ASC,
whichh allows its users to share (computational and software) resources, to collaborativelyy develop software programs, and to control the collaboration through virtual
organizationss support. Virtual NMR Facility allows multiple scientists to share a
sessionn for operating an instrument, view the same data sets, and discuss the results
(e.g.. using whiteboards).
Forr many systems, there was no mention of security in the literature. Gridbasedd computation-oriented systems provide authentication/authorization and single
sign-onsign-on functionalities, while metadata-oriented systems provide all security related
functionality. .
Analysiss of Results Against the Applied Enabling Technologies, Standards
andd Paradigms
Ass can be seen from Table C.6, the most common "enabler" used by the evaluated
systemss is the Grid technology. Many systems already make use of Grid facilities, and
stilll many of the remaining are planning to port their systems to the Grid environment
(e.g.. Ecce and Virtual Sky).
Thee remaining enablers, however, are not as widely applied by the evaluated
systems.. Among all systems, only Sieve/Symphony, Ecce, CLRC Data Portal and
SRBB have addressed modelling issues and applied a standard information model, only
CLRCC Data Portal, SRB and Virtual Sky have applied distributed information management,agement, and only ASC has applied the virtual organizations paradigm.
Nonee of the evaluated systems use workflow management systems. However,
PELLPACK,, Sieve/Symphony, Gateway, SCIRun, BioPSE, and Uintah allow their
userss to compose their experiments by attaching a number of components to each
otherr and creating a data flow between the connected components. PELLPACK
andd Sieve/Symphony additionally create a control flow between the components, and
performm type checking for the components connected to each other.
Analysiss of Results Against the Employed Implementation Technologies
Unfortunately,, implementation issues were not discussed in details in the surveyed
literature. .
Almostt all systems support Unix environment. Only Cactus and ASC are available
forr a number of other platforms, including Linux and Windows.
Similarly,, C / C + + are still the preferred languages for implementation, although
Javaa is gaining popularity. Java is being used especially for the implementation of
clientt software (user interfaces), as well as for the implementation of server side componentss (specifically JavaBeans, RMI, Servlet technologies are used). FORTRAN is
usedd to support especially existing numerical analysis software. Some systems also use
scriptingg languages for the implementation of user interfaces or for the automation of
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regularlyy performed tasks, such as substituting parameterized values in a configurationn file with actual values.
Ann internal DBMS is employed by almost all systems. The majority of the used
DBMSss are relational and file-based. CLRC Data Portal uses Native XML DBMS
whilee MDMS uses an object-relational DBMS.
Althoughh older systems provided only command line interfaces to users, Webbasedd graphical interfaces are becoming available for many systems, resulting in a
widerr acceptance of Web technologies such as Web servers and Servlet or similar
technologies.. In many systems, authentication is performed by modules plugged-in
too Web servers (e.g. UNICORE). XML is used by Gateway for representing resource
descriptors,, by CLRC Data Portal as the main data representation and exchange
format,format, and by Ecce for data exchange.

3.66

Evaluation of the Proposed V L A M - G / V I M C O
Approach h

Thee general evaluation framework introduced and described in this chapter and the
evaluationn criteria described in Section 3.2 can be used for studying any given support
environmentt and its information management platform in details. Therefore, the
frameworkk can also be applied to study and evaluate the proposed VLAM-G/VIMCO
approach. .
VLAM-GG and VIMCO were introduced earlier in Subsection 1.5.1. In order to
comparee the proposed scientific information management platform with the informationn management approaches of the related work, VIMCO is evaluated using the same
framework.. Similar to the other evaluated systems, the entire VLAM-G is used for
thee evaluation rather than only its information management platform (i.e. VIMCO).
Evaluationn and comparison results of VLAM-G/VIMCO can be found in the tables
presentedd in Appendix C, together with the evaluation results of the other studied relatedd systems. However, detailed evaluation and comparison of the VLAM-G/VIMCO
iss provided in conclusions in Chapter 7.

3.77

Conclusions

Scientificc experiments are complex, both in terms of their designs and data/information
thatt they generate. Several systems exist and are emerging with the purpose of supportingg scientists during their experimentations. This chapter first presented the
technologies,, paradigms and standards that enable the development of such systems.
Secondly,, the most representative examples of the related work were classified into
fourr categories based on which aspect of experimentation that they focus on, where
thee aspects are defined as context, computation, instrumentation, and metadata.
Listt of evaluation criteria were defined for the evaluation and comparison of the systemss in the related work. For each system, a brief summary was presented. Finally,
evaluationn results were presented and interpreted. The proposed VLAM-G/VIMCO
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approachh was also evaluated with respect to the same criteria (the evaluation and
comparisonn results for VLAM-G/VIMCO are presented in Chapter 7).
Thee following constitute the global conclusions that can be drawn from the study
andd evaluation of the related work presented in this chapter:
•• The requirements identified in Chapter 2 represent the wide spectrum of functionalityy needed for a proper support of scientific experiments and applications.
However,, each of the evaluated systems only provides a part of the required
functionality.. As their classification implies, context-oriented systems provide
extensivee information about the contexts of experiments, by focusing on experimentt designs and history of activities; computation-oriented systems provide
thee necessary environment for defining computations and the necessary facilities
forr their executions; instrumentation-oriented systems provide the functionality
forr controlling/operating a physical or simulated instrument; and metadataorientedd systems provide catalogues for keeping information about data sets.
AA comprehensive system that provides support for all these functionalities and
presentss them to scientists in an integrated environment is missing. The key
pointt here is the integrated support environments that enable one-stop experimentation. mentation.
•• The enablers presented in this chapter constitute a strong basis for the developmentt of support environments. However, except the Grid technology, the
enablerss are not yet fully applied by the existing systems. Nevertheless, even
thee systems that are built on the Grid technology do not provide adequate
functionality,, mainly because the Grid is currently targeting compute-intensive
applications.. Once mature enough, facilities that will be provided by the Data
Gridd must be incorporated by the systems. Combination of the powerful process
controll mechanisms of workflow systems, distributed information management
andd integration mechanisms of federated database systems, controlled and organizedd collaboration mechanisms provided by virtual organizations, and the
distributedd resource management facilities of Grid and Data Grid will constitute
thee strong steps towards the realization of integrated support environments.
•• Currently the main focus in the area of support environments is on the utilizationn of available resources using the Grid facilities, approaching from the
technologicall point of view. Conceptual aspects of experiment management,
suchh as modelling experiments, defining experiment templates, providing assistancee to users, modelling and management of experimental information did not
receivee much attention. Those facilities provided by the experiment managementt systems are the only examples, which need to be further extended and
improvedd to fully support the identified requirements.

Chapterr 4

Informationn Management
Frameworkk for C E E
Ass described in Chapter 1, e-science applications have many challenging characteristics,, which make it difficult for scientists to perform their experiments. Several
differentt approaches for environments supporting the scientific experimentations were
describedd in Chapter 1, among which the virtual laboratory (VL) was proposed as a
solution. .
Thee VL solution was further characterized in Section 2.2, and different types of
VLL users and the activities that they can perform within the VL were identified and
describedd in Section 2.3. As explained, each of these users has different needs and
expectationss from the VL environment. These user requirements impose a number
off requirements on the base ICT infrastructure that underlies the VL environment.
Duringg the requirements analysis presented in Chapter 2, particular attention was
givenn to information management requirements (as the aim of this thesis) in addition
too general VL requirements.
Ass these requirements pointed out, there are several different aspects to be addressedd and focused on the management of experiment-related information, which
includee among others modelling the scientific experiments as well as the data and
functionalityy modelling for information about the experiments. Further, the analysis
off requirements showed that many of the requirements are inter-related with each
other,, thus the VL solution must be approached as an integrative solution. For example,, while focusing on the management of information in a VL, other aspects of
thee solution must also be considered, such as the interfaces, resource management,
userr management, collaboration, etc.
Inn Chapter 3, the results of an extensive study and evaluation of several representativee examples and state-of-the-art in different supporting environments for scientific
experimentationn were presented. The evaluation of related systems showed that these
systemss address and propose solutions for only certain aspects of scientific experimentationn and do not provide a comprehensive solution system. For instance, UNI109 9
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C O R EE approaches experiments as jobs t h a t need to be executed on high-performance
computingg systems, while O P M provides d a t a structures for representing scientific
experimentss but it does not address experiment execution.
Hence,, as can be concluded from this study and evaluation, there is a need for
integratedintegrated solutions and support environments that address every aspect of
experimentationsexperimentations
and that support scientists during the entire life cycle of
experiments experiments
whichh are referred t o as Collaborative
Experimentation
Environments
(CEEs)) in this dissertation. This definition of a C E E is in accordance with t h e
definitionn given in Subsection 1.2.2, where a C E E was defined as a virtual laboratorytory in its broadest sense (please refer to Subsection 1.2.2 and Figure 1.1 in t h a t
subsection). .
Consequently,, although the focus of this chapter is on defining an information
managementt framework for CEEs, the chapter also addresses several other aspects of
aa C E E , mainly t h e experiment model and the user environment. Structure and classificationfication of the framework for management of information in C E E is outlined in Figure
4.1.. This chapter first describes an experiment model for C E E t h a t is proposed as a
basee for uniformly representing heterogeneous scientific experiments. Then a frameworkk for t h e user environment
of a C E E is introduced, which describes how d a t a
handledd in t h e C E E and functionality provided by the C E E can be presented and
providedd to users. This chapter then focuses on the information management frameworkk for CEEs, by providing data models for t h e representation of experiment-related

Informationn Management Framework for C E E
-- Modelling Scientific Experiments
•• Approach used for modelling scientific experiments
•• The proposed experiment model

-- User Environment of CEE
•• Facilities provided by the user environment
•• Graphical representations of experiments in the user environment

-- Data Modelling for Information Related to Scientific Experiments
•• Approach used for modelling experiment-related information
•• Data modelling for information about scientific experiments
•• Data modelling for information about users
•• Data modelling for CEE-related information

-- Functionality Modelling for Managing Information Related to Scientific Experiments
•• Functionality for managing information about scientific experiments
•• Policies for managing experiment contexts
•• Functionality for managing scientific data/information

-- Functionality Modelling for Collaboration, Administration, Security
•• Collaboration functionality
•• Administration functionality
•• Security functionality

-- Methodology for Integrating New Domains and Applications in CEE
•• Integration of a new domain in CEE
•• Integration of a new application in CEE

Figuree 4.1: Structure and classification of the framework for management of informationn in C E E
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informationn and functionality models for the management of this information. Please
noticee that a wide variety of information related to scientific experiments needs to
bee modelled in CEE, including the information about the experiments (e.g. descriptionss of experimental procedures and computational processes), information about
thee users (e.g. user information and access rights definitions), and CEE-related informationn (e.g. information on sessions). Finally, a methodology is defined and described
forr integrating new domains and new applications in a CEE, showing the genericness
andd reusability of the results presented in this chapter.

4.11

Modelling Scientific Experiments

Inn an experimentation environment, it is natural that all activities are centered around
experiments.experiments. User requirements presented in Chapter 2 emphasize the need for mechanismss to uniformly manage various types of experiments. In specific, identified requirementss included availability of mechanisms and facilities for designing experiments
thatt clearly and sufficiently represent the experiment objective, for executing experiments,, and for managing information generated by experiments. As also mentioned
ass a base infrastructure requirement in Chapter 2, a clear definition of a scientific
experimentt must be provided in order to properly address the user requirements.
Thiss section focuses on the modelling of scientific experiments and proposes an
experimentt model. The experiment model underlying a CEE outlines the overall
approachh that the CEE follows for supporting scientific experiments. The experiment
modell has a major influence on how the functionality and facilities of the CEE are
presentedd to users, how users interact with the CEE, and how experiment descriptions
ass well as data/information are stored and managed. Furthermore, the experiment
modell allows a methodological definition of complex experiments in a problem domain.
Thus,, the experiment model lies in the core of a CEE.
Inn the remaining of this section, first the approach used for scientific experiments
iss outlined, then the experiment model proposed for CEEs is described.

4.1.11

Approach Used for Modelling Scientific Experiments

Inn this subsection, the approach followed for systematic modelling of scientific experimentss is described. A summary of the approach is given in Figure 4.2. The steps
involvedd in the approach include: (1) performing a detailed analysis of different types
off scientific experiments in different domains and identifying the process and data flow
inn each experiment type, (2) cross-studying the process and data flows, identifying the
differentt components of experiments, and generalizing to achieve a high-level general
structuree of scientific experiments, (3) further studying the experiments and generalizingg to define an experiment model. Please notice that Figure 4.2 provides only
aa glance over the approach. In the following subsections, this approach and results
off each step are described. Furthermore, all the elements in the figure are described
andd depicted in larger figures. However, first an illustrative example experiment is
presented,, which will be used to exemplify the activities when describing the steps.
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Figuree 4.2: Overview of the approach used for modelling scientific experiments

A nn Illustrative Experiment Example

Thee example experiment is based on a simplified version of microarray experiments.
Inn this example experiment, a microarray containing a number of clones is hybridized
withh mRNA probes that are extracted from a sample. Every clone that is spotted on
thee microarray represents a gene for an organism. The result of the hybridization is
thee hybridized array. The hybridized array is scanned by a laser scanner to obtain
ann image of the hybridized array. This image consists of spots with different color
intensities,, where a spot corresponds to a clone on the microarray. The image is
analyzedd using an image analysis program to quantify the intensities of the spots.
Thee result of the experiment is this collection of intensity values for each spot.
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Processs Data Flow as a Tool for Modelling Experiments
Thee first step in the approach was to perform a detailed study of different types of
scientificc experiments in different domains (which include among others microarray
experiments,experiments, material analysis experiments, traffic simulation studies, and confocal
microscopymicroscopy experiments). The main results of this study step were comprehensive
step-by-stepp definitions of experiments, each represented as a conceptual model. In
thiss conceptual model, every component involved in an experiment (e.g. activity, data,
physicall entity), its properties, and relationships to other components were defined.
Suchh a detailed and comprehensive definition of an experiment is referred to as the
ProcessProcess Data Flow (PDF).
Generall Structure of Scientific Experiments
Havingg the PDFs for different types of experiments, the second step in the approach
wass to cross-study the PDFs and identify the different types of components involved
inn the experiments.
Experimentt Components.
scientificc experiment:

As the cross-study of PDFs showed, during a typical

•• input is taken, where the input can be a physical entity (e.g. a microarray) or
dataa (e.g. image of the hybridized array);
•• an activity is performed on the input, where the activity can be a laboratory
activityy (e.g. hybridization), an instrumentation (e.g. scanning the hybridized
array),, or a computational process (e.g. analyzing the image of the hybridized
array); ;
•• output is generated, where the output can be a physical entity (e.g. hybridized
array)) or data (e.g. intensity measurements for spots on the microarray).
Therefore,, experiments are composed of three kinds of experiment components,
correspondingg to the different types of input, activities, and output (see Figure 4.3):
1.. physical entity (typically a part of the input to an activity in an experiment as
welll as a part of the outcome of an activity in an experiment),
2.. activity (typically laboratory activities, instrumentations, and computational
processess involved in an experiment), and
3.. data element (typically either used as a part of the input to an activity in an
experiment,, or generated as a part of the output of an activity in an experiment).
Physicall entities are used during laboratory activities or during instrumentation.
Figuree 4.4 depicts the experiment components involved in the example microarray
experiment.. In this example, microarray, hybridized array, sample and mRNA probe
constitutee the physical entities.
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Activitiess may represent laboratory activities, instrumentations, or computationall processes. Examples of activities in Figure 4.4 are, respectively, hybridizing a
microarrayy with mRNA probes from the treated sample (i.e. hybridization), scanning
thee microarray with a laser scanner device (i.e. array scanning), and analyzing the
arrayy image using special analysis software (i.e. array image analysis).
Dataa elements in turn correspond to both raw data generated by instruments
andd used as input to computational processes (e.g. array image in Figure 4.4), as
welll as processed data and/or information generated by computational processes (e.g.
arrayarray measurement in Figure 4.4). Generic descriptive elements constitute a special
typee of data elements. The generic descriptive elements represent components that
aree common to all experiments and provide descriptive information about them. Such
descriptivee information does not change from one experiment to another. In Figure
4.4,, clone, gene, organism, scanner and image analysis program are generic descriptive
elements.. For example, scanner represents the device used to scan microarrays and
producee images. This generic descriptive element provides descriptive information
aboutt the device, such as its vendor, model, parameters, etc. Usually this information
iss provided once (e.g. by a domain expert or administrator), and used by scientists
inn their microarray experiments.
Oncee the different types of experiment components were identified, the PDFs definedfined during the first step were represented using these experiment components. Figuree 4.5 presents the microarray PDF as an example using the same notation as Figure
4.44 for experiment components. This example microarray PDF depicts the order of
componentss in the experiment (i.e. the experiment flow) and also the relationships
betweenn components and generic descriptive elements in microarray experiments.
High-Levell General Structure of Scientific Experiments. Further studying
andd generalizing the relationships between the components in an experiment as well
ass the relationships between experiments, a high-level, general structure for scientific
experimentss was achieved.
Ass illustrated in Figure 4.6, a scientific experiment consists of a number of experimentiment components. As described earlier, components of an experiment correspond to

Figuree 4.3: Different types of experiment components
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activities,, physical entities, or data elements involved in that experiment.
Everyy experiment is part of a project. In a project, there may be one or more
experimentss that are inter-related. Experiments in a project may follow an order
(e.g.. time course experiments), or may be unordered (e.g. comparison experiments).
AA general description is associated to each project, providing overall information
aboutt the project such as the (common) objectives of the experiments involved in the
project. .
Thee detailed studies (as described above) were complemented with the experiment
characterizationn and requirements analysis (as presented in Chapter 2) to identify the
keyy aspects of scientific experiments (e.g. definition, description, execution). These
formm the building blocks of the experiment model, which is described next.

4.1.22

T h e Proposed Experiment Model

Thee proposed experiment model consists of three main components [163], namely
experimentexperiment procedure, experiment context and experiment's computational processing
(seee Figure 4.7).
Ann experiment is defined by its procedure and described by its context. An experimentiment procedure defines the approach taken to solve a particular scientific problem,
byy defining the experiment components that are typically involved in the experiments
off the same type (i.e. experiments that address the same scientific problem). Thus,
ann experiment procedure standardizes the experimental approach for experiments of
thee same type. On the other hand, an experiment context describes the solution. An
experimentt context is an instantiation of an experiment procedure. It describes the
accomplishmentt of a particular experiment, by providing descriptions of each experimentt component involved in the experiment, in other words, by providing the context
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forfor each experiment component. Thereby, it provides the context for that particularr experiment. Due to the need for processing of large data sets, computational
processess constitute an important part of scientific experiments. The computational
processess involved in a scientific experiment are collectively called as the experiment's
computationalcomputational processing.
Componentss of the proposed experiment model are described in details below.
Experimentt Procedure
Ann experiment procedure defines a particular way of accomplishing an experiment of
aa certain type. It represents the (steps of the) experimental approach taken by a
scientistt to solve a specific scientific problem. In other words, an experiment proceduree step-by-step defines how to make a certain type of experiment. The complete
definitionn of an experiment includes, among others, the components involved in the
experiment,, their order, and the control variables and parameters as well as the protocolss to be applied during the experiment.
Thee same type of experiments typically involve the same components (i.e. activities,, physical entities, and data elements). Furthermore, these components appear
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Figuree 4.5: Process Data Flow for microarray experiments
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inn the same order in successive experiments. An experiment procedure is composed
off elements that correspond to such experiment components. A procedure element is
nott an actual experiment component, rather a placeholder for the component. There
iss one procedure element for each experiment component. Similar to representing experimentt components by procedure elements, an experiment procedure also represents
howw the components in an experiment are related to each other through correspondingg relationships among procedure elements (e.g. the order among the experiment
components).. Therefore, by defining the components that are typically involved in
thee same type of experiments, an experiment procedure standardizes the experimental
approachh for that type of experiments.
Figuree 4.8 illustrates a procedure for the example experiment. As mentioned
above,, the elements of this procedure correspond to the components involved in the
examplee experiment. For instance, microarray procedure element corresponds to the
microarrayy physical entity. Note that the generic descriptive elements (e.g. scanner)
aree similarly represented by generic descriptive procedure elements in this example
procedure.. As also mentioned above, the procedure includes the relationships between
thee procedure elements, such as the order of the procedure elements (i.e. the experimentt flow), and the relationships between the procedure elements and the generic
descriptivee elements.
Fromm one point of view, an experiment procedure can be seen as a template for a
certainn type of experiment, since it represents both the experiment components that
aree common to successive experiments and the relationships among them. However,
inn the proposed experiment model, a procedure means more than a template. Experimentt procedures are defined by scientists that have extensive knowledge and experiencee in the scientific domain of the experiments (i.e. by domain experts). Therefore,
aa procedure captures the expertise and knowledge of the expert in that domain, and
servess as a facilitator for preventing the loss of expertise and knowledge by transferringg them to the users of the procedure. This way, experiment procedures can
bee used to provide assistance to novice users for complex experiments, helping them
avoidd making mistakes and increase the efficiency and accuracy of their experiments.
E x p e r i m e n tt C o n t e x t
Ann experiment context is an instantiation of an experiment procedure. While an
experimentt procedure defines the experimental approach taken to solve a scientific
problem,, an experiment context represents the solution. It describes the accomplishmentt of a particular experiment by describing each of the components involved in that
experiment.. Descriptions of the experiment components include the actual values that
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Figuree 4.6: General structure of scientific experiments
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aree used for the variables and parameters, and any other information that is necessaryy to describe the activities performed, physical entities that are treated/handled,
orr data elements that are used or generated during the experiment. In other words, an
experimentt context provides the context for each experiment component, and hence
thee context for the entire experiment.
Thee example experiment context depicted in Figure 4.9 describes a particular
microarrayy experiment to study the expressions of genes in a mouse tissue. It is
ann instantiation of the example experiment procedure given in Figure 4.8. In this
examplee context, the procedure elements are instantiated, i.e. descriptions of the
experimentt components involved in this particular microarray experiment are provided.. Due to its large size, details of some context elements (namely hybridization,
hybridizedd array, array scanning and hardware) are omitted from the figure. Similar
too the example procedure, this example context also includes elements corresponding
too the generic descriptive elements (e.g. clone, gene, organism). Since a microarrayy contains thousands of clones and there is one gene for each clone, the context
elementss for clones and genes are depicted in multiple copies. Also similar to the
examplee procedure, this experiment context provides the relationships between contextt elements (i.e. the experiment flow), and between context elements and generic
descriptivee context elements.
Experiment'ss Computational Processing
Largee size of generated data is one of the main characteristics of experiments and applicationss in e-science domains (see Section 1.1). Availability of a high-performance
hardwaree and software infrastructure for the processing and analysis of these large
dataa sets is among the major user requirements (see Section 2.5). Therefore, computationall processes constitute an important part of scientific experiments, and hence
requiree special attention. This subsection focuses on the computational processes
andd addresses their representation as part of the proposed experiment model. For
simplicity,, 'computational processes' will be referred to as 'processes' in the remainingg of this subsection. Furthermore, existence of a software tool is assumed for each
computationall process (e.g. ScanAlyze for array image analysis).
Inn an experiment, data flows from one process to another during its processing

Experiment t
Experimentt Procedure
Experimentt Context
Experiment'ss Computational Processing

Figuree 4.7: The proposed experiment model
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andd analysis (e.g. from a clustering process to a visualization process). This data
floww can be represented by a directed graph. Nodes in the graph are processes, while
thee connecting arcs represent the data flow through the processes. This data flow
graphh represents the experiment's computational processing. An experiment's computationall processing consists of a number of processes connected to each other. A
processs may be performing an experiment specific task or a generic task. An example
off experiment specific tasks is the control of a laboratory instrument, while file manipulationn is an example of generic tasks. When defining an experiment's computational
processing,, a user specifies the values for the required variables and/or parameters
forr each process. Since there is a software tool corresponding to each process, the
variabless and parameters are actually the variables and parameters required by the
softwaree tool. When defined, processes in the experiment's computational processing
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Figuree 4.8: Example experiment procedure for the example microarray experiment
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Figuree 4.9: Example experiment context for a particular accomplishment of the examplee microarray experiment
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aree executed on one or more computers.
Figuree 4.10 depicts a computational processing for the example microarray experiment,, which consists of three processes, each with a corresponding software tool.
Thiss example processing aims to analyze the image of the hybridized microarray and
quantifyy the intensity values of the spots on the microarray. For this purpose, the first
processs reads the image file from its location and transfers the image to the analyzer
process,, which quantifies the spot intensities and passes the intensity values to the
lastt process. The last process writes the analysis results into a new file. File reader
andd file writer processes are examples of generic processes, while image analyzer is an
experimentt specific process.
Ass mentioned earlier, a (computational) process is a specific kind of activity, hence,
itt is an experiment component (see Figure 4.3). Therefore, an experiment procedure
mayy contain elements that correspond to processes. Consequently, particular experimentss that are instantiating this procedure contain descriptions of these processes
inn their experiment contexts. This is illustrated in Figure 4.11, where the procedure,, the context and the computational processing for the example microarray are
provided.. Note that the figure contains the same procedure, context and computationall processing for the example experiment that were given in Figures 4.8, 4.9
andd 4.10, respectively. As can be seen in this figure, both the experiment procedure
andd the experiment context include elements that correspond to computational processes,, which are encircled (i.e. array image analysis process and its software tool).
Furthermore,, the experiment procedure and the experiment context also contain elementss that correspond to the input/output for the computational process, which are
printedd in bigger fonts (i.e. array image as input and array measurement as output).
Thiss experiment's computational processing consists of three processes, correspondingg to input generator (i.e. file reader reading the array image), process (i.e. image
analyzerr processing the array image), and output consumer (i.e. file writer storing the

Figuree 4.10: Example computational processing for the example microarray experiment t
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arrayy measurement raw data). Also note here that the context and computational
processingg of an experiment complement each other to provide information about
thatt particular experiment. For instance, location of the array image that is required
byy the file reader is contained in the context (in specific, in the context element for
thee array image), while the experiment's computational processing provides run-time
informationn (e.g. the needed environment variables and their values).

4.22

User Environment of CEE

Userr environment is the users' entry point to a CEE. Users interact with the CEE
andd perform their activities in the CEE through the user environment. Facilities and
functionalityy provided by the CEE and its information management platform are also
madee available to users through the user environment. Therefore, there is a direct
relationshipp between the facilities provided by the user environment and the facilities
providedd by the CEE and its components.
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Figuree 4.11: Procedure, context and computational processing for the example microarrayy experiment. Details can be found in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10
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Ass pointed out by the requirements in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, user environment of a
CEEE must include graphical, easy and convenient to use, and flexible user interfaces.
Furthermore,, it must provide the necessary facilities to support users' diverse activitiess during all stages of an experiment. In specific, the user environment must adequatelyy support the capturing and presentation of different types of data/information
managedd by the information management platform of the CEE.
Consideringg the diverse activities that scientists perform within a CEE as well
ass different types of data/information handled in a CEE, reusability becomes one of
thee main goals of the user environment. Note that this reusability is not limited to
softwaree reusability. It also includes reusability of experience, information and knowledge,, techniques, and available hardware and/or software resources. The experiment
modell described in Section 4.1 forms a strong base to achieve such reusability.
Inn the following sections, CEE user environment is described, focusing on its facilitiess and the presentation of experiments to users.

4.2.11

Facilities Provided by the User Environment

Thee experiment model presented in Section 4.1 directly influences the facilities providedd by the user environment of a CEE. The component-oriented nature of the
experimentt model allows graphical representation of its components. The componentorientedoriented nature and the graphical representability of the components of the experiment
modell are used as the base for the design of the facilities provided by the user environment.. Facilities provided by the user environment of the CEE consist of three
graphicalgraphical editors, namely Procedure Editor, Context Editor, and Processing Editor.
Thesee editors correspond to the components of the experiment model and provide the
basee functionality needed to support users.
Thee Procedure Editor supports the base functionality for experiment proceduree management, such as designing new experiment procedures and viewing and/or
modifyingg existing experiment procedures. An experiment procedure defines an experimentt from a specific problem domain, thus the Procedure Editor is available only
too domain experts who have extensive knowledge and expertise in that problem domain.. The Procedure Editor can be used to provide further help to domain experts.
Forr instance, when designing a new experiment procedure for a domain, a domain
expertt can make use of the schema elements of the application database for that domainn to represent the experiment components in the procedure. Furthermore, the
Proceduree Editor may provide utilities to ease the procedure management, such as
automaticallyy capturing and storing the graphical properties of the procedure being
definedd by the domain expert. A domain expert can modify an existing experiment
proceduree by selecting the procedure from a list of available procedures.
Thee Context Editor is an editor for instantiating procedures (i.e. for generatingg the experiment context) and for viewing and/or modifying existing experiment
contexts.. The Context Editor is mainly used by scientists. If a scientist wishes to
makee a new experiment, the Context Editor presents the list of available experiment
proceduress that s/he can use. The experiment procedure selected by the scientist is
displayedd in the editor window, based on the graphical properties defined and saved
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byy the domain expert along with the procedure. The scientist then creates a new
contextt for the experiment by providing a description for each element in the procedure.. The resulting experiment context contains descriptive information about the
experimentt being performed. Similar to the list of available experiment procedures, a
listt of existing experiment contexts is presented to the scientist if s/he wants to view
and/orr modify an existing experiment context. In this case, all information associatedd with the experiment context selected by the scientist is loaded from the database
andd presented to the scientist in the Context Editor. Necessary information for the
properr display of the context is obtained from the corresponding experiment proceduree that is used as template when creating this context. Similar to the Procedure
Editor,, the Context Editor can be used to further support scientists by providing
moree functionality, for instance for querying the database to retrieve the context of
ann existing experiment component, or for guiding and/or assisting scientists during
thee instantiation of the experiment procedure.
Thee Processing Editor allows a scientist to define a data flow for the required
computationall processing in her/his experiment. A processing is defined by attaching
aa number of software tools to each other, each of which performs an activity on the
inputt data and generates output data. A computational processing can be saved for
futuree references. The Processing Editor is initiated automatically when the scientist
instantiatess an element in the experiment procedure that corresponds to a computationall process and marked as a 'processing element'. Besides the base processing
managementt functionality, the Processing Editor can be used to further support users,
forr instance, during the design of a new computational processing by displaying the
descriptionss of available software entities to users. The description provides, among
others,, information about the run-time requirements of a software entity (e.g. CPU
andd memory requirements).

4.2.22

Graphical Presentation of Experiments in the User Environment t

UniformityUniformity is the key for presenting experiments in the user environment of a CEE. All
experimentss and experiment management functionality supported by the CEE user
environmentt must be presented to users in a uniform manner, despite the diversity
off possible scientific experimentations, heterogeneity of the data/information handled
byy these experiments, and complexity of experiments.
Uniformityy is mainly achieved by the proposed experiment model and the data
modelss for the components of the experiment model. The data models will be
describedd in Section 4.3. Another aspect supporting uniformity is the componentorientedd graphical representations of procedures, contexts, and processing of experiments.. The component-oriented graphical representations use workflow-like structuress with nodes and arcs among nodes, where nodes represent experiment componentss and arcs represent data and/or control flowing between components.
Uniformm graphical presentation of experiments in turn allows uniform presentationn of experiment management functionality to users. Uniformity in functionality
presentationn is achieved through the three editors, that were described in the pre-
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viouss subsection. All editors provide the base functionality of writing, reading, and
displayingg of information uniformly, mostly through operations on graphical elements
suchh as selectable lists, menu items, and drag-and-drop operations.
Anotherr important aspect of the user environment is to guide and assist users
duringg experimentation. Guidance can be provided to users through descriptions of
experimentt components represented as experiment procedures, and assistance can
bee provided through context-sensitive information saved along with an experiment
proceduree and used when instantiating the procedure. For instance, the Context
Editorr can provide assistance to users in the form of context-sensitive menus displayed
byy mouse-clicks on procedure elements.

4.33

Data Modelling for Information Related to Scientificc Experiments

Modellingg experiment-related information handled in a CEE is important, since the
employedd data models have a direct influence on the CEE and its functionality.
Ass mentioned in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, modelling wide variety of information relatedd to scientific experiments is among the major requirements. Information related
too scientific experiments handled in a CEE includes information about experiments
themselvess (e.g. experiment procedures, experiment contexts, computational processing),, information about users (e.g. information about users and user roles, access
rightss definitions), and other CEE-related information (e.g. session information, informationn about the services provided by the CEE). Another main requirement for
informationn management is the availability of a methodology for modelling and managementt of experiment-related information to prevent the duplication of work.
Thiss section builds on the experiment model and the user environment as presentedd earlier in this chapter, and describes the modelling of information related to
scientificc experiments in a CEE. It first describes the approach taken for modelling
informationn related to scientific experiments. Then the specific data models are described,, including data models for information about experiments, users, and the CEE
itself. .
Notee here that all data models described in this section are object-oriented, and
theyy are illustrated using UML diagrams.

4.3.11

Approach Used for Modelling Experiment-Related Information n

Inn this subsection, the approach followed for systematic modelling of experimentrelatedd information handled in a CEE is described. A summary of the approach is
givenn in Figure 4.12. The steps involved in the approach includes: (1) performing a
detailedd analysis of the PDFs for different types of studied experiments, identifying
thee most common aspects among them, (2) developing a data model with generic
constructss to represent these common aspects, and (3) reusing the PDFs to extend
thee generic model for developing application specific data models. Please notice that
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Figuree 4.12: Overview of the approach for modelling experiment-related information

Figuree 4.12 provides only a glance over the approach. In the following subsections,
thiss approach and results of each step are described. Furthermore, all the elements
inn the figure are described and depicted in larger figures.
Analyzingg Process Data Flows
Processs Data Flow (PDF) was introduced in Section 4.1 as a tool for modelling scientificc experiments. Recall that the approach used for modelling experiments described
inn that section included a step for studying different types of experiments which gen-
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eratedd a PDF for each type of experiment.
PDFF is also used for modelling experiment-related information. The first step
inn the approach used for modelling experiment-related information was to perform a
detailedd analysis of the PDF for each type of studied experiments. The focus of the
analysiss was to identify the commonalities among the different types of experiments.
Commonn Aspects of Scientific Experiments
Inn order to provide generic solutions to support experiments from different e-science
domains,, common aspects of these experiments need to be identified. A comparative
analysiss of the PDFs defined for the studied experiments allowed to identify the most
commonn aspects of scientific experiments:
•• Scientist performing the experiment (owner of the experiment)
•• Input (e.g. data acquired from a device)
•• A set of activities (e.g. computational processes), applied on the input
•• Output (e.g. data obtained by applying a process on some input data)
•• Devices (hardware) (e.g. to acquire data, or to perform a process)
•• Software (e.g. to control a specific device, or to perform a specific process)
•• Conditions and parameters for the processes, devices and software
•• A recursive flow of processes
duringg an experiment

and data where a specific order is followed

Thee main importance of identifying the common aspects of scientific experiments
iss that it enables the provision of common (i.e. generic) solutions for supporting
scientificc experiments, and hence the reusability of these solutions.
Genericc Data Model for the Common Aspects of Experiments
Onee major obstacle that most scientists face when performing an experiment is the
lackk of a generic model for the representation of experiment-related information. The
absencee of such a generic model does not only cause the scientific database developers
too reinvent the wheel every time there is a need to model a new type of experiment,
butt also hinders the collaboration among scientists due to several different models
developedd for the same type of experiment.
Therefore,, next step in the approach was to develop a data model that contains
genericc constructs to represent the common aspects of scientific experiments.
AA generic data model called Experimentation Environment Data Model (EEDM)
wass developed to uniformly model and represent experiment-related information. The
commonn aspects of scientific experiments form the base for EEDM. EEDM defines
genericc constructs that correspond to the common aspects of scientific experiments,
whichh are extended (i.e. sub-typed) to model domain-specific experiment-related
information.. EEDM is described in details in Subsection 4.3.2.
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Developingg Application Specific Data Models
AA PDF includes the experiment components involved in that type of experiments.
Therefore,, the PDFs can be reused to identify the application-specific experiment
components.. The next step in the approach was to identify such components, and to
developp a data model to represent them by sub-typing the generic EEDM constructs.
Thee EEDM is flexible and extendible, so that the application-specific (experimentation)) data models can easily be developed on top of the EEDM by extending its
genericc constructs for modelling the application-specific constructs.
Somee examples of the microarray specific types that are modelled by extending
thee generic EEDM constructs are provided in Chapter 6. The microarray application
databasee and its schema are also described in Chapter 6.
Suchh flexibility and extendibility make the EEDM (and in turn the application
databasee schemas) open to possible changes in the future to support new types of
informationn (that emerge with the advances in the experimental technologies).

4.3.22

Data Modelling for Information about Scientific Experiments s

Informationn about scientific experiments covers experiment procedures, experiment
contextss and information about the computational processing involved in the experiments.. In this subsection, the data models developed for the modelling of these
differentt types of information about scientific experiments are presented.
Modellingg Experiment Procedures: The Procedure Data Model
AA procedure is composed of the data types defined in an application database (e.g.
microarrayy database). In other words, every procedure element has a corresponding
dataa type in the application database schema. The Procedure Data Model (Figure
4.13)) facilitates the representation and storage of experimental procedures. It allows
domainn experts to design experiment procedures using the domain-specific application
databasee schemas. The Procedure Data Model is the same for all domains and experimentt types, hence all experiment procedures within a CEE can be maintained by a
centrall repository for procedures implementing the Procedure Data Model. Alternatively,, the Procedure Data Model can be included in the schemas of the application
databases,, and every application database maintains its own procedures. The latter
allowss a clear distinction of procedures based on the domain.
Ann instance of the Procedure class in Figure 4.13 contains the general informationn about an experiment procedure. Multiple versions of the same procedure can
exist.. Every Procedure consists of a set of ProcedureElements. A ProcedureElementt corresponds to a data type in an application database (e.g. MicroArray
typee in the microarray application database), where the corresponding data type for
ann element is represented by the className attribute. The i s P r o c e s s i n g attribute
indicatess whether the element actually corresponds to a computational activity. The
reusePolicyy attribute is used to define what to do in case of a query on the type representedd by this element. Reuse policy will be described in details in Subsection 4.4.2.
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namee : string
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Figuree 4.13: The Procedure Data Model

Followingg the general structure of experiments, the first two ProcedureElements in
ann experiment procedure always represent the Project and the Experiment classes.
ProcedureElementss are connected to each other through ProcedureConnections,
whichh correspond to the relationships between classes, indicated by the relName attribute.. ProcedureGUI objects keep graphical information about the procedure, which
iss used by the Procedure and Context Editors to properly display the experiment procedure. .
Modellingg Experiment Contexts:Thee Experimentation Environment Data
Model l
AA context is an instance of a procedure, and the procedure elements correspond to data
typess in an application database. That means, a context actually consists of a number
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off objects in the application database, hence, modelling the application database
schemaa for the domain of an experiment is sufficient for modelling the contexts of
thatt type of experiments.

Usingg the 'general structure of scientific experiments' and the 'common aspects of
scientificc experiments', a base data model for experiment-related information called
ExperimentationExperimentation Environment Data Model (EEDM) is developed (see Figure
EEDMM aims at the storage and retrieval of generic description of the steps and informationformation involved in a scientific experiment, for the purpose of investigation and
reproducibility.reproducibility. EEDM covers the general aspects of an experiment while mainta
itss recursive nature. It includes parts from the Dublin Core standard [81].
Thee Project class is the root of the EEDM hierarchy. It keeps information about
aa project, and groups together the (logically) related experiments. The Experiment
classs lies in the center of the EEDM. It describes the experiment being performed,
coveringg only the high-level information such as the type, subject, and a brief textual
description.. Multi-disciplinary experiments are represented by attaching experiments
fromm different domains under the same project.
EEDMM provides generic constructs for modelling experiment components (i.e. activities,, data elements, and physical entities). Note that in EEDM, experiment componentss are collectively modelled as Steps. In specific, activities are modelled as
ActivitySteps,, while data elements and physical entities are together modelled as
DataSteps.. Thus, in the remaining of this thesis, the terms experiment component
andd experiment step will be used interchangeably.
Thee most important aspect of the EEDM is that it allows any ordering of experimentt components, which enables the model to represent any process-data flow in an
experiment.. The key to this aspect is the application of recursion as described in
Subsectionn 4.1.1, used within the experiment component (step) definition. The order
iss given by using recursive next and previous pointers from one step to another. The
samee method is used for experiments to represent the order of experiments within a
project.. An experiment step can also be represented as an aggregation of a number
off steps, using the sub-step and super-step relationships. This allows the abstraction
off experiment steps at any desired level. Other experimental information, such as
conditionss and results are modelled by sub-typing the activity or data steps. Conditionss can also be modelled as properties attached to a step. Properties allow for
thee representation of semi-structured and ad-hoc information using name-value pairs.
Moreover,, people can provide Comments on experiments or on individual steps.
Hardwaree and Software classes provide information about available devices and
softwaree programs, and their required Parameters. HwTool and SwTool classes, on the
otherr hand, are used to provide information about the devices and software programs
usedd during experiments with the actual Parameters and their values. Furthermore,
Userr information is stored for each Experiment (as the owner and/or contributors of
thee experiment) and for each Step (as the person performing the activities or owning
thee data elements and physical entities).
AA detailed description of EEDM constructs can be found in [164].
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Figuree 4.14: The Experimentation Environment Data Model (EEDM)

Modellingg Experiment's Computational Processing
AA context provides descriptions of processes involved in an experiment, while a computationall processing of an experiment provides both static information (i.e. de-
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scriptionss of the software entities in the processing) and dynamic information (i.e.
run-timee information about the processes in the processing). Data models developed
forr an experiment's computational processing are described below.
Modellingg information about software entities. In order to model the descriptionss of software entities, a data model is developed as shown in Figure 4.15. Software
entitiess are self-contained executable programs. They are mainly characterized by the
taskss that they perform, their input and output data types, and run-time requirements.. A software entity contains the necessary information for a user to choose and
usee it in her/his processing, such as the description of the functionality provided by
thiss software entity, date that it is registered to the CEE, version number, manual
(i.e.. documentation for both users and other developers), and run-time requirements
forr the corresponding executable. The run-time requirements include CPU, memory,
andd storage requirements. Every software entity has a number of input and output
portss that allow a software entity to be attached to other software entities. Ports
receivee and send data of fixed data types. A software entity may have a number of
parameters.. A software entity can be atomic representing an executable program, or
aggregatee consisting of a number of other software entities connected to each other.
Everyy atomic software entity has one or more corresponding executables for each of
thee platforms that the software entity is implemented, which may accept command
linee arguments during initialization or depend on certain environment variables for
execution.. For an atomic software entity, its developer specifies the run-time requirementss to help the users to decide which software entities to use in their processing.
Additionally,, for each software entity, the developer (i.e. a user) specifies the graphicall properties, such as an icon representing the software entity to indicate how the
Processingg Editor should display the software entity.
Modellingg computational processing of an experiment. A user defines an
experiment'ss computational processing by attaching a number of software entities to
eachh other. This computational processing of the experiment must be stored for futuree references to the experiment and for possible re-runs. For this purpose, the data
modell given in Figure 4.16 is designed. At run-time, the processes in the computationall processing definition of an experiment are connected to each other through
theirr input and output ports. Run-time information associated with each process is
alsoo saved, such as the Globus context, location of the log file, the actual host that
thee process was scheduled for execution, the job description in RSL (Resource Specificationfication Language), and the actual values for the command line arguments. Similarly,
thee actual values of the parameters and the environment variables used during the
executionn of a process are stored together with the process. Furthermore, information
aboutt the user defining the computational processing for her/his experiment, as well
ass the graphical information of this definition (to be used by the Processing Editor)
aree also stored.
Notee that an experiment's computational processing is executable, and every processs in it has different information for each execution of the processing. Hence, the
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Figuree 4.15: Modelling information about a software entity

informationn management platform must distinguish the description of a software entityy from the description of a process that is executed as part of a computational
processing.. In fact, the data model for software entities (Figure 4.15) is a 'metamodel'' in comparison to the model of processes depicted in Figure 4.16. As such,
too distinguish between these two data models, all types in Figure 4.15 are denoted
byy the prefix 'm'. Similarly, mParameter. mEnvVariable. mPort in Figure 4.15 are
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Figuree 4.16: Modelling an experiment's computational processing

consideredd as meta classes with corresponding instance classes in Figure 4.16.
Alll relationships between the software entities (meta classes) and processes (instancee classes) are depicted in Figure 4.17. Please note that although all classes in
4.155 are considered as meta classes and contain the prefix Lm\ only four of them have
correspondingg instance classes (as shown in Figure 4.17).

4.3.33

Data Modelling for Information about Users

Itt is necessary for a CEE to store and maintain information about its users. This
informationn is used for security and access control (i.e. authentication and authorization)) and for administration purposes. In addition, application databases contain user
informationn to capture, for instance, the owner of a physical entity or data element
(e.g.. microarray or array image), or operator of an instrument (e.g. array scanner).
Hence,, the information management platform of the CEE must provide the necessary
dataa models for modelling information about users.
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Figuree 4.17: Meia classes and their corresponding instance classes

Modellingg User Information
Thee data model developed for user information is shown in Figure 4.18. Username
attributee of the User class 'uniquely' identifies a user within the information managementt platform of a CEE. Value of the certSubject attribute is used for executing a
computationall processing defined by this user on the Grid. Every user is assumed to
havee an affiliation with an organization. At least one Contactlnf o object is kept for
eachh User and Organization instance.
Ass mentioned above, user information is included in information about experiment
componentss as well as in administrative information for authentication and authorization,, thus it is defined in the data models developed for these types of information.
Ass such, information about CEE users is defined and stored in all databases of the
CEE.. In application databases, for instance, user information is used to represent the
operatorss of instrumentations or owners of data elements. Information about users
cann be duplicated in each of the CEE databases. Alternatively, a better approach
wouldd be to maintain user information within one database, with cross-database links
fromm objects in other databases to user objects in this database.
Modellingg User Roles and Access Rights
Inn a CEE, every user assumes a role. Roles are used to group users and to define and
enforcee access rights for each user group. A user may assume only one role at any
time.. The Application User role is assumed by all users of an application domain.
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Figuree 4.18: Modelling roles and access rights as part of user information

Forr instance, all users that can perform microarray experiments within the CEE may
havee a role called 'microarray user'. A user can be associated with another role, in
whichh case the 'Application User' role is revoked.
Accesss to data/information in the information management platform of a CEE is
controlledd through a set of restrictions. It is considered that by default every user
hass all privileges on all available data/information. Depending on the role that a user
assumes,, these unlimited privileges are restricted by a set of 'restrictions'.
Thee data model for user information is extended to include roles and access rights
(Figuree 4.18). Although a user can assume one role at any moment, the same role
mayy be assumed by a number of users. A role is identified by its name and the ID
associatedd to it. Several restrictions can be defined for a role, and similarly the same
restrictionn can be defined for several roles. A restriction for a user role is defined for
certainn operations on a certain set of instances of a certain data type in a certain data
source.. Following is a brief description of the attributes of the R e s t r i c t i o n class:
•• dataType: This restriction is defined for the instances of the data type specified
byy this attribute, e.g. experiment procedures or data elements.
•• r e s t r i c t i o n s : If this restriction is not specified for all instances of the
dataTypee but for only a subset of them, then this attribute specifies the subset.
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Forr example, a valid "where clause" to be appended to a query statement can
bee set as the value of this attribute to define a restriction.
•• r e s t r i c t e d O p s : Value of this attribute represents the operations that are not
allowedd on the instances of the dataType. Possible values include read, write,
read/write. read/write.
•• dataSourceld: The information management platform of a CEE may manage
severall data sources. The value of this attribute specifies the data source that
holdss the data type for this restriction.

4.3.44

Data Modelling for CEE-Related Information

Duringg its operation, a CEE itself manages and manipulates certain types of information,, such as information about active sessions and information about the services/functionalityy it provides. This subsection presents the data models developed
forr modelling and storing such information.
Modellingg Session Information
Sessionn management is an important functionality in a CEE for controlling and coordinatingg user activities. A session starts when a user logs-in to the system and stays
activee until the user explicitly terminates the session. All user activities occur within
aa session. Within a collaborative session, there is one active user while there can be
severall observers. In a session, users can manage an experiment procedure, an experimentt context, or define and/or execute an experiment's computational processing.
Althoughh session management is not directly related to information management,
forr recovery reasons, persistence is required for session information. Furthermore, the
informationn management platform itself requires information about active sessions,
forr instance, to manage connections to data sources.
AA Session class is defined to store the session information. The class contains
thee unique session ID, ID of the user who created this session, ID of the user who
iss currently active in the session, IDs of the users who are involved in the session
ass observers (in case of a collaborative session), ID of the experiment context being
manipulatedd in the session and IDs of its procedure and computational processing.
Modellingg Information about CEE Services
Followingg the experiment model introduced earlier in this chapter, main CEE services
aree centered around the management and manipulation of the components of the
experimentt model; that is, management and manipulation of experiment procedures
andd experiment contexts, each of which is associated with an active session. Definition
andd execution of an experiment's computational processing are also considered as CEE
services.. For instance, availability of a 'microarray experiment procedure' allows a
CEEE to provide 'making microarray experiments' as a service to its users. Thus, the
servicess that are made available by the CEE to its users are highly dependent on
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thee existing experiment-related information in the CEE. In order to provide a list of
servicess to users, the CEE makes use of the experiment-related information stored
andd managed by the CEE information management platform.
Thee list of available services contains information about the types of experiments
supportedd by the CEE (i.e. available experiment procedures), existing experiment
contextss and the projects grouping these contexts, and information about the sessionss that are active at the time when the list of available services is requested by
thee user (e.g. at log-in time). All this information is stored in different ways by the
informationn management platform. In order to generate a list of available services by
extractingg the necessary information from what is available in the information managementt platform, a number of info classes have been defined, namely Projectlnfo,
Contextlnfo,, Procedurelnfo, and Sessionlnf o. These classes are used to provide
informationn to the users about the existing projects, experiment contexts, experiment
procedures,, and active sessions. Note that the list of available services includes instancess of these classes, which are created on the fly when the list is requested by a
user. .

4.44

Functionality Modelling for Managing Informationn Related to Scientific Experiments

Functionalityy provided by the information management platform of a CEE must satisfyy the functionality requirements identified in Subsection 2.6.1. Based on the data
modellingg presented in the previous section, this section describes functionality modellingg for managing information related to scientific experiments. In specific, following
subsectionss describe functionality as well as policies for managing information about
scientificc experiments (i.e. for managing experiment procedures, experiment contexts
andd computational processing of experiments), and functionality for managing scientificc data/information.

4.4.11

Functionality for Managing Information about Scientific
Experiments s

Functionalityy provided by the CEE information management platform for managing
informationn about scientific experiments includes management of experiment procedures,, experiment contexts, and computational processing of experiments.
Managingg Experiment Procedures
Informationn management platform of a CEE provides the base experiment procedure
managementt functionality, such as creating a new procedure, reading and updating
ann existing procedure, saving an existing procedure as a new procedure, and deleting
aa procedure. Scientists can only read and instantiate experiment procedures, while
domainn experts can also manipulate them. A scientist reads an experiment procedure
usingg the Context Editor, either when creating a new experiment context using that
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proceduree or when loading an existing experiment context that was created by using
thatt procedure. Domain experts manipulate experiment procedures using the Proceduree Editor when defining a new procedure or when working on an existing procedure.
Ann experiment procedure is managed as an atomic unit in the CEE information managementt platform, meaning that the entire procedure is read or manipulated in a
singlee operation.
Ann experiment procedure is stored in the application database that is specifically
developedd for storing the information related to experiments from the domain of the
experimentt procedure. An application database also contains the experiment contextss that are instances of the experiment procedures stored in that database. When
creatingg a new experiment procedure, a domain expert must specify the database for
whichh s/he is going to create the procedure, so that the information management
platformm can retrieve the data types defined in the database schema and store the
newlyy created experiment procedure in that application database. Since the elements
off a procedure correspond to the data types in the schema of the application database,
thesee data types can be retrieved from the database and presented to domain experts
withinn the Procedure Editor.
Usingg the Procedure Editor, a domain expert can design a new experiment procedure.. When designing a procedure, the domain expert neither has to use all of
thee types in the database schema, nor has to use all of the relationships in a type.
Dependingg on the type of the experiment for which the procedure is being defined,
irrelevantt relationships can be filtered out by excluding any ProcedureConnections
inn the experiment procedure that correspond to these relationships. In other words,
aa ProcedureElement does not necessarily have to define a ProcedureConnection
forr each one of the relationships defined in its corresponding data type. Figure 4.19
explainss this filtering out of relationships using an example from microarray experiments.. Left side of the figure shows the Micro Array element of the experiment
proceduree for microarray production and its related generic procedure elements. In
thee procedure, the ProcedureElement corresponding to ArrayTemplate has one outgoingg ProcedureConnection, which corresponds to the usedByArray relationship
(nott shown in the procedure). The UML model for the ArrayTemplate type is given
onn the right side of the figure. The ArrayTemplate type contains the relationship
hasSpotss in addition to the relationship that is included in the procedure element
(i.e.. usedByArrays. The hasSpots relationship is filtered out from the experiment
proceduree because there are thousands of Spot objects for a single ArrayTemplate,
whichh can not be displayed within the Context Editor when instantiating this procedure. .
Thee experiment procedure management functionality supports version management.. Multiple versions of the same procedure can co-exist, where there may be
onee or more experiment contexts created by instantiating a version of the procedure.
Versionn management for experiment procedures is described in details later in this
subsection. .
Whenn creating a new experiment procedure, value of the procedureGroupId attributee is set to the value of the id attribute, indicating that a new version group
forr this experiment procedure is created. The procedureGroupId attribute is used
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Figuree 4.19: Filtering out relationships through ProcedureConnections

too group together the procedures that represent the same type of experiments but
havee different versions. In other words, different versions of the same procedure are
groupedd together by assigning the same value to their procedureGroupId attributes.
Whenn reading an experiment procedure, a domain expert must specify the target
dataa resource and the ID of the experiment procedure. On the other hand, when a
scientistt reads an experiment context, its corresponding procedure is implicitly retrievedd along with the context itself. The id attribute of the Procedure class is used
too uniquely identify the entire procedure. Upon receiving this information, the informationn management platform reads the Procedure object with the specified ID, and
continuess reading all ProcedureElement, ProcedureConnection, and ProcedureGUI
objectss defined as part of this experiment procedure. The oid attributes of the objectss in the procedure contain positive values assigned by the data resource *. Older
versionss of an experiment procedure can be retrieved by specifying its procedure ID.
Thiss is useful if a domain expert wants to use an older (version of a) procedure as the
staringg point when designing a new one.
Updatingg an experiment procedure is similar to creating a new one, though it
*Inn the CEE information management platform, a positive OID for an object means that the
objectt already exists in the specified database, while a negative OID means that the object is new
andd needs to be inserted into the specified database
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involvess several more steps. A domain expert reads an existing experiment proceduree as described, and modifies the procedure by changing attribute values or by
adding/removingg procedure elements. When the request to update an existing experimentt procedure arrives, the information management platform first checks whether
theree are any experiment contexts in the data resource created by instantiating this
experimentt procedure. If there are no such experiment contexts, then the existing
proceduree is removed from the data resource, and the updated experiment procedure
iss re-inserted. The removal of the old procedure is necessary, because, if the updated
proceduree contains less number of ProcedureElements than the one already in the
dataa resource, the only way for the information management platform to determine
thee deleted ProcedureElements is to perform a one-to-one comparison of the elementss in the new procedure against the ones in the old procedure. To avoid the
inefficiencyy associated with this comparison, the existing procedure is removed first.
Beforee inserting the new procedure, all positive oid values in the experiment proceduree are replaced by negative values to ensure that new objects are created in the
dataa resource. During this replace operation, the information management platform
makess sure that the consistency among the OIDs is preserved (i.e. the OID values
usedd within relationships are also replaced with the correct negative values). On the
otherr hand, if there are instances of the existing procedure, then the information managementt platform inserts the updated experiment procedure as a new one, without
removingg the existing procedure. Removing the procedure of an experiment context
wouldd lead to inconsistencies, both because it breaks the policy of 'no experiment
contextt can exist without an experiment procedure', and because the experiment
proceduree contains additional information for the representation of the context on
screen.. To avoid such inconsistencies, a versioning system is designed for procedure
management. .
Whenn creating a new version of an existing experiment procedure, the information
managementt platform checks the latest version number in the version group of the
proceduree (recall that different versions of an experiment procedure have the same
proceduree group ID), increments this version number by one, and assigns it to the
neww experiment procedure. Thus, the newest experiment procedure has always the
largestt version number. After the experiment procedure is successfully saved, it is
returnedd back to the user with the updated OID values.
Experimentt procedures can be deleted by specifying the ID of the procedure to
delete.. Similar to updating an experiment procedure, if there are no experiment contextss created by instantiating this procedure, the procedure is physically removed from
thee data resource. Otherwise, the experiment procedure is not physically removed,
butt it becomes invisible to users. Then on, although it can be retrieved together with
onee of its corresponding experiment contexts, no new contexts can be created using
thiss experiment procedure.
Itt is also possible to save an updated experiment procedure as a new one. In this
case,, all OIDs in the experiment procedure are negated, and the request is treated as
insertingg a new experiment procedure.
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M a n a g i n gg E x p e r i m e n t C o n t e x t s
Thee information management platform supports management of experiment contexts
withinn a CEE. The base experiment context management functionality includes creatingg a new context, reading, updating and deleting an existing context, and saving
ann existing context as a new one. An experiment context is managed as an atomic
unitt in the CEE information management platform.
Forr a complete description of the experiment context management functionality,
somee key concepts need to be introduced, related to the link between an experiment
contextt and its corresponding procedure, and the links between an experiment context
andd any computational processing defined as part of this context. Object sharing and
reusingg will be described in the following section, which is another essential concept
forr managing experiment contexts.
C o n t e x t - p r o c e d u r ee links. As described earlier, an experiment procedure contains
informationn about the graphical representation of the experiment contexts that are
createdd using this procedure. Thus, for proper presentation of an experiment context,
aa link between the experiment context and the experiment procedure must be created
andd maintained during the life time of the context. For this purpose, two classes
aree defined, namely ContextProcedure and ContextElmProcedureElm, which are
includedd in the application database schemas.
Onee ContextProcedure object is created for each experiment context in an applicationn database. It indicates which experiment procedure is used to create the
context.. A procedure can contain more than one procedure elements that correspond
too the same data type in the application database schema (e.g. procedure elements
forr 'operators' and 'owners1 that both correspond to 'User' type in the schema), which
makess it impossible for the Context Editor to find the correct experiment procedure
elementt for a given object in the context only based on the type of the object. Hence,
forr every object in an experiment context, a ContextElmProcedureElm object is createdd to establish the link between the object in the context and the procedure element
thatt was used to create the object.
C o n t e x t - c o m p u t a t i o n a ll processing links. The experiment model described in
Sectionn 4.1 requires that every computational processing is defined as part of an experimentt context, since processes in a computational processing correspond to experiment
componentss in an experiment context. In other words, the description (i.e. context)
off a computational processing must already exist before the computational processing
iss executed. Similar to the link between an experiment context and its corresponding
experimentt procedure, links must be created and maintained between an experiment
contextt and any computational processing within this context. In order to relate a
computationall processing defined by a user to the context element corresponding to
thiss processing, a pointer is defined in that context element. As shown in Figure 4.13,
everyy ProcedureElement contains a flag indicating whether the ProcedureElement
correspondss to a computational processing. For the ProcedureElements that have
thiss flag set to true, the corresponding data types must define an attribute called
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processingld,, to serve as a pointer to the computational processing represented by
ann instance of this data type.
Contextt management. In order to create a new experiment context, the procedure
forr the experiment must be already defined by a domain expert. After selecting the
proceduree for the type of the experiment that s/he wishes to perform, the user walks
throughh the elements of the procedure one by one, and creates the new experiment
contextt either by creating new objects for the elements or by issuing a query to retrieve
(aa copy of) an existing object. The user also links the newly created objects to each
other.. Context Editor guides the user through the context creation.
Whenn creating a new experiment context, the necessary context-procedure link
objectss and origin-copy objects are also stored together with the experiment context
(origin-copyy objects will be described in Subsection 4.4.2). Similar to objects in
ann experiment procedure, a new experiment context contains several objects (i.e.
contextt elements), which are either newly created objects with negative OIDs or
existingg objects with positive OIDs (e.g. an already existing object representing the
operatorr of an instrument). New objects are created in the application database,
whilee existing objects are updated if the user has the required (update) privileges.
Otherwise,, existing objects remain unmodified, except that the relationships between
existingg and new objects are created.
Inn order to read an existing experiment context, the user must specify its ID.
Contextt ID uniquely identifies an experiment context within the scope of an applicationn domain. The information management platform uses the specified ID and the
context-proceduree links to read the objects that belong to the requested experiment
context. .
Inn an updated experiment context, some of the objects may be updated and some
off them may be newly created, while the other objects may remain unmodified. Unlike
thee experiment procedure management, no versioning mechanism is used for experimentt context updates; all existing data is overwritten with new data. Furthermore,
sincee it is not possible for the information management platform to determine which
objectss have actually been updated, all objects are re-written regardless of whether
theyy have been updated or not. Updates also do not allow users to delete objects from
ann experiment context, since there are no mechanisms for determining the deleted
objects.. The consequence otherwise would be that the objects deleted from an experimentt context are not physically removed from the database, but disconnected from
thee experiment context, which would cause both dangling objects in the database and
inconsistenciess with the context-procedure links and with query processing. Updating
ann experiment context also updates the context-procedure links.
Deletingg an experiment context considers the reuse policy defined on the proceduree elements. When deleting an experiment context, the information management
platformm determines which objects should actually be deleted and which should be
keptt in the database based on the reuse policy values. Only the objects whose correspondingg ProcedureElements have CREATE.COPY as reuse policy value will be
physicallyy removed from the database. Deleting an experiment context also deletes
thee context-procedure links.
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Whenn saving an existing experiment context as a new one, some of the objects
inn that context are included also in the new one, while a copy must be created for
somee other objects. The same algorithm used for determining the objects to be
deletedd is also used for determining the objects to be copied. All objects for which
thee corresponding ProcedureElements have CREATE.COPY as reuse policy value will
bee copied, while the remaining objects will be directly used in the new experiment
context.. Please refer to Subsection 4.4.2 for a detailed description of reuse policy.
Managingg Experiment's Computational Processing
Providedd functionality for managing an experiment's computational processing also
includess the functionality for managing information about software entities.
Managingg information about software entities. The CEE information managementt platform supports the base functionality for creating, reading, updating and
deletingg descriptions of software entities.
Softwaree entities are developed by tool developers, but they are registered to the
CEEE and their descriptions are stored in the information management platform by
domaindomain experts. In order to store the description of a software entity, a domain expert
providess all necessary information shown in Figure 4.15. Information about a software
entityy is managed as an atomic unit in the CEE information management platform.
Whenn a request arrives to read the description of a software entity, the information
managementt platform retrieves the description with the specified ID together with
thee related objects (see Figure 4.15) and returns them to the requester.
Updatess to software entity descriptions are handled similar to experiment contextt updates. All existing information is overwritten with the updated information
providedd by the user.
Whenn a request arrives for deleting a description, all its related objects are also
removedd from the database, except the developer information.
Savingg an existing software entity description as a new one is also supported. This
functionalityy can be used when, for instance, a new version of the software entity is
beingg registered.
Managingg computational processing of an experiment. The CEE informationn management platform provides the functionality for creating a new computational
processing,, reading, updating and deleting an existing computational processing, and
savingg an existing computational processing as a new one.
Ass described earlier, a computational processing for an experiment is defined by
attachingg a number of software entities to each other. The computational processing
iss stored in the information management platform using the data model given in
Figuree 4.16.
Sincee the software entity descriptions can only be created/updated by domain experts,, a computational processing does not contain any software entity descriptions
itself,, however, processes in the computational processing are linked to the descriptionss of their corresponding software entities. Hence, only a single copy of a software
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entityy description is saved in the database, which can be used to describe several processes.. A computational processing is defined using the Processing Editor. When a
computationall processing is completely defined, all Process objects in the processing
aree stored in the database before execution. A computational processing is treated
ass an atomic unit by the CEE information management platform.
Similarr to creating a computational processing for an experiment, reading a computationall processing returns only the Process objects with links to software entity
descriptions.. Descriptions of software entities are assumed to be retrieved in a separatee request.
Whenn updating an existing computational processing, first the existing computationall processing is removed from the database, then the updated one is inserted.
Deletingg a computational processing of an experiment removes all objects in the
processingg from the database, except the user information. Links to the software
entityy descriptions are also removed.
Thee information management platform supports saving an existing computational
processingg as a new one, for instance, in case of a parameter change.
Recalll here that when a user defines a computational processing using the Processingg Editor, a pointer to this processing is created in the experiment context that
includess this processing. The pointer consists of the processing ID. However, since
updatess to a computational processing first remove the existing one and then insert
thee updated one, under normal conditions the computational processing obtains a
neww ID. To prevent any inconsistencies after update or save as requests, the informationn management platform makes sure that the ID of the ComputationalProcessing
objectt remains the same during the lifetime of the object. Thus, the computational
processingg can be retrieved using the same ID during its lifetime.

4.4.22

Policies for Managing Experiment Contexts

Basedd on the given conditions, a policy defines a method of action selected from a
sett of alternatives. In a complex collaborative environment like a CEE, users share
informationn at different levels. Two kinds of policies are defined and used for the
managementt of experiment contexts: Reuse policy and update policy. Reuse policy
iss used to define the rules for sharing objects, such as defining the set of objects that
aree related to a shared object and hence that also need to be shared, or how to handle
sharingg of information about instruments or software for which only a single object
exists.. Update policy defines what to do in case when a shared object is updated.
Below,, first the issues that need to be considered about sharing and reusing objects
aree introduced. Then the two types of policies are presented, and how the reuse policy
iss used during experiment context management is described.
Sharingg and Reusing Objects
Userss may need to share experiment-related data/information when working on an
experimentt context. Information to share can be either at the level of an entire
experimentt context or at the level of objects in a context. For example, consider the
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casee where a user wants to perform an analysis experiment on some sample, which was
preparedd in another experiment in another project. In order to use the (description
off the) sample in her/his experiment, the user must first copy the sample object from
thee original experiment context to her/his context, which is under a different project
thann the original context. Once the sample object is copied into the new experiment
context,, the user can continue working on it; for instance, by using the sample as
inputt to an FTIR measurement process as the next step in the experiment.
Thee OriginCopy type is defined for maintaining information about the origin and
destinationn of such shared objects. When an object is copied from another experiment
context,, an instance of this type is created, which contains the OID of the origin object
andd the OID of the copy object. This object is used to assist users with tracing the
originall copy of an object, and to maintain the consistency in case of updates to the
originall copies (which will be described later).
Sharingg of entire experiment contexts is explicit, and supported through saving
thee original experiment context as a new context, possibly as part of a project other
thann the origin project. Sharing of single objects, however, is performed implicitly
whenn the user issues a query on an experiment component (represented as a context
element).. Query functionality will be described later in this section.
Inn some cases, only a single copy of an object can exist (i.e. a singleton object).
Thiss is usually the case when the objects are created by domain experts or administratorss and can not be updated by ordinary users. For instance, only a single copy of
aa User object can exist in a CEE at any time; hence, a user object can not be copied,
butt it must be reused. That is, when working on an experiment context, instead
off creating a copy of the user object and including the copy in the context, objects
inn the context are directly linked to the original user object through relationships.
Thiss way, only a single copy of the object is preserved, while that object is reused by
manyy users in different experiments. Other examples of such singleton objects include
objectss representing an instrument or a software program that are used by all users
(i.e.. hardware/software objects), or domain-specific objects that are maintained by
domainn experts and can not be updated by users, such as an object representing a
genee or an organism.
Anotherr important issue on object sharing/reusing is related to the semantic relationshipslationships between the shared/reused object and other objects, which at the same
timee define the semantic object boundaries for the shared/reused object. To better
illustratee this issue, consider the example where a user wants to spot new microarrays
usingg the same settings as the array spotting process that s/he performed last time.
AA simplified version of the procedure for this experiment is shown in Figure 4.20. In
orderr to make this new array spotting with the same settings as the last experiment,
thee user has to copy the ArraySpotting object from the context of that experiment.
However,, although the ArraySpotting object contains information about the details
off this process, this object itself is not sufficient for using the same settings. Other
objectss which are semantically related to ArraySpotting (i.e. the hardware/software
toolss and the protocol used to make the process, extra information provided as properties,, and -if any- even the comments of other users) must be copied as well. These
semanticallyy related objects are encircled with dashed lines in Figure 4.20.
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Thee Reuse Policy
Inn the information management platform, reuse information and semantic relationshipss are encoded by domain experts as policies. Since reuse information and semantic
relationshipss are common to all experiments of the same type, this information can
bee attached to the corresponding experiment procedure. The reusePolicy attribute
definedd in the ProcedureElement and ProcedureConnection types of the Procedure
Dataa Model (shown in Figure 4.13) is used for this purpose. When defining a new
procedure,, a domain expert sets the reuse policy for each ProcedureElement and
ProcedureConnection. .
Reusee policy is in general used for evaluating queries, for finding objects that are
semanticallyy related to a given object, and for deleting experiment contexts. Meaning
off the reusePolicy attribute value differs depending on where it is defined, i.e. in a
ProcedureElementt or in a ProcedureConnection.
Thee reuse policy values for ProcedureElements refer to the policy to be applied
too retrieve the instances of the data type corresponding to a ProcedureElement when
aa query is issued on that ProcedureElement. After issuing the query, the user selects
onee object from the query result set (or more depending on the number of objects
returnedd and on the cardinality specified for the ProcedureElement). The reuse
policyy states whether the object(s) selected by the user should be copied or reused.
Thee possible values for Reuse Policy are shown in Figure 4.21.
Ass mentioned earlier, meaning of a reuse policy value is different for ProcedureElementss than for ProcedureConnections. Below, meanings of possible reuse policy
valuess for ProcedureElements when processing a query are briefly described.
REUSE_POLICY_NOREUSE.. If the reuse policy is set to NOREUSE, no objects
aree returned back as the query result. In other words, NOREUSE means that
thee data type corresponding to this ProcedureElement can not be queried.
REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL.. In this case, the original object in the
databasee (which is selected by the user from the query result set) is returned
backk to the user.
REUSE_POLICY_CREATE_COPY.. If the reuse policy is set to CREATEXOPY,
thenn the original object in the database is not directly returned to the user but a

REUSE_POLICY_NOREUSE E
II REUSE_POLICY_CREATE_COPY
REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL L
REUSE_POLICY_CREATE_COPY_AND_LINK K
REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL_AND_LINK K
REUSE.. POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL_AND_NOLINK

Figuree 4.21: Possible values for the Reuse Policy
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copyy of that object is created and returned back when the user selects an object
fromm the query result set. In this case, one OriginCopy object must be created
forr each copied object. Here, only the attributes of the object are copied (not
thee relationships).
Reusee policy values on ProcedureConnections refer to the objects that are semanticallyy related to a given starting object (i.e. the object selected by the user from the
queryy result set). After determining what to do with the starting object by applying
thee reuse policy on the queried ProcedureElement, other objects that are related to
thiss starting object are identified. Whether these objects should be copied or reused
iss determined based on the reuse policies denned on the ProcedureConnections.
Thee possible reuse policy values for ProcedureConnections have the following
meaningss for querying:
REUSE_POLICY_NOREUSE.. If a ProcedureConnection has NOREUSE as the
reusee policy value, that connection is not followed during query processing, that
is,, the relationship represented by this ProcedureConnection is not traversed
andd its successor(s) are not retrieved from the database.
REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL_AND_LINK.. In this case, the successor of
thee relationship represented by this ProcedureConnection is read from the
database,, and a link from the starting object to this object is created (i.e. the
startingg object and this object are related to each other). This (original) object
iss returned back to the user.
REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL_AND_NOLINK.. This case is similar to
thee previous one, except that no link is created between the starting object and
thee successor of the relationship. The successor object is returned back to the
user.. This policy value is used to prevent double-links when the starting object
andd the successor of the relationship are already related in the database.
REUSE_POLICY_CREATE_COPY_AND_LINK.. A copy of the successor of the relationshipp is created and linked to the starting object. In addition, one OriginCopyy object is created for each copied object. Again, only the attributes of the
successorr object are copied (not the relationships).
Ass described earlier, in some cases only a single copy of an object can exist. When
deletingg an experiment context, special attention is needed if such an object is used in
thee context. All objects in the experiment context must be physically removed from
thee database except this object. The reuse policy denned for a ProcedureElement
iss also used to determine whether the object(s) in a context corresponding to this
ProcedureElementt should be deleted or not. The reuse policy values for ProcedureElementss have the following meanings for deletion:
REUSE_POLICY_NOREUSEE / REUSE.POLICYJIEUSE-ORIGINAL. When
deletingg an experiment context, the objects whose corresponding ProcedureElementss have these values as reuse policy are not deleted.
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REUSE_POLICY_CREATE_COPY.. All objects in the experiment context with
CREATE-COPYY as the reuse policy value are physically removed from the
database. .
Thee Update Policy
Copyingg an object may introduce consistency problems. Since the origin of the object
iss another experiment context owned by another user, that user may update or delete
her/hiss experiment context any time. Hence, the information management platform
mustt support the definition and enforcement of Update Policies for the objects that
aree copied. The update policy is defined as an attribute in the OriginCopy class. The
Updatee Policy is defined by a user for the objects copied by her/him. Possible values
forr Update Policy are shown in Figure 4.22.
Whenn an origin object is updated, all its copies are checked using the OriginCopy
instances.. Depending on the update policy defined for the copy object, the proper
actionn is taken. Below is a brief description of each possible value for the update
policy: :
UPDATE_POLICYY NOUPDATE. If the user sets the update policy value to NOUPDATEE for the copied object, no action is taken when the origin object is updated.
UPDATE_POLICY_AUTO.UPDATE.. If the update policy value is set to AUTCLUPDATE,, the changes are reflected to the copy object when the origin object
iss updated by propagating the new state of the origin object to the copy object.. Here, only the attribute values of the copy object is updated, while its
relationshipss are kept untouched.
UPDATE_POLICY_NOTIFY.. If the update policy value is set to NOTIFY, then a
notificationn message is sent to the owner of the copy object when an update is
requestedd to the origin object. Upon receiving the notification, the owner of the
copyy object must decide whether to reflect the changes or to ignore them.
Applyingg the Reuse Policy
Inn Figure 4.20, the semantically related objects for a starting object in an experiment
contextt were depicted. Figure 4.23, on the other hand, emphasizes the reuse policies
definedd for the related objects and the relationships, and is used for illustrating how

UPDATE_POLICY_NOUPDATE E
UPDATE.. POLICY_AUTO_UPDATE
UPDATE_POLICY__ NOTIFY

Figuree 4.22: Possible values for the Update Policy
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reusee policies are applied. The experiment model plays an important role in the
enforcementt of reuse policies.
Recalll the example where a user wanted to spot new microarrays using the same
settingss as the array spotting process that s/he performed last time. For this purpose,
s/hee issues a query to retrieve the description of the last array spotting process that
s/hee performed. The result set will contain only one ArraySpotting object (i.e. the
onee with the latest timestamp). Operations involved in the processing of this query
aree enumerated below:
1.. When s/he selects this object from the query result set, the experiment context
thatt contains the selected ArraySpotting object and the experiment procedure
usedd to create this context is located by the information management platform.
Thee selected ArraySpotting object will be here on referred to as the startinging context element, and the ProcedureElement corresponding to the starting
contextt element will be referred to as the starting procedure element.
2.. The information management platform checks the reuse policy defined for the
startingg procedure element, which contains CREATE.COPY as the value. This
meanss that the user will not actually use the object that s/he selected from
thee query result set (i.e. the starting context element), but a copy of it. The
informationn management platform creates a new ArraySpotting object, copies
thee state of the existing object to this one, and inserts the copy object to the
returnn list (i.e. the query result set).
Iff the reuse policy for the starting procedure element had REUSE-POLICY-NOREUSEE as value, then an empty return list would be returned to the user; or if
itt had REUSE_POLICY_REUSE_ORIGINAL as value, then the starting context
elementt itself would be inserted into the return list.
Thee next step is to find out the objects that are semantically related to the copied
ArraySpottingg object. To determine which objects are related, the link between
ann experiment context and its procedure is used. Starting from the starting context
element,, the information management platform recursively navigates through the relationshipss of the starting context element. In parallel, starting from the starting
proceduree element, the information management platform recursively traverses its
connections,, while for each step considering the 'reuse policy defined for the connection'.. Depending on the reuse policy value, either a copy of the traversed object in
thee experiment context or the object itself is inserted into the return list. All relationships/connectionss are recursively traversed until either all the connections are
traversedd or all the remaining connections have NOREUSE as the reuse policy value.
3.. In the example of Figure 4.23, the starting procedure element (which correspondss to ArraySpotting) has seven outgoing connections. Assume that the
firstfirst ProcedureConnection to traverse is the one corresponding to the relationshipp usesHwTool. The information management platform traverses this
ProcedureConnectionn and stops at the ProcedureElement corresponding to AS
Hww Tool. In parallel, the information management platform navigates through
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thee corresponding relationship in the experiment context, and stops at the
HwTooll object.
Becausee the reuse policy value for the traversed ProcedureConnection is CREATE_COPY_AND_LINK,, a copy of the HwTool object is inserted into the return
listt and it is linked to the copy of the starting ArraySpotting object, which
wass already inserted into the return list.
4.. Similarly, continuing from the HwTool, the first ProcedureConnection and its
correspondingg relationship (hasHardware) are traversed.
Becausee the reuse policy value for the ProcedureConnection is REUSE-ORIGINN AL_AND_LINK, the actual Hardware object (representing the array spotter
device)) is inserted into the return list and linked to the copy of the HwTool
objectt (which was already in the return list).
5.. The only outgoing ProcedureConnection (from the Array Spotter procedure
element)) and its corresponding relationship (hasParameters) are traversed,
andd the actual Parameter object is inserted into the return list. Note here
thatt the Parameter object is not linked to the Hardware object, because
bothh objects are the actual objects in the database, and there is already a
relationshipp between these two objects. That is why the reuse policy value
REUSE_ORIGINAL_AND_NOLINKK is used for this case.
6.. At this stage, because the ProcedureElement for the Parameter class does
nott contain any outgoing ProcedureConnections, the recursive algorithm rolls
backk until the ProcedureElement for HwTool, and continues with the remaining
ProcedureConnectionn corresponding to the relationship hasParameters.
Inn the same way, all outgoing ProcedureConnections from the ProcedureElementt corresponding to ArraySpotting are traversed. Note that the ProcedureConnectionss for the relationships isPartOfExperiment and hasNextStep are not
traversed.. The final return list contains copies of ArraySpotting, HwTool, Parameter
(representingg the actual parameters for the hardware tool), SwTool, Parameter (representingg the actual parameters for the software tool), Comment, Property, and
Protocoll objects; the original Hardware (representing the array spotter device,
Parameterr (representing the formal parameters for the array spotter device), and the
originall Software (representing the array spotter software, Parameter (representing
thee formal parameters for the array spotter software) objects.
Notee that one OriginCopy instance is created for each copied object and inserted
intoo the return list, and one ContextElmProcedureElm object is inserted into the
listt for each object returned (existing ContextElmProcedureElm objects for reused
objectss and new ones for copied objects). The list is then returned back to the client
side,, and the objects in the list are presented to the user within the Context Editor.

4.4.33

Functionality for Managing Scientific Data/Information

Ass mentioned in Section 1.3, existing file manipulation facilities (e.g. those provided
byy the Grid) are considered in this thesis for the management of very large data sets
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thatt are stored in files. In this direction, large data sets associated with an experiment
aree not stored as part of the experiment context. The data sets are stored separately
ass files, and a URL pointing to the file is maintained in the corresponding data element
inn the experiment context. For example, the Array Image data element in microarray
experimentss contains an attribute called imageLocationURL pointing to the location
off the actual image file on the file system.
Thee data/information management functionality provided by the CEE and its
informationn management platform include generic file manipulation tools, database
queryy functionality, access to multiple databases, and version control.
Filee read, write, and transfer functionality is provided by the generic CEE software
entities.. For instance, in order to transfer a file, a user must define a computational
processingg using two software entities; the first one reads the source file and the second
onee writes it to the destination.
Thee information management platform allows its users to issue any kind of queries
againstt a specified database. Users can issue queries in two ways: Either through the
Contextt Editor to query the elements of an experiment context (as described earlier in
thiss chapter), or by using a software entity for querying from within an experiment's
computationall processing.
Somee of the information management functionalities require accessing multiplee databases. For instance, since experiment procedures are stored in application
databases,, in order to provide the users with a list of available experiment procedures,
thee information management platform accesses all application databases to retrieve
thee information about procedures from each database, merges the results, and sends
thee merged result to the user.
Versionn control is supported in the information management for experiment proceduree management. Different versions of the same experiment procedure can co-exist,
whilee users always use the latest version when creating new experiment contexts.
AA similar versioning mechanism can also be provided for other functionalities for
experiment-relatedd information.

4.55

Functionality Modelling for Collaboration, Administrationn and Security

Thiss section focuses on two aspects of modelling collaboration, administration, and
securityy related functionality: Management of information related to collaboration,
administration,, and security (e.g. managing user information and access rights), and
providingg the actual functionality for collaboration, administration, and security (e.g.
mechanismss for accessing multiple databases, supporting multi-disciplinary projects,
andd enforcing access rights). Following subsections describe the modelling of collaboration,, administration, and security functionality provided by the CEE and its
informationn management platform, also considering the two aspects mentioned above.
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4.5.11

Collaboration Functionality

Thee collaboration functionality provided by the CEE information management platformm includes data/information sharing and support for multi-disciplinary projects.
Data/informationn sharing allows users to share experiment-related information at
differentt levels, ranging from a single object to a complete experiment context.
Data/informationn sharing was described in details in Subsection 4.4.2, hence this
subsectionn focuses on functionality for supporting multi-disciplinary projects.
Thee general structure of experiments (depicted in Figure 4.6 in Subsection 4.1.1)
enabless the representation of multi-disciplinary projects in the CEE information managementt platform. The Experimentation Environment Data Model (EEDM) follows
thiss structure and defines generic constructs for modelling scientific experiments (see
Subsectionn 4.3.2). In addition to its important role in modelling different types of
experiment-relatedd information, EEDM also provides support for representing multidisciplinaryy research. For instance, it supports the representation of inter-related
biological,, chemical, and physical properties of a certain biological element at once.
Multi-disciplinaryy research is supported through the project concept. As defined
inn the general structure of scientific experiments, a project groups together related
experiments,, and contains higher-level information about these experiments. However,, since all experiments also follow the general structure, one can define a project
containingg experiments from different disciplines. For example, consider a multidisciplinaryy project that studies different properties of a certain biological sample, as
depictedd in Figure 4.24. This project may contain one microarray experiment from
biologyy domain and one material analysis study from physics domain, allowing a scientistt to look at the characteristics of the biological sample from two different points of
view.. Results of these two studies can be further compared with the results obtained
fromm simulations. As such, collaboration among scientists from different domains is
supported. .
Thee CEE information management platform allows users to define and manage

Projectt Design
iero-Array y
xpcriment t

44

Materiall Analysis
Experiment t

m

Simulationn &
Visualization n

44

Figuree 4.24: An example multi-disciplinary project
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multi-disciplinaryy projects. Experiments in such projects can be from any of the esciencee domains supported by the CEE. The provided mechanisms are uniform, that
is,, the same mechanisms are used for managing both multi-disciplinary and intradisciplinaryy projects and experiments.

4.5.22

Administration Functionality

Thee CEE information management platform provides functionality for supporting
bothh its own administration and the administration of the CEE. The administration
functionalityy includes user management, session information management, and CEE
servicess information management.
Userr Management
Thee data model for user information was described in Subsection 4.3.3. User managementt functionality of the CEE information management platform allows the managementt and manipulation of user information conforming to this data model. Thus,
thee functionality covers inserting information for a new user and reading, updating,
andd deleting existing user information. User information is managed as an atomic
unitt which also includes the contact information. Since the User type is defined in
multiplee databases, there can be several User objects corresponding to the same real
user.. Thus, the information management platform must ensure the consistency and
uniquenesss of the information about a real user. This can be achieved in several ways;
forr instance, a central repository can be used to maintain all user information, where
otherr databases provide cross-database links to this repository for user information;
orr each database maintains a local copy of the user information. In the latter case,
mechanismss must be defined to ensure the consistency of the local copies. User managementt functionality also covers the management of user accounts on the database
managementt systems for providing access to the databases.
Inn a CEE, it is assumed that every user is an employee of an organization. Thus,
thee information management platform supports creating, reading, updating, and
deletingg information about organizations, which also includes the contact information
forr organizations. In order to insert information about a new user, the organization
thatt s/he is working for must be already defined.
Managingg Session Information
Ass mentioned in Subsection 4.3.4, session information is stored in the CEE information
managementt platform for recovery reasons. Information about an active session is
representedd as a Session object, which was defined in Subsection 4.3.4. Persistence
andd management functionality for session information includes persisting it when a
neww Session object is created in the CEE, updating the persisted Session object
whenn there is a change in the active session which is propagated to the information
managementt platform, and terminating a session by removing the Session object
fromm the information management platform.
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Notee here that role of the information management platform for session informationn management is to provide persistence for Session objects. The information
managementt platform is passive in any means, that is, it never modifies any Session
objectt that it persists in a database.
Managingg Information about CEE Services
Thee data types for services information management were described in Subsection
4.3.4,, which provide information about existing experiment procedures and contexts,
andd active sessions. This information is stored and managed by the information
managementt platform. Therefore, the functionality provided by services information
managementt includes extracting the necessary information from different databases,
creatingg the corresponding info objects, and sending them back to the requester.
Notee that these objects are not stored in the information management platform
persistently;; they are created on request by querying the databases to extract the
necessaryy information.

4.5.33

Security Functionality

Userss must be authenticated and authorized before they start using any functionalityy offered by the CEE information management platform. As mentioned earlier,
everyy user has a CEE-wide unique username, which is used for authentication. The
CEEE may require another level of authentication (e.g. a Grid-based authentication
mechanism).. However, the information management platform supports single signon.. Users do not explicitly log-in to the information management platform, rather the
informationn management platform obtains the user information necessary for log-in
fromm the information about active sessions (i.e. from the Session objects). Because
mostt of the DBMSs currently require a username/password for their users, a single
passwordd is defined, which is the same for all users. This password is only known to
thee information management platform and is never made available to users, even to
otherr components of the CEE. When connecting to a database, combination of the
usernamee in the Session object and this password is used.
Authorizationn also takes place at two levels. After a user is authenticated by both
thee CEE and the information management platform, the information management
platformm provides a programming interface to the CEE. This interface contains only
specificspecific functions that can be called by the subsequent requests of the user, which are
selectedd depending on the role that the user assumes. For instance, any request comingg from an administrator will be executed using the administrator interface, which
containss the functionality specifically defined for administrators (e.g. functionality
forr user management).
Thee second level of authorization is achieved through the access rights management.. The access rights management considers the CEE and information management
platformm users, the roles they assume, available data types (which are stored and servicedd by the information management platform), and the access restrictions defined
forr each role on a given data type.
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Thee data types consist of the different types of information managed by the informationn management platform. Although it is called as 'data type', a data type can
actuallyy consist of several types in a database, such as an 'experiment context data
type'' which spans over multiple types in the database schema. Thus, the data types
includee experiment-related data types (i.e. experiment procedures, experiment contexts,, and computational processing), software entity definitions, session information,
andd user information and access rights (i.e. roles and restrictions). Other types of
informationn that are considered as data types include the common password which
iss not made available to users, and information objects (e.g. a P r o j e c t l n f o object)
thatt are not stored in a database but generated on request. These data types are
usedd to define the restrictions that are applied to users when requesting a service that
manipulatess one of these data types.
Ass described earlier, every user assumes a role, and the Application User role is
thee default role assumed by all users of an application domain. Descriptions of the
Applicationn User role and the other roles defined for CEE users are as follows:
Applicationn User. Application users can only read and modify their own applicationspecificc data (e.g. experiment contexts that they have created). There is one
specificc application user role for each application domain (e.g. Microarray User,
Materiall Analysis User).
Administrator.. There are three types of administrator roles:
•• CEE Admin. In order to achieve uniformity in CEE user management and
informationn management platform user management, user management
taskk is assigned to the CEE Admin role. A CEE Admin is responsible for
creating/modifyingg user accounts both in the CEE and in the information
managementt platform. However, a CEE Admin can not define the access
rightss and can not read/modify any application-specific data.
•• Information Management Admin. Information Management Admin is responsiblee for managing the information about the data sources available
withinn the CEE (e.g. application databases), and defining the access rights
onn the data types internally used by the information management platform,
suchh as user information and the common password.
•• Domain Expert. Domain Experts are responsible for creating/maintaining
applicationn specific experiment procedures and software entity descriptions.. They can also define access rights on these data types, but can
nott read/modify application data of users. For each domain, one Domain
Expertt role is defined (e.g. Microarray Expert, Material Analysis Expert).
System.. This role represents the information management platform. It has all the
privilegess for all operations. This role is not used during the normal operation
off the information management system.
Accesss to data/information in the CEE is controlled through a set of restrictions.
Everyy user by default has all privileges on all available data/information, which are
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restrictedd by a set of restrictions depending on the role that the user assumes. Restrictionss are at two levels: Operation level and data level. At operation level, there
aree three restrictions: read (i.e. users can not read a certain data type), write (i.e.
userss can read but can not update a certain data type), or read-write (i.e. users can
neitherr read nor update a certain data type). At data level, the value set of a certainn data type (i.e. set of instances) is restricted by a number of constraints. These
constraintss are specified as part of the role definitions.
Figuree 4.25 gives the restrictions defined for microarray users as an example. The
figurefigure defines the restricted operations for each data type in the microarray data
source.. Since there can be other data sources for other application domains, restrictionss on certain data types (e.g. experiment procedures, experiment contexts)
considerr the data source holding the actual data/information. For instance, a microarrayy user can only read the experiment procedures in the microarray data source
butt can not read or write any other experiment procedure from other data sources
(unlesss this permission is explicitly given by a domain expert).
Inn some cases, run-time information may be needed to specify restrictions on a
certainn data type, such as the username of the active user, that is not known at
thee restriction definition time. For this purpose, parameterized keywords are defined,
whichh are substituted with the actual values at run time. These parameters are in the
formm of "SClassName.AttributeName"; where class name and attribute name indicate
whatt run-time information needs to be used within this restriction. For example,
"hasOwner.namee = $User.name" specifies that this object can only be read/modified
iff the name of the active user is the same with the name of the owner of this object
(i.e.. if the active user is the owner of this object).
Functionalityy provided for access rights management includes creating, updating
andd deleting roles, and adding restrictions to a role and removing restrictions from a
role,, as well as enforcement of these access rights at run-time.

Experimentt procedure
Experimentt context
Softwaree entity description
Microarray y
Computationall processing
User r
Sessionn information
Userr information
Accesss rights
Informationn data types
Password d

Microarray y
Other r
Microarray y
Other r

WW
RW W

ANY Y

WW

hasOwner.namee = 'SUser.name'

RW W

ANY Y
ANY Y
ANY Y
ANY Y
Microarray y
Other r

ANY Y

isDefinedBy.namee = '$User.name'

WW
RW W
WW
RW W
RW W

namee = 'SUser.name'

Figuree 4.25: Restrictions for the Microarray User role
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Methodology for Integrating New Domains and
Applicationss in CEE

Lackk of a methodology for supporting new scientific domains and applications in a
CEEE causes inadequate transfer of expertise and hence inefficient utilization of efforts.
Availabilityy of a well-defined methodology for integrating new scientific domains and
applicationss in CEE was also mentioned among the requirements for the base VL
infrastructuree that were presented in Section 2.6.
Inn this chapter, several different aspects of a CEE were addressed with a focus on
itss information management platform. More specific, an experiment model is proposed
forr uniformly representing diverse scientific experiments. Furthermore, several data
modelss for modelling different types of information related to scientific experiments,
andd functionality for the management of this information are provided. The results
obtainedd and the experience gained by the work described in this chapter are used for
definingg a methodology for integrating new scientific domains and applications in CEE
[165].. The methodology provides a step-by-step guidance to domain experts, tool developers,, and administrators during the process of adding new domains, applications,
resourcess to the CEE.
Thee methodology provided in this section is generic and reusable; it can be uniformlyy applied to different scientific domains and to different scientific applications.
Formulationn of the results obtained by the work presented in this chapter in terms of
aa generic and reusable methodology also proves the genericness and reusability of the
achievedachieved results, which were among the main objectives of this dissertation.
Followingg subsections describe the methodology in details. Application of the
methodologyy to a real-life application, namely to the DNA microarray application, is
demonstratedd in Chapter 6.

4.6.11

Integration of a New Domain in CEE

Integrationn of a new domain in CEE covers the development of a domain-specific
applicationn database, integrating and registering this database into the CEE and the
informationn management platform, and defining and registering the domain users.
Stepss to take when integrating a new domain in CEE are enumerated below.
S.. 1 Study different types of experiments being performed in the domain, to the
levell of detail of single components involved in the experiments and the related
informationn for each component. This step is realized by a Domain Expert in
closee collaboration with an Information Management Admin (IM Admin).
S,, 2 Generate process data flows (PDFs) for each experiment type. Discuss the
PDFss with the experts from the domain, make any necessary modifications,
andd eventually confirm the PDFs. This step is performed by a Domain Expert
inn close collaboration with an IM Admin.
S.. 3 For each PDF, map the PDF elements to the base data types in the EEDM,
andd model each PDF element by sub-typing one of the base EEDM data types.
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Thee result is the process data flows with elements that are defined as sub-types
off base EEDM types. These PDFs form the base for the application database
schemaa for the domain. This step is performed by an IM Admin together with
aa Domain Expert.
S.. 4 Cross-study different experiment types defined in terms of extended EEDM
constructs,, and identify the elements that are common to different experiments
suchh as organism information. Identify the relationships between components in
differentt experiments and these common elements. Confirm the result with expertss in the domain. The result is the core schema for the application database.
Thiss step is performed by a Domain Expert and an IM Admin.
S.. 5 Map the core database schema to a data definition language (e.g. Object Definitionn Language). Add the other types required by the information management
platform:: procedure data model, origin-copies, and context-procedure links.
Thiss step is performed by an IM Admin.
S.. 6 Create the actual application database by loading the schema defined in the
dataa definition language. This step is performed by an IM Admin.
S.. 7 Register the database to the information management platform by providing
thee required information about the new data source. This step is performed by
ann IM Admin.
S.. 8 Define and register the domain users using the user management functionality.
Thiss step is performed by a CEE Admin.

4.6.22

Integration of a New Application in CEE

Oncee the new domain is integrated, new applications from that domain can be integrated.. Steps to follow when integrating new applications are given below.
S.. 1 Using the access rights management functionalities, define different user roles
andd restrictions for each role on the data types of this domain. Assign one role
too each domain user. These activities are performed by a Domain Expert.
S.. 2 Using the Procedure Editor, define experiment procedures for different types of
experimentss that will be offered to users of this application. This activity is
performedd by a Domain Expert.
S.. 3 Develop software entities for application specific functionality, such as an analysiss tool for microarray data. This activity is performed by a Tool Developer.
S.. 4 Register the software entities to the CEE. After the quality control applied to
softwaree entities, store the software entity definitions in the information managementt platform using functionality for computational processing management,
andd store the executables in the CEE repository for software entities. These
activitiess are performed by a Domain Expert.
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Conclusions

Experiment-relatedd information in a CEE includes information about scientific experimentss (e.g. experiment procedures, experiment contexts, computational processing
off experiments), information about users (e.g. user information and access rights
definitions),, and CEE-related information (e.g. information about active sessions, informationn about functionality provided by the CEE). The main subject of this chapter
wass to define a framework for managing information related to scientific experiments
inn a CEE. In addition to the data modelling for experiment-related information and
functionalityy modelling for the management of this information, the framework also
coveredd an experiment model and framework for user environment. In specific, this
chapter: :
1.. defined an experiment model that is capable of uniformly representing different
aspectss of heterogeneous scientific experiments,
2.. described a user environment for uniformly presenting the experiment-related
informationn to users and functionality for managing this information, where
thee uniformity allows for the reuse of facilities and functionality for supporting
differentt types of experiments,
3.. defined several data models for representing the experiment-related information,
whichh are uniform and reusable (to model information related to heterogeneous
experiments)) and open, flexible and extendible (to improve the developed modelss in the future when needed and to model new types of information),
4.. defined functionality models for managing the experiment-related information
inn a CEE, which are generic and reusable (to support uniform management of
heterogenouss experimental information), and
5.. denned a methodology for integration of new domains and applications in CEE
basedd on the results obtained and experience gained by the work presented
here,, which provides a step-by-step guidance to domain experts, tool developers,
administratorss during the process of adding new applications to the CEE.
Thee data and functionality models defined as part of the framework described in
thiss chapter are generic and can be implemented by different collaborative experimentationn environments in different ways. Chapter 5 presents VIMCO, the information
managementt platform of the VLAM-G virtual laboratory environment, as one specific
implementationn of the information management framework described here.

Chapterr 5

Managementt of Information
inn the VLAM-G
Experimentation n
Environment t
Chapterr 4 defined a framework and generic/reusable methodologies for information
managementt in collaborative experimentation environments (CEEs). In addition to
modellingg the information related to scientific experiments in a CEE, Chapter 4 also
providedd description and modelling of the required CEE functionality for managing
thee experiment-related information. The models defined for data and functionality
aree both based on the experiment model, which was also introduced and defined
inn the previous chapter. Furthermore, a user environment was described to tackle
thee challenges of how to present the experiment, its related information, and the
functionalityy provided by the CEE to its users.
Thee information management framework defined in Chapter 4 is generic and it
cann be implemented in different ways. The main subject of this chapter is to present
onee specific application of the information management framework described in the
previouss chapter and its implementation within the VLAM-G project; namely the Virtuall Laboratory Information Management for Cooperation (VIMCO). VIMCO is the
informationn management platform designed and implemented within the Grid-based
Virtuall Laboratory Amsterdam (VLAM-G) project, which was briefly introduced in
Subsectionn 1.5.1.
Thee remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. The chapter first revisits
thee VLAM-G experimentation environment, describes its experiment model and user
environmentt (Front-End), and provides an example user session that includes the typicall user activities within the VLAM-G. Then the chapter focuses on the description
off VIMCO first by providing an overview, and then describing its architecture, imple163 3
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mentation,, databases, and services. Since this chapter presents an implementation of
thee framework described in the previous chapter, several cross-references are provided
throughoutt the text to the previous chapter.

5.11

VLAM-G Experimentation Environment - Revisited d

Thee VLAM-G is a virtual laboratory environment supporting multiple-disciplines.
Itt was described in more details in Subsection 1.5.1. In this section, the design
andd implementation of the VLAM-G experiment model and VLAM-G Front-End are
provided.. The experiment model adopted by the VLAM-G is an implementation of
thee experiment model introduced in the previous chapter, and the Front-End is an
implementationn of the user environment also described in the previous chapter.

5.1.11

Experiment Model of t h e V L A M - G

Thee experiment model presented in Section 4.1 is adopted by the VLAM-G with
aa different naming convention. Scientific experiments in VLAM-G consist of three
components,, namely Process Flow Template, Study, and Topology; respectively correspondingg to the Experiment Procedure, Experiment Context and Experiment's Computationall Processing components of the experiment model described in Section 4.1.
Thiss is summarized below:
Processs Flow Template •£> Experiment Procedure
Studyy <£> Experiment Context
Topologyy <& Experiment's Computational Processing
Sincee the experiment model was described in details in the previous chapter, this
sectionn outlines only the main aspects of the VLAM-G experiment model. A Process
FlowFlow Template (PFT) is a step-wise description of a certain type of experiments and
containss the steps involved in a typical experiment of this type. PFTs are designed
byy domain experts and serve as a template for scientists during experimentation. A
StudyStudy is an instance of a PFT. It provides information about a particular experiment,
byy describing the data elements and activities involved in the experiment. The computationall aspects of scientific experiments are represented as a Topology in VLAM-G.
AA topology consists of a number of 'software modules' attached to each other to form
aa data flow, which is intended to solve a particular problem.

5.1.22

V L A M - G User Environment: Front-End

Thee Front-End is the user environment of the VLAM-G. Users interact with the
VLAM-GG only through the Front-End. It consists of a number of graphical user interfacess (GUIs), which present the experiment-related information managed by VIMCO
andd the functionalities provided by VLAM-G and VIMCO to users in a uniform way.
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Recalll here that although the author was involved in the design activities, the architecturall design and the actual implementation of the Front-End were realized by
otherr VLAM-G members (see 'VLAM-G Development' in Subsection 1.5.1).
GUIss of the Front-End include three editors: PFT Editor, PFT Viewer, and
Topologyy Editor. Interfaces for log-in process, for displaying the available services,
andd for registration of new software modules to VLAM-G are the other GUIs in the
Front-End. .
Thee PFT Editor supports basic PFT manipulation functionality, such as designing
neww PFTs and browsing and/or updating existing PFTs. A PFT defines an experimentt from a specific domain, and the PFT Editor is available only to domain experts
whoo have extensive knowledge in their domains. When designing a new PFT, the
PFTT Editor displays the types in the database schema selected by the domain expert.. The domain expert defines the PFT using the database schema types. During
thee PFT design process, the PFT Editor assists the expert by, for instance, insertingg compulsory elements, displaying the relationships between elements, connecting
elementss to each other, and generating and holding information about the graphical
representationn of the PFT. Figure 5.1 shows the PFT Editor, used for designing the
Materiall Analysis PFT. In the upper-left side of the editor window, a list of the data
typess in the material analysis database schema can be seen. Information about the
selectedd PFT element (in this case corresponding to the MaterialAnalysis class) is
displayedd in the lower-left side of the editor window.
Thee PFT Viewer is an editor for instantiating PFTs (i.e. for making studies) and
forr browsing and modifying existing studies. When a user logs-in to the VLAM-G,

Figuree 5.1: Snapshot of the PFT Editor
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s/hee is presented with a list of PFTs to make a new study and a list of existing studies.
Iff the user selects to make a new study, the PFT corresponding to that type of study is
loadedd from VIMCO and displayed in the PFT Viewer. If the user selects an existing
study,, that study is loaded from VIMCO together with its PFT, and displayed in the
P F TT Viewer. The graphical information for the proper display of a study on screen
ass well as other necessary information related to the problem domain are hold by the
PFT,, hence, a link is maintained between a study and the PFT that is used to make
thatt study. Clicking on any step in the study displays the detailed information about
thatt step in a form. Users make use of this form to create a new instance of a study
step,, or to browse and modify the information about a step. The form contains the
attributess and their values for that step. Depending on the visibility policies specified
forr the attributes, the PFT Viewer may decide to filter out some of the attributes. The
viewerr assists the user to connect the steps in a study to each other. This is not done
automatically,, because, a study step may contain more than one instance at a time,
andd it is not possible to automatically determine which instance must be connected to
thee next/previous step instances. This occurs, for instance, when a study contains a
parallell data analysis operation, where two analysis step instances generate two data
stepp instances (as output files). In this case the user must manually link the analysis
too its output. Furthermore, users can enter the query mode for retrieving already
existingg instances of a step from the database by clicking on the query button for
thatt step. The query mode displays a form containing the attributes of that step,
fill-inn boxes to specify the condition values for attributes, and the operators for the
condition.. When the user enters the query conditions, PFT Viewer formulates the
queryy in SQL, and submits it to VIMCO. The query results returned by VIMCO also
includee the PFT information, which is used by the viewer to properly display the
results.. Figure 5.2 shows the P F T Viewer used for creating a new material analysis
study.. The outlook of the viewer window is the same as the PFT Editor, except that
thee PFT Viewer does not include a list for showing the data types in the database
schema.. Information about the selected study element is however displayed on the
leftt side of the viewer window (in this case the MaterialAnalysis instance).
Thee Topology Editor allows users to compose their topologies using available softwaree modules, and save and execute topologies. The Topology Editor is launched
byy the Front-End when the user clicks on a study step in the PFT Viewer which is
markedd as an RTS process (i.e. as a processing step). Upon initiation, the Topology
Editorr loads the descriptions of the software modules from VIMCO that this user is
authorizedd to use. A module description contains information about its functionality,
itss run-time requirements (e.g. CPU requirements), brief description and detailed
manuals,, input and output ports, etc. Users create instances of the modules by draggingg and dropping them into the working area of the Topology Editor, and set the
actuall parameter values. By connecting the input/output ports of the modules, users
definee a data flow, which can be saved and executed. The Topology Editor also allowss users to display execution results, as well as to retrieve status information and
changee execution parameters at run-time. The Topology Editor is shown in Figure
5.3,, used for designing a topology for material analysis. In the upper-left side of the
editorr window, a list of available software modules can be seen. Information about
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thee selected module (in this case apodization) is displayed in the lower-left side of the
editorr window.

5.1.33

Experimentation in the VLAM-G

Thiss section provides an example user session to illustrate the typical activities performedd by a user within the VLAM-G, as depicted in Figure 5.4. A user logs-in to
thee VLAM-G by presenting her/his certificate using the Front-End log-in dialog. If
thee user presents a valid certificate, a new Session Manager instance is created, which
thenn contacts VIMCO for the authentication of this user as a valid VLAM-G user. If
thee user is authenticated after this two-level authentication, VIMCO generates a list
off available services that this user is authorized to use. The list contains the types of
studiess that this user is allowed to make, existing studies that this user is allowed to
browse/modify,, and active sessions at the time of login. Different types of studies are
representedd as PFTs. Users make new studies by creating instances of these PFTs
withinn the VLAM-G. If the user is an expert in her/his domain, the list also includes
PFTss that this expert is authorized to manipulate. Each item in the list contains a
namee and a brief description, which helps the user to find and select the service that
s/hee needs.
Thee user then chooses either to make a new study by selecting its template, to
workk on an existing study by selecting that study from the list, or to join an active
sessionn by selecting that session from the list. For the latter case, this user will be
registeredd as a participant of the collaborative session that s/he joined (implementa-
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tionn of collaborative sessions is planned for future work). For the first two cases, a
neww session is created and this user is assigned as the owner.
Thiss example assumes that the user selects a PFT to make a new study. As soon
ass the user selects the PFT, it is loaded and presented to the user in the Front-End.
Thee user goes over the PFT steps and fills-in the required information for each step.
Thiss way, s/he fills-in the PFT and saves the study.
Somee of the steps in the PFT actually correspond to computational processes; for
instance,, analysis of a data set generated by a laboratory instrument. In this case,
afterr filling in the required information for this analysis step, the Topology Editor is
launched,, with a list of software modules that s/he is allowed to use. S/he defines
aa topology by dragging-dropping modules from the list and connecting them to each
other,, and executes it by sending the topology to the VLAM-G RTS. At the same
time,, the topology is saved in VIMCO, and a link is created from the analysis step
too this topology.
Whenn finished with the current study, the user either logs-out from VLAM-G or
continuess by re-displaying the list of available services. In the former case, the session
iss terminated and VIMCO releases all resources allocated for this session (e.g. closes
alll database connections). In the latter case, Session Manager updates the session
informationn and persists it in VIMCO.

Figuree 5.3: Snapshot of the Topology Editor
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5.2 2 VIMCO:: Virtual Laboratory Information Man-

agementt for Cooperation
VIMCOO is the information management platform of the VLAM-G. In addition to data
modellingg for diverse types of experiment-related information handled in the VLAMG,, VIMCO provides several mechanisms for platform independent database access,
distributedd and multi-threaded manipulation of these diverse types of experimentrelatedd information, and XML-based information exchange facilities. VIMCO is an
implementationn of the information management framework presented in Chapter 4.
Therefore,, VIMCO provides the functionalities described in that chapter to its users.
VIMCOO is designed and developed as an integral part of the VLAM-G architecture.. The main goal behind the VIMCO development is to provide a scalable and
flexibleflexible platform for managing the wide variety of experiment-related information,
alsoo considering the requirements listed in Section 2.6. Below, a summary of the
mainn requirements for VIMCO is given:
Modellingg wide variety of information related to scientific experiments.
•• Providing mechanisms for the management of such information.
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•• Designing and developing a scalable and flexible platform that is open for adding
neww users and resources, and open for adding new types of information and
componentss to support the management of new information.
•• Designing and developing an open platform that do not depend on any third
partyy products.
Inn this direction, the design principles set for the design and development of
VIMCOO can be summarized as follows:
1.. Using object-oriented approach.
2.. Using standards as much as possible.
3.. Using open-source, publicly available solutions.
4.. Distributed, multi-threaded, and modular architecture.
5.. Clear, consistent, and generic interfaces that each module declares for its functionality. .
Thee rest of this chapter describes the VIMCO design and development in details,
whichh address the requirements and follow the design principles as described above.
Notee here that all architecture and data model diagrams provided in this chapter are
object-orientedd and use UML notation.

5.33

The VIMCO Architecture

Thee VIMCO architecture has been designed to support information management
inn the distributed VLAM-G environment. The diagram in Figure 5.5 provides an
overvieww of the VIMCO architecture. The figure shows the VIMCO architectural
components,, the interactions among them, and their distribution over several nodes
(onn which the components run).
Thee VIMCO architecture is open for extensions and improvements in the future.
Thiss is achieved through the modular architecture, the standardized and generic interfacess defined by components, and usage of driver-components for third-party software
packages.. One advantage of standardized and generic interfaces and usage of drivercomponentss is that they reduce/ remove dependencies among components as well as
theyy remove dependencies to third party solutions. For instance, developing driverclassess for different XML generator/parser packages that comply with the base XML
Managerr allows for plugging-in any XML package. The driver-components approach
iss similar to the mediator approach.
Componentss of the VIMCO architecture are grouped into three different types of
serverss that are dispersed over three different types of nodes (see Figure 5.5):
•• VIMCO Communication Servers
•• VIMCO Core Functionality Server
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•• VIMCO DB Servers
Inn the rest of this section, VIMCO components will be described in details.

5.3.11

V I M C O Communication Servers

VIMCOO Communication Servers are responsible for the communication between
VIMCOO and the outside world (i.e. other VLAM-G components). Within the general
VLAM-GG architecture, no direct user access to VIMCO is permitted. The only client
off VIMCO is the VLAM-G Session Manager, which acts as a broker in the VLAM-G
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environment. .
Thee communication servers present the VIMCO functionality to the outside world
throughh interfaces based on different communication mechanisms. Three different
communicationn servers have been developed for VIMCO: RMI Server, Activatable
RMII Server, and Servlets.
Althoughh all VIMCO communication servers use the VIMCO Core Functionalityy Server as the back-end, having separate communication servers enables future
modificationss to the VIMCO Core Functionality Server by decoupling it totally from
thee client programs. Hence, effects of possible future changes in the VIMCO Core
Functionalityy Server to clients are minimized.
V I M C OO RMI Server is the RMI interface of VIMCO. The current design
off VLAM-G Session Manager uses the VIMCO RMI Server to communicate with
VIMCO.. It forwards the arriving requests as RMI calls to the VIMCO Core Functionalityy Server, serializes the results into XML documents, and returns the XML
documentss back to the requester.
V I M C OO Activatable R M I Server provides an RMI-based communication betweenn VIMCO and the outside world. The difference between this server and the
VIMCOO RMI Server is the following: In order to keep the VIMCO RMI Server processs alive, the Java Virtual Machine process must also be kept alive. That is, the
VIMCOO Server must be continuously active and running in the foreground. However,
Activatablee RMI Server works as a daemon in the background, and is activated only
whenn there is a request. Thus, the Activatable RMI Server enables the VIMCO Server
too be activated on demand.
V I M C OO H T T P Server provides an HTTP/HTTPS-based communication. The
VIMCOO HTTP Server has the capability of understanding HTTP requests, convertingg the message-based requests into calls to VIMCO Core Functionality Server, and
sendingg the results back using HTTP. The requests are formulated as messages over
HTTP,, while the actual data is transferred as XML. A protocol has been defined for
thee HTTP-based communication between VIMCO and the Session Manager [70]. The
protocoll messages have the following generic structure:
<sessionId>,, <type>, <messagename>, < a t t r i b u t e s >
Inn this protocol, sessionld indicates to which session the message belongs. Possible
valuess for type are the following: 'request', 'response', 'update' and 'inform', messagenamename is the name of the message, attributes contain the relevant information for the
messagee in XML format.
Thee reason for using XML-based message content is that intermediate communicationn layers will be isolated from the possible changes to the content or format of
XMLL messages.

5.3.22

VIMCO Core Functionality Server

VIMCOO Core Functionality Server is the main component in VIMCO. It provides the
functionalityy to support a VLAM-G user throughout her/his experimentation, start-
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ingg from presenting the available VLAM-G services until log-out. The components
inn the VIMCO Core Functionality Server work together to process the user requests
thatt may arrive during a session.
VIMCOO stores the session information in a persistent storage, while the VLAM-G
Sessionn Manager is responsible for the management of sessions. A session contains
informationn about the active user in the session at any time, the study that the active
userr is working on, PFT of the study, the list of topologies that were submitted to
thee RTS during this session, and other users collaborating with the active user for
thee study. VIMCO Core Functionality Server uses the session information to process
userr requests. For instance, the user information in a session object is used to enforce
thee access rights defined for the active user.
Followingg describes the components in the VIMCO Core Functionality Server.
VIMCOO Server Manager
Thee VIMCO Server Manager component is used by the VIMCO Administrator only
duringg system initialization and system shutdown. It provides two functionalities:
Startupp and shutdown. During startup, VIMCO Server Manager connects to the
VIMCOO DB and reads the necessary information needed for the proper operation of
thee VIMCO Core Functionality Server, and initializes the internal data structures
maintainedd by the Lookup Server. This information includes the available databases
andd the mappings between the databases and their contents. The Connection Managerr and RMI Server are also initialized by the VIMCO Server Manager at startup
time.. During shutdown, several operations are performed for a clean shutdown of the
system,, e.g. all open database connections are closed.
Thee VIMCO Server Manager consists of the following classes and interfaces: The
IVimcoServerManagerr interface defines the two methods that VimcoServerManager
classs implements, which performs the actual startup and shutdown operations. The
VimcoServerLauncherr is a password-protected graphical interface for administrators
too startup and shutdown the system.
Lookupp Server
Lookupp Server maintains lookup lists in the memory for fast access at run-time,
containingg information about the databases, active sessions, users and access rights,
andd the mapping between a database and its contents. The Lookup Server maintains a
numberr of lists at run-time. The database list and the mapping between the database
IDD and the content ID are initialized by the VIMCO Server Manager at startup
time.. Session information, however, is inserted into the session list at run-time by
thee VLAM-G Session Manager using VIMCO services. The methods provided by the
Lookupp Server enable the other VIMCO Core Functionality Server components to
lookupp for information based on keys, such as the ID of a database. For example,
Lookupp Server is used to obtain a connection to a VIMCO database as follows: A
requestt to read a study contains the session ID. VIMCO looks up for the session
informationn for the given ID, from which it obtains the database ID holding the
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study.. The database ID is then used when obtaining a connection to the database
fromm the Connection Manager.
V I M C OO Server
Thee main component in the VIMCO Core Functionality Server is the VIMCO Server.
Alll VIMCO services representing the overall VIMCO functionality are implemented
byy the VIMCO Server. It also coordinates the activities of other components in the
VIMCOO Core Functionality Server in order to process a user request. For instance,
whenn a request to save a study arrives to VIMCO Core Functionality Server, the
VIMCOO Server will first map the session information into actual database information
usingg the session information and the other internal information provided by the
Lookupp Server, and contact the Connection Manager to get the correct data manager.
Thenn it starts a transaction in the corresponding application database, saves the study,
andd commits the transaction using the Connection Manager. Every VIMCO service
iss executed within a transaction. Transactions are closed after the completion of the
servicee execution.
VimcoServerr is the main class in the VIMCO Server component that implements
thee VIMCO functionality. It contains read, write, delete, and write-as methods for
differentt types of information managed by VIMCO, including for instance, PFTs,
studies,, and session information. Among other classes in the VIMCO Server, VimcoServerConstantss defines the constant values used by all components in VIMCO,
suchh as the reuse policy values and the attribute properties. The Session class for
representingg the session information is also defined as part of VIMCO Server. Finally,
VIMCOO Server contains a number of 'info' classes, each of which provides a summary
off the actual information in the VIMCO databases. VIMCO services are described in
detailss in Section 5.5.
X M LL Manager
XMLL is used for the data transfer among the VLAM-G components. Since the VIMCO
Serverr is object-oriented, XML Manager is used to serialize Java objects into XML
documentss and to de-serialize XML documents back into Java objects. The XML
Managerr provides a standardized interface, so that the underlying XML package can
bee replaced by another package at any time if need occurs. The same XML Manager is
usedd also by the Front-End and the Run Time System. Currently, besides the VimcoXMLL package, two third-party XML packages called JSX [166] and ElectricXML [167]
aree available for Java XML conversion.
Thee XML Manager consists of the following classes: XMLManager class provides
twoo methods for Java-XML conversion: writeXML for serializing Java objects into
XMLL documents, and readXML for de-serializing XML documents into Java objects.
Thee XMLManager class itself does not perform the actual conversion. It uses one of the
availablee XML drivers for conversion, which is imported at compile time. For each
off the available XML packages, a driver class is developed, which declares the same
methodss as the XMLManager class. The methods make the necessary calls to the under-
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Tablee 5.1: Comparison of the size of XML documents generated by ElectricXML
(EXML)) and VimcoXML (all file sizes are given in KB)

lyingg XML package for the serialization/de-serialization of Java objects. The XML data
typee is used to represent XML documents as Java objects; XML managers receive and
generatee XML documents as instances of this type. Its value attribute contains the
contentss of the XML document as a Java String. Following a mediator-like approach
breakss the dependency of the VIMCO components to the used conversion package.
Alll three packages mentioned above have been used and tested in VIMCO. At
thee time of testing, JSX did not provide support for all the Java types that were
usedd in VIMCO. ElectricXML is a much more robust tool, however, the XML documentt generated by ElectricXML contains too much overhead mainly due to the XML
Schemaa used by the tool. To overcome this overhead, VimcoXML has been developed.. The XML document of VimcoXML only contains the full class name, and tags
correspondingg to the attributes of the object being serialized and their values.
AA test was made to compare the sizes of the XML documents generated by ElectricXMLL and VimcoXML. The test was to backup the VIMCO databases by serializing
theirr contents into XML documents. Table 5.1 shows the test results. For each
database,, number of objects in the database, size of the backup file generated by the
DBMSS itself, and the uncompressed and compressed file sizes of the XML documents
generatedd by the two packages are given. In all cases, VimcoXML generated smaller
filess than EletcricXML. When compressed, the VimcoXML files are even smaller than
thee DBMS backup files.
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C o n n e c t i o nn M a n a g e r
Connectionn Manager uses the available database drivers to provide connections
too other VIMCO Core Functionality Server components for accessing the VIMCO
databases.. A database driver is a library to manipulate the data stored in a specific
DBMS.. The Connection Manager opens a connection to the specified database and
manipulatess the data in that database using the corresponding database driver.
Onn the contrary to transactions, connections to the VIMCO databases are kept
openn during many user requests. Because the access rights are defined for individual
userss and their enforcement requires the user ID, connections to the databases must
bee opened by the users themselves. Therefore, performance improvement mechanisms
requiringg an anonymous access to databases, such as connection pooling, can not be
applied.. Instead, connection caching is used as an alternative mechanism for reducing
thee overhead introduced by opening and closing connections, where connections are
keptt open during the lifetime of a user session. Open connections are cached based
onn the user name, database name, and the current session ID. The first time a user
requestss a connection to a database within a session, a new connection is opened
forr this user. This connection is returned back to the requester (i.e. the VIMCO
Server),, and at the same time it is cached internally. When the same user requests
aa connection to the same database still in the same session, Connection Manager
returnss the cached connection. When a session ends, VIMCO Server issues a remove
commandd to the Connection Manager to close and remove any cached connections
openedd to the specified database within that session.
Thee Connection Manager component consists of a manager class, a standardizedd interface to different DBMSs, and drivers implementing this interface. The
IConnectionn interface defines the basic database connection and data manipulation
methods,, such as connect/disconnect, start/commit/abort transactions, read/write/deletee objects, and execute queries. Two drivers have been implemented until now,
bothh for the Matisse object-oriented database management system (ODBMS) [168].
Thee JMatisse driver is implemented on top of the Matisse C API, using Java Nativee Interface (JNI). JMatisse uses persistence by reachability for reading and writing
databasee objects. That is, given an entry point object, all objects reachable from the
entryy point object (through navigating the relationships) are persisted to the database
orr retrieved from the database. JMatisse defines depth to overcome the object boundaryy problem. The depth specifies the number of recursions during the traversal of the
objectt graph (i.e. the depth of the object graph to be traversed). Mts Java driver,
onn the hand, uses indirect object pointers to overcome the object boundary problem.
MtsJavaa is implemented using the Matisse Java API.
ConnectionManagerr is the class that implements the connection management and
cachingg functionality, as described above. It maintains a list of open connections
basedd on the session ID and the database ID. Connections can be closed one by one
uponn request, or all connections in a session can be closed at session termination.
Connectt ionManager also provides an i n i t method, which is used during VIMCO
startupp to open connections to the VIMCO DB to initialize the Lookup Server.
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Figuree 5.6: Technologies/tools used for the implementation of VIMCO

Logg Manager
Inn order to log the errors occurred and trace the execution flow during run-time, a
loggingg system is developed. Several exceptions have been defined to represent the
errorss that may occur during the VIMCO execution, and traces have been identified
thatt correspond to the important points in the execution flow. These errors and traces
aree prioritized with a level number, specifying the importance of the error or trace.
Thee level of required error or trace log is set at startup time by the administrator,
andd error messages and traces for which the level number is above the specified value
aree logged in two separate files at run-time. LogManager was especially useful during
thee software development phase.

5.3.33

V I M C O D B Servers

VIMCOO DB Servers correspond to the VIMCO databases. Currently, all VIMCO
databasess are developed using the Matisse ODBMS [168]. VIMCO databases are
describedd in Section 5.4.

5.3.44

Implementation of V I M C O

Severall technologies have been used for the development of the different VIMCO
components,, as shown in Figure 5.6. Entire VIMCO is implemented in Java, except
thee VIMCO RTS Module which is implemented in C / C + + .
Thee RMI and RMI Activatable technologies and the RMI Registry tool of Sun
Microsystemss are used for the implementation of the VIMCO RMI Servers, while
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Javaa Servlets and Apache Tomcat servlet container are used for the implementation
off the VIMCO HTTP Server.
Ass mentioned earlier, ElectricXML and VimcoXML tools are used for the serialization/deserializationn of Java objects.
Matissee ODBMS is used for the implementation of all VIMCO databases. Currently,, work on using a relational DBMS is ongoing. For database access, mainly the
MtsJavaa library developed on top of the Matisse Java API is used. JDBC is also used
forr some operations, such as querying Matisse databases.
Thee VLAM-G RTS, its libraries and the provided support tools are used for the
developmentt of the VIMCO RTS module.
VIMCOO is currently running on both a Linux cluster and a Sun server. Some
reservedd nodes of the Linux cluster host the VIMCO Communication Servers, VIMCO
Coree Functionality Server, and the VIMCO databases.

5.44

VIMCO Databases

VIMCOO maintains several databases for storing different types of information generatedd and handled within the VLAM-G. VIMCO databases include the application
databasess storing experiment-related information, and three other databases: VIMCO
DBDB for internal VIMCO information, Project DB for multi-disciplinary projects, and
RTSRTS DB for module descriptions and topologies. In the remaining of this section,
VIMCOO databases and their contents are briefly described.
V I M C OO D B
VIMCOVIMCO DB is the database for information that is used internally by the VLAM-G
andd VIMCO. Contents of the VIMCO DB include user information and access rights
definitions,, session information, information about available data sources, and other
informationn that is only used by VIMCO for internal purposes such as a counter for
uniquee identifiers.
Thee UML diagram for the VIMCO DB schema is given in Figure 5.7. VIMCO DB
implementss the user model defined in Subsection 4.3.3 for managing user information
andd access rights definitions.
Inn addition, VIMCO DB schema contains the DataSource class to maintain informationn about the available VIMCO data sources, such as the description of the
dataa source, the host on which it resides, and the driver for accessing the data source
andd for manipulating its contents. Currently, all VIMCO data sources are database
managementt systems, represented as instances of the DB class, which in turn inherits
fromm the DataSource.
Thee Session class is defined in the VIMCO DB schema to provide persistence to
sessionn information. Session class was described in Subsection 4.3.4.
Remainingg two classes in the VIMCO DB schema are Password and I d e n t i f i e r .
Passwordd is a singleton class with only one instance holding the common password for
allall VIMCO users. To access a database, a user must have an account on the underlying
DBMS,, with a unique username and password. However, in order to provide single
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DataSource e
name:: string
idd : int
descriptionn : string
hostName:: string
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faxx : string

idd : int

studyKeyss : string [ ]

email:: string
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dataTypee : string
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relationshiprelationship name
Relationship p
Dataa

attributee : Attribute Type
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Extendss {subtype/
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rel.rel. name

inverseinverse rel. name
Relationship p

Figuree 5.7: Class diagram for the VIMCO DB Schema

sign-onn facility, VIMCO does not require the users to provide a password for accessing
VIMCOO databases. Since no direct access to VIMCO databases is allowed, defining
aa single password that is common to all VIMCO users is sufficient. This password
iss never published to users, but only used by the Connection Manager to connect to
thee VIMCO databases. Finally, I d e n t i f i e r is the other singleton class that is used
too generate unique integer identifiers. There can be more than one type of identifier,
eachh of which is unique only within its own context. For example, currently, only an
identifierr for session objects is generated and maintained. If needed, more identifiers
cann be defined in the I d e n t i f i e r class as new attributes.
Applicationn Databases
Onee database is developed for each application in an experimental science domain.
VIMCOO currently maintains two application databases: MACS DB for material analysiss experiments, and Expressive DB for microarray experiments.
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Figuree 5.8: Data model for PFTs in application databases

Applicationn databases contain PFTs, studies, and other information that are specificc to the application.
Forr the representation of PFTs, application databases implement the Procedure
Dataa Model, which was described in Subsection 4.3.2. However, as mentioned earlier
inn this chapter, VLAM-G uses the term 'Process-Flow Template' (PFT) to refer to
experimentt procedures. The PFT Data Model, which is appended to the schema of
eachh application database, is given in Figure 5.8.
Ass also described in Subsection 4.3.2, application database schemas extend
thee Experimentation Environment Data Model for modelling the domain-specific
experiment-relatedd information. The Expressive DB schema will be described in
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Notation: :
TypeName e
elements elements

StudyElmPFTBm m
attribute:: Attribute Type

studyld:: int

studyElmldd : int

pftldd : int

pftElmld:: int

Data a
Type e

relationshiprelationship name
F elationship
F
p

Figuree 5.9: Data model for study-PFT links in application databases

detailss in Chapter 6, and the schema designed for MACS DB can be found in [9].
Anotherr structure that is included in the application database schemas is the one
forr representing the link between studies and PFTs. The model of the structure was
describedd in Subsection 4.4.1, however, Figure 5.9 shows the data model with the
namingg convention used in the implementation.
Ass described in Subsection 4.4.2 in the previous chapter, the OriginCopy class
wass defined for storing information about reused objects. For the same purpose, this
classs is appended to the application database schemas as it is.
P r o j e c tt D B
Multi-disciplinaryy projects consist of experiments from different domains. VIMCO
adoptss the approach for multi-disciplinary projects defined in Subsection 4.5.1, which
usess the general structure of scientific experiments and the project concept as the
facilitator. .
Inn order to facilitate multi-disciplinary projects in VIMCO, a specific database
forr projects called Project DB is developed. All information about existing projects
iss stored in this database, while the actual experiment information (i.e. studies) is
storedd in multiple application databases. Representation of multi-disciplinary projects
iss illustrated in Figure 5.10.
Thee schema of the Project DB is given in Figure 5.11. The schema consists of
twoo classes: P r o j e c t class for representing (multi-disciplinary) projects, and ExpXRef
classs for representing the experiments in projects. A Project object contains highlevell information about the project such as its description and start/end dates, and
linkss to the experiments included in the project. The links are actually to the ExpXRef
objects,, which act as proxies to experiment objects in the application databases. An
ExpXReff object contains the ID of the database storing the actual experiment object
andd the OID of that experiment object.
Inn the current implementation of VIMCO, application database schemas still containn the Project class, however, these are not instantiated. When writing a study,
VIMCOO writes all the objects in the study to the corresponding application database
exceptt the P r o j e c t object. Since the project information is not stored in the same
applicationn database, the relationships from the Experiment object to its project
aree set to null. The Project object is then written into the Project DB, and an
ExpXReff instance is created as a proxy to the Experiment object that was stored in
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thee application database. VIMCO then sets the attributes of the ExpXRef object to
thee correct values, and creates the links between the Project and ExpXRef objects.
Similarly,, when a read request for a study arrives to VIMCO, the project information
forr the study is retrieved from the Project DB; or, if a query involving the Project
classs arrives, VIMCO re-directs the query to the Project DB. Furthermore, ordering
off experiments in a project is realized by ordering the ExpXRef objects in the Project
DBB rather than the actual Experiment objects in the application databases. All these
operationss are performed by VIMCO transparently to the user. In fact, users are not
awaree of the existence of the Project DB.
RTSS D B
RTSRTS DB is the VIMCO database for storing information related to the computations
performedd by the VLAM-G RTS. Module definitions provided by domain experts and
topologiess defined by scientists are stored in the RTS DB.
Fromm one point of view, topologies can be seen as application data/information,
andd hence they should be stored in the application databases together with the studies.
However,, topologies are composed of modules, and a scientist can make use of any
kindd of module in her/his topology, without being restricted only to those modules
thatt are developed specifically for her/his field of expertise. Also considering that
onee of the aims of the VLAM-G is to promote inter-disciplinary research, all modules
mustt be available to all scientists, although specific security and access rights are still
applicable,, for instance to use a very expensive device. Thus, instead of replicating
thee module definitions in all application databases, a specific database to hold both
thee module definitions and the topologies is a better approach.

Project t

Experiment t

Experimentt Component

n-^-n n

Experiment t

Experimentt Component

MACSS DB
Experimentt

nn

Experiment Component

Figuree 5.10: Representing multi-disciplinary projects
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RTSS DB stores the topologies. Since a topology is part of a study, that is, it
correspondss to a (number of) processing step(s) in a study, a link is maintained from
that/thosee step(s) in the study to the topology. Currently, this link is implemented
ass a pointer attribute in the study step, whose value is the topology ID. After the
topologyy is saved in the RTS DB, the PFT Viewer sets the value of this attribute to
thee correct topology ID.
Thee RTS DB schema is given in Figure 5.12. This schema implements the data
modelss developed for software entity descriptions and computational processing of an
experiment,, as described in Subsection 4.3.2. It also includes the data model for user
informationn as defined in Subsection 4.3.3. Hence, the schema diagram in Figure 5.12
consistss of three parts (represented using the UML subsystem symbol): Part A of the
RTSS DB schema is depicted in Figure 5.13. Part A includes module descriptions, their
input/outputt ports and data types, required environment variables, parameters, etc.
Partt B of the RTS DB schema is given in Figure 5.14, which models the topologies
withh the modules in the topology and their connections to each other. Figure 5.15
showss the part C of the RTS DB schema, which includes the data types for user
information. .

5.55

Functionality/Services Provided by VIMCO

Inn order to maintain the security and consistency of information, and to provide
higher-levell functionality to scientists, no direct access to VIMCO databases is allowed.. VIMCO provides a number of services to access the databases and manipulate
theirr contents. In this section, first an overview of the VIMCO services is given,
followedd by their descriptions.

hasPrevExperiment hasPrevExperiment
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namee : string
idd : int
typee : string

hasExperimentshasExperiments isPartOfProject
dbldd : int

descriptionn : string

expOidd : int

startDatee : date
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hasNextExperiment hasNextExperiment

endDatee : date
u r l :: string

Notation: :
relationshiprelationship name
Relationship p
TypeName e

Data a
Type e
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inverseinverse ret. name
Relationship p

attribute:: Attribute Type

Figuree 5.11: Class diagram for the Project DB Schema
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Figuree 5.12: The RTS DB Schema

5.5.11

Overview of t h e V I M C O A P I

VIMCOO API consists of the services declared by the four interfaces shown in Figure
5.16,, each offering different levels of functionality. This figure shows the hierarchy
off VIMCO interfaces which is based on the different types of users; namely application
userss (IVimcoUserServer), administrators and domain experts (IVimcoAdminServer),
andd VLAM-G Session Manager (iVimcoSesManServer). IVimcoServer is the toplevell interface, supporting functionality that is available to all types of users, such as
readingg information about the current user and the type of current user. IVimcoSesManServerr interface is presented to the VLAM-G Session Manager, and it extends
IVimcoServerr interface with methods for session information management and authentication.. IVimcoUserServer interface defines methods for ordinary VIMCO
users,, providing the basic information management functionality to support experimentationn in VLAM-G, such as reading and writing studies and topologies, reading
PFTs,, and executing queries. The IVimcoAdminServer interface is reserved for administratorss and domain experts, extending standard user functionality among others
withh update functionality for PFTs, module descriptions, and user information.
Thee VimcoRMIServer and VimcoRMIServerActivatable classes both implement
thesee interfaces, and the protocol defined for the VimcoHTTPServer messages covers all
thee functionality defined by these three interfaces. As mentioned earlier, all VIMCO
Communicationn Servers utilize the VimcoServer as the back-end, which provide the
actuall functionality.
VIMCOO services are briefly described in the following subsections. Note that the
notationn given in Figure 5.17 is used in the remaining of this section for all figures
representingg VIMCO services.
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authCertSubject:: string

mHaslnConn mHaslnConn
mHasFromPort mHasFromPort
n a m e :: string

haha s G UlPropertie s

mlsOutPortForModule mlsOutPortForModule

i d :: int
mHasOutConn mHasOutConn
descriptionn : string

namee : string
mHasDataTypemHasDataType mlsDataTypeForPort
idd : int
descriptionn : string

directionn : string

mHaslmpPorts mHaslmpPorts

Data a
attributee : Attribute Type I Type

Partt of a schema
andd the data types
definedd in that part
off the schema

Extendss {subtype/
supertype) )

Figuree 5.13: RTS DB Schema - Part A for Module Definition Types

5.5.22

Services for Accessing V I M C O

Figuree 5.18 shows the services for accessing VIMCO. Users can access VIMCO through
onee of the RMI Servers or through the HTTP Server. The following describes the
stepss involved in accessing VIMCO.
Inn order to access VIMCO, a user must first authenticate herself/himself. For this
purpose,, Session Manager extracts the distinguished name of the user from her/his
Gridd proxy, and passes this information to the RMI Server, which forwards the request
too the VimcoServer. VimcoServer retrieves the user object with this distinguished
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«subsystem» »
CC - User Definition Types
hasDefinedTopologies hasDefinedTopologies

hasMetaParameter hasMetaParameter
mHaslmpParameters mHaslmpParameters

isDefinedBy isDefinedBy

IL L
«subsystem» »
AA - Module Definition Types
globusContext:: string
logFileURLL : string
hostName:: string
rsll : string
commandd Li neArgs : string

namee : string
idd : int
descriptionn : string
creationn Date : date

mhiaslmpmhiaslmp Variables
hasMetaVariable hasMetaVariable

isModulelnisModuleln Topology
hasRunTimelnfo hasRunTimelnfo

mHaslmpModules mHaslmpModules
hasOutPortshasOutPorts

haslnPorts

«subsystem» »
AA - Module Definition Types
isOutPortForModuleisOutPortForModule islnPortForModule
mHaslmpPorts mHaslmpPorts

Notation: :
«subsystem» »
Partt - Data Types

attributee : Attribute Type j T y p e

Partt of a schema
andd the data types
definedd in that part
off the schema

relationshiprelationship name

Relationship p
Extendss (subtype/
supertype) )

ret.ret. name

inverseinverse rel. name

Relationship p

Figuree 5.14: RTS DB Schema - Part B for Topology Definition Types

name.. If there is a user, then the user ID is returned; otherwise a negative integer is
returned. .
Sessionn Manager then uses this user ID to retrieve the user type. Depending on
thee user type, the RMI proxy for VIMCO is casted to the correct interface type (i.e.
onee of the three interfaces inheriting from the root interface shown in Figure 5.16) to
enforcee access control for services.
Nextt step is to retrieve the available services. Available services are presented to
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Person n

postaiAddress:: string
phone:: string
fax:: string
email:: string
url:: string

hasContactlnfo hasContactlnfo
name:: string
idd ; int
activitytype:: string

Notation: :

[[

Data

attributee : Attribute Type

"**

«subsystem» »
Partt - Data Types

Partt of a schema
andd the data types
definedd in that part
off the schema

relationshiprelationship name

Relationship p
Extendss (subtype/
supertype) )

rel.rel. name

inversee rel. name

Relationship p

Figuree 5.15: RTS DB Schema - Part C for User Definition Types

thee users as number of info objects (as described in Subsection 4.3.4). The info classes
includee P r o j e c t l n f o , Studylnfo, PFTInfo, and Sessionlnfo. To obtain the PFT,
Project,, and Study information, VimcoServer queries each application database and
thee Project DB to retrieve all instances of PFT, Project, and Experiment classes
consideringg the current user's access rights, and extracts the information necessary
forr the info classes. For Session information, the VIMCO DB is queried to retrieve
alll Session objects. Finally, in addition to the other info objects, one DBInf o object
iss created for each VIMCO database to be sent to the user, since the database ID is
requiredd for the calls to VIMCO (except the Project DB, which is totally transparent
too users).
Thesee steps are the same for all users and for all types of VIMCO access. The
subsequentt steps differ, however, depending on the service that the user chooses.
Notee that some of these steps are performed by the Session Manager on behalf of
thee user, without her/his involvement. Steps for retrieving the user type and casting
thee interface, and for instantiating a session are not visible to the user.
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«interface» »
IVimcoServer r

«interface»»

HUH H

i"

IVimcoUserServer r

«interface»' '
IVimcoSesManServer r

«interface* *
IVimcoAdminServer r

Notation: :
«interface» »
fnterfaceName e

JJ

Interface

operationfinoperationfin parameter: Parameter Type): Return Type

Extendss (subtype/supertype)

Figuree 5.16: Class diagram showing the hierarchy of interfaces in the VIMCO API

Notation: :

Services s

Figuree 5.17: Notation used for the VIMCO services

authenticateUser(inn distinguisherJName : string): int
getUserType(inn userld : int): int
getAvailableServices'inn userld : int): hashtable

Figuree 5.18: Services for accessing VIMCO

5.5.33

Services for Session, User and Access Rights Management t

Thiss subsection describes the VIMCO services for session information management,
userr management, and access rights management.
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Sessionn Information Management Services
VIMCOO provides the services depicted in Figure 5.19 for the management of session
information.. As mentioned earlier, VIMCO only maintains a persistent copy of the
sessionn object, and it never modifies the contents of the session object. Actual session
managementt is performed by the VLAM-G Session Manager.
Sessionn Information Management Services
createSession(inn sessionObject: XML)
updateSession(inn sessionObject: XML)
terminateSession(inn sessionld : int)

Figuree 5.19: VIMCO Session Information Management Services

Userr Management Services
VIMCOO users are the users that can access VIMCO and request one of the VIMCO
services.. VIMCO maintains information about the registered users, their roles, and
restrictionss on available data types.
VIMCOO implements the user data model that was defined in Subsection 4.3.3.
Thiss data model is implemented by each VIMCO database to store the user related
informationn in a homogenous way, excluding the roles and restrictions which are only
definedd in the VIMCO DB.
Thee user management services of VIMCO are given in Figure 5.20. Since everyy VIMCO User is assumed to be employed by an Organization, the organization
informationn must already be in the database. XML document in the user and organizationn management calls also include the Contactlnfo object for the user or the
organizationn being manipulated.

readUser(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in userld : int) : XML
writeUser(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in user: XML) : XML
deleteUser(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in userld : int)
readOrganization(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in organizationld : int) : XML
readAIIOrganizations(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int): XML
writeOrganization(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in organization : X M L ) : XML
deleteOrganization(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in organizationld : int)

Figuree 5.20: VIMCO User Management Services
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Thee main repository for user information is the VIMCO DB. All user management
operationss are primarily performed on this database. For instance, in order to create
aa new user for an application database, the user must be first created in the VIMCO
DB.. When writing user information in a database other than the VIMCO DB, VIMCO
firstt checks whether this user is already defined in the VIMCO DB, and throws an
exceptionn otherwise. Then VIMCO checks whether the username specified for the new
userr is unique for insertions and whether it already exists for updates. Once the User
objectt is inserted to the database, a user account must be created in the underlying
DBMS.. Currently, this is manually done by the administrator, though this can be
automatedd by calling the DBMS command from within the writeUser method. If
thee user information is required in all VIMCO databases, it is the administrator's
responsibilityy to make the necessary calls for each database.
Onn the other hand, when deleting a user from a database other than the VIMCO
DB,, the user information is not removed from the database, but only the user account
onn the underlying DBMS is deleted. If the target database is the VIMCO DB, then the
userr information is removed from the database, and the user account on all DBMSs
aree deleted. In the case that a user that was deleted from the VIMCO DB is being
definedd once more, VIMCO maintains consistency by ensuring that each real user
hass only one User object in any VIMCO database (since the User objects are not
removedd from the other databases).
Accesss Rights Management Services
Accesss rights information in VIMCO is stored in the VIMCO DB, which implements
thee model for roles and access rights that was shown in Figure 4.18.
Roless that can be assumed by users were described in Subsection 4.5.3. Below,
thee specific roles defined for current VIMCO users are summarized:
•• Expressive User as an Application User, that can access the Expressive DB,
andd read and write microarray information.
•• MACS User as an Application User, that can access the MACS DB, and read
andd write material analysis information.
•• VLAM-G Admin as a CEE Admin, that can create user accounts in VLAM-G
andd in VIMCO.
•• VIMCO Admin as an Information Management Admin, responsible for maintainingg the information stored in VIMCO DB.
•• Expressive Expert as a Domain Expert, responsible for maintaining the microarrayy PFTs in Expressive DB and microarray related module descriptions in RTS
DB. .
•• MACS Expert as a Domain Expert, responsible for maintaining the material
analysiss PFTs in MACS DB and material analysis related module descriptions
inn RTS DB.
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Notee here that an application database schema is defined by VIMCO Admin
togetherr with an expert from the domain of the application.
•• System, which has all privileges, is used only during emergency cases.
Ass described in Subsections 4.3.3 and 4.5.3, access rights for each role are defined
ass a set of restrictions based on the role definitions given above.
Overvieww of the VIMCO functionality for access rights management is given in
Figuree 5.21.

readRole(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in roleld : int): XML
writeRole(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in rale : XML): XML
deleteRole(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in roleld : int)
readRestriction(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in restriction Id : int): XML
writeRestriction(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in restriction : XML): XML
deleteRestriction(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in restriction^ : int)
addUserRole(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in userld : int, in roleld : int)
removeUserRole(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in userld : int. in roleld : int)
addRoleRestriction(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in roleld : int, in restriction^ : int)
removeRoleRestriction(inn sessionld : int, in dbid : int, in roleld : int, in restriction^ : int)

Figuree 5.21: VIMCO Access Rights Management Services

Accesss rights in VIMCO are defined on the VIMCO data types. In this version
off VIMCO, the data types consist of the different types of information managed by
VIMCO.. Although it is called as data type, a data type can actually consist of several
typess in VIMCO databases. The VIMCO data types contain PFTs, studies, modulee definitions, topologies, session information, data source information (databases),
userr information, access rights (roles and restrictions), identifier, password, and info
classes.. VIMCO considers all these types as atomic, meaning that, a restriction is
definedd on the entire study, but not on the individual elements of the study. However,
restrictionss can also be defined on any data type in a database schema, which are
onlyy enforced during query execution.
Thesee data types are used to define the restrictions that are applied to users when
requestingg a service that manipulates one of these data types. However, VIMCO
providess some services which do not work on any of these data types. In order to supportt access rights on these services, similar mechanisms must be developed for those
services.. Ideally, this mechanism should be the service counterpart of the data type,
wheree restrictions are defined for all VIMCO services. However, for practical reasons
andd for simplicity, the current VIMCO version provides access rights management for
onlyy a subset of all VIMCO services, and treats them as data types. These services
aree write objects, get user type, and authenticate user. For each of these services, one
restrictionn is defined per role (if there should be any restrictions).
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Services for Managing Experiment-Related Information

Servicess provided by VIMCO for managing experiment-related information (i.e.
PFTs,, studies, module definitions, topologies) are described in this subsection.
P F TT M a n a g e m e n t Services
Figuree 5.22 shows the VIMCO services for PFT management. A P F T consists of a
PFTT object, a number of PFTElements and PFTConnections, and one PFTGUI object
forr each PFTElement and PFTConnection object. PFT manipulation services consider
aa P F T as an atomic unit. When a PFT is passed to VIMCO, it traverses the PFT
graphh starting from the PFT object, and inserts all objects into the specified database.
Similarly,, when reading a PFT, first the PFT object with the specified ID is retrieved
fromm the database, then other objects in the P F T are traversed and retrieved.

readPFT(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in pftld : int): XML
writePFT(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in pft: XML): XML
writePFTAs{inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in pft: XML): XML
deletePFT(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in pftld : int)

Figuree 5.22: VIMCO P F T Management Services

Inn VIMCO, different versions of the same PFT are grouped together. The available
servicess list always contains the latest version of a PFT; hence, new studies can only
bee created using the latest versions of the PFTs. A P F T is not deleted nor updated as
longg as there are studies created using that PFT. Domain experts can retrieve older
versionss of a P F T by specifying the ID of the older version.
S t u d yy M a n a g e m e n t Services
Similarr to PFTs, studies are also considered as atomic units. VIMCO services for
studyy management are given in Figure 5.23.
Whenn writing a study, a link is stored for each element in the study that points
too the corresponding PFTElement. These link objects are also included in the study
XMLL received from the Front-End as part of the study manipulation calls.
Onee of the major issues with study management is the boundary of a study. Since
ann object can be included in more than one study (e.g. a software instance), traversing
thee links starting from the Experiment object is not sufficient. Current version of
VIMCOO uses the study-PFT links to retrieve the study elements. Given a study,
VIMCOO first retrieves the link objects, and obtains the OIDs of the study elements
fromm these objects. Then the study objects are retrieved one by one using the OID.
Ass mentioned in Subsection 4.4.2, the reuse policy values are used to determine
whichh study elements must actually be removed from the database when deleting a
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readStudy(inn session Id : int, in dbld : int, in studyld : int): XML
writeStudy(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in study : XML): XML
writeStudyAs(inn sessionld : int. in dbld : int, in study: XML): XML
deleteStudy(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in studyld : int)
execQuery(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in query: string): XML
getReuseObjects(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in copyStudyElmld : int, in currentPFTEImld : int): XML

Figuree 5.23: VIMCO Study Management Services

study.. The same algorithm is used when an existing study is saved as a new one, to
determinee which objects must be copied and which must not.
Thee execQuery method is called by the Front-End, to retrieve the instances of a
studyy step satisfying certain criteria. The query is executed by VIMCO as described
inn Subsection 4.4.2. Queries in the current VIMCO version are formulated in Matisse
SQL. .
Thee getReuseObjects method is called by the Front-End when a user issues a
queryy and selects one object from the query result set. Upon this call, VIMCO
retrievess the semantically related objects from the database based on the reuse policy
valuess (as described in Subsection 4.4.2). If objects are copied, then one OriginCopy
instancee for each copied object is created and sent back to the user together with the
relatedd objects. If the user decides to use a copied object in her/his study, only then
thee corresponding OriginCopy object is persisted in the database.
Modulee Information Management Services
VIMCOO provides a number of services for module information management (see Figuree 5.24). These services are only available to domain experts. Similar to PFTs and
studies,, a module is also considered as an atomic unit by VIMCO, i.e. a request
forr module information manipulation contains not only descriptive information about
thee module itself, but also information about its ports and data types of the ports,
requiredd parameters and environment variables, and executables.
Topologyy Manipulation Services
VIMCOO services for topology management are given in Figure 5.25. These services
onlyy work on the instances of the module descriptions. In other words, when reading
aa topology, VIMCO first retrieves the Topology object with the specified ID, then traversess all the Module objects in the topology following their connections to each other.
Duringg the traversal, all relationships of objects in the topology are followed, except
thosee that link the topology objects to the module description objects (i.e. relationshipss having a name that starts with hasMeta). Similarly, when writing a topology,
thee Front-End does not include the module description objects in the topology XML.
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readModule(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int. in moduleld : int): XML
readAIIModules(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int): XML
writeModule{inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in module: XML): XML
writeModuleAs(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in module : XML): XML
deleteModule(indeleteModule(in sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in moduleld : int)

Figuree 5.24: VIMCO Module Information Management Services

readTopology(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in topology Id : int): XML
writeTopology{inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in topology : XML): XML
writeTopologyAs(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in topology : XML): XML
deleteTopology(inn sessionld : int, in dbld : int, in topologyld : int)

Figuree 5.25: VIMCO Topology Management Services

V I M C OO RTS Module
Userss can access VIMCO also through the VLAM-G Run Time System (RTS). The
currentt version of VIMCO provides a single RTS module for querying a Matisse
database,, which is mainly used for testing purposes. This module accepts host name,
databasee name, user name, password and query as parameters from the user, and
directlyy accesses to the specified database. This is the only case where direct access
too VIMCO databases occurs. This module will be replaced with a new one, which
usess HTTP to access VIMCO and use XML as the data exchange format. This will
allowallow both the enforcement of VIMCO access rights to requests from the RTS and
thee usage of more than one database in a request (in comparison to directly accessing
aa single database at a time).
Utilityy Services
Inn order to ease the development and testing of VIMCO and VLAM-G, several utility
servicess and tools have been developed. Two of the utility services are i n s t a n t i a t e Sessionn and writeObjects. i n s t a n t i a t e S e s s i o n creates and initializes a Session
objectt using the provided session information. writeObjects is used by administrators,, mainly to insert large amounts of data into the application databases for testing
thee developed VIMCO services.
Thee utility tools include SchemaClassGenerator which is used to generate Java
classess for the types defined in a Matisse database. Another U t i l i t y class implements
severall methods, such as tokenizing a string value, generating keys to be used by the
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attName:: string
classNamee : string
handlingType:: int
accessMod:: int
isNullable:: boolean
displayName:: string
description:: string

Notation: :

l^^^^l l

Data a

attributee : Attribute Type

Type e

Figuree 5.26: Class AttProperty

Lookupp Server, converting date/time into string values, etc.
Althoughh it supports more functionality than the above mentioned utility services
andd tools, a t t r i b u t e p r o p e r t i e s can be considered as a utility for the Front-End.
Attributee properties are used to direct the Front-End about how to treat attributes
off the objects displayed in the Front-End editors. For instance, the pftGroupId
attributee of the PFT class is set by the VIMCO, and should not be modified by users.
Anotherr example is the oid attribute, which can be set only by the VIMCO or by
thee Front-End itself. To handle such situations, the AttProperty class is defined (see
Figuree 5.26), which defines the visibility level for each attribute of a class, handling
typee of the attribute, and whether the value of the attribute can be set to null. It also
definess the name that should be used for display in the Front-End. The possible values
forr the handling type and access modes are defined in the VimcoServerConstants
classs (which are also shown in Figure 5.27). An attribute may correspond to a file
locationn for which the file selection dialog needs to be displayed, or it can be a date
orr a list requiring special formatting. Also, a user can read and write an attribute,
orr may only view the value of the attribute. In some cases, users can not see the
attributee at all.

ATT_PROP_DEFAULT_TYPE E
ATT_PROP_FILE_TYPE E
ATT_PROP_DATE_TYPE E
ATT_PROP_RELATIONSHIP_TYPE E
ATT„PROP_LIST_TYPE E
ATT_PROP_READONLY_ACCESS S
ATT_PROP_READ_WRITE_ACCESS S
ATT_PROP_NOT__ VISIBLE,ACCESS

Figuree 5.27: Possible values for handlingType and accessMod in AttProperty
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Conclusions

Thiss chapter presented the architectural design and implementation of the information
managementt framework that was described in the previous chapter. Specifically, first
thee implementation of the experiment model and the user environment within the
VLAM-GG experimentation environment is described. Then this chapter focused on
thee design and implementation of VIMCO, the information management platform of
VLAM-G.. The VIMCO architecture, databases maintained by VIMCO, and services
providedd by VIMCO are described, all of which implement the corresponding data or
functionalityy models defined in the information management framework of Chapter
4. .
Thee following can be mentioned among the key characteristics of the VIMCO
designn and implementation:
•• Modular architecture. VIMCO has a modular architecture, which allows for
easyy maintenance and modification of the VIMCO software.
•• Well-defined interfaces. Components in the VIMCO architecture present
well-defined,, uniform programming interfaces that are easy to understand. This
makess the development of a new component easy, reduces the possibility of error,
andd improves the interoperability and reusability of components.
•• Independent components. VIMCO components are independent from each
other.. Independence is achieved through interfaces and driver components,
wheree driver components implement the interfaces. As such, any driver componentt can be replaced by another component without disturbing the system, as
longg as the new component complies with the interface.
•• Scalability. VIMCO architecture is scalable, flexible, and open to support
additionn of new users and resources in time.
Ass a result, VIMCO is an evolvable information management platform that implementss the generic and uniform data/functionality models of the information managementt framework.

Chapterr 6

Thee D N A Microarray
Applicationn Case
Amongg many others, microarray experiments can be named as one of the most importantt emerging and fast growing application domains within the life sciences domain.
DNAA microarrays allow genome-wide monitoring of changes in gene expression levels
inn response to some stimuli, for instance, the expression of a gene in response to certainn drug. With the current technology and the state-of-the-art robotization applied
inn the production of microarrays, characteristics of thousands of genes can be studied
inn a single experiment.
Thiss chapter describes how microarray experiments are supported within the
VLAM-GG experimentation environment, with a two-folded main focus on modelling
thee experiment and on all information management related aspects. In this direction,, first the DNA microarray technology and microarray experiments are described
inn details, followed by an example scenario that is presented as motivation. Then
componentss of the DNA microarray application and its development (as an implementationn of the methodology described in Section 4.6) are described. Finally, how
thee application can be used by a biologist is illustrated, building further on the examplee scenario.
Pleasee note here that the DNA microarray application is one of the two extensively
studiedd application cases that provided the base for developing VLAM-G and VIMCO.
Developmentt of this application case was described in Section 1.4 as part of the
researchh approach followed in this thesis work. However, this chapter presents the
developmentt of the DNA microarray application as a step-by-step application of the
methodologyy described in Section 4.6, which in turn demonstrates the applicability
off the methodology to a real-life application and constitutes a proof of concept for
thiss methodology.
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DNA Microarray Technology and Microarray
Experiments s

Microarrayy experiments allow genome-wide monitoring of changes in gene expression
levelss to answer the question 'what genes are expressed in a particular cell type of
ann organism, at a particular time, under particular conditions?'. With the current
technology,, characteristics of thousands of genes can be studied in a single experimentt towards identifying genes responding to certain stimuli (e.g. drugs, toxins),
monitoringg gene expression changes during disease progression, better understanding
off mechanisms of gene regulation, assigning functions to novel genes, and identifying
physiologicall pathways [1, 2, 3, 4].
Microarrayy technology exploits the preferential binding of complementary singlestrandedd nucleic acid sequences. A microarray is typically a glass slide, onto which
DNAA molecules are attached at fixed locations called spots. With the current technologyy of DNA microarrays, it is possible to spot up to 40,000 sequences on an array.
Forr gene expression studies, each sequence ideally identifies one gene in the genome.
Thee steps involved in a microarray experiment can be grouped into five major
tasks,, as shown in Figure 6.1. Each of these tasks is briefly described below (hybridization,, scanning, and image analysis are described separately for clarity):
Clonee preparation. Preparing DNA clones that are uniquely representing the genes
off the organism under study for spotting onto microarray slides.
Microarrayy production. Spotting and binding the prepared DNA clones onto tiny
glasss slides (microarrays). The size of a typical microarray is 3x8 cm, and it
mayy contain up to 40,000 spots.
cDNA-probee preparation. Extraction of the mRNA pools representing all expressedd genes in the tissues or cell types under investigation, synthesis of cDNA
copiess and labelling with (usually) either a red or green fluorescent dye. Each
dyee represents a different tissue or cell type. Note that in the remaining of this
chapter,, the terms cDNA-probe and mRNA probe will be used interchangeably.

Experimentt definition
11
Clone e
preparation n

44
22
33
Hybridization, ,
cDNA-Probe e
Micro-array y
Scanningg &
preparation n
production n
Imagee analysis
55
Dataa analysis

Figuree 6.1: Overview of the tasks involved in microarray experiments
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Figuree 6.2: Microarray experiment scenario

Hybridization.. Treating the microarrays with one or more labelled cDNA-probes.
cDNAss will only bind to DNA clones that contain identical or highly similar
nucleotidee sequence.
Scanning.. Reading the level of fluorescence for each dye and spot on the slide. This
producess high-resolution images. In case of multiple cDNA-probes, the differencee in fluorescence between the red and green dye is a measure for difference
off gene expression levels in the tissues or cell types under investigation.
Imagee analysis. Analysis of the image to quantify the relative levels of gene expressionn for each gene represented on the microarray.
Dataa analysis. Analyzing the numerical results to obtain information about (altered)) gene expression patterns e.g. to identify genes with similar expression
patternss through clustering and deduce relationships and pathways, to identify
candidatee disease genes, or to study the effect of drugs, chemicals or toxins.

6.22

A Motivating Microarray Experiment Scenario

Considerr the scenario where a biologist at a pharmaceutical company is working on
aa new drug. Let us assume this drug is targeting a specific disease, for which the
responsiblee gene is already known. The biologist wants to test whether the new drug
iss indeed preventing the activities of the target gene and under which conditions the
drugg performs more efficiently (e.g. concentration of the active materials). In order
too investigate the activities of the target gene, s/he needs to carry out a microarray
experiment.. Figure 6.2 illustrates this example scenario.
Too perform this complex study, the biologist first designs a microarray experiment.. As shown in Figure 6.1, the steps in a microarray experiment are grouped into
fivee major tasks: clone preparation; microarray production; cDNA-probe preparation;
hybridization,, scanning and image analysis; and finally analysis of the results. However,, depending on the experiment setup and on the already available biomaterial in
thee lab, some of these steps (or even tasks) can be skipped. In our case, we assume
thatt the pharmaceutical company does not prepare the clones itself rather acquires
themm from another biotechnology company, while all other required biomaterial will
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bee prepared in house. Thus, the experiment will consist of the steps involved in the remainingg four tasks. Please notice here that the biologist should possess the necessary
expertisee about the procedure to follow (i.e. which steps are involved in each task)
andd the protocols to apply (i.e. how each step is performed). Due to its complexity,
oncee the steps to follow and how to perform them have been defined, the experiment
definitionn needs to be stored for future references.
Duringg the actual experimentation phase, first the DNA clones obtained from the
biotechnologyy company must be spotted on microarray slides using a spotter device.
Ass mentioned earlier, current spotters are capable of spotting up to 40,000 clones
onn a single microarray slide (3 cm x 8 cm). The DNA clones uniquely represent
thee genes of the organism under study. At this stage, it is extremely important to
keepp track of which clone is spotted on which microarray slide and to which position
onn that slide, as well as the genes corresponding to the clones and the organism
information.. Meanwhile, samples from both untreated cells and cells treated with
thee drug should be prepared. Messenger RNA pools representing all expressed genes
(activee genes) in the cell types under investigation should be extracted from the
samples,, cDNA copies must be synthesized and labelled with a red or green fluorescent
dye.. Each dye will represent a different cell type, e.g. red dye for drug treated cells.
Oncee both the microarrays and cDNA-probes are ready, they are hybridized, that is,
microarrayss are incubated with the two labelled cDNA-probes. cDNAs will only bind
too DNA clones on the microarrays that contain identical or highly similar nucleotide
sequences.. The unbound probes will be washed away, leaving only the probes bound
too some clones on the microarray. The hybridized microarrays are then scanned to
readd the level of fluorescence for each dye and each spot on the slide, producing highresolutionn computer images. Analysis of the image will quantify the relative levels
off gene expression for each gene represented on the microarray, resulting in around
300,0000 useful data points for human. Please notice that it is crucial to log the
detailedd conditions and results at each step during the experiment, since without this
informationn it is impossible to interpret the experimental results.
Inn order to see whether the developed drug indeed prevented the activities of the
genee under study, the biologist has to analyze the experiment results. In our example,
thee biologist will cluster the expression results, in order to compare the target gene
expressionn against the expression values of other known genes with similar activities.
Thiss comparison can also be extended to cover the results of the previous microarray
experiments.. Please notice that depending on the available information about the
drugg and target gene, several microarray experiments may be required, each using
sampless treated with the drug under certain specific conditions. In this case, informationn about all experiments has to be grouped to indicate the relation among them,
andd the analysis of the experiment results may include the usage of many software
packagess in combination, such as self-organizing maps for hierarchical clustering, or
Pearsonn algorithm for statistical analysis. Only at this point, the biologist knows
whetherr the target gene was expressed or suppressed after the drug treatment.
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Thee DNA microarray application is one of the application cases that has been developedd within the VLAM-G. The main objective of the DNA microarray application is
too manage the information related to microarray experiments performed at the Microarrayy Department of the Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences (SILS) and the
data/informationn generated by these experiments. This application has served as the
mainn case study for many of the VLAM-G concepts and features.

6.3.11

The Expressive System

Thee system that is developed to support the experiment and information management
requirementss of DNA microarray application is called Expressive. The main componentt of the Expressive System is a database to store all relevant data/information
aboutt a microarray experiment. In addition, the necessary user interfaces for the
manipulationn and querying of the database contents, and tools for the analysis of
experimentt results have been developed as part of the VLAM-G environment. The
followingg subsection describes the instantiation of the methodology given in Section
4.66 for the development of the Expressive System and its integration in VLAM-G.
Beforee describing the Expressive System in details, it is worth to note that the Expressivee System distinguishes the manual (i.e. laboratory-related) and automated (i.e.
execution-- and analysis-related) parts of experiments. That means, the laboratoryrelatedd part of the experimental information is stored and maintained by the laboratoryy information management system (LIMS) installed at the SILS Microarray
Department.. Namely, information about the clone preparation, microarray production,, probe preparation, hybridization, scanning tasks is stored and maintained by
thee LIMS. However, in order to analyze and interpret the experiment results/draw
conclusions,, some minimum set of information about the experiment must be available.. This minimum set must include sufficient information to provide the correct
contextt for the experiment and for the analysis of its results. Therefore, for microarrayy experiments, a copy of some of the laboratory-related experimental information
iss also stored and maintained by the Expressive System (namely information about
microarrayy production, probe preparation, hybridization, and scanning tasks). On
thee other hand, information related to the analysis procedure as well as the analysis
resultss (i.e. image analysis and data analysis) are only stored and maintained by the
Expressivee System. Figure 6.3 shows the relation between the Expressive System and
thee LIMS with respect to the contents of their databases.

6.3.22

Developing and Integrating the Expressive System

Ass also mentioned earlier, the DNA microarray application is one of the two extensivelyy studied application cases that provided the base for developing VLAM-G
andd VIMCO, and its actual development was described in Section 1.4 as part of the
researchh approach followed in this thesis work. However, this subsection uses the Expressivee System and presents its complete development and integration in VLAM-G
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ass an "example" of how a new application case shall be developed and integrated
inn VLAM-G. The purpose of this subsection is thus two-folds: First to describe the
developmentt of the Expressive System and its integration in VLAM-G; and second to
illustratee the applicability of the methodology presented in Section 4.6 to a real-life
application.. As such, here the methodology presented in Section 4.6 is applied to
thee DNA microarray application, and this section presents and describes the involved
steps.. As a result, this subsection also demonstrates the applicability of the methodologyy to a real-life application and constitutes a proof of concept for the methodology.
Integrationn of the N e w Domain in VLAM-G
Domainn integration considers developing the gene expression database, integrating
andd registering this database into the VLAM-G, and defining and registering the
users.. The steps taken to integrate the microarray domain into the VLAM-G are
describedd below.
S t e pp 1 - S t u d y d o m a i n e x p e r i m e n t s . The study of microarray technology and
experimentss involved weeks-long discussions with the experts at the SILS Microarray
Department,, which formed the base knowledge on the domain. Further research in
thee literature complemented this base knowledge with the related work. This study
resultedd in the step-wise description of a typical microarray experiment.
Stepp 2 - Generate process-data flows (PDFs). The results of Step 1 are used
too define the process-data flows (PDFs) for microarray experiments. The PDF for
thee clone preparation task is omitted here due to its complexity (it involves 51 steps).
Figuress 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 respectively show the PDFs for microarray produ't ion, cDNAprobee preparation, and hybridization, scanning and image analysis tasks of microarray
experiments.. All these figures use the same notation as Figure 6.4.

LIMS S

Expressivee System

Figuree 6.3: Contents of the Expressive System and LIMS databases
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Notation: :
Dataa Element

Physicall Entity
ff

NAME

Genericc Descriptive
Element t

J Activity

Relationshipp between two generic
descriptivee elements

Experimentt flow /
Relationshipp between
experimentt components

Relationshipp between an experiment
componentt and a generic descriptive element

Figuree 6.4: Process-data flow for the microarray production task of microarray experiments s
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ORGANISMM

CELLL SAMPLE

i

CELLL SAMPLE

TREATED D

TREATMENT T

CELLL SAMPLE

Figuree 6.5: Process-data flow for the cDNA-probe preparation task of microarray
experiments s

Stepp 3 - Model P D F s using E E D M . The data elements, physical entities, and
activitiess identified in the PDFs are mapped to EEDM constructs. Namely, data
elementss and physical entities are modelled as subtypes of the DataStep class (see
Figuree 6.7) and activities are modelled as subtypes of the ActivityStep class (see
Figuree 6.8).
Notee that the names of some of the steps may change at this stage. This is not
onlyy because the representations are becoming more formal, but also because more
genericc terminology is being used with more formal representations. For example, the
termm target is used in the EEDM-based constructs instead of the term mRNA-Probe
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Figuree 6.6: Process-data flow for the hybridization, scanning and image analysis task
off microarray experiments

usedd in the PDFs.
Stepp 4 - Identify and model common elements. The elements that are commonn to different experiments are identified. Some of these elements are already identifiedfied during the definition of the PDFs (i.e. generic descriptive elements). Furthermore,
thee relationships between these elements and the experiment steps are identified and
modelled. .
Figuree 6.9 shows the data elements and physical entities in a microarray experimentt together with the elements common to all experiments, such as Organism and
Gene.. This figure also includes the ArrayTemplate class, which is defined to efficientlyy represent certain array designs that are frequently used in experiments. Note
thatt the data type to hold analysis results is also defined at this stage, namely ChMeasurementt (to keep the measurement value for each channel/mRNA probe). Furthermore,, the relationships among the data steps are identified and modelled here,
suchh as the relationships between MicroArray and ArrayMeasurement and between
ArrayMeasurementt and Target.
Similarly,, other elements related to the activities are also identified and modelled
att this stage (see Figure 6.10). For microarray experiments, the only activity-related
elementt that is common to all experiments is the laboratory protocol used during the
activity.. In order to model the utilized protocol, a class called Process is defined as
aa subtype of the EEDM ActivityStep. which is related to the Protocol class. Then
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volumee : string
concentrationn : string

phenotypee : string
genotypee : string
geneticVariation:: string
organn : string
tissue:: string
cellTypee : string
cellünee : string
cellCulturee : string
sexx : string
strainn : string
developmentStagee : string
agee : int
ageUnit:: string
growthConditions:: string
pathologyDescriptionn : string

slideType:: string
arrayDimensionss : string
spotDimensionss : string
pitchh : string
numSpotss : int
substrate:: string

Notation: :
TypeName e

Dataa Type

Extendss (subtype/supertype)

attributee : Attribute Type

Figuree 6.7: Mapping data steps in the PDFs to EEDM constructs

alll activities that were initially modelled as subtypes of the EEDM ActivityStep are
modifiedd to extend the Process class. The instruments and software programs used
duringg these activities are also modelled at this stage. For this purpose, two classes
calledd DNALabHWTool and DNALabSWTool are defined, which respectively extend the
HwTooll and SwTool types of the EEDM. Then a relationship is defined between each
activityy that uses a hardware or software tool and one of these two classes. The result
iss the core database schema for the domain of gene expression studies.
Stepp 5 - G e n e r a t e t h e schema in ODL. Matisse ODBMS is used for the implementationn of the microarray gene expression database. Matisse requires the database
schemaa to be defined in the Object Definition Language (ODL). Hence, data structuress in the core database schema, as defined in the previous step, are mapped to
ODL.. Other data models required by the VLAM-G and VIMCO are also added to
thee ODL, such as the PFT data model, study-PFT links, origin-copy class, and the
classs for attribute properties. All these classes together comprise the Expressive DB
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tivityStep p
activityDatee : date

Arrayl l

DataAna a
aimm : string
treatmentTypee : string
timeElapsedd : string
temperaturee : string

RNAIsolation n

Hybridization n

Labeling g
tabelUsedd : string
labelingRatioo : float

isManuallyPerformedd : boolean
hybTempp : string
washTempp : string
washTimee : string
washSolutionn : string
dryTimee : string

Notation: :
TypeName e

Dataa Type

Extendss (subtype/supertype)

attribute:: Attribute Type

Figuree 6.8: Mapping activity steps in the PDFs to EEDM constructs

schema.. Besides the extensive study of the microarray experiments as explained in
thee previous steps, existing and emerging standards have also been considered during
thee design and development of the Expressive DB schema, such as MIAME (Minimum
Informationn About a Microarray Experiment) [169, 170] and Dublin Core [81].
Duee to its large size, the schema diagram of the Expressive DB is divided into
fivee parts as shown in Figure 6.11. Class diagrams for the types in each part of the
Expressivee DB schema were given in the previous chapters. Therefore, the diagrams
forr these parts are not repeated here again. Please refer to Figure 4.14 for the EEDM
(Partt A), Figure 6.9 for the specific data types and common elements (Part B),
Figuree 6.10 for the specific activity types and common tools (Part C), and Figure 5.8
forr the PFT Data Model (Part D). Other required data types in Part E include the
study-PFTT links (Figure 5.9), attribute properties (Figure 5.26), and origin-copies (as
describedd in Subsection 4.4.2).
Althoughh most of the constructs in the Expressive DB schema were described
earlier,, a brief description of the Expressive DB schema is presented below to provide
ann overall view.
Thee modelling approach of the Expressive DB reflects the flow-of-processes nature
off microarray experiments. In Expressive DB, microarray experiments are modelled
ass a recursive flow of experiment steps, where steps can be either activity steps (activities),, or data steps (data elements and physical entities). Although in theory they
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TreatedCeliSample e
Template e

siideTypee : string
usedByArrays usedByArrays hasTemplate hasTemplate
arrayDimensionss

namee : string

: string
spotDimensionss : string
pitchh : string
numSpotss : int
substratee : string

idd : int
descriptionn : string
hasSpots hasSpots

-a a

hasMeasurement hasMeasurement

Hybridizedd Array

isMeasurementFor isMeasurementFor
hasChMeasurements hasChMeasurements

TayMeasurement t
IsForArrayMeasurement IsForArrayMeasurement
islnArrayTemplate islnArrayTemplate

signal:: double
spotLocationspotLocation : stringbkgdd : double
intensityy : double
flagg : short
controll : boolean
phenotypee : string
genotypee : string
geneticVariationn : string
organn : string
tissuee : string
cellTypee : string
cellLine:: string
cellCulturee : string
sexx : string
strainn : string

hasOrganism hasOrganism

namee : string
idd : int
descriptionn : string
typee : string
lengthh : int
sequencee : string
unigeneldd : string

Gene e

namee : string
hasOrganismlhasOrganisml name : String
idd : int
idd : int
descriptionn : string
descriptionn : string
functionn : string
hasGene hasGene
subtypee : string
chromosomee : string
ncbiTaxonomyAccNoo : string
emblAccNoo : string

developmentStagee : string
agee : int
ageUnit:: string
growthConditionss : string
pathologyy Description : string

Notation: :
relationshiprelationship

name

Relationship p
Data a
attribute;; Attribute Type

Type e

Extendss (subtype/
supertype) )

rel.rel. name

inverseinverse rel. name

Relationship p

Figuree 6.9: Data steps, common elements (generic descriptive elements), and the
relationshipss among them in microarray experiments

cann occur in any order, the steps in an experiment actually follow a specific order
consistentt with the experiment logic. An experiment step can in turn consist of other
experimentt steps. Such a recursive definition of experiment steps in Expressive DB
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aimm : string
treatmentTypee : string
timeElapsedd : string
temperaturee : string

isManuallyPerformedd : boolean
hybTempp : string
washTempp : string
washTimee : string
washSolutionn : string
dryTimee : string

Notation: :

usesHwTool usesHwTool

Extendss (subtype/
supertype) )
Dataa Type

relationshiprelationship name

Relationship p

attribute:: Attribute Type
reirei name

inverse rel. name

Relationship p

Figuree 6.10: Activity steps, common tools (generic descriptive elements), and the
relationshipss among them in microarray experiments

allowss the modelling of any complex microarray experiment as well as the storage of
anyy experimental information.
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«subsystem» »
AA - Generic EEDM Types

«subsystem» »
BB - Specific Data Types and Common Elements

11
«subsystem» »
DD - PFT Data Model T y p e s

«subsystem» »
CC - Specific Activity Types and Common Tools

ii
«subsystem» »
EE - Other Required Data Types

Notation: :
--

Extends (subtype/
supertype) )

«subsystem» »
Partt - Data Types

Hartt ot a schema
andd the data types
definedd in that part
off the schema

Figuree 6.11: Different parts of the Expressive DB Schema

Thee Project type in the Expressive DB schema is used to group logically related
experiments;; however, it is also possible to represent a complete microarray experimentt as a project, and the sub-parts of this experiment (e.g. microarray production,
hybridization)) as the experiments in that project. This allows logical groupings at
differentt levels.
Experimentt can represent a complete microarray experiment or a sub-part of it.
Experimentss can be ordered (hasNextExperiment/hasPrevExperiment links), for
instancee to model a time-series microarray experiment that look at the changes in the
genee expressions with respect to time. Every experiment has one owner, usually the
Userr who inserted this experiment definition. There can also be comments written
aboutt this experiment, either by the owner or by other Persons.
Experimentss contain a set of steps, where every step can be either a DataStep or
ann ActivityStep. Steps in an experiment are also ordered in a similar way to experimentss using hasNextStep/hasPrevStep relationships. A step can be an aggregate
step,, that is, it can consist of other steps (hasSubStep / hasSuperStep links). The
Step,, ActivityStep, and DataStep types, however, are not directly used in the Expressivee DB; there are no direct instances of these types. Information about the steps
off an experiment is represented as instances of the microarray specific types that are
extendingg the base step types. For example, instances of MicroArray type are used
too capture the information about the microarrays spotted and used in an experiment
whilee CellSample objects represent the untreated samples used in the experiment.
Ass such, all information specific to microarray experiment steps are represented by
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thee types that are extending the base Step type. Every step has a User performing
thee step. For each experiment step, some comments can be given by the performer
orr by other people. In case that a certain piece of experimental information is not
explicitlyy modelled (for instance, when an institute decides to save the sequence of
mRNAA probes), such information is represented by Property objects as name-value
pairs. .
Instrumentss and software packages used during a microarray experiment are stored
ass instances of the Hardware and Software types.
Theree are some other types in the Expressive DB schema, whose instances are
commonn to all microarray experiments and do not directly represent an experiment
step,, but are used in some steps (i.e. generic descriptive elements). Examples of these
typess are Clone and Gene.
Thee large bulk data generated during a microarray experiment is not stored in
thee Expressive DB. Instead, the data is saved in the VLAM-G archive (large-capacity
andd high-performance disk storage) as flat files, and pointers to the file locations
aree stored in the database; eliminating the performance decrease of the database
thatt would otherwise occur when transferring large data sets. The array image, for
instance,, is stored in the archive as a tiff file, while a pointer to the file is kept in
thee corresponding Array Image object in the database. Results of the array image
analysis,, however, are stored in the Expressive DB. One ChMeasurement object is
createdd for the intensity of each mRNA probe.
Nextt to the experimental steps and results information, the microarray experiment
templatess (PFTs) are also stored in the Expressive DB. In order to maintain the link
betweenn the PFTs and the studies created using these PFTs, the StudyPFT and
StudyElmPFTElmm types are defined; and to track the shared/reused objects, OriginCopyy type is defined. Finally, the AttProperty type contains information about how
eachh of the attributes in the Expressive DB schema must be handled by the user
interfaces.. It specifies whether the attribute, for example, is a date, a pointer to a
file,file, or link to another object. During start-up, the user interface reads the properties
forr all attributes and applies the appropriate handling mechanism when the scientist
iss working on an attribute.
Stepp 6 - Create the database. An empty Matisse database is created for Expressivee DB, and the ODL file developed in the previous step was loaded to generate
thee database schema.
Stepp 7 - Register the database. The Expressive DB is registered to VIMCO
byy creating an instance of the DB class in the VIMCO DB. This object provides the
informationn about the Expressive DB, such as the name of the Matisse database,
thee host running the database, the port number for the database, and the name of
thee driver to be used to access this database. Since all drivers implement the same
interface,, specifying which driver must be used is sufficient for VIMCO to access
thee database. Therefore, the database in fact can be implemented by using different
DBMSs.. For instance, relational Oracle can also be used to implement the Expressive
DBB if the driver for Oracle is available.
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Stepp 8 — Define users. The Expressive users have been defined and registered in
thee three databases of VIMCO DB, RTS DB, and Expressive DB using the VIMCO
userr management functionality.
Att this moment, the Expressive DB is registered as a new domain database to
thee VLAM-G. However, in order to store and manage gene expression data, PFTs for
differentt parts (tasks) in a microarray experiment must be defined.
Integrationn of the N e w Application in VLAM-G
Applicationn integration for the DNA microarray application considers the design and
developmentt of the PFTs for different parts of microarray experiments, development
off software modules for data analysis, and defining user roles and access rights.
Stepp 1 — Define user roles and access rights. The two user roles defined for
Expressivee System are the Expressive User and Expressive Expert. Expressive User
iss the default user role for all microarray users, while Expressive Expert is the role
forr domain experts.
Accesss rights for these two roles are defined in terms of restrictions. Figures 6.12
andd 6.13 show the restrictions for regular Expressive User and Expressive Expert users
respectively. .
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Figuree 6.12: Restrictions defined for the regular Expressive User
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Stepp 2 - Define P F T s . Seven PFTs have been designed for different parts of
microarrayy experiments. These PFTs correspond to microarray production, sample
preparation,, RNA isolation, target preparation, hybridization, array image analysis,
andd data analysis. PFT for microarray production is given in Figure 6.14. It definesfines the microarray production task of microarray experiments, and contains two
elements,, namely Array Spotting and Micro Array. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the
firstt two elements of a PFT always correspond to Project and Experiment. The PFT
alsoo includes descriptive elements, such as for the comments and properties of Array
Spottingg and MicroArray, for the hardware/software tools and protocols used during
thee Array Spotting.
Whenn designing the PFTs, the whole microarray experiment is divided into parts,
eachh of which generates an output that is used by the next part as input. For example,, the experiment part corresponding to microarray production PFT generates
microarrays,, and the experiment part corresponding to sample preparation PFT generatess samples, which are used as input by the experiment part corresponding to the
hybridizationn PFT.
Oncee the PFTs have been designed, they are defined and stored in the Expressive
DBB using the PFT Editor (see Figure 5.1).
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Figuree 6.13: Restrictions defined for the Expressive Expert
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Figuree 6.14: PFT for Microarray Production task of microarray experiments
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Stepp 3 - Develop software modules. As part of the Expressive System, some
softwaree tools are being ported to the VLAM-G, so that they can be used in topologies
andd executed on high-performance computers for the analysis of microarray data. The
analysiss tools include among others image analysis tools (i.e. data extraction); visualizationn tools, necessary to visualize the extracted data in order to make decisions
aboutt what analysis steps should be followed; data normalization tools, necessary
too correct systematic errors (e.g. differences in labelling between Cy3 and Cy5) or
too correct print tip effects; and clustering tools, implementing a number of clusteringg algorithms, such as unsupervised clustering (hierarchical or non-hierarchical) and
supervisedd clustering.
Inn addition to these microarray specific modules, Expressive System naturally
benefitss from the generic facilities provided by the VLAM-G, such as visualization
andd file management modules.

6.3.33

D a t a Loading

Ass mentioned earlier in this chapter, the laboratory-related information about microarrayy experiments is stored and maintained by the LIMS at the laboratory, while
thee minimum information about the microarray experiment is stored and maintained
byy the Expressive System. Since experiments are performed at the laboratory, the
dataa and information are first inserted into the LIMS database. In order to extract
thee minimum information from this database and insert it to Expressive DB, an export/importt tool has been developed. This tool reads the information from the LIMS
database,, re-formats the information as studies so that it complies with the PFTs
definedd for microarray experiments, creates the necessary objects for studies, createss the links between the studies and PFTs, and inserts the studies and all related
informationn into the Expressive DB. Biologists can then view and manipulate this
information,, and analyze it within the VLAM-G.

6.3.44

Representing Different Types of Experiments

Figuree 6.15 shows how a complex microarray experiment can be represented in the
Expressivee DB. The figure depicts a microarray experiment (represented as a project,
printedd in bold) consisting of three tasks (represented as experiments, printed in bold):
Microarrayy production (Experiment-1), mRNA-probe preparation (Experiment-2),
andd hybridization (Experiment-3). Every task contains a number of data or activity
steps.. Some of the steps can be used in many experiments to represent a physical
entityy or data element generated in one experiment as output which is used in anotherr experiment as input (e.g. the MicroArray generated in Experiment-1 is used in
Experiment-33 during hybridization, depicted as a rectangle).
Figuree 6.16 depicts a case where some of the experiments in a project follow a
specificc order (e.g. time-series experiments). In this figure, there are two groups of
experiments,, namely Experiments 1 - 3 and Experiments 4 - 5 . Experiments have
aa specific order within each group. However, although they are related, there is no
orderr among the experiments in different groups.
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Figuree 6.15: Example project with different microarray experiments in Expressive DB
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Figuree 6.16: Representing different ordering of experiments within a project in Expressivee DB

6.44

Using the Expressive System

Inn order to illustrate the functionality offered by VLAM-G to microarray studies,
thiss section further builds on the scenario presented in Section 6.2 and describes
thee scenario to show how the VLAM-G can help the biologist in her/his microarray
experiment. .
Designingg the experiment. In the example scenario, a number of DNA microarrayy PFTs are presented to the biologist, which contain the steps involved in a typical
microarrayy experiment. S/he will go through these templates step by step, and enter
thee required information for each step into the fill-in forms displayed. Every form correspondss to a specific step in the experiment, and captures the information required
forr that step. For instance, the molarity of the solvent used in hybridization, resolutionn parameter used for the image analysis software, or comments of the biologist on
thee quality of the clones obtained from the biotechnology company.
Performingg the experiment. The analysis of the scanned microarray images requiress a certain amount of computational power and storage. In this step, the biologist
selectss the most suitable analysis module among the available biology related softwaree modules, and attaches it to the two modules; one reading the images from the
archivee and the other storing the analysis results in the database. When defined,
thee experiment topology (consisting of these three modules) will be first saved and
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thenn executed by the VLAM-G RTS. The VLAM-G RTS executes the modules in the
topologyy on the Grid in a distributed manner using the Globus toolkit. This allows
thee user to specify the computational, networking, and storage requirements for the
executionn of her/his modules and acquire the required resources from a distributed
pooll of available resources. Furthermore, an intelligent assistant agent will provide
scientistss some statistical information, such as information about similar tools, mostusedd software modules, run-time statistics about a module, etc.
Analysiss of the experiment results. In order to extract the knowledge and gain
betterr insights into the problem under study, the data sets obtained after the experimentt need to be analyzed. The analysis can involve among others utilization of high
computationall power, high-speed networks, storage facilities, and visualization tools.
Inn the microarray example, the biologist will be able to choose the software modules
too use in her/his topology to analyze her/his expression result set. The analysis proceduree will first read the current experiment result set from the expression database,
andd perform a query on the database to retrieve the results of all experiments performedd in the past for the same drug and for the same target gene. Then the current
resultt set will be compared to the others to find any common expression behavior.
Finallyy the comparison results will be displayed. Assume that there are two analysis
toolss available for such a comparison, one performing the comparison in a sequential
wayy on the same machine, the other distributing the result sets on a cluster and comparee in parallel. The biologist will select the second module, connect the database
modulee as input generator to this analysis module (which reads the data sets from
thee database), and connect a visualization module (which displays the comparison
results)) and another database module (which stores the results in the database) as
outputt consumers to the analysis module. Alternatively, s/he can modify the parameterss of the analysis module, display the results, and repeat the analysis until a better
resultt is obtained, and store the results in the database.

6.55

Conclusions

Thiss chapter described a complex application case from the life sciences domain,
namelyy the DNA Microarray Application. Due to its complexity, the study of the
DNAA Microarray Application was used and contributed to many of the information
managementt related developments in the VLAM-G. In addition to providing general
informationn about microarray experiments, this chapter described how this applicationn case supports biologists as part of the VLAM-G virtual laboratory environment.
Furthermore,, this chapter represented the development of this application case in a
stepwisee manner, following the methodology described in Section 4.6.
Developmentt of the DNA Microarray Application as part of the VLAM-G does
nott only illustrate the applicability of the methodology of Section 4.6 to a real life
application,, but has also served as the verification/validation ground for the informationn management framework defined in Chapter 4 and its implementation described
inn Chapter 5.

Chapterr 7

Conclusions s
Thiss concluding chapter provides an overall view of the research work presented in this
thesis.. Specifically, the chapter first presents an overview of the proposed approach
inn this thesis followed by summary of the thesis achievements. The evaluation and
comparisonn of the proposed approach is provided next. Then this chapter focuses on
thee future work, which describes improvements to the presented work and mentions
somee advance collaborative extensions.

7.11

Overview of the Proposed Approach

Theree are a number of driving forces for research activities in supporting scientific
experimentationss and applications. The revolutionary technological advances in laboratoryy instruments and techniques that generate massive amounts of data and enable
moree complex experimentations can be named among the pulling forces, while the
technologicall advances in the ICT can be named among the pushing forces.
Thee pulling forces certainly open the way for newer experiments, newer solution
methodss and techniques, and hence new results. However, the pulling forces at the
samee time result in highly automated but still very complex experiments, which generatee large amounts of data and require advanced solutions for the management and
analysiss of this data.
Onn the other hand, although the pushing factors do already play an important
rolee in supporting scientific experiments and applications, a concerted use of available
technologiess will certainly help scientists to better exploit their experimental results
andd obtain new insights on the problem domain.
AA collaborative experimentation environment (CEE) provides such a concerted use
off the available technologies, including both pulling and pushing technologies. Several
issuess must be considered in a complex environment like a CEE; for instance, representationn and management of experiments, modelling information related to these
experiments,, and functionality for the management of experiments and related information.. Management of scientific information can be named among the most
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importantt issues, since it is involved in any and all steps during an experiment.
Informationn management in a CEE introduces several challenges, such as modellingg and management of complex experimental procedures and heterogeneous data.
Inn this context, the main objective of this thesis work was to analyze the requirementss of scientific experiments from different disciplines, and to propose generic and
reusablee solutions for information management related problems that scientists face
whenn performing these experiments.
Inn order to achieve this goal, first a comprehensive study of different experiments
andd applications from experimental science domains has been performed. The study
includedd microarray and confocal microscopy experiments from life sciences, material
analysiss experiments from physics, and traffic simulation applications. Furthermore,
severall other experiments and applications have been studied from the literature,
includingg medical applications and other physics applications. This study led to the
identificationn of the information management related problems that scientists face
duringg experimentation.
Then,, based on the study results and the identified problems, a requirements
analysiss has been performed to identify and categorize the requirements that need
too be fulfilled to overcome the problems of scientists. The categorization resulted in
twoo groups of requirements, namely user requirements and base ICT requirements.
Thee former group includes the needs and expectations of users of the CEE, while the
latterr group is more solution-oriented and includes the requirements for the necessary
basee ICT infrastructure in order to properly fulfill the user requirements.
Thee other step taken before designing and developing an information management
platformm for CEEs was a thorough study and analysis of the state-of-the-art in this
field.field. This study was divided into two parts:
1.. Study of existing and emerging technologies, paradigms, and standards that
enablee the development of support environments for complex experimentations
(i.e.. enablers). The study covered information models and standards, distributedd information management systems, resource management technologies,
andd other related technologies, paradigms, and tools such as workflow managementt and virtual organizations. These areas have been chosen based on the
identifiedd requirements.
2.. A comprehensive survey of several support environments for complex experimentationss and their scientific information management approaches. The survey
providess an overview of each support environment and presents their functionalityy with a specific focus on information management. Furthermore, an evaluationn of the surveyed support environments has been preformed with respect to
differentt criteria, including the identified requirements, provided functionality,
appliedd enablers, and employed implementation technologies. The survey and
thee evaluation provide a snapshot of the state-of-the-art in scientific information
management. .
Studyy of scientific experiments, survey of existing and emerging scientific informationn management approaches, and the identified requirements form the basis of defin-
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ingg the framework for information management in a CEE. Because the information
managementt is involved in all stages of experimentation, the information management
frameworkk in a CEE has direct influence on other components of the CEE. Specially,
modellingg of scientific experiments provides the base for a proper description of the
otherr aspects of the CEE. Consequently, an experiment model has been proposed
thatt is capable of uniformly representing heterogeneous scientific experiments while
coveringg all aspects of these experiments, from experimental procedures to computationall processing. Another important component of the CEE, which is responsible for
presentingg the functionality offered by the CEE and the data/information handled
withinn the CEE, is the user environment of the CEE. In a multi-disciplinary CEE,
itss user environment must provide uniform and reusable interfaces to scientists. Uniformm interfaces and reusable components for the CEE user environment are achieved
throughh the uniformity and extensibility offered by the experiment model. In addition
too the CEE user environment, information management in a CEE is also based on the
experimentt model. Several data models have been developed for the representation
off different types of data/information generated and handled within the CEE. Besidess the data models for information about scientific experiments, the designed data
modelss include those for information about users, access rights, available resources,
objectt sharing and reusing, and display properties. Furthermore, functionality for the
storagee and management of the modelled data/information has been designed.
Inn order to support the designed functionality, an architecture has been designed
forr the information management platform, and implemented within the context of the
VLAM-GG experimentation environment. The architecture design addresses several
challengess in scientific information management, from providing uniform interfaces
forr diverse functionality to modularity, openness, and flexibility. The modularity and
uniformm interfaces remove the dependency of components to each other, and enable
thee extension of the architecture when necessary. The implementation of the VTMCO
informationn management platform demonstrates the applicability of the proposed
dataa and functionality models for the CEE.
Finally,, application of the concepts, models, and the developed information managementt platform to a real-life application is presented. The DNA microarray applicationn demonstrates the applicability of the developed platform to a complex experiment
inn life sciences.

7.22

Summary of Thesis Achievements

Thee main achievement of the work presented in this thesis is the modelling, design,
andd development of an information management platform that is open, flexible, and
extensible,, which provides models and mechanisms for the storage and management
off heterogeneous scientific information. Other achievements related to the managementt of scientific information in a collaborative experimentation environment are
enumeratedd below:
1.. A framework for CEE covering aspects related to experiment management,
informationn management, and user environment in the CEE.
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2.. An experiment model covering different aspects of scientific experiments; namely
procedures,, contexts, and computational processing of experiments. The experimentt model is capable of uniformly representing multi-disciplinary scientific
experiments. .
3.. A framework for user environments, covering aspects related to provided facilitiess and graphical representation of experiment-related information. Uniformity
andd reusability are the main features of the user environment framework, which
aree mainly achieved through the uniformity of the experiment model.
4.. Several data models representing different types of data/information generated
andd handled within a CEE. The major types of data/information represented
byy these models are experiment procedures, experiment contexts, and computationall processing of experiments; user information and access rights; and informationn about available resources. Experimentation Environment Data Model
(EEDM)) is the data model designed for experiment contexts. EEDM is generic
too model information related to experiments from different domains, customizableable to easily modify existing types/attributes, extendible to model application
specificc information, and open for future extensions. Application data models
extendd the base constructs of EEDM for modelling domain-specific experimental
information.. Furthermore, EEDM supports the modelling and representation
off multi-disciplinary experiments.
5.. Design of the functionality required for storing and managing diverse types of
informationinformation that are represented by the data models.
6.. Support for object sharing and reuse, through formal definition of semantic relationshipss among elements in an experiment procedure. Sharing policies ensure
semanticsemantic consistency of shared information.
7.7. A methodology for adding new applications to a CEE. Availability of such a
methodologyy prevents the re-invention of the wheel for each domain to be supportedd by step-by-step guiding of the developers during the process of adding
neww applications. The methodology considers the approaches followed and the
dataa models developed in this thesis.
8.. Architectural design and implementation of VIMCO - Virtual Laboratory Informationn Management for Cooperation. VIMCO is a realization of the experiment
model,, data models, and functionality design. VIMCO models a wide variety
off experimental information and provides mechanisms for the management of
suchh information. It is scalable, flexible, and open for adding new users and resources;; open for adding new types of information and components to support
thee management of these new information types; and does not depend on any
thirdd party products or solutions. The flexibility, openness, and extensibility of
thee proposed approach is proven by the incremental design and development of
VIMCO. .
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9.. An application case demonstrating the applicability of the model and its implementationn to a real life experiment. The DNA micro-array application serves
ass both the verification/validation proof, as well as a realization of the methodologyy defined for adding new applications to a CEE.

7.33

Evaluation and Comparison of the Proposed
VLAM-G/VIMCOO Approach

Inn order to compare the proposed information management platform in this dissertationn with the information management approaches of the related systems, VIMCO
iss evaluated using the same evaluation criteria applied to those related systems. Furthermore,, the proposed platform is compared to the related systems to identify the
mainn similarities and differences.

7.3.11

Evaluation of VLAM-G/VIMCO

VIMCOO is evaluated using the same evaluation criteria described in Section 3.2. Evaluationn and comparison results of VIMCO can be found in the tables presented in
Appendixx C, together with the evaluation and comparison results of the other related
systemss that were studied. Similar to the other evaluated systems, the entire VLAMGG is used for the evaluation including its information management platform VIMCO,
hencee it will be referred to as 'VLAM-G/VIMCO' in this section.
Thee VLAM-G/VIMCO approach was classified under 'other systems' in Section
3.3,, because it provides a broad range of functionalities which covers functionalities
providedd by context-oriented systems, computation-oriented systems, and metadataorientedd systems. Thus, VLAM-G/VIMCO is too extensive to be classified into any
off the other groups, and hence classified as part of the 'other systems'.
VLAM-G/VIMCOO is evaluated with respect to the same criteria: identified requirements,, provided functionality, applied enablers, and employed implementation
technologies.. Each table in Appendix C includes a row for VLAM-G/VIMCO.
Identifiedd Requirements
Unlikee the other evaluated systems, VLAM-G/VIMCO identifies all the requirements
thatt are selected as evaluation criteria in Section 3.2. This is mainly because the
otherr systems have a specific target domain to support (e.g. Cactus aims to support
simulationn applications in numerical relativity and PELLPACK focuses on solving
partiall differential equations), or because they target at only one aspect of experimentationn (e.g. Gateway and UNICORE aim at providing easy to use interfaces to
high-performancee computing resources). For earlier systems, however, this is because
certainn technology was not available at the time of development (e.g. Grid technology
wass not available when Zoo, SoftLab and Ecce were developed).
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Providedd Functionality
VLAM-G/VIMCOO provides all functionalities given in Tables C.4 and C.5, except
replication,, different execution modes (e.g. batch mode), cooperative working environments,, and collaboration management. These are planned in VLAM-G as future
work.. Please refer to Subsection 3.2.2 for the descriptions of the functionalities consideredd for the evaluation.
Experimentt management. VIMCO allows domain experts to define and manage
templatess for any type of experiments. These templates allow scientists to capture
anyy relevant information about an experiment. Novice users create instances of these
templatess using workflow-like graphical user interfaces. The user interface provides
context-sensitivee assistance to users during template instantiation using the informationn embedded in the templates. Studies (template instances) are descriptions of
experimentss and steps in experiments, and users can create, modify, or delete studies.
Studiess cover the design, history of activities, and metadata for an experiment. Users
cann load an existing experiment description by issuing a query on the properties of
overalll experiments or on the properties of individual steps in an experiment. Users
definee their experiment's computational processing (called topology) based on the set
off available software tools (called modules) using a graphical editor. Descriptions of
moduless and the topologies are stored in a VIMCO database. A topology is always
associatedd with a study. Processes included in a topology are executed on the Grid
environmentt by the VLAM-G Run Time System.
Data/informationn management. Large data sets are stored in high-capacity
serverss as files. VLAM-G provides generic file manipulation mechanisms as modules.. In addition, descriptions of experiments and experiment steps, metadata (i.e.
informationn about the large data sets) are stored in VIMCO databases. There is one
databasee in VIMCO for each application/domain. Users can query information stored
inn these databases. Because multiple databases are maintained for different VLAM-G
applications,, VIMCO provides mechanisms to uniformly access these databases and
integratee information that is distributed among these databases. VIMCO supports
managingg multiple versions of experiment templates.
Resourcee management. Information about available storage resources (e.g. about
applicationn databases) and software resources (e.g. about software entities/modules)
inn VLAM-G are stored in the VIMCO databases. The VLAM-G Run Time System
usess the Grid services to schedule the modules in the topology of an experiment to
thee available computing resources. It also allows users to monitor the execution of
theirr topologies and steer the execution through parameter changes.
Userr management. Every user has an account in VLAM-G/VIMCO. Different
userr roles have been defined for different types of VLAM-G/VIMCO users, where
everyy user assumes one role.
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Collaboration.. VLAM-G/VIMCO allows users to share hardware and software
resourcess through the Grid, and to share information through VIMCO. Cooperative
workingg environments (e.g. chatboxes) and application of virtual organizations are
plannedd as future work.
Security.. Grid-based authentication/authorization mechanisms are used in VLAMG.. Single sign-on is supported; users provide their username/passwords only once at
log-inn time, subsequently the access is provided to all VLAM-G/VIMCO resources
includingg databases without presenting their username/passwords again. In VIMCO,
thee access rights to the stored information are defined for each user role and enforced
att run-time.
Appliedd Enablers
VLAM-G/VIMCOO makes use of all enablers described in Section 3.1, except virtuall organizations which is planned as future work. Distributed information managementt mechanisms are used for managing information stored in multiple VIMCO
databases.. Several data models are developed for experiment and information modelling.. Dublin Core standard is used in the experiment model, while using ODMG
standardd is planned as future work. Grid technology is used for resource management,, including file management. Studies and topologies are modelled in VIMCO
andd presented to users through user interfaces in workflow-like presentation forms.
Employedd Implementation Technologies
Differentt components of VLAM-G/VIMCO are implemented using different programmingg languages: VIMCO, Session Manager, and user interfaces are implemented in
Javaa while Run Time System and modules are implemented in C / C + + . The Matisse
ODBMSS is used in VIMCO. VIMCO provides several interfaces, including HTTP(S)
andd RMI. XML is used for data exchange among VLAM-G components.

7.3.22

Comparison of V L A M - G / V I M C O with Other Systems

Thiss section provides a brief discussion of similarities and differences between the
proposedd system and some of the evaluated systems.
•• High-level definition of an experiment. Experiment definition of OPM is
similarr to VIMCO experiment definition. Experiments consist of a number of
steps.. The steps can follow a specified order, or can be aggregate steps consisting
off sub-steps. In addition, VLAM-G/VIMCO defines a higher-level 'project' that
containss a set of ordered/unordered experiments. In OPM, rules/conditions for
transitionn between experiment steps can be specified and enforced. Currently,
VIMCOO does not support this functionality.
•• Experiment models. Sieve/Symphony and VLAM-G/VIMCO have similar
experimentt models, based on 'instantiation'. In this model, templates are providedd for typical experiments, which are instantiated for description and design
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off actual experimentations. These designs are then executed. Zoo also employs
aa similar approach that is based on the instantiation of a hierarchy of schemas
(i.e.. schema, meta-schema, meta-meta-schema, etc.).
Composingg experiments. In Gateway, Sieve/Symphony, SCIRun/BioPSE/Uintahh experiments are composed of executable components. Similarly, VLAMG/VIMCOO allows its users to compose their experiments' processing by attachingg executable modules to each other. In addition, similar to Sieve/Symphony,
VLAM-GG performs a type checking during composition.
• •Experimentt execution. Although experiment models and definitions of Zoo,
OPMM and VIMCO are similar, view of these systems on experiment executionn differs significantly. In Zoo, experiment execution is considered as derived
relationshipss based on related input classes, while in VIMCO experiments are
consideredd as data flows between executable modules that are connected to each
other.. OPM, on the other hand, does not support experiment executions.
• •Informationn about an experiment. Sieve/Symphony, SoftLab, Zoo, Chimera
andd VIMCO all provide experiment databases, containing all related informationn about an experiment that is necessary and sufficient for the reproducibility
off the experiment results.
Implementationn approaches. Implementation approaches of evaluated systemss differ considerably. For instance, Sieve/Symphony uses JavaBeans componentss and SCIRun employs a stand-alone shared memory execution. However,
manyy systems developed a modular architecture (e.g. Zoo, UNICORE, Gateway,, VLAM-G/VTMCO).

7.44

Future Work and Advance Collaborative Extensions s

Characteristicss of emerging scientific experiments have been outlined in Section 1.1,
andd the information management requirements for managing scientific information
inn a collaborative experimentation environment have been described in Subsection
2.6.2.. One of the major characteristics of scientific experiments, and hence one of
theirr major requirements, is related to collaboration. Chapters 4 and 5 have focused
onn the modelling, design and development of an information management platform
forr scientific information within an experimentation environment. However, in order
too propose an environment where scientists can collaborate with each other in a
controlledcontrolled manner, extensions are needed to the design and development presented in
thesee chapters.
Inn this section, first the future work describing the possible improvements to the
existingg information management platform is discussed, which mainly consists of minorr improvements but of general nature. Then two possible extensions are described
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thatt involve the application of federated information management and virtual organizationss to the existing platform to further support the collaborative aspects of
scientificc experiments.

7.4.11

Future Work

Thee following can be mentioned among the future work to improve the existing informationn management platform:
Supportingg different formats for data exchange. The current design and implementationn of the information management platform uses XML as the data
exchangee mechanism. Existing tools are used for the serialization of data objects
intoo XML documents. However, an XML document generated by a specific tool
compliess to the XML schema specified by the tool, hence, it becomes complex
andd costly for other tools to understand this XML document. Furthermore, this
prohibitss the usage of standard XML formats defined for scientific domains. In
orderr to overcome this problem, a highly generic XML tool is needed for the
serializationn of data objects into XML documents and vice versa. Given an
XMLL schema, the tool must be capable of serializing data objects into an XML
documentt which complies with the specified XML schema. Development of this
tooll may require the mapping of data types to different elements in an XML
schema.. Availability of such a generic tool will enable the import and export of
dataa as XML documents that comply to the already defined standards, hence,
improvee the collaboration and cooperation between the CEE and other centers.
Cross-databasee links. Cross-database links are required to support high-level data
integration.. Currently, the information management platform provides data
integrationn to a certain level (e.g. user information and project/experiment
informationn that are distributed over multiple databases). The best approach
wouldd be the ability to define virtual integrated schemas.
Integratingg Data Grid tools. As described in Subsection 3.1.3, several on-going
researchh efforts exist in the area of Data Grid. Developments in this area, such
ass replica managers for large data sets, need to be integrated within the CEE.
Definitionn of views. Currently, the access rights are represented in the form of restrictions.. A better approach, however, is the ability to define views on existing
dataa types and specify the access rights with finer granularity on these views.
Automatedd linking of studies and topologies. A study may include elements
thatt correspond to modules in a topology (e.g. image analysis step in microarrayy experiments). Currently, users must specify the parameter values for
thiss step twice, first in the PFT Viewer when providing the description of this
stepp and then in the Topology Editor when providing the information about
thee module representing this step. This duplication of work is difficult for the
user,, and may be error prone. To solve this problem, a component is needed
thatt will automatically make the parameter values used in the P F T Viewer also
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availablee in the Topology Editor, and allow users to map the parameter values
inn the study to parameters in the module.
Customizingg the experimentation environment. Currently, experiment proceduress can only be defined by experts in the domain. Although this approach
iss useful to assist inexperienced users, it may have a restrictive effect on the
experiencedd users in the long term. For instance, extending the application
databasee schemas with customized (user-defined) data types is needed when
modellingg user-specific experimental steps and results, especially during ad-hoc
experimentations.. Similarly, user-defined experiment procedures are needed to
representt more specialized experiments, which will be only used by a certain
groupp of experienced users. Ontology management systems can be used to assist
thiss task. An ontology provides a dictionary for formal definitions of concepts
andd entities (e.g. data elements, processes, and their attributes) in a specific
scientificc domain, and serve as the base for achieving a common understanding
off these concepts and entities for inter-disciplinary research. Customizing the
experimentationn environment is illustrated in Figure 7.1. In this figure, a customizedd data type (namely BioSample) is defined using the definitions in two
differentt ontologies (namely Target from the Molecular Biology Ontology and
Samplee from the Material Analysis Ontology), and this data type is in turn used
whenn defining a new, customized experiment procedure.
Enforcementt of update policies. In the current information management platform,, the necessary constructs are already available for the specification of the
updatee policies on data objects. However, the proper means for getting update
policiess from users and for the enforcement of these policies is still to be designed
andd developed.
Graphicall and automated administration facilities. Although it is designed
andd implemented by the information management platform, the user interfaces
(i.e.. the VLAM-G Front-End) does not support the administration functionality.. Automated mechanisms would further ease the administration of the
platform;; for instance, automatic creation of user accounts and specification of
privilegess on the underlying DBMS.

7.4.22

Advance Collaborative Extensions

Ass outlined in Section 1.1, collaboration is one of the main characteristics of e-science
domainss and applications. Emerging scientific experiments and applications are evolvingg towards collaborative efforts involving several partners from different disciplines,
differentt organizations, and different countries. With the increasing complexity and
costt of scientific experiments, sharing expertise and sharing resources have become two
off the most important motivations for collaboration. However, proper management
off such large collaborations is still an issue.
Thee information management platform described in this thesis already addresses
somee of the main issues related to collaborative experimentation of several scientists,
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whenn the shared information for a joint experiment is not duplicated and is entirely
storedd within the VLAM-G. These are summarized below:
•• Multi-disciplinary projects a r e s u p p o r t e d . Scientists from different discipliness can collaborate to perform a multi-disciplinary project, which can include
experimentss from these disciplines.
•• Sharing c o m p l e t e e x p e r i m e n t s or p a r t s of e x p e r i m e n t s is s u p p o r t e d .
Scientistss can share experimental procedures, contextual information (i.e. scientificc information about experiment steps), or processing designs. These do
nott only allow sharing of information, but also allow the transfer of expertise
andd knowledge.
•• Basic mechanisms for controlling t h e collaboration are s u p p o r t e d .
Sharingg policies are defined and enforced to ensure the semantic consistency
(i.e.. with respect to semantic object boundaries) of the shared information.
Furthermore,, basic access control mechanisms allow scientists to define who can
accesss what information and at which level (e.g. complete studies, software
descriptions,, experiment steps).
Inn addition, the VLAM-G experimentation environment described in Subsection

Neww type definitions
Neww PFT definitions
Figuree 7.1: Customizing the experimentation environment
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1.5.11 addresses other collaborative aspects (e.g. sharing of software and hardware
resourcess and the Grid security credentials needed to use these resources). These
functionalitiess form the base collaboration functionality in the VLAM-G/VIMCO. In
additionn to these, cooperative working environments (e.g. chatboxes) are planned as
futuree work.
However,, some of the collaboration requirements that were identified in Section
2.66 still need to be fulfilled. These requirements are integration of heterogeneous data
fromm autonomous sources, and setting and enforcing rules and regulations for a proper
collaborationn among partners within the context of a virtual organization. Figure 7.2
showss the initial ideas on extending the VLAM-G architecture with two collaborative
components,, namely Archipel and VO Manager, which respectively apply federated
informationn management and virtual organizations to VLAM-G to fulfill the remainingg advance collaboration requirements. In the remaining of this subsection, these
twoo components will be further described.

7.4.33

Archipel Federated Information Management System

AA generic federated information management framework is being designed within the
contextt of the VLAM-G project. The research and development activities within
thiss framework cover the fundamental data management infrastructures and mech-

Modulee Repository

Ml l

M2 2

M3 3

M4 4

.,,
II VO Manager I*

VLAM-GG data sources

[ ARCHIPEL

Externall data sources

Figuree 7.2: VLAM-G architecture extended with Archipel and VO Manager
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anismss necessary to support the advanced applications of the VLAM-G. Archipel
iss an object-oriented information management system infrastructure, supporting the
storagee and manipulation of inter-related data objects distributed over multiple sites.
Itt provides uniform access to a variety of heterogeneous and distributed information
sourcess while preserving the autonomy of the individual information sources, through
cross-institutionall data sharing and exchange, (semantic) integration of diverse informationn from heterogeneous data resources, and management of integrated data.
Pleasee note that federated databases support access to distributed resources, where
theree is no centralization (or duplication) of data/control, and all data is accessed at
thee time it is needed directly from its source.
AA preliminary design for the Archipel architecture is given in Figure 7.3. Below,
brieff descriptions of the main components involved in this design are presented:
Schemaa Manager. Data resources within the Archipel system are autonomous,
meaningg that each resource defines what part of their schema is available to
whichh other users. Based on the agreement to create a federation, an administratorr creates a schema for the federation. This schema contains mappings to
thee data resource schemas. Schema Manager provides the functionality to the
administratorr to view data resource schemas (component schemas), define the
federatedd schema and create the mappings between the federated and componentt schemas. The mappings are formulated through a specific schema mapping

ARCHIPELL Core Functionality Server
Vieww Manager
"" Monitoring Agent <--

Schemaa and View Catalogue

Schemaa Manager -

Federatedd Query Processor

SS

Queryy Processor-N

__ Ontology

Ontologyy Manager

;; Query Processor-B
Resourcee Catalogue
Resourcee Manager

- ^^

Queryy Processor-A

Resource,, Server-1

ff

]

—/—/ /:r

Resource, Server-2

ver-nn
Resource Server-

j

^1 ^1
Figuree 7.3: Preliminary design of the Archipel architecture
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andd derivation language. The federated schema definitions are stored in the
SchemaSchema and View Catalogue. The mappings are then used by other Archipel
components,, such as the Federated Query Processor and View Manager.
Ontologyy Manager. As introduced earlier, an ontology provides a dictionary for
formall definitions of concepts and entities in a specific domain, and serves as
thee base for achieving a common understanding of these concepts and entities
forr inter-disciplinary research. Ontology plays an essential role when designing
aa federated schema. It provides descriptions of entities as well as the semantic
relationshipss between these entities, hence it helps the administrator to resolve
semanticc and syntactic conflicts during federated schema design. The Ontology
ManagerManager allows the Schema Manager (hence the administrator) to access the
definitionss in the ontology. Furthermore, the Ontology Manager and Schema
ManagerManager can be used to automate the federated schema design. For instance,
duringg the schema design, the Schema Manager can read the schemas of the
dataa resources, for each entity in the schemas contact the Ontology Manager
too obtain its relationship to other entities, and build a similarity graph based
onn the ontology entries. This similarity graph can be used to automatically
resolvee the conflicts. Any remaining conflicts can be manually resolved by the
administrator. .
Vieww Manager. The View Manager allows individual users as well as administratorss to define views on their part of information for other users, and associate
accesss rights with these views. View Manager uses the schema definitions and
mappingss generated by the Schema Manager and stored in the Schema and
ViewView Catalogue. The view definitions are also stored in the same catalogue.
Anyy access request to the federated schema is evaluated against the views defined. fined.
Resourcee Manager. An Archipel federation may consist of multiple data resources.
Informationn about these resources are stored and maintained by the Resource
Manager.Manager. Such information includes, for instance, name of the data resource,
communicationn information to the host of the data resource, and information
aboutt the drivers that can be used to access this data resource. Drivers are
softwaree libraries that actually realize the mapping between the federated data
modell (i.e. object-oriented) and the data model of the resource (e.g. relational)
andd between the federated queries (i.e. in OQL) and the query languages of the
resourcess (e.g. SQL).

Federatedd Query Processor. The Archipel Federated Query Processor (FQP) receivess user queries on the federated schema, identifies the resources involved,
optimizess the query according to the resources and Query Processors. It then
dividess the federated query into sub-queries, assigns the sub-queries to Query
ProcessorsProcessors for execution, and merges the results of these queries. During query
decomposition,, the FQP makes use of the schema and view definitions, and the
informationn about the resources. During query execution, it makes use of a
numberr of query processors.
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Queryy Processors. Query Processor (QP) is the Archipel component that is responsiblee for processing queries on a certain platform (e.g. Grid-based query
processor,, mobile-agent based query processor). Therefore, there is one QP for
eachh of the supported platforms (represented as QP-A to QP-N in Figure 7.3).
AA QP receives a portion of the federated query and executes it on a certain
platformm using the resource drivers. The query executed by a QP may still span
multiplee data resources, thus it makes use of multiple drivers.
Schedular.. All user queries will be inserted into a queue. Schedular constantly
checkss this queue, and schedules the execution of the queries based on predefined
rules,, such as priority assigned for each request, or quality-of-service agreed with
thee user. This way, reservation in advance can also be supported. Forcing each
Archipell component to offer a getStatus() or getWorkload() method allows the
developmentt of a monitoring component. The Monitoring Agent will be used
byy the Schedular for performance monitoring of each Archipel component.

7.4.44

Supporting Virtual Organizations

Thee necessary supporting information management infrastructure for Virtual Organizationss is currently at the design stage [171] and is outside the scope of this thesis.
Thiss infrastructure will contain a catalogue and a federated framework. The cataloguee will store information related to VOs; namely the VO information (id, partners,
coordinatorr contact info, etc.) and enterprize information (business area, services
andd data provided, contact information, etc). The VO support infrastructure, called
ass VO Manager in Figure 7.3, will make use of the other VLAM-G components; for
instance,, it will use the Archipel for sharing data resources and controlling access
too these resources, or Grid for enforcing the sharing and access policies on hardware
resources. .
Withh the existence of a VO support infrastructure, a number of organizations
cann join together, sharing their resources and skills towards reaching common goals.
Ass applied to the scientific collaboration domain, VOs can assist organizations in
pursuingg a common goal, for instance, tight collaboration towards solving scientific
problems,, where the sub-tasks are distributed among different organizations and the
distributedd multitasking is coordinated by the VO Manager. As the base necessity
inn the VO, it will be possible to share (access) privileges on all kinds of resources,
fromm hardware and software to data and information. Furthermore, this sharing and
collaborationn is regulated by pre-defined set of rules and policies, which are agreed
uponn by all collaborating partners. These agreements in form of contracts will further
increasee the trust among partners, and help them to advance their collaborations.
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Appendixx B

Relatedd Projects
Inn addition to the VLAM-G Project, which formed the base for this thesis work and described
inn Subsection 1.5.1, the author has been involved in many other projects that contributed
too the work described in this thesis. This appendix provides an overview of these projects.

Dutchh ICES/KIS II VLAM-G - M A C S Project (1999-2002)
Thee main goal of the MACS System [9] was the development of innovative mechanisms
andd functionality for storage and handling of large amounts of data generated by the Materiall Analysis of Complex Surfaces (MACS) experiments. Specific requirements of these
experiments,, e.g. managing large data sets and metadata management, contributed to the
refinementt of the generic data model developed for experimental information (i.e. EEDM)
andd the VIMCO functionality. MACS System also benefited from the generic functionality
providedd by VLAM-G, in specific from the information modelling and management functionalityy of VIMCO. A database called MACS DB is designed and developed based on the
EEDMM to store experiment descriptions and metadata. Several experiment templates are
definedd and stored in the MACS DB. Data is stored as files in the NetCDP format [74].

Dutchh N W O - B M I Flexwork Project (2001-2004)
Thee aim of the Flexwork project is to combine data from different biomolecular techniques
inn a flexible manner for the Dutch scientific community. The project will allow the users to
definee their own data gathering and analysis by linking bioinformatics tools in a virtual laboratoryy environment that can be approached via Grid. Among the key objectives, a flexible
dataa integration framework to support system biology and object-oriented data modelling
off DNA-sequence and gene expression data can be named. Highly heterogeneous data types
involvedd in the target experiments, and the requirement for the modelling and storage of
annotationn data allowed to define generic models for the analysis results.

Europeann 5FP FETISH Project (2000-2002)
Thee goal of the FETISH-Federated European Tourism Information System
projectt was to integrate the fragmented tourism information systems and
servicess into a federation of distributed resources. The project developed a
vicee repository, a catalogue for service interface definitions, an ontology for
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businesss process editor/manager for defining and executing value-added services. FETISH
employss a service-oriented architecture [172]. The main task of the CO-IM Group in this
projectt was to design and develop the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue and the Federatedd Access Rights Manager for defining and supporting the enforcement of access rights
onn tourism services within the virtual enterprize context [173, 172],

D u t c hh Electronic Toll Collection Project (1996-2001)
Thee Dutch Government intended to implement an Electronic Toll Collection system to reduce
thee traffic congestion. An Automatic Debiting System (ADS) was required for the toll
collectionn not to interfere with normal traffic flow. The role of UvA was to evaluate the
technicall feasibility of ADSs. For this purpose, a modelling and simulation approach was
developed,, and a software environment to perform these simulations was realized [21, 20, 22].
Thee data collected along the road was stored in a Matisse database, together with the metainformationn already produced by the ministry. Studying both data sets as well the planned
accesss patterns to this data, a database model with proper indexes was developed. The data
consistedd of two very large files containing over four million entries, which were parsed and
loadedd into the database. The database is used for the analysis of traffic data in MATLAB
throughh an interface which is developed to transparently access Matisse from the MATLAB
environment.. Currently there is access to this database with traffic measurements with
aa unique level of detail [22]. The same database and the parser tools were also used for
evaluatingg the performance of the Matisse ODBMS.

Dutchh J E R A Project (1996-1998)
Thee JERA project [174] focused on the realization of a fault tolerant distributed Web server.
Severall aspects were taken into account; namely: object caching, databases, fault tolerance,
andd scalability. The main task of UvA in this project was the design of a Web server
architecturee to cope with the ongoing increase of the Internet requirements. The design
addressedd two of the parameters: the need for a powerful data management system to
supportt the increasing complexity of user requests, and an efficient caching mechanism to
reducee the amount of redundant traffic. The proposed solution was based on a distributed
databasee framework to replace the file system and a collaborative caching system that builds
upp a dynamic hierarchy of cache servers [175]. In order to achieve scalability, a distributed
databasee framework integrated with the Web server was designed [175, 176]. A prototype
off this architecture was developed and used in many other projects; for instance for storing
largee scientific data sets [177] and in the MegaStore project for storing music data [178].

Europeann E S P R I T 4 ARCHES II Project (1995-1999)
Thee prototype developed in the JERA Project was also used in the ARCHES project for
evaluatingg a gigabit switch [179]. The purpose of this project was to bridge the gap for the
utilizationn of existing high speed network technologies (HIC) developed in various European
projectss for the emerging standard of Gigabit Ethernet (GE). New, scalable switches based
onn the HIC technologies were designed and put to the test. The role of UvA was to validate
thee technology developed in the ARCHES project as an expert end user of this technology.
Webb technology was chosen as the evaluation application area and, the Web server software
withh a distributed database replacing the file system, which was developed in the JERA
project,, was extended and used as the demonstration application [179, 180].

Appendixx C

Comparisonn of Related
Supportt Environments
Thiss Appendix contains the evaluation results for the studied systems, based on the criteria
definedd and described in Section 3.2. Please refer to Figure 3.4 for an overview of the criteria
usedd for evaluation. Tables in this Appendix outline the requirements identified/mentioned
byy each system and functionalities provided by each system. Furthermore, evaluation results
off development/implementation related issues are also presented in the remaining tables,
includingg the enabling technologies, paradigms and standards.
Duee to space limitations, a number of abbreviations are used in the tables. First, these
abbreviationss are provided in Table C.l.
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Ace.. hetero, data
Authent.. /author.
CLRCC Data P.
Collab.. mgmt.
Collab. .
Descriptivee inf.
Disc,, alloc, sched.
Dist.. inf. mgmt. sys.
Exec,, mode
Hist,, of activities
Im. .

Accessingg heterogeneous data sources
Authentication/authorization n
CLRCC Data Portal
Collaborationn management
Collaboration n
Descriptivee information
Discovery/allocation/scheduling g
Distributedd information management systems
Executionn mode
Historyy of activities
Implementation n

Inf.. Mgmt.
Inf.. models and stds.
Interf. .

Informationn Management
Informationn models and standards

mgmt. .
Prg.. Lang.

Management t
Programmingg languages

R.Fast t

Remotee FAST

Res.. Mgmt.
Resourcee mgmt. tech.

Resourcee Management
Resourcee management technologies

SW W

Software e
Scriptingg languages
Thee Virtual Laboratory

Scriptt Lang.
Thee Virt.Lab.

Interface e

Virtuall Geotechnical Lab
Virtuall NMR Facility

V.Geo.. Lab.
Virt.. NMR F.
Virt.. organizations

Virtuall organizations

Virt.Lab. .
Webb tech.

Virtuall Lab
Webb technologies

Workfloww mgmt. sys.

Workfloww management systems

Tablee C.l: Abbreviations used in the evaluation tables (Tables C.2 to C.7)
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Appendixx D

Glossary y
Activity.. Special type of experiment components (Chapter 4). Activities may represent
laboratoryy activities, instrumentations, or computational processes. Examples of activitiess are, respectively, hybridization, array scanning, and array image analysis. See
alsoo experiment components, physical entity, data element
Administrator.. User type in a VL (Chapter 2). Administrators are responsible for the
taskss related to the proper management and operation of the VL, such as resource
management,, infrastructure maintenance, and user management.
Collaboration.. A set of provided functionality related evaluation criteria for related work
(Chapterr 3). Collaboration functionality includes sharing of resources (hardware, software,, data/information resources), supporting cooperative working environments (e.g.
video-conferencing,, chat boxes, whiteboards), and organizing, managing and controllingg collaboration activities (functionality provided by virtual organizations). See also
cooperativecooperative working environments.
Collaborativee Experimentation Environment ( C E E ) . A type of support environmentt for scientific experimentations (Chapter 1). CEE refers to virtual laboratory in
itss broadest sense, with an emphasis on supporting joint multi-disciplinary projects
andd collaboration, specifically information sharing among organizations and scientists.
Itt is an integrated solution and support environment that addresses every aspect of
experimentationn and that supports scientists during the entire life cycle of experiments.
Computation-orientedd systems. A class of related work (Chapter 3). Related systems
inn this group approach experimentation from a computational point of view, and
considerr experiments as jobs. Some of these systems allow scientists to compose jobs
byy connecting a number of software components to each other and execute the jobs,
whilee others offer a pre-defined set of software components that perform a specific
taskk in a domain. See also context-oriented systems, instrumentation-oriented
systems,
metadata-orientedmetadata-oriented systems.
Computationall process. Special type of activity (Chapter 4). A computational process
representss a computational activity in an experiment. There is a software entity
correspondingg to each computational process (e.g. ScanAlyze for array image analysis).
Seee also experiment components, activity, software entity.
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Computationall processing. One of the three components of the proposed experiment
modell (Chapter 4). The computational processes involved in a scientific experiment
aree collectively called as the experiment's computational processing. The computationall processing of an experiment is composed of a number of software entities,
connectedd to each other forming a data flow graph. Software entities composing the
experiment'ss computational processing can be executed on one or more computers.
Dataa model for the computational processing of an experiment covers both static informationn (i.e. descriptions of the software entities) and dynamic information (i.e.
run-timee information about the processes). See also experiment procedure, experiment
context,context, software entity.
Context-orientedd systems. A class of related work (Chapter 3). The main focus of
context-orientedd systems in experimentation is the experiment design; in other words,
thee meaning of the experiment. These systems support the scientists during experimentt modelling; that is, when defining the goal of the experiment, formulating
thee goal as an experimental procedure, defining experiment conditions and variables,
andd selecting the techniques, tools to use. See also computation-oriented
systems,
instrumentation-orientedinstrumentation-oriented
systems, metadata-oriented systems.
C o n t e x tt element. Part of an experiment context (Chapter 4). An experiment context
consistss of context elements. A context element is an instantiation of its correspondingg procedure element. Therefore, at the experiment level, a context element provides
thee description of the experiment component represented by its corresponding proceduree element. At the data level, every context element has a corresponding object in
thee application database. See also experiment context, procedure element, experiment
components. components.
Cooperativee working environment. A provided functionality related evaluation criterionn for related work (Chapter 3). Cooperative working environments provide special
typee of collaboration functionality for real-time collaboration activities (e.g. joint sessions,, video-conferencing, chatboxes, whiteboards, virtual reality environments, etc.).
Seee also collaboration.
D a t aa e l e m e n t . Special type of experiment components (Chapter 4). Data elements correspondd to both raw data generated by instruments and used as input to computational
processess (e.g. array image), and to processed data and/or information generated by
computationall processes (e.g. array measurement). See also experiment components,
physicalphysical entity, activity.
D o m a i nn expert. User type in a VL (Chapter 2). Domain expert is a scientist who has extensivee knowledge and experience on a given e-science domain and on the experiments
beingg performed in that domain. See also Scientist.
Enablers.. Related work (Chapter 3). Existing or emerging technologies, standards, and
paradigmss that enable the development of supporting ICT infrastructures (e.g. informationn models and standards, distributed information management systems, etc.).
Enablerss provide certain functionality, mechanisms, facilities, models, and methodologiess that can be applied by ICT infrastructure developers to address the requirements
forr the support infrastructure.
Experimentt components. Part of the general structure of scientific experiments (Chapter
4).. A scientific experiment consists of a number of experiment components. There are
threee kinds of experiment components, namely physical entities, activities, and data
elements.. See also physical entity, activity, data element.
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Experimentt context. One of the three components of the proposed experiment model
(Chapterr 4). An experiment context is an instantiation of an experiment procedure.
Itt describes the accomplishment of a particular experiment by providing descriptions
off each component involved in the experiment, in other words, by providing the contextt for each experiment component. See also experiment procedure, computational
processing,processing, experiment components.
Experimentt procedure. One of the three components of the proposed experiment model
(Chapterr 4). An experiment procedure defines a particular way of accomplishing an
experimentt of a certain type. It defines how to make a certain type of experiment
too solve a specific scientific problem by providing a complete, step-by-step definition
off the experiment. The complete definition of an experiment includes, among others,
thee components involved in the experiment, their order, and the control variables and
parameterss as well as the protocols to be applied during the experiment. See also
experimentexperiment context, computational processing, experiment components.
Genericc descriptive elements. Special type of data elements (Chapter 4). Generic descriptivee elements represent the components that are common to all experiments and
providee descriptive information about them. Such descriptive information does not
changee from one experiment to another. Examples of generic descriptive elements
aree clone, gene, organism, scanner, and image analysis program. See also experiment
components,components, data element.
I C TT developer. Developer of the base VL infrastructure (Chapter 2). ICT developers
developp different functionalities provided by the base VL infrastructure, e.g. storage
off data or monitoring the experiment execution. ICT developers are not users of the
VL. .
Instrumentation-orientedd systems. A class of related work (Chapter 3). Related systemss in this group mainly address issues related to instrumentation. These systems
providee the necessary functionality for off-line or on-line operation of a real instrument,, or for virtual operation of a simulated instrument. In case of off-line operation,
thee instrument is operated by a technician/operator, and mechanisms are provided
forr communication between the scientist and the operator, for instance to set the
parameterr values. See also computation-oriented systems, context-oriented systems,
metadata-orientedmetadata-oriented systems.
Metadata-orientedd s y s t e m s . A class of related work (Chapter 3). Metadata-oriented
systemss mainly focus on the management of descriptions of the data sets generated
byy experiments. These systems provide a metadata catalogue containing, for instance,
informationn about the owner, information about the physical location of the data sets,
orr in some cases information about the contents of the data sets. The commonly
providedd functionality is querying the metadata catalogue. See also computationorientedoriented systems, context-oriented systems, instrumentation-oriented
systems.
Module.. A self-contained executable program in VLAM-G (Chapter 5). Module is the
termm used in the VLAM-G for 'software entity'. See also software entity.
Physicall entity. Special type of experiment components (Chapter 4). Physical entities
aree used during laboratory activities or during instrumentation (e.g. microarray, hybridizedd array, sample, mRNA probe). See also experiment components, activity, data
element. element.
Proceduree element. Part of an experiment procedure (Chapter 4). An experiment proceduree consists of procedure elements. At the experiment level, a procedure element
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representss an experiment component (i.e. a physical entity, an activity, or a data element).. At the data level, every procedure element has a corresponding data type (i.e.
aa class) in the application database schema. See also experiment procedure, experiment
components. components.
P r o c e s ss D a t a Flow ( P D F ) . A tool for modelling experiments and experiment-related informationn (Chapter 4). A PDF is a comprehensive, component-by-component definitionn of an experiment in a domain. A PDF defines every component involved in the
experiment,, the properties of each component, and the relationships among the components.. A PDF is used as a tool for modelling experiments. See also experiment
components. components.
Processs Flow Template ( P F T ) . One of the three components of the VLAM-G experimentt model (Chapter 5). P F T is the term introduced in the VLAM-G referring to the
'experimentt procedure'. See also experiment procedure, study, topology.
Resource.. General description (all chapters). Any resource that is needed and used during
aa scientific experiment in VL, such as computing, storage and networking resources,
instruments,, data/information, and software.
R e u s ee policy. Policy type for managing experiment contexts (Chapter 4). Reuse policy is
usedd to define the rules for sharing objects, such as defining the set of objects that are
relatedd to a shared object (i.e. an object copied to another context) and hence that
alsoo need to be shared, or how to handle sharing of information about instruments or
softwaree for which only a single object exists (singleton objects). See also sharing and
reusingreusing objects, semantically related objects.
Scientist.. User type in a VL (Chapter 2). A scientist is typically associated with an esciencee domain (e.g. molecular biology). Scientists are the actual users of the VL.
Semanticallyy related objects. Related to policies for managing experiment contexts
(Chapterr 4). Given an object, related objects that provide extra (descriptive) informationn about that object are called semantically related objects. For example,
hardware/softwaree tools and the protocol used to perform the activity, extra informationn provided as properties, and the comments of other users (if any) comprise the
semanticallyy related objects for an activity. See also sharing and reusing objects.
Sharingg and reusing objects. Related to policies for managing experiment contexts
(Chapterr 4). Users may need to share experiment-related data/information when
workingg on an experiment context. Information to share can be either at the level of
ann entire experiment context or at the level of objects in a context. For example, if
aa user wants to perform an analysis experiment on some sample which was prepared
inn another experiment in another project, in order to use the (description of the)
samplee in her/his experiment, the user must first copy the sample object from the
originall experiment context to her/his context which is under a different project than
thee origin context. In some cases, only a single copy of an object can exist. This is
usuallyy the case when the objects are created by domain experts or administrators
andd can not be updated by ordinary users. Hence, such objects can not be copied,
butt they must be reused. That is, when working on an experiment context, instead
off creating a copy of an object and including the copy in the context, objects in the
contextt are directly linked to the original object through relationships. This way, only
aa single copy of the object is preserved, while that object is reused by many users in
differentt experiments. When sharing/reusing an existing object, all its semantically
relatedd objects are shared/reused. See also semantically related objects.
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Softwaree entity. A self-contained executable program (Chapter 4). Software entities are
mainlyy characterized by the tasks that they perform, their input and output data types,
andd run-time requirements. Every software entity has a corresponding executable.
Softwaree entities can be attached to each other to define a computational processing.
Seee also computational processing.
Study.. One of the three components of the VLAM-G experiment model (Chapter 5). Study
iss the term introduced in the VLAM-G referring to the 'experiment context'. See also
experimentexperiment context, process flow template, topology.
Tooll developer. User type in a VL (Chapter 2). Tool developers develop support tools
thatt are used in a VL environment, e.g. tools for data analysis.
Topology.. One of the three components of the VLAM-G experiment model (Chapter 5).
Topologyy is the term introduced in the VLAM-G referring to the 'computational processingg of an experiment'. See also computational processing, process flow template,
study. study.
U p d a t ee policy. Policy type for managing experiment contexts (Chapter 4). Update policy
definess what to do in case when a shared object (i.e. an object copied to another
context)) is updated. See also sharing and reusing objects, semantically related objects.
Virtuall organization. A temporary alliance of enterprizes that come together to share
resources,, skills, or core competencies towards reaching a common goal (Chapters 3
andd 7).
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Samenvatting* *
Err bestaat een aantal bepalende krachten voor onderzoeksactiviteiten die ter ondersteuning
dienenn voor wetenschappelijke experimenten en toepassingen. De revolutionaire technologischee vooruitgangen in laboratoriuminstrumenten, en technieken die enorme hoeveelheden
gegevenss genereren en meer ingewikkelde experimenten mogelijk maken, kunnen geschaard
wordenn onder de 'aantrekkende krachten'. De technologische vooruitgangen in de ICT, daarentegen,, behoren tot de 'afstotende krachten'.
Dee aantrekkende krachten bereiden de weg voor voorheen onuitvoerbare experimenten,
voorr nieuwe oplossingsmethoden en -technieken, en derhalve voor nieuwe resultaten. Echter,
dee aantrekkende krachten resulteren tegelijkertijd in grotendeels geautomatiseerde, doch zeer
ingewikkeldee experimenten, die grote hoeveelheden gegevens genereren en dientengevolge
geavanceerdee oplossingen vereisen voor gegevensbeheer en -analyse.
Hierr staat tegenover dat, hoewel de afstotende krachten reeds een belangrijke rol spelen
inn het ondersteunen van wetenschappelijke experimenten en toepassingen, een gecombineerd
gebruikk van beschikbare technologieën wetenschappers zeker zal helpen bij het beter exploiterenn van hun experimentele resultaten, alsook bij het verkrijgen van nieuwe inzichten in
hett probleemdomein.
Inn deze dissertatie refereert de term collaboratieve experimenteeromgevingen
(CEO's)
naarr geïntegreerde oplossingen en ondersteunende omgevingen, die alle aspecten van experimentenn ondervangen, en die wetenschappers van nut zijn in elke levensfase van een experiment.. Een CEO biedt derhalve de vereiste combinatie van de beschikbare (aantrekkende
enn afstotende) technologieën. In een complexe omgeving als een CEO moeten vele kwesties
onderr de loep genomen worden, waaronder de representatie en het beheer van experimenten,
dee aan deze experimenten gerelateerde gegevens, en de functionaliteit voor het beheer van
experimentenn en gegevens. Vooral het beheer van wetenschappelijke informatie is één van de
meestt belangrijke kwesties, omdat het in alle stappen van het experimenteerproces is vereist.
Hett beheer van informatie in een CEO introduceert verscheidene uitdagingen, zoals
hett modelleren en beheren van ingewikkelde experimentele procedures, en van heterogene
gegevens.. In deze context is de belangrijkste doelstelling van dit proefschrift: het analyseren
vann de eisen voor wetenschappelijke experimenten in verschillende onderzoeksdisciplines,
enn het aandragen van generieke en herbruikbare oplossingen voor de aan informatiebeheer
gerelateerdee problemen waar wetenschappers gedurende hun experimenten mee te maken
hebben. .
Omm deze doelstelling te bereiken is eerst een uitgebreide studie uitgevoerd naar verschillendee experimenten en toepassingen in experimentele wetenschapsdomeinen. De studie
omvattee life sciences experimenten in microarray en confocale microscopie, natuurkundige
'Vertalingg door Prank Seinstra
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experimentenn in materiaalanalyse, en verkeerssimulaties. Daarnaast zijn vele experimenten
enn toepassingen bestudeerd op basis van de literatuur, waaronder medische toepassingen en
additionelee natuurkundige toepassingen. Deze studie heeft geleid tot de identificatie van de
aann informatiebeheer gerelateerde problemen waar wetenschappers mee te maken hebben
tijdenss hun experimenten.
Gebaseerdd op de studieresultaten en de geïdentificeerde problemen is een analyse uitgevoerdd om het eisenpakket, waaraan ter ondersteuning van wetenschappers tegemoet gekomen
moett worden, te identificeren en classificeren. De classificatie heeft geresulteerd in twee
groepenn van eisen, namelijk: gebruikerseisen en standaard ICT-eisen. De eerste categorie
bevatt de behoeften en verwachtingen van gebruikers van het virtueel laboratorium. De
tweedee categorie is daarentegen meer oplossingsgeoriënteerd en bevat eisen voor de standaardd ICT infrastructuur die vereist is om op een juiste wijze te kunnen voldoen aan de
gebruikerseisen. .
Dee volgende stap die genomen is alvorens te komen tot het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling
vann een informatiebeheerplatform voor CEO's, was een grondige studie en analyse van de
state-of-the-artt op dit gebied. Deze studie bestond uit twee onderdelen:
1.. Onderzoek naar bestaande en opkomende technologieën, paradigma's en standaarden,, die de ontwikkeling van ondersteuningsomgevingen voor complexe experimenten
mogelijkk maken (de zogenaamde 'enablers'). Het onderzoek omvatte informatiemodellenn en -standaarden, gedistribueerde informatiebeheersystemen, resource managementt technologieën, en andere gerelateerde technologieën, paradigma's en hulpmiddelen,, zoals workflow management en virtuele organisaties. Deze gebieden zijn gekozen
opp basis van het eerder geïdentificeerde pakket van eisen.
2.. Een uitgebreid overzicht van verschillende ondersteuningsomgevingen voor complexe
experimenten,, in combinatie met een beschrijving van de wijze waarop wetenschappelijkk informatiebeheer in elk hiervan is aangepakt. Het beschrijft elke ondersteuningsomgevingg en geeft inzicht in de aanwezige functionaliteit gegeven de specifieke focus op
informatiebeheer.. Tevens zijn de beschreven ondersteuningsomgevingen geëvalueerd
aann de hand van verschillende criteria, waaronder het geïdentificeerde eisenpakket,
dee aanwezige functionaliteit, de toegepaste 'enablers', en de gebruikte implementatietechnologieën.. Het overzicht en de evaluatie geven een beeld van de state-of-the-art
inn wetenschappelijk informatiebeheer.
Hett onderzoek naar wetenschappelijke experimenten, het overzicht van bestaande en opkomendee wetenschappelijke informatiebeheeraanpakken, alsmede het aangegeven pakket van
eisen,, vormen gezamenlijk de basis voor de definitie van het raamwerk voor informatiebeheerr in een CEO. Omdat informatiebeheer in alle fasen van wetenschappelijke experimenten
vereistt is, is het informatiebeheerraamwerk in een CEO direct van invloed op alle andere
CEO-componenten.. Voornamelijk door het modelleren van wetenschappelijke experimenten
wordtt de basis gelegd voor een juiste beschrijving van de overige aspecten van een CEO.
Alss gevolg van dit gegeven is een experimentmodel geïntroduceerd dat in staat is heterogene
wetenschappelijkee experimenten op uniforme wijze te representeren, zodanig dat het alle aspectenn van deze experimenten omvat, van experimentele procedures tot aan computationele
bewerkingen.. Een ander belangrijk CEO-component, dat verantwoordelijk is voor het presenterenn van de door de CEO aangeboden functionaliteit en de door de CEO gemanipuleerde
gegevens/informatie,, is de CEO-gebruikersomgeving. In een multi-disciplinair CEO is het
essentieell dat de gebruikersomgeving de wetenschappers uniforme en herbruikbare interfaces
biedt.. Uniforme interfaces en herbruikbare componenten voor de CEO-gebruikersomgeving
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wordenn verkregen uit de uniformiteit en uitbreidbaarheid van het gedefinieerde experimentmodel.. Naast de CEO-gebruikersomgeving is hett beheer van informatie in een CEO eveneens
opp het experimentmodel gebaseerd. Diverse gegevensmodellen zijn ontwikkeld voor de representatiee van verschillende soorten gegevens/informatie die door een CEO worden gegenereerd
enn gemanipuleerd. Naast gegevensmodellen voor informatie aangaande wetenschappelijke
experimenten,, bevatten de ontworpen gegevensmodellen modellen voor informatie over gebruikers,, toegangsrechten, beschikbare bronnen, het delen en hergebruiken van objecten, en
eigenschappenn van schermweergave. Functionaliteit voor opslag en beheer van de gemodelleerdee gegevens/informatie is eveneens ontworpen.
Omm de ontworpen functionaliteit te ondersteunen is een architectuur voor het informatiebeheerplatformm ontworpen en geïmplementeerd binnen de VLAM-G collaboratieve experimenteeromgeving.. Het ontwerp van de architectuur behandelt verscheidene uitdagingen
inn wetenschappelijk informatiebeheer, van het bieden van uniforme gebruikersinterfaces voor
uiteenlopendee functionaliteit, tot aan modulariteit, openheid, en flexibiliteit. Door modulariteitt en uniforme interfaces wordt onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen componenten voorkomen,
enn wordt uitbreiding van de architectuur mogelijk als dit nodig mocht zijn. De implementatiee van het VIMCO-informatiebeheerplatform toont de toepasbaarheid aan van de voor de
CEOO voorgestelde gegevens- en functionaliteitsmodellen.
Tott slot wordt het gebruik gepresenteerd van de concepten, de modellen, en het ontwikkeldee informatiebeheerplatform, in een werkelijk bestaande toepassing. De DNA
microarray-applicatiee toont de toepasbaarheid aan van het ontwikkelde platform in een
complexx experiment in het life sciences onderzoeksgebied.
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